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INTRODUCTION 

Transition and change in the Islamic World 

Ziauddin Sardar 

Making sense o f the complexity of the Islamic world is o nly 
possible by being a lert to the multiplicities of its diversity. The 
Islamic world refers to a swa the of na tions, regions, and 

peoples whose defining feature is adherence to the religion 
o f Islam. While shared religion is a unifying factor, the Islamic 
world is far from being a composite whole and in many ways 
defies easy analysis. Indeed, depending upon the prism 
through which it is viewed, it can appear, almost d isappear, 
or take on markedly different configu rations. Shared faith 
does not crea te a monolith, rather it raises questions about 

the weight and balance to be given to the divergent, and at 
times contending, aspects of a complex reality. 

To understand the Islamic world today, as well as in the past, 
requires an appreciation of the multiple traits that constantly 
interact to create, temper, pull apart, and reconnect this protea n 
entity. Elements that operate to unify have to be considered as 
they work through various forms of diversity: trad itional, 
modern, ethnic, cultural, and linguistic, as well as religious. 
Tradition and modern ity are less discrete alternate poles than 
compound elements in all aspects of the Islamic world. The 
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unity of the Islamic world is impossible to conceive withom its 
immense diversity, and this gives a d istinctive character to how 
the potential and aspiration for unity is understood and ex
pressed by different people in different places - geographic, 
intellectual, and social, as well as religious. 

The complex ity begins with the attempt to define the extent 
of the Islamic world. Islam as a faith and significant communa l 
bond is not contained within a collection of neatly bounded 
modern nation states. Allowing fo r the vagaries of census 

taking and na tional sensitivit ies, India has possibly the world's 
second largest Muslim population and has been a huge influ
ence in the history and development of contempora ry M uslim 
thought. Yet it does not consider itself to be part of the Islamic 
world, nor is it incl uded in the conventional meaning of the 
term. To thin k of the Islamic world solely in terms of M uslim 
majority nations excludes not only geographically concen

trated minority populations across its border in places like 
India a nd China, it also ignores the important influence of 
dispersed and distant minority populations - for example, the 
growing Diaspora of Muslims in Western nations which has 
considerable influence in the intellectual arena and makes 
significa nt contributions to all the ongoing debates throughout 
the Islamic world. 

How the Islamic world relates to the concept of !tmmah, the 

Islamic term for the worldwide community of believers, is no 
easy matter. At one level a ll Muslims acknowledge member
shi p of the ummah, yer their membership raises com pl ica red 
and subtle questions about the nature of plura l identity. The 
ummah has always been a global concept; nationalism is a new 
development that overlays and often cross-cuts that sentiment 
with convoluted questions relating to the meaning of loyalty 
and belonging. The Islamic world is a subset of the Ilmmah. 

Neither the Ilmmah nor the Islamic world, in history or today, 
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has ever been or is a fixed entity. However, the inability of the 
organiza tion and Structure of the modern world to accom
modate the unifying trends based on Islam have been driving 
forces of much contemporary Muslim thought and action, 
both positive and negative. 

The sheer diversity of the geographica l regions, peoples, 
cultures, languages, and races embraced by the Islamic world 
is remarkable. In general terms it extends from the western 
edge of Africa - from Morocco to Senegal - across continents 
to the eastern edge of the Indonesian archipelago. Its northern 
boundary arcs from the Ba lkans through the newly indepen
dent republics of Central Asia to the Muslim majority region 
of Western China. From the steppes of Central Asia it extends 
southwards through the Caucasus across the Anatol ian pe
ninsula to the Mediterranean region, through the Levant and 
Arabian Peninsula and down from the Horn of Africa along 
the eastern coast of the African conrinent to Tanzania and 
northern Mozambique. 

This area is wha t is often termed 'the global middle bel t' and 
includes the temperate cl imes of eastern Europe, vast stretches 
of desert and savannah la nds as well as tropical and equatorial 
lands. The enormous range of environments that are home to 
and have been shaped by Islamic history comprise a compar
able range of cultures and eth nici ties, nations and tribes, all of 
which have distinct antecedents as well as va ried responses to 
and means of incorporating and expressing Islam in individual 
and social life. 

It is also essential to recogn ize tha t the Islamic world does 
not have one integrated history but many histories. Pre-Islamic 
history gives way to the diverse eras and mea ns by which Islam 
was introduced to specific regions. All of its component 
regions have a history of mutual contact and sha red in fl uences 
derived from their inclusion in the Islamic world . In history 
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this was an open, globalized world geared [0 long distance 
trade. It was a worldwide community structured around 
religious institutions such as hajj. the once-in-a-lifetime pil
grimage to Mecca, as well as a common system of religious and 
lega l education which, from the earliest times, facilitated and 
encouraged travel and hence the transmission of ideas and 
knowledge. 

Wha t could be called the Islamicatc era gave way to the era 
of western colonization. Few parts of the Islamic world es
caped colonization. Even those parts of the Islamic world not 
directly or indirectly colonized were drawn into the growing 
power of Western economic, military, diploma tic, and cultural 
influence. The history of colonization adds another layer of 
connections and discontinuities that affect perceptions of and 
relations to the wider Islamic world . The colonial legacy 
continues to support discontinuities in matters such as lan
guage, systems of governance, modern legal code, and social 
organIzation. 

The specific history of each country's process of decolo
nization has been a powerful infl uence on the formation of 
the contempora ry nation states in which Muslims live, which 
range from autocratic monarchies to authoritarian one-party 
states to various degrees and forms of democratic govern
ment. The history of how the Islamic world comes to be as it 
is today is not merely the story of various peoples' relation
ship co Islam but has been formed in the crucible of their 
va ried relations with the non-Muslim world. The result is that 
while it is possible to talk of genera l trends affecti ng the 
Islamic world, all generalizations must be ba lanced by the 
equa lly important realization that there is no such thing 
as a typical Muslim sta te. Each Muslim state, each Muslim 
community or population is conditioned by its distinctive 
histories, ancient and modern. 
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If this broad overview seems to imply the very concept of an 
Islamic world is at best only a weak connection, it needs to be 
balanced by considering the coumervai ling principles of unity. 
Unity is a cemral principle of the world view of Islam. The very 
idea of unity in diversity derives from the original source of 
Islam: the Qur'an. The development of Islamic law based on 
the Qur'an accepted local cultural practise as a sou rce of law. 
That which did not contradict the ethical and moral precepts 
of Islam in pre-existing cultura l practise remained permissible 
and valid. It was also accepted that there were various ways to 

achieve the ethical and moral intent of Qur'anic principles 
depending on context and circumstance, which again provided 
an authentic opening for diversity of practise within the 
bounds of unity. 

The Qur'an also provides a framework - a common core of 
concepts and a way of reasoni ng - which generates strong 
unifying trends. Indeed, the Qur'an plays a central part in 
shaping the consciousness of each individual Muslim. It is the 
basis of prayer, education, and study. Its injunctions shape 
everyth ing from dietary laws, marriage, and family affa irs to 

social, economic, and political organ ization. And its powerful 
emphasis on the community of believers is a moti ve force of the 
idea of an Islamic world. 

Muslims lea rn about the implementa tion of the Qur'an 
through the secondary source of Islamic law: the example 
of the words and actions of the Prophet Mu~ammad or the 
sU1l1lah. This secondary source provides anmher ser of unify
ing principles and experience. The slI1l1lah pertains to details of 
intimate personal behaviour and presents an idealized person
ality profile that bears on a ll aspects of individual behaviour, 
as well as maners of communal and social organization. h has 
a strong affective hold on Muslim consciousness and is known 
from one end of the Islamic world to the mher. The common 
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heritage of the Qur'an and sU1l1lah in effect permits Muslims 
travelling ro a radically different part of the Islamic world to 
orient themselves easily within a new setting. 

The principles of brotherhood and fellowship are not ab
stract but are supported by shared forms of personal beha
viour that straddle cultural differences. At its most basic, Islam 
is a religion of the home and its strong emphasis on unity is a 
powerful sentiment within each indi vidual Muslim. The affec
tive bonds of unity ex ist independently of and irrespective of 
the complications of history and modern nation states in the 
individual believer. 

Traditionally, it was axiomatic that a Muslim, whatever his 
or her origin, was in some sense a cirizen of any Muslim 
commun ity where any Muslim stranger could lay valid claim 
to rea l rights, obligations, and resources. In the pre-modern era 
this made for ease of movement of people and hence ideas and 
knowledge around the Islamic world. The life story of innu
merable Muslim notables includes travelling from one end of 
the Islamic world to the other by way of long working sojourns 
in different places a long the way. The mosque provides a 
ubiquitous infrastructure where such fellowship and services 
can still be accessed by strangers. 

The Qur'an and swmah provide the unifying basis of sha red 
principles and example to all Muslims. They are the basis of 
law not because either source is definitively a literal legal code 
but because the moral and ethical principles and imperatives 
they contain impel the formal organization of social life and 
communal organization as the expression of religious faith and 
the fulfi lment of a righteous life. The creation of Islamic law, 
the Shart'ah, follows as a logical consequence of the primary 
sources. 

The construction of law was a work of imerpretation by 
Muslims in history, however much succeeding generations 
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have conflated the law with those primary sources . And 
however much Muslims may and do argue that one God, 
one Qur'an and one sUllllah can and should mean one law and 
one way for all , the formulation of law in ever-expanding and 
diversi fying communities has produced distinct schools of 
thought, each with different interpretations and practises. 
The various schools of thought developed within the diversity 
of Muslim societies arou nd the globe has produced num bers of 
what can be termed religious dominations. 

Two main divisions are widely recognized within Islam: 
Sunni and Shi'a. Sunnis, ' the people ofthe path', emphasize the 
sU1l1lah or the way of the Prophet MlI~ammad; they constitute 
the majority of the Muslims. The ShI'as, who believe that only 
descendants of the family of the Prophet have a legitimate right 
to claim political authority, are largely concentrated in Iran 
and Iraq. Within this broad division, there are other schools of 
thought, various movements of interpretations, and suppor
ters of liberal, modernist or traditionalist outlooks. There are 
also a variety of mystical traditions, generally termed Sufism, 
ranging from the Whirling Dervishes of Turkey to the 
Qawwali singers of the Indian subcontinent. 

Di versity of religious interpretation and distinctions in the 
schools of thought and application of Islamic law have been 
part of the historic development of the Islamic world. But as 
wi th all other aspects of diversity, the significance of these 
differences needs to be weighed and balanced. A city such as 
Istanbul can contain mosques fo llowing many different 
schools of though t, denominational, sectarian, or spiritua l 
traditions. The diversity is a legacy of the Ottoman practise 
of recognizing pl ural ity of schools of law. Just as the Islamic 
world as a whole is not homogeneous so there are few modern 
nations whose entire population follow only one tradition of 
Islam. Historicall y, the differences between schools of thought 
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and practise have not precluded mmual recognition, interac
tion, and influence both at the level of scholarship and among 
ordina ry followers . Individual or communal affiliation to one 
tradition or another can and does go hand in hand with the 
acknowledgement of a superior imperative for unity. The 
distinctions between the various traditions are less insurmou n
table in theological and practical terms than among and 
between the denomina tions of Christianity, fo r example. 
Yct it is also true that affilia tion to different traditions can 
and has become a source of tension and comm unal divide . 

The Islamic world is defined by the adherence of its popula
tion to Islam, but what that adherence means and how it is 
expressed and practiced is not self-evident. Muslims claim 
Islam is a total way of life, containing a blueprint for the 
organiza (ion and operation of the entire spectrum of the life of 
a society. Yet this familiar definition is in many ways more 

rhetorical than real; more an aspiration than a lived real ity in 
the modern nation states in which people actually live. The 
sense of disconnection between the ideal and the actua l is not 
solely the product of colonization and modernity. The ques
tion of the legitimacy of governance begins in the early years of 
Islamic his(Qry and has been a driving force of the perennial 
reform movements. 

Di versi ty and difference have been always balanced by the 
search for authenticity and uniformity. Throughout history 
reform movemenrs have sought to purge Isla mic society of its 
imperfections, which are defined as deviations from, and 
corruptions of, its religious ideals and their proper interpreta
tion as the basis fo r social li fe. T herefore it wou ld be wrong to 
see the Islamic world as static and unchanging, although this is 
not an uncommon im pression . The Islamic world has always 
been in a state of flux and tradition is invoked to describe stasis 
as well as the urgent call for change. In the his(Qry of the 
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Islamic world as much as in the present-day, tradition IS a 
concept that requires careful examination and definition 
rather than being an obvious and self-evident condition. 
The battle of ideas and interpretation has been ongoing 
throughout Islamic history and has always been compounded 
by the context of social, economic, and political circumstances. 
At times, the appeal of Islamic tradition has been used to resist 
change. At other times, places, and circumstances, Islamic 
trad ition has been invoked as the authentic means to effect 
rad ical change. 

The ability to appeal to Islam to justify both stasis and 
cha nge should nOt be taken as another way of saying Muslims 
can make of Islam whatever they wish. It would be more 
appropriate to see the Islamic world as engaged in a contin
uous dialogue within its own defined pa rameters, rhetoric, 
ideas, and idea ls. The arguments and debates within the 
Islamic world cannot be understood through simplistic or 
one-dimensional analysis. The complexities of the Islamic 
world are simultaneous and coterminous. Tradition and mod
ernity, stasis and change, diversity and unity, authenticity and 
lack of legitimacy, purity and corruption, coexist - they are 
features of the outlook of individuals as much as conditions of 
society and need to be balanced and weighted to develop a 
rou nded pictu re of what is happening within the Islamic world 
and how its future will be shaped. 

The contemporary unrest and instabili ty in the Islamic world, 
as the section ' Islam in the Modern World' shows so well, is a 
legacy of the activism of Islamic reform movements as well as 
the rise of ' Islamic fundamentalism' which is usually taken to 
have become a predominant trend after the t 979 revolution in 
Iran. But the role that modernity has played both in the 
emergence of fundamentalism and mi litant traditionalism is 
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not widely recognized. From the late 1940s through to the 
1960s, the period during which Muslim countries obtained 
their independence, modernization - or more specifically de
velopment along Western patterns - was seen as a panacea for 
social and economic ills. Indeed, most Muslim countries 
whole-heartedly embarked on a rapid course of moderniza
tion. But the strategies for modernization were, on the whole, 
out of sync wi th the trad itional societies they were attempting 
to change. Thus a rift developed between those who backed 
modernization and accompanying Westerniza tion and those 
who were concerned aboUT preserving the tradi tional culture, 
lifestyle, and outlook of Muslim societies. In most cases, the 
trad itionalists tended to be romantics who saw tradition nOt as 
a changing and evolving phenomenon, but as an entity that 
was fixed and frozen in history. 

The modernist leaders who took over from the departing 
colonial powers often ma intained their hold on Muslim socie
ties by resorting to excessive use of force and by ruth lessly 
persecuting the traditiona l leadership, abusing traditional 
thought and everything associated with it. What was tradi
tional was seen as a historical heritage which was 'backward', 
which meant ' living in the past' and being incapable of change, 
and thus a serious obstacle to modernization. Most of these 
leaders were military dictators and despots who survived, and 
in some cases thrived, largely wi th the support of Western 
powers. The economic and development policies they pursued 
often ended in spectacu lar fa ilure and accumulated national 
wealth in fewer and fewer hands. Fundamental ism emerged as 
a reaction to the excesses of modernity and political despotism. 

The goal of global Musl im reformist movements, such as 
the Muslim Brotherhood of Egypt and Jama'at-e Islami of 
Pakistan, was much more than simply a reassertion of cultural 
identity, formal religious observances and ex pression of 
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Islamic values - though these were seen to be vital. Their 
ultimate aim was the creation of an ' Islamic state' where the 
rule of the Shari'ah, or Islamic law, would be paramount. 

In a sense, however, all Muslims are 'fundamentalist' in that 
they believe the Qur'an to be the literal Word of God. Indeed, 
the very definition of a Muslim is someone who believes that 
the Qur'an is the absolute and immutable Word of God. What 
made 'Islamic fundamentalists' so fundamentalist was their 
unique vision of a centralized state that would rule all aspects 
of the lives of its ci tizens. A state where politics and religion, 
law and morality wou ld be one and the same thing. In this 
framework, the integrated, holistic, and God-centred world
view of Islam is transformed into a totalitarian, theocratic 
world order and a persuasive moral God is replaced by a 
coercive, political one. Essential to this transmuted Islamic 
fundamental ism, however, is a concept of the state which owes 
more co modern Western theory of state formation than 
anything based on or derived from Islamic history. 

The fundamentalism of Islamic fundamentalists is a new 
phenomenon, a new fusion of a single interpretation of Islam, 
seen in essentialist terms as pure and unchanging, which 
invokes the formative era of Islamic hiscory as its model but 
understands this model according to the form, operation, 
power and instrumental rationality of a modern tota litarian 
state. It employs a romantic idealized notion of the perfection 
of the format ive era of Islamic history. 

Yet for all its appeal to history, such fu ndamentalism is 
ahistorical: it sees Islam not as a religion interpreted in the lives 
and thoughts of people called Muslims, as something that 
unfolded in history with all its human strengths and weak
nesses, but as a utopia that exists omside time. Hence it has no 
notion of progress, mora l development, or human evolution. 
Moreover, it does not recognize, understand, or appreciate 
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other interpretations of Islam. Those with alternative inter
pretations are seen as weak Muslims at best, heretics and 
apostates at worse. Thus the plurality and diversity of Islam 
that has existed for the last 1,500 years is expunged. 

The plight of the Islamic world today is a product of 
competing visions of the fundamental ists and the modernists: 
Muslim societies arc being squeezed, on the one hand by the 
fo rces of aggressive modernity, and on the other by an emer
gen t fundamentalism that purports to be the totality of tradi
tionali sm and can take a militant, aggressive form. The ensuing 
struggles arc evidenr in ma ny countries and everywhere serve 
to create a new and distu rbing polarization. How the forces 
are a ligned varies from country to country. The circumstances 
are different in Pakistan to those in Egypt for example, though 
both countries are in a perilous and precarious condition. 
Intense struggles, with different permutations and combina
tions, are being acted out from Morocco to Saudi Arabia, 
Algeria, the Sudan, Bangladesh, Malaysia and all the way to 

Indonesia and the new Muslim repu bl ics of Central Asia . 
Muslim societies are being pulled in different directions and 
face the threat of rupture and fragmentation. 

Th is struggle between modernists and traditionalists is not 
likely to be resolved in the foreseeable future. Neither pa rty has 
shown itself capable of upl ift ing and bettering the lot of the 
Islamic world. Locked in contention they construct a permanent 
impasse tha t forecloses the future potential of their societies in 
an intracta ble set of unpalatable options that result in arrested 
developmenr. Both the Westernized model of modernity and 
ossified traditionalism have failed Muslim societies. Resolving 
the impasse requires genu ine political and institutional change. 
So where does the Islamic world go next? 

A viable future for the Islamic world is hard to imagine 
without consensual politics, more open societies, and a new, 
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contemporary interpretation of Islam and what it means to be 
a Muslim in the twenty-first century. Fortunately, the tools for 
adjusting to change and evolving a progressive outlook are at 
the very hea rt of Islam. Such fundamental concepts of Islam as 
ijtihad (reasoned innovation), ijmii (consensus) and shiira 
(consultation) can be used to develop contemporary models 
of governance and social change that are based on the needs 
and aspirations of ordinary Muslims. And there is sufficient 
scholarly and pragmatic work underway to provide reasons 
for guarded optimism. 

Beyond the headline issues of conflict and the remorseless 
attention given to fundamentalism, it is possible to miss the 
significant fact tha t the very idea of ' reform' has changed 
drastically. For the Islamic movements, reform meant imposi
tion of the Shari'ah and tra nsformation of the na tion into an 
' Islamic state' - this is the course that was followed, for 
example, in Iran, which changed into a theocracy after the 
revolution. The laSt decade, however, has seen the emergence 
of a new approach focused on reform within Islam based not 
on accepting the Shari'a h as a given, inherited and immutable 
historic body of law but as a work in progress that needs to be 
changed, rethought, remade, and updated to accommodate, 
and be relevant to, contemporary times. The new notion of 
reform has had significan t success that needs to be acknowl
edged and appreciated. 

The reformulation of the personal law aspects of the 
Shari'ah in Morocco provide an example of what can be 
accomplished. The new Islamic Family Law, or Mudawwa
nah, introduced on October 10 2003, sweeps away centuries 
of bigotry and blatant bias aga inst women that has been 
accreted as the meaning and application of the Shari'ah . It 
is a product of decades of agitation by women, activists, and 
progressive Muslim scholars. Most importantly it was pro-
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duced with the full cooperation of the religious scholars as well 
as the active participation of women. 

The changes it introduced are noteworthy. The traditional 
notion of the husband as head of the family has gone, the 
family becomes the joint responsibility of both spouses. The 
degrading and debasing language previously used in reference 
to women has been replaced wi th gender-sensi tive terminol
ogy. Women's marriageable age has been raised from 15 to 18, 
bringing it on par wi th that of men. Women and men now 
have the right to contract their own marriage without the legal 
approval of a guardian. Women have the right to divorce and a 
man's right to un ilateral divorce has been ditched. Verbal 
divorce has been outlawed. Men now req uire prior authoriza
tion from a court before they can obtain a divorce. Moreover, 
husbands are required to pay all monies owed to the wife and 
children in full before a divorce can be registered. Polygamy 
has been all but abolished. Men can take second wives only 
with the full consent of the fi rst wife and only if they can prove, 
in a court of law, that they can treat them both with absolute 
justice - an impossible condition. 

Moreover, women can now claim al imony and can be 
granted custody of their children even if they remarry. Indeed, 
a woman can even regain custody of her children if the courts 
initially ruled in favour of the husband bu t the husband failed 
to fulfil his responsibili ties. There is a lso provision for the child 
to get sui table accommodation consistent wi th his or her living 
conditions prior to the pa rents' divorce. This requirement is 
separate from the other alimony obligations, which conven
tionally consisted of a pa ltry lump sum. The new law also 
protects the child's right to acknowledgement of paternity in 
cases where the marriage has not been officially registered or 
the child was born outside wed lock. The new law also requires 
that husbands and wives share the property acquired during 
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marriage. Husbands and wives can have separate estates but 
the law makes it possible for the couple ro agree, in a document 
other than the marriage contract, on how to manage and 
develop assets acqui red during marriage. 

The trad itional tribal cusrom of favou ring male heirs in the 
sha ring of inherited land has also been dropped, making it 
possible for grandchild ren on the daugh(Cr's side ro in herit 
from their grandfather. The new Shari'ah also assigns a key 
role to the judiciary. Public prosecurors must now be involved 
in every legal action involving family affairs. New family 
courts have been set up and a famil y mutual assistance fund 
has been established ro ensure that the new code is effectively 
enforced. The reformulated 5harI'ah enshrines the principle 
that minorities should be allowed ro follow their own laws. So 
Moroccan Jews can be governed by the provisions of the 
Hebraic Moroccan Family Law. 

Morocco has demonstrated the 5hari'ah is not fixed in the 
way that most puritan Muslims bel ieve it to be. It can be 
changed; and every change in the law can be justified with 
chapter and verse from the Qur'an and the example and 
say ings of the Prophet Mu~ammad . Furthermore, this change 
can have the consent and consensus of religious scholars. Not 
surp risi ngly, the new law has been welcomed not only by 
women's groups bu t also by the mainstream Islamic parries. 
Where Morocco has led, other Muslim countries will follow. 
Indeed, similar effo rtS at reformu lation of the Shari'ah, or 
attempts at ijtihiid, are on the agenda in Indonesia, Malaysia, 
India, and even in the Gu lf States. 

The relationship between Islam and pol itics is undergoing a 
para llel transformation. The conventional notion of Islamic 
movements that politics should be gea red to establishing an 
' Islamic state' has shifted. Increasingly, the politics of Islam are 
being focused on creating a democratically accoun table civic 
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society. Turkey is a leading example of thi s trend. The Justice 
and Development Party (AKP), which came to power in 2002, 
has deep Islamic roots for which it has been challenged in the 
courts by its secular Kemalist opposition. But AKP's percep
tion of Islamic politics has nothing to do with a utopian Islamic 
state . 

Its leaders argue the Islamic principle of shlira, or consulta
tion, mea ns that pol itics in Islam has to be consensual and 
based on democratic principles . AKP in troduced more liberal 
reforms than any other secular Turk ish government in modern 
times: the death penalty was abolished and minorities were 
given more freedom includ ing the right to their own minority 
language education. In pursu it of its stated objective of gaining 
admission to the European Union, various pieces of human 
rights legislation have been put on the statute books, including 
ending punishment for criticism of the armed forces. 

Indeed, the AKP even tried to change the law to ensure the 
Turkish mil itary cannot intervene in the democratic process, as 
it has done on numerous occasions in recent histOry. Econom
ica lly, the AKP has provided efficient and effective manage
ment, making its administration one of the most successfu l in 
Turkish histOry by producing a dramatic turnaround in the 
country's for tunes. But more than anything else, AKP has 
demonstrated that Islamic politics is much more than an 
ideology for the fanatics. It can be, and is, an effective instru
mem for mobilizing civic forces and establishing a stable 
func tioning democracy in a society. Islam is not a threa t to 
democracy or secularism. 

Indonesia has achieved even more spectacular success in 
realigning Islamic pol itics with democracy and civic institu
tions. The reformist agenda in Indonesia is led by two of the 
largest and most influential organizations in the country: 
Muhamadi ya h and Nahdatul Ulama (NU). Established at 
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the dawn of the twentieth century, these organizations com
mand some 60 to 80 million followers spread across a vast 
network of mosques, schools, and universities throughom the 
country. Conventionally NU, which is essentially an organiza
tion of religious scholars, has been described as trad itionalist; 
while Muhamadiyah, dominated by intellectuals and thinkers, 
has been seen as a modern ist organization. 

Since 9/11, however, these distinctions have become mean
ingless and the two organizations cooperate to promote a new 
concept of Islamic politics focused on the creation of civic 
society. They campaign jointly against corruption in public life 
and for accountable, open democracy. The reform programme 
of Muhamadiyah, NU and Liberal Islam Network, a group of 
young, liberal writers, scholars, thinkers, and activists who 
publish on the internet, is described as 'deformalization'. 
Overemphasis on formality and symbolism, Indonesian th in
kers argue, has drained Islam of vi ral elements; and Muslim 
societies need to move away from thi s obsession with form
alism. 

Deformalization has two objectives. First, it seeks to restore 
the missing ethical and humane aspects of Islam. Second, it 
seeks to separate the Shari'ah from politics and to redefine 
Islamic politics as the politics of civic society. Both politics and 
the Shai'i'ah have to evolve from the grass roots to meet the 
demands of the twenty-first century. The programme has been 
so successful that virtua lly all mainstream Islamic political 
parties in Indonesia now reject the formal implementation of 
the Shari'ah as a sta te ideology. 

Developments such as those taking place in Turkey and 
Indonesia are part of a growing debate in which Muslims 
around the world are acknowledging the need for fundamental 
change in their perception of Islam. There are indications of 
serious introspection; and conscious efforts are being made to 
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move away from the medieval notions of Islamic law and 
implement a vision of justice, equality, and beamy that is 
rooted in the Qur'an. 

From Morocco to Indonesia, efforts are being made to 
develop a more contemporary and hu mane interpretation of 
Islam. A new synthesis is emerging. Tradition is bei ng rede
fined as a life enhancing force tha t is amenable to change, 
indeed, which must contin ually adapt to maintain itself. This 
redefi ned adaptive tradition can generate its own indigenous 
form of modernity as an expression of its core values and with 
respect for, and relevance ro, the lifestyles of traditional 
cultures . The emerging synthesis is more evident on the per
iphery of the Islamic world tha n at the centre - the Middle 
East. Bm throughom history, it has always been the periphery 
that has changed the centre and eventually the whole of the 
Islamic world. 

However, not all experiments have been successful. The 
Muslim majority region of northern Nigeria has long felt 
neglected and overlooked within the creaking and struggl ing 
politics of Africa's most populous nation. The endemic pro
blems of corruption, ma l- and mis-development in an oil-rich 
state have brough t little improvement to the Muslim region. 
Activists argued that to change the circumstances of peoples' 
lives requ ired a new ethos. Institutional izing the Shari'ah 
would provide th is impetus by returning the population to 
their own code of cherished val ues. This would make exhorta
tions to personal responsibility and mutual obliga tion more 
than rhetoric. It would provide a coherent vision of develop
ment and extended Islamic values that people understood and 
to which they were committed across the whole spectrum of 
social life. It would mobilize and motivate popular support for 
genu ine reform to deliver better living standards and socia l 
welfare for all. 
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When the campaign for Shari'ah law succeeded, however, 
its proponents found they had to contend with the other 
face of tradition. Local Shari'ah courts not only remained 
intact bU( acquired a significance they had not had in many 
decades. They were manned by old school 'I/Iama', the 
under-educated products of a system of Islamic education 
that was neither reformed nor revitalized. The result was a 
spate of adultery cases which brough t interna tional atten
tion focused on the prospect of a few unfortunate women 
being stoned for alleged adultery while their ma le partners 
went scot-free. It is not what the advocates of the extensive 
application of Islamic principles and law to economic and 
social problems had envisaged. 

BU(, as in so many other Muslim countries, personal and 
family law were the vestigial aspects of Islamic law permitted 
to survive under colon ial rule and in operating these areas of 
law judges made up with prurience what had been lost in 
aU(onomy. The local judges had nOt been engaged in new 
thinking, nor did they seem aware of the potential interpreta
tions possible within the existing body of Shari'ah law. The 
proponents of Shari'ah had to console themselves with the 
knowledge that women found guilty in local courts would 
have their convictions overturned on appeal to higher courts
or if all else failed would be saved by the intervention of the 
Nigerian government, the very body whose shorrcomings they 
sought to overcome by a return to Islamic law. 

In Northern Nigeria it was evident, as it has been in 
many other Muslim countries, that the potential for Islamic 
reform req uires preparation, the kind of preparing the way 
that cannot be provided by traditional Islamic educational 
institutions. Without the critica l mass of critical thinking and 
wholesale public participation in education and debate, Isla
mic reform can be stillborn. 
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The Islamic world is deeply traditional; and tradition will 
play an important part in its future. Bur what is meant by 
tradition, its content, application, and interpretation is the 
most important question. In voking tradition does not mean 
the same thing to everyone. There are many and diverse 
meanings to tradition that jostle with each other across the 
Muslim world. The tradition of those highl y educated in the 
modern Westernized system can be very different to the 
trad ition of a landless farm worker in a rural backwater. Both 
have great attachment to tradition as a fu nction of Islam and 
an inheri tance of Islamic history, but mutual consensus ends at 
the level of rhetoric. Educated urban elites are finding new 
confidence in arguing that tradition is nOt static, defined, and 
fixed as inherited from earlier ages. 

There is increasing vigour and critical mass in the groups 
arguing that tradition becomes most truly tradition when it is 
constantly being reinvented, rethought, and changed while 
remaining true to and retaining its original spirit. Muslim 
identity is invested in Islamic tradition, bur finds it truncated, 
marginalized and much neglected as an irrelevance to the 
modern world. Taking a balanced view of the future potential 
of tradi tion requires more than bemoaning the failure of 
modern national govern ments and modern ity in genera l. It 
demands undertaking a critical eva luation of Islamic thought 
and ideas as they have been transmitted through history. It will 
require addressing the problems of history that encrust the 
Islamic educa tion and render it unfit for the purpose of serving 
an informed, open minded civic society that needs ro think its 
way to relevant solutions to its contempora ry problems. 
Belonging is more than strong sentimental affection, it requ ires 
becoming responsible for how tradition and affiliation meet 
the challenge of the times . 

There is little point in eu logizing the virtues of traditiona l 
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society if it cannot ada pt to save its cherished values, ethos, 
and world view from irrelevance to daily life in cOntemporary 
circumstances. The desire to be relevant has driven reform 
movements th roughout history and across the extent of the 
Islamic world. Reform has not always brought positive and 
beneficia l change. It has created monsters, confusion, and 
often fa iled to enhance the capacities of Muslim society. 
The aspira tion of Muslims to remain true to their identity 
defined by their affi liation to Islam has never been in doubt. 
The crucial question is whether, and how, the new critica l 
reform ded icated to liberal interpretation and civic society can 
achieve the critical mass to effect meaningful change and 
deliver a vibrant futute for the Isla mic world. 

Traditional societies change slowly, at their own speed, 
within their own parameters, and towards their chosen direc
tion . So change in the Islamic world would be slow and 
painful, and sometimes minor; bu t even minor changes have 
the potential to generate major perturbations. The important 
thing to realize is that the Islamic world is nOt static but 
dynamic. It is changing and will continue to change. Thus 
the future will be radically different from the past. 



PART I 

-
WHAT IS ISLAM? 



WHO WAS MUHAMMAD? 

Adherence to Islam is a global phenomenon: Muslims pre
dominate in some 30 to 40 countries, from the Atlantic to 

the Pacific and along a belt that stretches across nonhern 
Africa into Centra l Asia and south to the northern regions of 
the In dian subcontinent. The Islamic faith continues to 
expand, by some estimates faster than any other major 
religion. In the early twenty-first century there were nearly 
1.4 billion practising Muslims in morc than 200 countries. 
Islam is the world's second most populous religion after 
Christianity (some 2.2 billion), 

Islam was founded by the Prophet Mu~ammad in Arabia in 
the seventh century A D. The Arabic term islam, literally 
"surrender". illumina tes the fundamental religious idea of 
Islam - [ha t [he believer (called a Muslim, from the active 

panicle of isliim) accepts "surrender to the will of Allah" 
(Arabic for God). Allah is viewed as the sole God - creator, 
sustainer, and restorer of the world. The wil l of Al lah, to which 
humanity must subm it, is made known through the sacred 
scriptu res, the Qur'an (Koran), which Allah revealed to his 
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messenger, Mu~ammad. In Islam Mu~ammad is considered 
the last of a series of prophets {including Adam, Noa h, 
Abraham, Moses, Jesus, and others}, and his message simul
taneously consummates and completes the "revelations" at
tributed to earlier prophets. Although many sectarian 
movements have arisen within Islam, a ll Muslims are bound 
by a common fa ith and a sense of belonging to a single 
community. 

Mu~ammad, in full Abu a l-Qasim Mu~ammad ibn 'Abd 
Allah ibn 'Abd a l-M u!!alib ibn Hashim, was born in Mecca, 
in Arabia (now in Saudi Arabia) in AD 570 and died in 
Medina on June 8 632. He is the only founder of a major 
world religion who lived in the full light of history and ahout 
whom there are numerous records in historical texts, 
although like other premodern historical figures not every 
deta il of his life is known. Because Muhammad is one of the 
most influential figures in history, his life, deeds, and 
thoughts have been debated by followers and opponents 
over the centuries. 

Names and Titles of the Prophet 

The most common name of Muryammad, "the Glorified One", 
is parr of the daily call to prayer (adhan); following rhe 
attestation to the oneness of God, the believer proclaims, 
"Verily, I bear witness that Muryammad is the Messenger of 
God" (Ashhadll anna Mu~ammadan rasal Allah). When this 
name is uttered among Muslims, it is always followed by the 
phrase ~alla Allahu 'alayhi wa sallam ("may God's blessings 
and peace be upon him"), just as, whenever Muslims mention 
the name of other prophets such as Abraham, Moses, or Jesus, 
they recite the words 'alayhi ai-salam ("upon him be lGod'sJ 
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peace"). Muhammad also became widely known in Europe by 
diverse forms of the name such as Mahon, Mahomes, Mahun, 
Mahum, and Mahumet (a ll French), Machmet (German), and 
Maumet (Old Icelandic) . Moreover, Mu~ammad is the most 
popular male name in the Islamic world, either by itself or in 
combination with other names such as 'Ali (Mu~ammad's 
cousin and son-in-law) and I:"I usayn (Mu~ammad's grandson 
and 'Ali's son). 
Mu~ammad, however, has many other names, including 

"sacred names", which Muslims believe were given to him by 
God and by which he is called in various contexts. Trad ition
ally, 99 names for him are commonly used in litanies and 
prayers. Among the most ofren used and also central to the 
understanding of his nature is A~mad ("the Most Glori fied"), 
which is considered an inner and celestial name for Muham
mad. Over the centuries Muslim authorities have believed that, 
when Christ spoke of the coming reign of the Pa raclete, he was 
referring to A~mad. Also of grea t importance are the names 
that identify Muhammad as the Prophet, including Na bi 
("Prophet") and Rasa l Allah ("the Messenger of God"). Other 
names of the Prophet are Taha ("the Pure Purifier and 
Guide"), Yasin ("the Perfect Man"), Mu~!afa ("the One 
Chosen"), 'Abd Allah ("the Perfect Servant of God"), ~abib 
Allah ("the Beloved of God"), Dhikr Alla h ("the Remem
brance of God"), Amin ("the Trusted One"), Siraj ("the Torch 
Lighting the True Path"), Munir ("the llI uminator of the 
Universe"), Huda (" the Guide to the Truth"), Ghiyath (" the 
Helper"), and Ni 'mat Alla h ("the Gift of God"). These and his 
many other names playa major role in daily Muslim piety and 
in the pracrice of Sufism, or Islamic mysticism (see Chapter 5, 
The Flowering of Islam). 
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The Early Life of MUhammad 

Both before the rise of Islam and during the Islamic period, 
Arab tribes paid great anemian to genealogy and guarded 
their knowledge of it with meticulous care, developing a whole 
science of genealogy ('ilm al-a1I~ab) that is of much historical 
significa nce. Muslims trace Muhammad's ancestry (0 Isma'i l 
(Ishmael) and hence to the prophet Abraham. According to 

trad itional Islamic sources, Mu~ammad was born in Mecca in 
"the Yea r of the Elephant", which corresponds to the year AD 

570. A single event gave the Year of the Elephant its name 
when Abrahah, the king of Abyssinia, sent an overwhelming 
force to Mecca to destroy the Ka'hah, the sanctuary which 
Muslims believe was built by Adam and reconstructed by 
Abraham, and wh ich Abrahah viewed as a rival to his newly 
constructed temple in Sanaa in Yemen. According to tradition, 

the elephant that marched at the head of Abrahah's army knelt 
as it a pproached Mecca, refusing ro go further. Soon the sky 
blackened with birds that pelted the army with pebbles, 
driving them off in d isarray. Thus, the sanctuary that Muslims 
consider an eanhly reflection of the celestial temple was saved, 
though at the time it served Arab tribes who (with the excep
tion of the ~anrfs, or primordia lists) disregarded Abra hamic 

monotheism. 
Soon a fter this momentous event, Mu~ammad was born in 

Mecca . His fathe r, 'Abd Allah, and his mother, Aminah, 
belonged ro the family of the Ba nu Hashim, a branch of the 
powerful Quraysh, the ruling tribe of Mecca, that also gua rded 
its most sacred shrine, the Ka'bah. Because 'Abd Alla h died 
before Muhammad's birth, Aminah placed all her hopes in the 
newborn child. Without a father, Mu~ammad experienced 
many hardships even though his grandfather 'Abd al-Muttalib 
was a leader in the Meccan community. The emphasis in 
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Islamic society on generosity to orphans is related to the 
childhood experiences of Mu~ammad as well as to his sub
sequent love for orphans and the Qur'anic injunctions con
cerning their treatment. 

In order for Mu~ammad to master Arabic in its pure form 
and become well acquai nted with Arab traditions, Amina h 
sent him as a baby into the desert, as was the custom of a ll 
great Arab families at that time. In the desert, it was believed, 
one learned the qualities of sel f-discipline, nobility, and free
dom. A sojourn in the desert also offered escape from the 
domination of time and the corruption of the city. Moreover, it 
provided the opportunity to become a better speaker through 
exposure to the eloquent Arabic spoken by the Bedouin. In this 
way the bond with the desert and its purity and sobriety was 
renewed for city dwellers in every generation. Aminah chose a 
poor woman named f:lalimah from the tribe of BanO Sa'd, a 
branch of the Hawazin, to suckle and nurture her son. And so 
the young Mu~ammad spent several years in the desert. 

It was at this time tha t, according to tradition, two angels 
appeared to Mu~ammad in the guise of men, opened his 
breast, and purified his heart with snow. Th is episode, which 
exemplifies the Islamic belief that God puri fied his prophet and 
protected him from sin, was also described by Muhammad: 
"There came un to me two men, clothed in white, with a gold 
basin fu ll of snow. Then they laid upon me, and, splitting open 
my breast, they brought fo rth my hea rt. This likewise they split 
open and took from it a black clot which rhey cast away. Then 
they washed my heart and my breast with the snow." Mu
~ammad then repea ted the verse, found in the Hadi th (literally, 
" Report"; a collection of sayings attributed to the Prophet and 
members of the early Muslim community), "Satan toucheth 
every son of Adam the day his mother bea reth him, save only 
Mary and her son." Amazed by this event and also noticing a 
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mole on Mll~ammad's back (later identified in the traditional 
sources as the sign of prophecy), ~a lTmah and her husband, 
~arith. rook the boy back to Mecca. 
Mu~ammad's mother died when he was six years old. Now 

completely orphaned, he was brought up by his grandfather 
'Abd al-Muqalib, who a lso died two years later. He was then 
placed in the care of Abu Talib, Mu~ammad's uncle and the 
fathe r of 'Ali, Mu~ammad's cousin. La ter in life Muryammad 
would repay this kindness by taking 'A li into his household 

and giving his daughter Fa!imah to him in marriage. 
It is believed that Mu~ammad grew into a young man of 

unusual physica l beauty as well as generosity of character. H is 
sense of fairness and justice werc so revered that the people of 
Mecca often went to him for arbitration and knew him as al
Amj n, "the Trusted One". His striking appea rance is the 
subject of countless poems in va rious Islamic languages. Mu

~ammad, according to 'AIT, was neither tall nor lanky nor 
shorr and stocky, bur of medium height. His ha ir was neither 
crisply curled nor straight bur moderately wavy. He was not 
overweight and his face was not plump. He had a round face. 
His complex ion was white tinged with redness. He had big 
black eyes wi th long lashes . His brows were heavy and his 
shoulders broad. He had soft sk in, with fi ne hair coveri ng the 
line from mid-chest to navel. The pa lms of his ha nds and the 

soles of his feet were firmly padded. He walked with a firm 
gait, as if striding downhill. On his back between his shoulders 
la y the Sea l of Prophethood (a mole), for he was the last of the 
prophets. Islamic sources indicate that others recognized the 
mole as the sign of prophethood, including the Christian monk 
Ba~Tra, who met Mu~ammad when the Prophet joined Abu 
Ta lib on a caravan trip to Syria . 

When he was 25 years old, Mu~ammad received a ma rriage 
proposal from a wealthy Meccan woman, Khadijah bint 
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al- Khuwaylid, whose affairs he was conducting. Despi te the 
fact that she was 15 years older, Mu~ammad accepted the 
proposaL She bore him two sons, both of whom died you ng. It 
is from the first son, Qasim, that one of the names of the 
Prophet, Abo' al-Qasim ("the Father of Qasim"), derives. 
Khadijah also bore him four da ughters. Members of the Shi' ite 
branch of Islam arc thought to be descendants of Muhammad, 
from the li neage of Fa!ima h, his you ngest daughter, and 'Ali. 
Khadijah hersetf is considered one of the foremost female 
saints in Islam and, along with Fa!imah, plays a very impor
tant role in Islamic piety and in eschatological events con
nected with the souls of women. 

By age 35, Mu~ammad had become a very respected figure 
in Mecca and had taken 'Ali into his household. When he 
was asked, according to Islamic tradition, to arbitrate a 
dispute concerning which tribe should place the holy black 
stone in the corner of the newly bu ilt Ka'bah, Muha mmad 
resolved the con fl ict by putting his cloak on the ground with 
the stone in the middle and having a representative of each 
tri be lift a corner of it until the stone reached the appropriate 
height to be set in the wal t. His reputation stemmed, in part, 
from his deep religiosi ty and attention to prayer. He wou ld 
often leave the city and reti re to the desert for prayer and 
meditation . Moreover, before the advent of his prophecy, he 
received visions that he descri bed as being like "the breaking 
of the light of dawn". It was during one of these periods of 
retreat, when he was 40 yea rs old and medi ta ting in a cave 
ca lled ai-Hid' in the Mountain of Light (Jabal al-Nur) near 
Mecca, that Mu~ammad experienced the presence of the 
archanget Ga briet and the process of the Qur'an ic revelation 
began. 
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The Advent of the Revelation 
and the Meccan Period 

In the month of Ramadan (the ninth month of the Islamic 
calendar), in the year 610, the archangel Gabriel, in the form 
of a man, appeared to Mu~ammad, asked him to "recite" 
(iqra'), then overwhelmed him with a very strong embrace. 
Mu~ammad to ld the stranger tha t he was not a reciter. But the 

angel repeated his demand and embrace three times, before the 
verses of the Qur'an, beginning wi th " Recite in the Name of 
thy Lord who created", were revealed. Mu~ammad fled the 
cave thinking that he had become possessed by the jinn, or 
demons. When he heard a voice saying, "Thou art the mes
senger of God and I am Gabriel," Mu~ammad ran down the 
mountain . Gazing upward, he saw the man who had spoken to 

him in his rea l form, a n angel so immense that in whatever 

direction the Prophet looked the celestial figure covered the 
sky, which had turned green, the official colour of Islam to this 
day. 
Mu~ammad returned home and told Khadijah what had 

happened. She believed hi s account and sent for her blind 
cousin Waraqah, a Christian who possessed much religious 
wisdom. H aving heard the account, Waraqah also confirmed 

the fact that Mu~ammad had been chosen as God's prophet, 
and shortly afterwards Mu~ammad received a seco nd revela
tion. As the Prophet said later, the revela tion would either 
come through the words of the archangel or be directly 
revealed to him in his heart. The revelation was accompanied 
by the sound of bell-like reverberations. According to Isiamic 
trad ition, the process of the revelation of the Q ur'an lasted 
some 23 yea rs and ended shortly before the Prophet's death. 
Mu~ammad first preached his message to the members of 

his fam il y, then to a few fri ends, and finally, th ree years after 
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the advent of the revelation, to the public at large. The first to 
accept Mu~ammad's call to become Muslims were Khadljah, 
'Ali, Zayd ibn al -~arith, who was like a son to the Prophet, 
and Abo Bakr, a venerable member of the Meccan community 
who was a close friend. This sma ll group was the centre from 
which Islam grew in ever-wider circles. Besides Mu~ammad's 
family and friends, a number of prominent Meccans embraced 
Islam. However, most influential figures and families rejected 
his call, especially those prominent in trade. Even within his 
fa mily there were sceptics. Although Mu~ammad ga ined the 
su pport of many of the Banu Hashim, his uncle Abu Lahab, a 
major leader of the Quraysh, remained adamantly opposed to 
Islam and Mu~ammad's mission. These naysayers feared that 
the new rel igion, based on the oneness of God and unequ i
voca lly opposed to idolatry, wou ld destroy the favoured 
position of the Ka'bah as the centre of the religious cults of 
various Arab tribes and hence jeopardize the commerce that 
accompanied the pilgrimage to Mecca to worship idols kept in 
or on the Ka'bah. 

As Mu~ammad's message spread, opposition to him grew 
and was led by 'Amr ibn Hisham, dubbed Abo Jahl ("Father of 
Ignorance") by the early Muslims. Abu Jah l even had some 
early converts tortured, which resulted in the death of one of 
them. Mu~ammad then gave permission to a nu mber of early 
disciples to migrate temporarily to Abyssinia, where the coun
try's monarch, the negus, received them with kindness and 
generosity. They joined Mu~ammad later in Medina. Mean
while in Mecca, life for Mu~ammad and the early Muslims 
was becoming ever more di fficult and dangerous as the resu lt 
of extreme pressure exerted upon them by the Quraysh rulers 
of the city. 

In 619 Mu~ammad was gready saddened by the death of 
Khadijah and his uncle Abu Tali b. Not only was Khadijah his 
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devoted wife of 25 years and the mother of his children, but 
she was also his friend and counsellor. (Only after her death 
did Mu~ammad marry other women, mostly as a means of 
creating alliances with various families and tribes. The excep
tion was the daughter of Abo Bakr, 'A'ishah, who was 
betrothed to the Prophet when she was very young and in 
whose arms he would die in Medina.) The death of Abu TaJib, 
Mu~ammad's protector, crea ted a much morc difficult situa
tion for him and for the young Islamic community in Mecca. 
These deaths, combined with Mu~ammad's lack of success in 
propagating the message of Islam in the city of "fa'if, severely 
tested his determination and resolve. 

During this extremely difficult time Mu~ammad underwent 
the supreme spiritual experience of his life. On one of his 
nightly visits to the Ka'bah, he fell asleep in the I:iijr, an 
uncovered sanctuary attached to the north wall of the shrine, 
and experienced the Nocturnal Ascent (Isr~i' or Mi'raj), which 
is mentioned in the Qur'an, numerous Hadith, and nearly 
every work of islamic sacred history. According to traditiona l 
accounts, Mu~ammad was taken by the archangel Gabriel on 
the winged steed Bu raq to Jerusa lem. From the rock upon 
which Abraham offered to sacrifice his son (now the site of the 
Dome of the Rock, one of Islam's earliest and greatest mos
ques), they ascended through all the higher states of being to 
the Divine Presence itself. At one point Gabriel explained that 
he could go no further because, were he to do so, his wings 
would be burned; thar is, Mu~ammad had reached a state 
higher than that of the archangels. Mu~ammad is said to have 
received the supreme treasury of knowledge while he stood 
and then prostrated himself before the divine throne. God also 
revea led to him the final form and number of the Islamic daily 
prayers. in addition, it is said that, while going through the 
higher states of being symbolized by the heavenly spheres, 
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Muhammad met earlier great prophets such as Moses and 
Jesus. 

Traditional Muslims believe that the Mi'raj of the Prophet 
was not only spiritual but also corporeal in the same way that 
Christ's Ascension was accomplished in both body and spirit, 
according to traditional Christian belief. Modern Western 
scholars usua ll y consider Mu~ammad's experience to be an 
inner vision or dream, whi le some modernized Muslims, 
responding to secularist and rationalistic objections, claim 
that the Mi'raj was only spiritual. The Mi'raj is the prototype 
of spiritua l realization in Islam and signifies the final integra
tion of the spiritual, psychic, and physical elements of the 
human state. Because of its central spiritual importance, the 
Mi'raj has been the source of many major literary and meta
physical works in both prose and poetry, and figu res as 
different as the ph ilosophers Avicenna and Ibn ai-Arabi have 
written of its inner meaning. The Mi'raj is also one of the 
reasons why Muslims hold Jerusalem sacred. 

The idea of spreading the message of Islam beyond Mecca 
grew in Mu~ammad's mind despite the setback in "fa'if. In or 
around 621 a delegation from Yathrib, a city north of Mecca, 
con tacted Mu~ammad and, having heard of his sense of justice 
and power of leadership, invited him to go to their city and 
become their leader. At that time Yathrib endured a constant 
struggle between its two leading tribes, the 'Aws and the 
Khazrai, with a sizeable Jewish community constituting the 
third important social group of the city. After some delibera
tion by Mu~ammad, a preliminary meeting was held in Al
'Aqabah (now in Jordan ), and during the pilgrimage season of 
622 a formal agreement was made with the people of Yathrib 
according to which Mu~ammad and his followers would be 
protected by the people of that city. Upon finalizing the 
agreement, Mu~ammad ordered his followers to leave Mecca 
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in small groups, so as nor to attract attention, and [0 await him 
in Yathrib. 

Finally, he departed one evening with his friend Abu Bakr 
for Yathrib, using an indirect roure after commanding 'Ali to 
sleep in the Prophet's bed. The Quraysh, who had decided to 
get rid of the Prophet once and for a ll, attacked the house but 
found 'A li in Mu~ammad's place. They then set out to find the 
Prophet. According to the traditional Islamic version of the 
story, which is rejected by most modern Western historians, 
Muhammad and Abu Bakr hid in a cave that was then 

camouflaged by spiders, which spun webs over its mouth, 
and birds, which placed their nests in front of the cave. O nce 
the search party arrived at the mouth of the cave, they decided 
nor to go in because the unbroken cobwebs and undisturbed 
nests seemed to indicate that no one could be inside. This story, 
mentioned in the ninth chapter of the Qur'an, is of great 

symbolic importance and is also a popular part of Islamic 
piety and Sufi literature. 

On September 25 622, Mu~ammad completed the Hijrah 
("emigration") to Yathrib, wh ich became known as Madinat 
al-Nabi ("City of the Prophet"), or Medina. This momentous 
event led to the establishment of Islam as a religious and socia l 
order and became the starting poi nt for the Islamic calendar. 

Mu~ammad arrived in Quba', on the outsk irts of Medi na, 
where he ordered rhe first mosque o f Islam to be bui lt. The 
people of rhe city came in large numbers to greer him, and each 
family wanted to take him to its own quarrers. Therefore, he 
said that his camel, Qaswra', should be allowed to go where it 
willed, and where it stopped, he would stay. A mosque, known 
later as the Mosque of the Prophet (Masjid ai-Nab!), was built 
in the courtyard next to the house where the camel stopped 
and Mu~ammad subsequently lived. Mu~ammad's tomb is in 
the mosque. 
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The Medinan Period 

When Mu~ammad fi rst settled in Medina, his most trusted 
followers were those who had migrated from Mecca. Soon, 
however, many Medinans embraced Islam, so the early Islamic 
community came to consist of the emigrants (al-mllha;irfm) 
and the Medinan helpers (al-all~ar). A few Medinan families 
and some prominent figures such as 'Abd Allah ibn Ubayy held 
back, but gradually all the Arabs of Medina embraced Islam. 
Nevertheless, triba l divisions remained, along with a contin
ued Jewish presence. Muhammad hoped that they would come 
to embrace Islam and accept him as a prophet, but as he 
integrated the Medinan community into an Islamic society, the 
enmity between Medina's Jewish community and the newly 
founded Islamic order grew. 

During the second year of the Hijrah, Mu~ammad drew up 
the Constitution of Medina, defining relations between the 
various groups in the fi rst Islamic community. Later generations 
of Islamic political thinkers have paid much attention to the 
constitution, for Muslims believe that Mu~ammad created the 
ideal Islamic society in Medina, providi ng a model for a ll later 
generations. It was a society in which the integration of tribal 
groups and various social and economic classes was based on 
social justice. According to Islamic belief, th at same year the 
qiblah, or the direction in which Muslims offered daily prayers, 
was changed by divine order from Jerusa lem to Mecca, marking 
the clear crystallization of Islam as a distinct monotheistic 
religion. Jerusalem has continued to be revered as the fi rst 
direction of the prayers chosen by God for Muslims, and, 
according to Islamic eschatological teachings, the first qiblah 
will become one with the qiblah at Mecca at the end of time. 

It was also in the year 622 that the message of Islam was 
explicitly defined as a return to the pu re monotheism of 
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Abraham, or the primordial monotheism (ai-din al-~a/lin. 

From that time until his death, Mu~ammad nOt only continued 
to be the channel for the revelation of the Qur'an but also ruled 
the community of Muslims. He was also the judge and 
supreme imerprerer of the law of Medinan society. 

The Early Battles 

The enmi ty between the Quraysh and Muhammad remained 
very strong, in part because of the persecution, aggression, and 
confiscation of property the Muslims suffered at the hands of 
the Quraysh. On several occasions warriors from Medina 
intercepted caravans from Mecca going to or coming from 
Syria, but Mu~ammad did not want to fight a battle against 
the Meccans unti l they marched against the nascent Medinan 

community and threatened the very future of Islam. At this 
time the following Qur'anic verse was revealed: "Permission to 
fight is granted to those against whom war is made, because 
they have been wronged, and God indeed has the power to 
help them. They are those who have been d riven out of their 
homes unjustly only beca use they affirmed: O ur Lord is God" 
(22:39-40). Muslims saw this verse as a declaration of war by 

God aga inst the idolatrous Quraysh. 
In 624 an army of 1,000 men assembled by the Quraysh 

marched against Medina and met a much smaller force of 313 
Muslims at a place ca lled Badr on the seventeenth day of the 
month of Ramadan. Although the number of those involved 
was small, th is event is seen by M uslims as the most mo
mentous battle of Islamic history. Mu~ammad promised a ll 
those who were killed at Badr the death of a martyr and di rect 
entry into paradise. Although heavily outnumbered, the 
Muslims achieved a remarkable victory. However, nine of 
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the Companions of the Prophet (al-sahabah), the close as
sociates of Mu~ammad and the faithful who had personal 
contact with him, were killed. Muslims believe that the battle 
was won with the help of the angels, and to this day the whole 
ep isode remains etched deeply in the historical consciousness 
of M uslims. 

The Quraysh, however, did not give up their quest to 
destroy the nascent Islamic community. In 624-5 they dis
patched an army of 3,000 men under the leader of Mecca, Abu 
Sufyan. Mu~ammad led his forces to the side of a mounta in 
near Medina called Uhud, and battle ensued. The Muslims had 
some success early in the engagement. However, after some 
Muslim soldiers deserted their postS to join in the looting of the 
Quraysh camp, Kha lid ibn al-Walid , a leading Meccan genera l 
and later one of the outstanding military figures of early 
Islamic history, cha rged Mu~ammad's left flank and defeated 
him. 

The Jews of Medina, who alleged ly plotted with the Qur
aysh, rejoiced in Mu~ammad's defeat and in 626-7 urged the 
Quraysh to take over Medina. To this end the Quraysh helped 
ra ise an army of 10,000 men, which marched on Medi na. 
Salman ai-Farsi, the first Persian convert to Islam, whom 
Mu~ammad had adopted as a member of his household, 
suggested that the Muslims dig a di tch around the city to 
protect it, a technique known to the Persians but not to the 
Arabs at tha t time. The Meccan army arrived and, unable to 
cross the ditch, laid siege to the city bur without success . The 
invading army gradually began to disperse, leaving the Mus
lims victorious in the Battle of the Ditch (al-Khandaq ). 

When it was discovered that members of the Jewish tribe 
Qurayzah had been complicit with the enemy during the Battle 
of the Ditch, MuJ:!ammad turned against them. The Qurayzah 
men were separated from the tribe's women and ch ildren and 
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ordered by the Muslim general Sa'd ibn Mu'adh to be put to 
death; the women and children were enslaved. This tragic 
episode cast a shadow upon relations between the two com
munities for many centuries, even though the Jews, a " People 
of the Book" (that is, like Christians and Zoroastrians, as well 
as Muslims, possessors of a divinely revealed scripture), gen
erally enjoyed the protection of thelr lives, property, and 
religion under Islamic rule. 

The Islamic community had become more solidly estab

lished by 628, and in that year Mu~ammad decided to make 
the 'umrah ("lesser pilgrimage") ro the Ka'bah. He set out for 

Mecca with a large entourage and many animals meant for 
sacrifice, bur an armed Meccan contingent blocked his way. 
Because he had intended CO perform a religious rite, he did not 
want CO battle the Meccans at tha t time. So he camped at a site 
known as AI-Huda ybiyah and sent 'Uthman ibn 'Affan, later 
the third caliph (khalr(ah, "successor") of the Islamic com

munity, to Mecca co negotiate a peaceful visit. When 'Uthman 
was delayed, Mu~ammad assembled his followers and had 
them make a pact of allegiance (al-bay'ah) CO follow him under 
all cond itions unto death, an act of great significance for later 
Islamic history and Su fi belief and practice. Uthman finally 
returned with Quraysh leaders who proposed as a compromise 

that Mu~ammad return to Medina but make a peaceful 
pilgrimage to Mecca the next year. In add ition, a ten-year 
truce was signed with the Meccans. 

In 628-9 Mu~ammad's first conquest was made when the 
Muslims captured Khaybar in a barrie in which the valour of 
'All played an important role. The Jews and Christians of 
Khaybar were a llowed to live in peace, protected by the 
Muslims, but they were required to pay a religious tax called 
the jizyah . Th is became the model for the later treatment of 
People of the Book in Islamic history. 
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It was also at th is time that Mu~ammad, according to 
Islamic sources, sent letters inviting various leaders to accept 
Islam, including Muqawqis, the governor of Alexandria; the 
negus of Abyssinia; Heraclius, the emperor of Byzantinum; 
and Khosrow II, the king of Persia. He emphasized in these 
letters that there should be no compulsion for People of the 
Book to accept Islam. 

In 628-9 Mu~ammad finally made a pilgrimage to Mecca 
and reconciled members of his family and also many of his 
followers. During this pilgrimage a number of eminent Mec
cans - including two later major milirary and political figures, 
Khalid ibn WalId and 'Amr ibn al-'A~ - accepted Islam, while 
Mu~ammad's uncle al-'Abbas, then the head of the Banu 
Hashim family, was said to have secretly become a Muslim. 
Meanwhile, Islam continued to spread throughout Arabia . 

In 628-9 the Quraysh broke the pact agreed upon at AI
Hudaybiyah, freeing Muhammad to march on Mecca, which 
he did with a large group of the al-ans.iir, the al-IIluhiijirfin, and 
Bedouins. The Quraysh pleaded for amnesty, which was 
granted . After many yea rs of hardship and exi le, in 630 
Mu~ammad entered Mecca triumphantly and directed his 
followers not to take revenge for the persecution many of 
them had endured. He went directly to the Ka'bah, where he 
ordered 'Ali and Bilal, the Abyssinian caller to prayer (al
nllI'adhdhin), to remove all the idols and restore the origina l 
purity of rhe Ka'bah. All the Meccans then embraced Islam. 

The Islamizarion of Arabia, however, was not as yet com
plete. Mu~ammad's army defeated the Hawazin who had risen 
against him, bur could not capture Ta' if, which surrendered of 
its own volition a year later. In 630-31 embassies from all over 
the Arabian Pen insula arrived in Medina to accept Islam, and 
by that time most of Arabia, save for the north, had united 
under the religion's banner. Muhammad therefore marched 
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with a large army north to Tabuk bur did not engage the 
enemy_ Nevertheless, the Jews and Christians of the region 
submitted to his authority, whereupon Mu~ammad aga in 
guaranteed their personal sa fety and freedom to practise their 
religion as he did for the Zoroastrians of eastern Arabia. At 
that time too the pagan Arab tribes in the north, as well as in 
other regions, embraced Islam. 

So by 631 Mu~ammad had brought to a close "the age of 
ignora nce" (al-jiihiliyyah), as Muslims called the pre-Islamic 
epoch in Arabia. He broke the hold of tribal bonds as the 
ultimate links between an Arab and rhe society around him. 
Ahhough tri bal relations were not fully destroyed, they were 
now transcended by a morc powerful bond based on religion. 

Finally, in 632, Mu~ammad made the first Islamic pilgrim
age to Mecca (aI-l?aiil, which remains the model to this day for 
the millions of Musl ims who make the hajj each year. This 
event marked the peak of Muhammad's earth ly life. At tbat 
time he del ivered his celebrated farewell sermon, tbe Farewell 
Pilgrimage Add ress, and tbe last verse of the Qur'an was 
revea led, completing the sacred text: "This day have I per
fected for you your religion and fulfilled My favou r unto you, 
and it ha th been My good pleasure to choose Islam for you as 
your religion" (5:3). On the way back from Mecca, he and his 
entourage stopped at a pond called Ghadi r Khumm where he 
appointed 'Ali as the executor of his last will and as his waIf, a 
term that means "friend" or "saint" and also descri bes a 
person who possesses authority. This major event is seen by 
the Sunn i branch of Islam as signifying a personal and family 
matter, while ShT'ites believe that at this time 'AIT received the 
formal investiture to succeed the Prophet. 

Late in spring the same year Mu~ammad, who had been 
considering another expedition to the north, suddenly fell ill 
and, according to tradition, died three days later on June 8. His 
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legacy included the establ ishment of a new order that wou ld 
transform and affect much of the world from the Adamic to 
the Ch ina Sea; from France to India. According to Islamic 
norms that he established, his body was washed by his family, 
especially by 'Ali, and buried in his house adjacent to the 
mosque of Medina. His tomb remains the holiest place in Islam 
after the Ka'bah; it is visited by millions of pilgrims annuall y. 

Mubammad and Islamic Piety 

One cannOt understand Islamic piety without comprehending 
the role of Mu~ammad in it. His bi rthda y is celebrated 
throughout the Islamic world during the month of Rabi 'a l
Awwal, not in the same way that Christians celebrate Christ
mas but as a major feast . Only in Saud i Arabia, dominated 
since the eighteenth century by the puritan WahhabT move
ment, are these celebrations not encouraged publicly; there 
they are somewhat subdued. In the rest of the Islamic world , 
the miracles associated with Mu~ammad's life, such as his 
Nocturnal Ascent, are celebrated in numerous ways. Ordinary 
Muslims as well as the highly educated repeat the Qur'anic 
dictum tha t Mu~ammad was sent as " mercy unto all the 
worlds" (rakmatan Ii' al-'alamfn) . People ask for his shifa 
'ah, or intercession 011 the Day of Judgement, hoping to 
assemble that day under the green " flag of praise" (Iiwa' a/
hamd) carried by him. 

Muslims experience the Prophet as a living rea lity and 
believe that he has an ongoing relation not only with human 
beings but also with anima ls and plants. His relics are held 
sacred, and major edifices, such as the Jami' Mosque of 
Del hi, India, have been constructed around them. His own 
tomb is, after the Ka'bah in Mecca, the most important si te 
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of Islamic pilgrimage, and all other pilgrimage sites - from 
Mou!ay IdrIs in Morocco to the Shi'ire places of pilgrimage 
in Iran and Iraq to the tomb of Mu 'in ai-Din ChishrI in 
Ajmer in India - are considered "extensions" of his mau
soleum in Medina. 

The benediction upon the Prophet punctuates daily Muslim 
life, and traditional Islamic life reminds onc at every turn of his 
ubiquitous presence. He even plays a major role in dreams. 
There are many prayers recited in order to be able to have a 

dream of the Prophet, who promised that the Devil could never 
appea r in a dream in the form of Mu~ammad. Nor only for 
saints and mystics bur also for many ordinary pious people, a 
simple dream of the Prophet has been able to transform a 
whole human li fe. One might say that the rea lity of the Prophet 
penetrates the life of Muslims on every level, from the externa l 
existence of the individual and of Islamic society as a whole to 

the life of the psyche and the soul and finally to the life of the 
Splrlt. 

During the 23-year period of his prophethood, Mll~ammad 
accomplished what by any accOllnt must be considered among 
the most sign ifican t achievements of human history. First, he 
transmitted both the text of the Qur'an and his own under
stand ing of the Divine Word, which is the fo undation of all 

later Qur'anic commentaries. Second, he established a body of 
sunnah ("traditions") a nd Hadich (a collection of sayings 

attributed to him and to members of the early Muslim com
munity) that are, after the Qur'an, the most imporra nt sources 
for all things Islamic. Third, he laid the foundation for a new 
religious and spiritual community, taught many disciples, and 
created the means for the continuity a nd transmission of the 
Islamic tradition. Finally, he formed a new society, unifying 
Arabia in a sociopolitical structure based on the Qur'an and 
establishing an empire of faith in the hearts and mi nds of his 
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followers, who then took his message to [he furthest confines 
of the Earth. It can therefore be argued that Mu~ammad's 

mark was as profound and enduring as anything recorded in 
the pages of human history. 



2 

TH E FOUNDATIONS OF ISLAM 

The Legacy of Mu~ammad 

From the very beginn ing of Islam, Mu~ammad inculcated a 
sense of communal identity and a bond of faith among his 
followers that was intensi fied by their experiences of persecu
tion as a nascent community in Mecca . Du ri ng the early period 
at Medina, from 622, when the communi ty-state of Islam 
emerged, Islam acquired its characteristic ethos as a religion 
uniting in itself both the spiritual and temporal aspects of life 
and seeking to regulate no t only an ind ivid ual's relationship to 

God (through that individ ua l's conscience) but human rela

tionshi ps in a social setting as well. Thus, there is not on ly an 
Islamic religious institution but also an Islamic law, state, and 
other institutions governing society. Not until the twentieth 
century were the religious (private) and the secular (public) 
distinguished by some Muslim thinkers and separated for
mally, as in Turkey . 

Th is dual religious and social character of Islam, expressi ng 
itself as a religious community commissioned by God to bri ng 
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its own value system to the world through the jihad ("holy 
war" or "holy struggle"), explains much of the astonishing 
success of the early generations of Muslims. Within a century 
after the Prophet's death in 632 they had brought a large part 
of the globe - from Spa in across Central Asia to India - under 
a new Arab Muslim empire. The period of Islamic conquests 
and empire build ing marks the first phase of the expansion of 
Islam as a religion. Islam's essential egalitarianism within the 
community of the faithful and its official discrimination 
against the followers of other religions won rapid converts. 
Jews and Christians, as People of the Book, were assigned a 
special status and allowed religious autonomy, though they 
were required to pay the jizyah tax. Members of other faiths 
were required either to accept Islam or to die. The same status 
of People of the Book was later extended to Zoroastrians and 
Hindus, but many People of the Book eventually joined Islam 
in order to escape the disability of the jizyah. 

A much more massive expansion of Islam after the twelfth 
century was inaugura ted by the Sufis (Muslim mystics), who 
contributed significantly to the spread of Islam in India, 
Central Asia, Turkey, and sub-Saharan Africa. Besides the 
jihad and Su fi missionary activity, another factor in the spread 
of Islam was the far-ranging influence of Muslim traders, who 
not only introduced Islam quite early to the Ind ian east coast 
and south India but who proved also to be the main catalytic 
agents (besides the Sufis) in converting people to Islam in 
Indonesia, Malaya, and China. Islam was introduced to In
donesia in the fourteenth century, hard ly having time to 
consolidate itself there politically before the country came 
under Dutch colon ial domination. 

The vast variety of cultures embraced by Islam has produced 
important internal differences. All segments of Muslim society, 
however, are bound by a common faith and a sense of 
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belonging to a si ngle religious community. Despite the [ass of 
political power during the period of Western colonialism in the 
nineteenth and twentieth centuries, the concept of the Islamic 
community (I/mmah) became stronger. Islam inspired various 
Muslim peoples in their struggles to ga in politica l freedom in 
the mid-twentieth centu ry, and the idealized unity of the 
community contributed to later attempts at political solidari ty. 

Sources of Isla.mic Doctrinal and Social Views 

Islamic doctrine, law, and thinking in general are based on 
four sources, o r fundamental principles (llsitl): (1) the Qur'an, 
(2) the slI1mah ("traditions"), (3) ijnui' ("consensus"), and (4) 
ijtihad ("individual thought"). 

The Qur'an (" Reading", or "Recitation") is regarded as the 
Word, or Speech, of God delivered to Mu~ammad by the 
archangel Gabriel and is the fundamental source of Islamic 
teaching. The chapters revealed at Mecca during the earliest 
part of Muhammad's career are concerned with ethical and 
spiritual teachings and the Day of Judgement. The chapters 
revealed to the Prophet at Medina at a later period are 
concerned with social legislation, worship, and the politico
moral principles for constituting and ordering the comm unity. 

The word sunnah was used by pre-Islamic Arabs to denore 
thei r tri bal or common law; in Islam it came to mean the 
exam ple of rhe Prophet - i.e. his words and deeds as recorded 
in compilations known as Hadith. Six Hadith collections, 
compiled in the ninth century, came to be regarded as espe
cia lly authoritative by the largest branch of Islam, the Su nn i. 
Another la rge branch, the Shi'ite, has its own Hadith collec
tions, in which, in addition to the Prophet, the imams (spiritua l 
and temporal leaders) are of central importance. 
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The doctrine of ijma', or consensus, was introduced in the 
eighth century in order to standardize legal theory and practice 
and to overcome individual and regional differences of opi
nion. Though conceived as a "consensus of scholars", in actua l 
practice ijma' was a more fundamemal operative factor. From 
the nimh cemury, points on which consensus was reached in 
practice were considered closed and further substantial ques
tioning of them prohibited. Accepted interpretations of the 
Qur'an and of the actual content of the sllmtah all rest finally 
on the ijma'. 

ljtihad, meaning "individual thought", was required to find 
the legal or doctrina l solution to a new problem. In the early 
period there was an abunda nce of conflicting and chaotic 
opinions. In the eighth cemury ijtihad was replaced by qiyas 
(reason ing by strict analogy), a formal procedure of deduction 
based on the texts of the Qur'an and the Hadith. The trans
formation of ijma' into a conservative mechanism and the 
acceptance of a definitive body of Hadith virtually closed the 
"ga te of ijtihad" in the Sunn l trad ition. Nevertheless, certain 
outstanding Sunni thinkers (e .g. al-Ghazali, d. 1111 ) and 
many Shi'ite jurists cominued to claim the right of new ijtihad 
for themselves, and reformers of the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries, because of modern influences, caused this principle 
once more to receive wider acceptance. 

Doctrines of the Qur'a.n 

God. The doctrine concern ing God within the Qur'an is 
rigorously monotheistic: God is one and unique; He has no 
partner and no eq ual. Muslims bel ieve that there are no 
intermediaries between God and the creation that He brought 
into bei ng by His sheer command: "Be." Although His 
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presence is believed to be everywhere, He does not inhere in 
anything. He is the sole crearor and the sole slIsra incr of the 
universe, wherein every creature bears witness to His ullity and 
lordship. But He is also just and merciful: H is justice ensures 
o rder in His creation, in which nothing is believed to be out of 
place, and his mercy is unbounded and encompasses every
thing. His crea tion and ordering of the universe is viewed as 
the act of prime mercy for which all things sing His glories. The 
God of the Qur'an, while described as majestic and sovereign, 

is also a personal God; whenever a person in need or distress 
ca lls to Him, He responds. Above all, He is the God of 
guidance and shows everything, particularly human beings, 
the right way, "the straight path". 

Th is picture of God - wherein the attributes of power, 
justice, and mercy interpenetrate - is related to Juda ism and 
Christianity, whence it is derived with certain modifications, 

and also to the concepts of pre-Islamic Arabia, to which it 
provided an effective answer. One tradi tional Arabic religious 
belief held tha t humans were committed to a bl ind and 
inexorable fate over which they had no control. For this 
powerful but insensible fate the Qur'an substituted a provident 
and merciful God while rejecting idolatory and all divinities 
that the Arabs worshipped in their sanctuaries, the most 
prominent of which was the Ka'bah in Mecca itself. 

The universe. In order to prove the unity of God, the Qur'an 
la ys frequent stress on the design and order in the universe. 
There are no gaps or dislocations in nature. Order is explained 
by the fact that every created thing is endowed with a definite 
and defined nature whereby it falls into a pattern. This nature, 
though it allows every created thing to function as part of a 
whole, sets limits and this idea of the limitedness of everyth ing 
is one of the fixed poi ms in bO(h the cosmology and theology 
of the Qur'an . The universe is viewed as autonomous, in the 
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sense that everything has its own inherent laws of behaviour, 
but not as autocratic, because the patterns of behaviour have 
been endowed by God and are strictly limited. Thus, every 
creature is limited and " measured out" and hence depends on 
God, who alone reigns unchallenged in the heavens and the 
earth, and is unlimited, independent, and self-sufficient. 

The human condition . According to the Qur'an, God cre
ated two apparently para llel species of creatures, humans and 
jinn, the one from clay and the other from fire. About the jinn, 

however, the Qur'an says little, though it is implied that the 
jinn are endowed wi th reason and responsibility bu t are more 
prone to evil than humans. It is with the human being that the 
Qur'an, which describes itself as a guide for the human race, is 
centra lly concerned (e.g. 2:185). The Jewish and Christian 
story of the Fa ll of Adam (the first man) is accepted, but the 
Qur'an states that God forgave Adam his act of disobedience, 
which is not viewed in the Qur'an as original sin (20: 122-3). 

In the story of human creation, angels, who protested to 
God against sllch creation, lost in a competition of knowledge 
against Adam (2:30-34). The Qur'an, therefore, declares 
humans to be the noblest creatures of all creation - those 
who bore the trust (of responsibi lity) that the rest of God's 
creation refused to accept. The Qur'an thus reiterates that all 
nature has been made subservient to humans: nothing in all 
creation has been made withou t a purpose, and people them
selves have not been created "in sparr", their purpose being 
service and obedience to God's wili. 

Despi te this lofty station, however, human nature is frail and 
faltering. Whereas everything in the universe has a limited 
nature, and every creature recognizes its limitation and in
sufficiency, humans are viewed as rebellious and full of pride, 
arroga ting to themselves the attributes of sel f-sufficiency. Pride 
is thus viewed as the cardinal sin of humankind, because, by 
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not recognizing its essential limitations, humankind becomes 
guilty of ascribing CO itself parmership with God (a form of 
shirk, or associating a creature with the Creawr) and of 
viola ting the unity of God. True faith (imam) thus consists 
in belief in the immaculate Divine Unity, and Islam consists in 
submission to the Divine Will. 

Satan, sin, and repentance. The being who became Satan 
(Shay~an, or Iblis) had previously occupied a high sta tion but 
fell from d ivine grace by his act of disobedience in refusing to 

honour Adam when he, along wi th other a ngels, was ordered 
to do SO; his act o f disobedience is construed by the Qur'an as 
the sin of pride (2:34 ). Since then, his work has been to beguile 
humans into error and sin. Saran's machina tions will cease 
only on the Last Day. 

The whole universe is replete with signs of God; the huma n 
soul itself is viewed as a witness to the unity a nd grace of God. 

The messengers and prophets of God have, throughout his
tory, been calling humankind back ro God. Yet very few have 
accepted the truth; most have rejected it and have become 
disbelievers (kafir, plural kuffar: "ungratefu l" - i.e. to God). 
When a person thus becomes obdurate, his or her heart is 
sealed by God. Nevertheless, it is always possible for a sinner 
to repent (tawbah) and to achieve redemption by a genuine 

conversion to the truth. Genuine repen tance has the effect of 
removing all sins and restoring people to the state of sinless
ness in which they started their lives . 

Prophecy. Prophets a re specially elected by God to be His 
messengers. The Qur'an requires recognition of all prophets 
without discrimina tion, yet they are not a ll eq ual, some of 
them being particularly o utstanding in qualities o f stead fast
ness and patience under trial. Abraham, Noa h, Moses, and 
Jesus were such great prophets. As vindication of the truth of 
their mission, God often vested them with miracles: Abraham 
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was saved from fire, Noah from the deluge, and Moses from 
the Pharaoh. Not only was Jesus born from the Virgin Mary 
bur, in Islamic belief, God also saved him from crucifixion. All 
prophets are human and never part of divinity; they are simply 
recipients of revelation from God. God never speaks di rectly to 
a human: He sends an angel messenger to him, makes him hear 
a voice, or inspires him. 
Mu~ammad is accepted as the last prophet in the series and 

its greatest member. The archangel Gabriel brought the Qur'
an down to the Prophet's heart. Gabriel is represented by the 
Qur'an as a spirit, bur the Prophet could sometimes see and 
hear him. According to ea rl y traditions, the Prophet'S revela
tions occurred in a state of trance. This phenomenon at the 
same time was accompanied by an unshakeable conviction 
that the message was from God, and the Qur'an describes itself 
as the transcript of a heavenly "Mother Book" (43:3-4) 
written on a " Preserved Tablet" (85:21-2). 

Eschatology. Because not all requital is meted our in this 
life, a final judgement is necessary to bring it to completion. 
On the Last Day, when the world will come to an end, the 
dead will be resurrected and a judgement will be pronou nced 
on every person in accordance with his deeds . Although the 
Qur'an in the main speaks of a personal judgement, there are 
several verses that speak of the resurrection of distinct 
communities that wi ll be judged according to "their own 
book" (45:27-9). The actual evaluation, however, will be for 
every ind ividual, whatever the terms of reference of his or her 
performance. Those condemned will burn in hellfire, and 
those who are saved wi ll enjoy the abiding pleasures of 
paradise. As well as suffering in physical fire, the damned 
will also experience fire "in their hea rts"; similarly, the 
blessed, besides physical enjoyment, will ex perience the great
est happiness of divine pleasure. 
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Social service. Because the purpose of human existence, as for 
every other creature, is submission [0 the Divine Will, God's 
role is that of commander. Whereas the rest of nature obeys 
God automatically, humans alone possess the choice to obey or 
disobey. With the deep-seated belief in Satan's existence, the 
human's fundamental role becomes one of mora l struggle, 
which constitutes the essence of human endeavou r. Recognition 
o f the unity of God does not simply rest in the intellect but also 
entails consequences in terms of the mora l struggle, which 
consists primarily in freeing oneself of narrowness of mind 
and smallness of heart. One must go outside of oneself and 
expend one's best possessions for the sake of others. 

The doctrine of social service, in terms of alleviating suffer
ing and helping the needy, constitutes an integral part of 
Islamic teaching. Praying to God and other religious acts 
are deemed to be a mere facade in the absence of active welfare 
service to the needy. It is Satan who whispers into people's ears 
that by spend ing for others they will become poor. God, on the 
contrary, promises prosperity in exchange for such expendi
ture, which constitutes a credit with God and grows much 
more than money th at is invested in usury. Hoarding of wealth 
without recognizing the righ ts of the poor inv ites the most dire 
punishment in the hereafter and is declared to be one of the 
main causes of the decay of societies in th is world. The practice 
of usury is fo rbidden. 

With this socio-economic doctrine cementing the bond of 
faith , the idea of a closely kn it community of the faithful who 
are declared to be "brothers umo each other" emerges (49:10). 
Muslims are described as " the midd le community bearing 
witness on mankind" (2:143), "the best community produced 
for mankind", whose function it is "to enjoin good and forbid 
evi l" (3: 11 0). Cooperation and "good advice" within the 
community are emphasized, and opponen ts from within the 
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community are to be fought and reduced with armed force if 
issues cannot be settled by persuasion and arbitration. 

Because the mission of the community is to "enjoin good 
and forbid evil" so that "there is no mischief and corruption" 
on earth, the doctrine of jihad is the logical outcome. For the 
early community it was a basic rel igious concept. The object of 
jihad is not the forced conversion of individuals to Islam but 
rather the gaining of political control over the collective affairs 
of societies, to run them in accordance with the principles of 
Islam. Individua l conversions occur as a by-product of this 
process when the power structure passes into the hands of the 
Muslim community. In fact, according to strict Muslim doc
trine, conversions "by force" are forbidden, and it is also 
strictly prohibited to wage wars for the sake of acquiring 
worldly glory, power, and rule. With the establishment of the 
Muslim empire, however, the doctrine of jihad was modified 
by the leaders of the community. Their main concern became 
the consolidation of the empire and its administration, and 
thus they interpreted the teaching in a defensive rather than in 
an expanSive sense. 

Distinction and privileges based on tribal rank or race were 
repudiated in the Qur'an and in the celebrated " Farewell 
Pilgrimage Address" of the Prophet shortly before his death. 
All men are therein declared to be "equal children of Adam", 
and the only distinction recognized in the sigh t of God is said 
to be based on piety and good acts. The age-old Arab institu
tion of inter-tribal revenge (tha'r) - whereby it was not 
necessarily the killer who was executed but a person equal 
in rank to the slain person - was rejected. The pre-Islamic 
ethical ideal of manliness was modified and replaced by a more 
humane ideal of moral vi rtue and piety. 
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Fundamental Practices : The Five Pillars of Islam 

During the earliest decades after the death of the Prophet, 
certain basic features of the religious and socia l o rganization of 
Islam were singled out (0 serve as anchoring points for the 
community's life. They were formulated as the " Pillars of 
Islam" . 

The first pi llar is the shahadah, or profession of faith: 
"There is no god but God, and Muryammad is the messenger 
of God", upon which depends membership of the communi ty. 
The profession of faith must be recited at least once in one's 
lifetime, aloud, correctly, and purposively, with an under
standing of its mean ing and with an assent from the heart. 
From this fundamental belief are derived beliefs in (1) angels 
(particularly Gabriel, the Angel of Revelation), (2) the revealed 
books (the Qur'an and the sacred books of j ewish and 
Christian revelation described in the Qur'an), (3) a series of 
prophets (a mong whom figures of the jewish and Christian 
trad ition are particularly eminent - although it is believed that 
God has sent messengers to every nation), and (4) the Last Day 
(Day of j udgement). 

The second pillar consists of five da ily prayers, zalet, per
formed facing toward the Ka'bah, a shri ne with in the Sacred 
Mosque in Mecca. These prayers may be offered individually if 
one is unable to go to the mosque. The first prayer is per
formed before sunrise, the second just after noon, the third 
later in the afternoon, the fourth immediately after sunset, and 
the fifth before retiring to bed. Before a prayer, ablutions, 
including the washing of hands, face, and feet, are performed. 
The noon prayer on Fridays is the chief congregational prayer. 

The third pi llar is the obligatory tax called zakat ("purifica
tion", indicating tha t such a payment makes the rest of one's 
wealth religiously and lega lly pure). This is the only permanent 
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tax levied by the Qur'an and is payable annually on food 
grains, cattle, and cash after one year's possession. Zakat is 
collectable by the state and is to be used primarily for the poor, 
but the Qur'an mentions other purposes: ransoming Muslim 
war captives, redeeming chronic debts, paying tax collectors' 
fees, jihad (a nd, by extension, education and health), and 
creating facilities for travellers. 

The obligation to fast (zawm) during the month of Rama
dan, laid down in the Qur'an (2:183-5), is the fourth pillar of 
the fai th. Fasting begins at daybreak and ends at sunset, and 
during the day earing, dri nk ing, and smoking are forbidden. 
The elderly and the incurably sick are exempted through the 
daily feeding of one poor person. 

The fifth pillar is participation in the annual pilgrimage 
(hajj) to Mecca, prescribed for every Muslim once in a lifetime 
- "provided one can afford it" and provided there are enough 
provisions for the family in the pilgrim's absence. A specia l 
service is held in the Sacred Mosque on the seventh day of the 
month of Dhu al-Hijjah (the last month of the Muslim year). 
Pilgrimage activities begin by the eighth day and conclude on 
the twelfth or thirteenth. The principal activities consist of 
walking seven times around the Ka'bah, kissing and touching 
the Black Stone (Hajar ai-As wad), and ascending and running 
between Mount Zafa and Mount Marwa (wh ich are now, 
however, mere elevations) seven times. Ar the second stage of 
the ritual, pilgrims proceed from Mecca to Mina, a few miles 
awa y; from there they go to 'Arafat, where they must hear a 
sermon and spend one afternoon. The last rites consist of 
spending the night at Muzdalifah (between 'Arafat and Mina ) 
and offering sacrifice on the last day of ihram, which is the 'id 
("festival") of sacrifice. 

By the early twenty-first century the number of visitors to 

Mecca for the hajj was estimated to be about 2 million, 
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approximately half of them from non-Arab countries. All 
Muslim countries send official delegations, a fact that is being 
increasingly exploited for organizing religio-political con
gresses. At other times in the year it is considered meritorious 
to perform the lesser pilgrimage (,umrahl, which is not, how
ever, a substitute for the hajj. 

Sacred Pl aces and Days 

The most sacred place for M uslims is the Sacred Mosque at 
Mecca, which contains the Ka' bah, the object of the annual 
pilgrimage and the site toward which Muslims direct their 
daily prayers. It is much more than a mosq ue; it is bel ieved to 

be " God's Sacred House", where heavenly bliss and power 
touch the Earth directly . T he Prophet's mosque in Medina, 
where Muhammad and the first caliphs are buried, is the next 
in sanctity. Jerusalem follows in third place as the first direc
tion in which Muslims faced to offer prayers (qiblah) and as 
the place from where Mu~ammad , according to tradition, 
made hi s ascent to heaven. For Shi'ites, Karbala ' in Iraq (the 
place of martyrdom of 'Ali's son, Husayn) and Meshed in Iran 
(where Imam 'Ali ar-Rida is buried ) constitute places of special 

veneration and pilgrimage. 
For Muslims in general, shrines of Sufi saints a re parricula r 

objects of reverence and even veneration. In Baghdad the tomb 
of the most venerated Sufi sa im, 'A bd aI-Qadir al-Jila ni, is 
visited every year by large numbers of pilgrims from all over 
the Muslim world. The shrine of Mu'in aI-Din Chisti in Ajmer 
(nonhern India) draws thousa nds of pilgrims annua lly, inc
luding Hindus and Christians as well as Muslims. 

General religious life is centred around the mosque, and in 
the days of the Prophet and early caliphs the mosq ue was the 
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centre of all community life. Small mosques are usually sup~ 

ervised by an imam who administers the prayer service, though 
sometimes also a muezzin (prayer-time announcer) is ap
pointed. In larger mosques, where Friday prayers are offered, 
a kha!ib (one who gives the khll~bah, or sermon) is appointed 
for Friday serv ice. Many large mosques also funct ion as 
religious schools and colleges. 

The Muslim calendar (based on the lunar year) dates from 
the Hijrah (emigration) of the Prophet from Mecca to Medina 
in 622. The two feast days in the year are the 'ids, 'Id al-Fitr, 
celebrating the end of the month of Ramadan, and 'Id al-Adha, 
marking the end of the pilgrimage. Other sacred times include 
the "Night of Determination" (La ylat al -Qadr, believed to be 
the night in which God makes decisions about the destiny of 
individuals and the world as a whole) and the night of the 
ascension of the Prophet to heaven (Laylat al-Isra' wa' l
Mi'raj). The Shi'ices observe the tenth of Muharram (the first 
month of the Muslim year) to mark the day of the martyrdom 
of Husayn at Karba[a' (680). Mus[ims also celebrate the birth 
and death anniversaries of various saints in a festival called 
m;lid ("birthday"), or 'IIrs ("nuptial ceremony"). The saints 
are believed to reach the zenith of their spiritual life on this 
occasIon. 



3 

ISLAMIC THOUGHT, BELIEFS, AND PRACTICE 

Islamic theology and philosophy are two traditions of learn
ing developed by Muslim thinkers who were engaged, on the 

one hand , in the rational clarification and defence of the 
principles of the Islamic religion and, on the other, in the 
pursuit of the ancient (Greco-Roman ) sciences. These think
ers took a position that was intermed iate between the tra
ditionalists, who remained auached to the literal expressions 
of the primary sources of Islamic doctrines (the Qur'an and 
the Hadi ch) and who abhorred reasoning, and those whose 
reason ing led them to abandon the Islamic community a lto

gether. 
Over the course of time, representatives of certain theolo

gical movements succeeded in converting rulers to their cause, 
made those rulers declare in fa vour of their movemems, and 
even encouraged them to persecute their opponems. Thus 
there arose in some local ities and periods a semblance of an 
o fficia l, or orthodox, doctrine. 
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Islamic Theology 

The beginn ings of theology in the Islamic tradition in the 
second half of the seventh cen tury are not easi ly distinguish
able from the beginn ings of a number of other disciplines -
Arabic philology, Qur'anic interpretation, the collection of the 
sayings and deeds of the prophet Muhammad, jurisprudence, 
and historiography. During the first half of the eighth century 
a number of questions centring on God's un ity, justice, and 
other attributes, which were relevant to ma n's freedom, 
actions, and fate in the hereafter, formed the core of a more 
specialized discipline, which was called kaliim ("speech"). The 
term kaliim has come to incl ude all matters directly or indir
ectly relevant to the establ ishment and definition of religious 
beliefs. 

By the ni nth century Islamic theology had coined a vast 
number of rechnical terms and theologians had forged Arabic 
into a versatile language of science, Arabic ph ilology had 
matured, and the religious sciences (jurisprudence, the study 
of the Qur'an, Hadith, criticism, and history) had developed 
complex techniques of textual study and interpretation. 

Despi te the notion of a unified and consolidated commu
nity, immediately after the Prophet's death serious differences 
arose within the Muslim community over the succession, 
which led to a lasting division between the Shi'i tes and the 
Sunni. According to the Sunn is, or traditionalist faction - who 
today consrirure the majority of Islam - the Prophet had 
designated no successor. After some dispure with the Muslims 
at Medina, who had in itially wanted to elect their own chief, 
the choice of the ummah, or Muslim community, fe ll upon 
Abo Bakr, father of the Prophet's favoured wife 'A'ishah. 

According to the Shi'ites, or " Partisans", however, the 
Prophet had designated as his successor his cousin and 
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son-i n-law 'Ali, husband of his daughter Fa!imah and father of 
his only surviving grandsons, Hasan and Husayn. Yet, while 
'Ali and the Prophet's closest kinsmen were preparing the body 
for burial, Abo Bakr, 'Vmar, and Abo 'Vbaydah, from Mu
hammad's Compan ions in the Quraysh tribe, met with the 
leaders of the Medinans and agreed to elect the aging Abo Bakr 
as the successor (khalifah, "caliph") of the Prophet. 'Ali and 
his kinsmen were dismayed but agreed - for the sa ke of un ity 
and because 'Ali was still young - to accept the fait accompli. 

After the murder of 'Uthmen, the thi rd cali ph , following 
accusations of nepotism and misrule, 'Ali was invi ted by the 
rehels at Medina who had assassinated 'Uthmen to accept the 
ca liphate. T hus 'All became the fourth caliph (reigned 656-
61), but the disagreement over his right of succession brought 
about a major schism in Islam. 

The rebels who had recognized 'Ali as ruler later fought 

against him, accusing him of having commined a grave sin in 
su bmitting his claim to the calipha te to arbitration. The basic 
doctrine of the Kharijites (from kharajii, " to withdraw") was 
that a person or a group who committed a grave error or sin and 
did not sincerely repen t ceased to be Muslim. Mere profession of 
the faith d id not make a person a Musl im; this fai th had to be 
accompanied by righteous deeds. The second principle that 

flowed from their aggressive idealism was mi litancy, or jihad, 
which the Kh arijites considered to be among the pilla rs of Isla m. 

Because the Kharijites believed that the basis of rule was 
righteous character and piety alone, any Muslim, irrespective 
of race, colour, o r sex, could, in their view, become ruler. This 
was in contrast to the claims of the ShI'ites tha t the ruler must 
belong to the Prophet'S family and tribe (the Quraysh) and that 
he must follow the swmah ("traditions"). 

As a consequence of translations of Greek philosophical and 
scientific works into Ara bic during the eighth and ninth 
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centuries and controversies between Muslim thinkers and 
those adhering to Gnosticism, Manichaeism, Buddhism, or 
Christianity, a more powerful movement of rational theology 
emerged; its representatives are ca lled the Mu'tazilah ("those 
who stand apart", a reference to the fact that they dissociated 
themselves from extreme views of faith and infidelity). On the 
question of the relationship of faith to works, the Mu'tazilah 
Khariji tes taught that works were an essential part of faith but 
that a person guilty of a grave sin, unless he repented, was 
neither a Muslim nor yet a non-M uslim but occupied a 
"middle ground". They furrhe r defended the posirion, as a 
central part of their doctrine, that humans were free to choose 
and act and were, therefore, responsible for their actions. They 
cla imed that human reason, independent of revelation, was 
capable of discovering what is good and what is evil, although 
revelation corroborated the findings of reason. Revelation had 
to be interpreted, therefore, in conformity with the dictates of 
rational ethics. 

In the tenth century a reaction began against the Mu'tazilah 
that culminated in the formulation and subsequent genera l 
acceptance of another set of theological propositions that 
became Sunni, or orthodox, theology. The concept of the 
community so vigorously pronounced by the earliest doctrine 
of the Qur'an gained both a new emphasis and a fresh context 
wi th the rise of Sunnism. An abundance of tradition (Had ith) 
came to be attributed to the Propher to the effect that Muslims 
must follow the majority's way, that minority groups are all 
doomed to Hell, and that God's protective hand is always on 
(the majority of) the community, which can never be in error. 
Under the impact of the new Hadith, the community, which 
had been cha rged by the Qur'an with a mission and com
manded to accept a challenge, now became transformed into 
a privi leged one that was endowed with infallibility. The 
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dominant Sunni theological school, the Ash'arjya, displaced 
the Mu'tazilah and successfully refmed key points of their 
theology. As a result Sunni theology became identified with the 
views that Muslim sinners rema in Muslims, that good and evi l 
alike are from God but chat humans nevertheless acquire 

responsibility for their actions, that the Qur'an is the uncreated 
word of God, and that the qualities ascribed to God and the 
hereafter by the Qur'an are real- i.c. they cannot be reasoned 
away as the Mu'tazi lah argued. 

At the same time, while condemning schisms and branding 
dissent as heretical, Sunnism also developed rhe opposire trend 
of accommodation, catholicity, and synthesis. A putative 
trad ition of the Prophet that says "differences of opin ion 
among my community are a blessing" was given wide cur
rency. This principle of toleration ultimately made it possible 
for diverse sects and schools of thought - notwithstanding a 
wide range of differences in belief and practice - to recognize 
and coexist with each other. 

Besides the Sunn i, the ShT'ite sect is the only important 
surviving sect in Islam. Probably under Gnostic (esoteric, 
dualistic, and speculati ve) and old Iranian (dualistic) influ
ences, the figure of the political ruler, the imam, was trans
formed in Shi'ism into a metaphysical being, a manifestation of 
God and the primordial light tha t sustains the universe and 
bestows true knowledge on ma n. Through the imam alone the 
hidden and true meaning of the Qur'anic revelation could be 
known, because the imam alone was in fallible. The Shi'ires 
th us developed a doctrine of esmeric knowledge that was also 
adopted, in a modified form, by the Sufis, or Islamic mystics. 

The predominant Shi'ite community, the lthna 'Ashariyah 
(Twelvers), recognizes 12 such imams, the last having disap
peared in the ninth centu ry. Since that time, the mlljtahids 
(Shi'ite jurists ) have been able to in terpret law and doctrine 
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under the putative guida nce of the imam, who will return near 
the end of time to fill the world with trllth and justice. On the 
basis of their doctrine of imamology, the ShT'ites emphasize 
their idea lism and transcendentalism in conscious COll(rast 
with Sunni pragma tism. Thus, whereas the Sunnis believe in 
the iima' ("consensus") of the community as the source of 
decision-making and workable knowledge, the Shi'ites believe 
that knowledge derived from fallible sources is useless and that 
sure and true knowledge can come only through contact with 
the in fallible imam. 

Besides the main body of Twelver Shi'i tes, Shi'ism has 
produced a variety of other sects, the most imporrant of them 
being the Isma'ilis. Instead of recognizing Musa as the seventh 
imam, as did the main body of the Shy'ites, the Isma 'il is upheld 
the claims of his elder brother Isma'iL One group of Isma'ilis, 
called Sab' iyah (Seveners), considered Isma'il the seventh and 
last of the imams. The majority of Isma'ilis, however, believed 
that the imamate continued in the line of Isma'il's descendants. 
The Isma'ili teaching spread during the l1 inth century from 
North Africa to Si nd, in India, and the Isma 'il i Fatimid dynasty 
succeeded in establishing a prosperous empire in Egypt. 

In Isma'ilite theology, the universe is viewed as a cyclic 
process, and the unfolding of each cycle is marked by the 
advent of seven "speakers" - messengers of God with scrip
tures - each of whom is succeeded by seven "silents" -
messengers without revealed scriptures; the last speaker (the 
Prophet M uhammad) is fo llowed by seven imams who inter
pret the will of God to man and are, in a sense, higher than the 
Prophet because they draw their knowledge directly from God 
and not from the Angel of Revelation. 

During the tenth century certain Isma'ili intellectuals formed 
a secret society ca lled the Brethren of Purity, which issued a 
philosophical encyclopedia, The Epistles of the Brethrefl of 
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Purity, aiming at the liquidation of the particular religions in 
favour of a universalist spi rituality. Islamic mysticism, or 
Sufism, emerged Ollt of early ascetic reactions on the parr of 
certain religiously sensitive personalities against the genera l 
worldliness that had overtaken the Muslim community and 
the purely "external ist" expressions of Islam in law and 
theology. These persons stressed the Musl im qualities of moral 
motivation, contrition aga inst excessive worldl iness, and " the 
state of the heart" as opposed to the legalist formu lations of 
Islam. 

During a nineteenth-century anticlerical movement in Iran, 
a certain 'All Mu~ammad of Shiraz appeared, decla ring him
self to be the Bab ("Gate"; i.e. to God). At that time the climate 
in Iran was generally favourable to messianic ideas. He was, 
however, bitterly opposed by the Shi'ite 'ulama' ("the 
lea rned") and was executed in 1850. After his death, his 
twO disciples, Sobh-e Azal and Baha' Ullah, broke and went 
in di fferent directions. Baha ' Ullah eventually declared his 
religion - stressing a huma nita ria n pacificism and universalism 
- to be independent of and outside Islam. The Baha'i fai th won 
a considerable number of converts in North America during 
the early twentieth century. 

Islamic Philosophy 

The origin and inspiration of Islamic philosophy are qUite 
different from those of Islamic theology. Philosophy developed 
out of and around the non-religious practical and theoretica l 
sciences, it recognized no theoretica l limits other than those of 
human reason itself, and it assumed that the truth found by 
unaided reason does not disagree with the truth of Islam when 
both are properly understood. 
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The first major Muslim philosopher, al-Kindi, who flou
rished in the first half of the ninth century, was a diligent 
student of Greek and Hellenistic authors in philosophy, and 
his conscious, open, and unashamed acknowledgement of 
earlier contributions to scientific inquiry was foreign to the 
spi rit, method, and purpose of the theologians of the time. Al
Kindi was particularly concerned with the rela tion between 
corporeal things - which are changeable, in constan t flux, and 
as such un knowable - on the one hand and the permanent 
world of forms (spiritual or secondary substances) - which are 
not subject to flux yet ro which man has no access except 
through things of the senses - on the other. He insisted that a 
purely human knowledge of all things is possible through the 
use of various scientific devices, the study of mathematics and 
logic, and the assimilation of the contributions of earlier 
thinkers. 

The existence of a supernatural way to [his knowledge in 
which all these requirements can be dispensed with was 
acknowledged by ai-KindT: God may choose to impart it to 
His prophets by cleansing and illuminating their souls and by 
giving them His aid, right guidance, and inspiration; and they, 
in turn, communicate it to ordinary men in an admirably clear, 
concise, and comprehensible style. This is the prophets' 
"divine" knowledge, characterized by a special mode of access 
and style of exposition. In principle, however, th is very same 
knowledge is accessible to human beings wi thout divine aid, 
even though "human" knowledge may lack the completeness 
and consummate logic of the prophets' divine message. 

Reflection on the two kinds of knowledge - the human 
knowledge bequeathed by the ancients and the revealed 
knowledge expressed in the Qur'an - led al-Kindi to pose a 
number of themes that became central in Islamic philosophy: 
the rational-metaphorical exegesis of the Qur'an and the 
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Hadith, the identification of God with the first being and the 
first cause, creation as the giving of being and as a kind of 
causation distinct from natural causation and Neoplaronic 
emanation, and the immortality of the individual soul. 

The philosopher whose principal concerns, method, and 
opposition to authority were inspired by the extreme Mu'ta
zila h was the physician Abu Bakr ar-Razi (nin th-(Cnth cen
tury). He was intent on developing a rationally defensible 

theory of creation that would not require any change in God or 
attribute to Him responsibility fo r the imperfection and evil 
prevalent in the created world. To th is end, he expounded the 
view that there are five eternal principles - God; Soul; prime 
matter; infinite, or absolute, space; and unlimited, or absolute, 
time - and explained creation as the result of the unexpected 
and sudden turn of events ({a llah ). Faltah occurred when Soul, 
in her ignorance, desired matter and the good God eased her 

misery by allowing her ro sa tisfy her desire and ro experience 
the suffering of the material world, then giving her reason ro 
make her realize her mistake and ro be delivered from her 
union with matter, the ca use of her suffering and of all evil. 

AI-Farabi (ninth-tenth century) saw that theology and the 
jurid ical study of the law were derivative phenomena that 
function within a framework set by the Prophet as lawgiver 

and founde r of a human communi ty. In this community, rev
elation defines the opinions that the members of the community 
must hold and the actions that they must perform if they are to 
attain the earthly happiness of this world and the supreme 
happiness of the other world. Ph ilosophy could not understand 
this framework of religion as long as it concerned itself almost 
exclusively with its truth content and confined the study of 
practical science ro indiv idualistic ethics and personal salvation. 

AI-Farabi recast philosophy in a new framework analogous 
to that of the Islamic religion. The sciences were organized 
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within this philosophical framework so that logic, physics, 
mathematics, and metaphysics culminated in a political science 
whose subject matter was the investigation of happiness and 
how it could be realized in cities and nations. Philosophical 
cosmology, psychology, and politics were blended by al-Farabi 
into a politica l theology whose aim was to clarify the founda
tions of the Islamic community and to defend its reform in a 
direction that wou ld promote scientific inqu iry and encourage 
philosophers to play an active role in practical affairs. 

In al-Fa rabi's li fetime the fa te of the Islamic world was in the 
balance. The Sunni cal iphate's power extended hardly beyond 
Baghdad, and it appeared quite likely that the various ShI'ite 
sects, especially the Isma'ilis, would fina lly overpower it and 
establish a new political order. Isma'i1ism's Neoplatonic cos
mology, revolutionary background, and general expectation 
that divine laws were about to become superfluous with the 
appearance of the qe'im (the imam of the "resurrection") all 
mili tated against the development of a coherent political 
theory to meet the practical demands of political life and 
present a viable alternative to the Sunni caliphate. Al-Farabi's 
writings un derlined this basic weakness in Isma' ilism and, 
under the Feeimids in Egypt (969-11 71), Isma'ili theology 
modified its cosmology in the direction suggested by al-Fa rabi. 
It returned to the view that the community must continue to 
live under the divine law and postponed the prospect of the 
abolition of divine laws and the appearance of the qe'im to an 
indefinite point in the future. 

AI-Farabi's writings also influenced Avicenna (died 1037), 
who shaped philosophy into a powerful force that gradually 
penetrated Islamic theology and mysticism and Persian poetry 
in eastern Islam. Following al-Farabi, Avicenna initiated a 
fully-fledged inquiry into the question of being, in which he 
distingu ished between essence and existence. He argued that 
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the fact of existence cannOt he inferred from or accounted for 
by the essence of exisring things and that form and matter by 
themsel ves cannot interact and originate the movement of the 
universe or the progressive actualization of existing th ings. 
Existence must, therefore, be due to an agent-cause that 
necessitates, imparts, gives, or adds existence to essence. To 
do so, the cause must be an existing thing and must coexist 
wi th its effect. The universe consists of a chain of actual beings, 

each giving existence to the one below it and responsible for 
the existence of the rest of the chain below it. Because an actua l 
infinite is deemed impossible by Avicenna, this chain as a 
whole must terminate in a being that is wholly simple and one 
whose essence is its very existence, and w ho is therefore self
sufficient and not in need of someth ing else to give it existence. 

By the twelfth century the writings of al-Farabi, Avicenna, 
and al-Ghaza li, a Sufi theologian who offered a critical ac

count of the theories of Avicenna and other Muslim philoso
phers, had found their way to the West. A philosophical 
trad it ion emerged, based primarily on the study of a l-Fa rab!. 

Ibn Bajjah (died 1138/9) initiated this tradition with a 
radical interpreta tion of al-Farabi's political philosophy that 
emphasized the virtues of the perfect but non-existent city and 
the vices prevalent in all exist ing cities. He concluded that the 

philosopher must order his own life as a solitary individual, 
shun the company of non-ph ilosophers, reject their opinions 
and ways of life, and concentrate on reaching his own fi nal 
goal by pursuing the theoretical sciences a nd achieving intui
tive knowledge through contact with the Active Intelligence. 
The multitude lives in a dark cave and sees only dim shadows. 
T he philosopher's duty is to seek the light of the sun (the 
intellect). To do so, he must leave the cave, see all colours as 
they truly are and see light itself, and finally become trans
formed into that light. Phi losophy, he claimed, is the only way 
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to the truly blessed state, which can be achieved only by going 
through theoretical science, even though philosophy is higher 
than theoretical science. 

To Ibn Rushd (A verroes; d. 11 98) belongs the distinction of 
presenting a solmion to the problem of the relation between 
philosophy and the Islamic community in the West. The 
intention of the divine law, he argued, is to assure the happi
ness of all members of the community. This requ ires everyone 
to profess belief in the basic principles of religion as enunciated 
in the Qur'an, the Hadith, and the iimif ("consensus" ) of the 
learned, and to perform all obligatory acts of worship. Beyond 
this, the only JUSt requirement is to demand that each pursue 
knowledge as far as his natural capacity and make-up permit. 
The divine law directly authorizes philosophers to pursue its 
interpretation according to the best - i.e. demonstrative or 
scientific - method, and theologians have no authority to 
interfere with the conduct of this activity or to judge its 
conclusions. Thus, theology mUSt remain under the constant 
control of phi losophy and the supervision of the divine law, so 
as not to drift into taking positions that cannot be demon
strated philosophically or that are contrary to the intention of 
the divine law. 

These philosophical developments were in time met with a 
resu rgent traditionalism, which found effective defenders in 
men such as Ibn Taymiyah (thirteenth-fou rteenth century), 
who called fo r a rerurn to the beliefs and practices of the pious 
ancestors. Phi losophy was driven underground for a period, 
only to re-emerge in a new garb. Contributing to this devel
opment was the success of al-Ghazalfs integration of theology, 
philosophy, and mysticism into a new kind of philosophy 
ca lled wisdom (hikma). It consisted of a critical review of the 
philosophy of Avicenna, preserving its main externa l features 
(its logica l, physical, and, in part, metaphysical structure and 
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terminology) and introducing principles of explanation for the 
universe and its relation to God based on persona l experience 
and direct vision. 

The critique of Aristotle tha t had begun in Mu 'razili circles 
and had found a prominent champion in Abo Bakr al-Razi was 
prov ided with a far morc solid foundat ion in the temh and 
eleventh centuries by the Christian theologians and philoso
phers of Baghdad, who translated the writings of the HeJ1e

nistie critics of Aristotle (e .g. John Phi loponus) and made use 
of their arguments both in commenting on Aristotle and in 
independent theological and philosoph ical works. In the 
twelfth century their theologically based anri-Aristotelianism 
spread among Jewish a nd Muslim students of philosophy, 
such as Abu ai-Barakat ai-Baghdadi (d ied c. 1175) and Fakhr 
ad-Din al-Razi. T hey suggested that a thorough examination 
o f Aristotle had revealed to them, on philosophical grounds, 

that the fundamental disagreements between Aristotle and the 
theologies based on the revealed religions represented open 
options, and that Aristotle's view of the universe was in need of 
explanatory principles that could be readily supplied by theol
ogy. T his critique provided the framework for the integration 
o f philosophy into theology from the thirteen th centu ry on
ward. 

Although it made use of such theological cri ticisms o f phi
losophy, the new w isdom took the posi tion that theology did 
not offer a positive substitute for, and was incapable of solving, 
the difficulties of Aristotelian philosophy. It did not question the 
need to have recourse to the Qut'an and the Hadith to fi nd the 
righ t answers; it did, however, insist (on the authority of a long
standing mystical tradition) that theology concern itself only 
with the external expressions of this divine source of knowl
edge. The inner core was reserved for the adepts o f the mystic 
path, whose journey leads to the experience of the highest 
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reality in dreams and visions. Only the mystical adepts are in 
possession of the one true wisdom, the gtound of both the 
external expressions of the divine law and the phenomenal 
world of human experience and thought. 

As-$uhraward i (twelfth century), the fi rst master of the new 
wisdom, called it the "Wisdom of Illumination". He concen
trated on the concepts of being and non-being, which he ca lled 
light and darkness, and explained the gradation of beings 
according to the strength, or perfection, of their light. This 
gradation forms a single conrinuum that culminates in pure 
ligh t, sel f-luminosity, self-awareness, self-manifestation, or 
self-knowledge, which is God, the light of lights, the true 
One. The stability and eternity of this single continuum result 
from every higher light overpowering and subjuga ting the 
lower, and movement and change along the continuum result 
from each of the lower lights desiring and loving the higher. 

As-$uhraward i's doctrine claims to be the inner truth beh ind 
the exoteric (externa l) teachings of both Islam and Zoroas
trian ism, as well as the wisdom of all ancient sages, especially 
Iran ians and Greeks, and of the revealed religions as well. This 
neutral yet posi tive attitude toward the diversity of religions 
was to become one of the hallmarks of the new wisdom. 
Different religions were seen as different manifestations of the 
same truth , their essential agreement was emphasized, and 
various attempts were made to combine them into a single 
harmon ious religion meant for all humankind. 

The impact of Ibn al-'Arabi (twelfth-thirteenth century) on 
the subsequent development of the new wisdom was especially 
significant for his central doctrine of rhe "unity of being" and 
his distinction between the absolute One - which is undefin
able truth (haqq) - and his sel f-manifesta tion (ZUhlll), or 
creation (kha lq ), which is ever new (jadid) and in perpetual 
movement - a movement that unites the whole of creation in 
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constant renewal. At the very core of rhis dynamic edifice 
stands nature, the "dark cloud" ('ama') or "mist" (bukhar), as 
the ultimate principle of things and forms: intelligence, hea
venly bodies, and elements and their mixtures that culminate 
in the perfect man . T his primordia l nature is the " breath" of 
the merciful God in His aspect as Lord. It flows th roughout the 
universe and manifests truth in all its parts. It is the first mother 
through which truth manifests itself to itself and generates the 

universe. And it is the universal natural body tha t gives birth to 

the transl ucent bodies of the spheres, to the elements, and to 

their mixtures, all of which a rc related to that primary source 
as daughters to their mother. 

After Ibn al~'Arabi, the new wisdom developed rapid ly in 
intellec[Ua l circles in eastern Isla m. Commentators began the 
process of harmonizing and integrating the views of the 
masters. Great poets made them part of every educated man's 

literary culture. Mystical fraternities became the custod ians of 
such works, spread ing them into Centra l Asia and the Indian 
subcontinent and transmitting them from one generation to 
another. 

Following the Mongol khan Hu lagO's entry into Baghdad 
(1258), the T welver Shi'ites were encouraged by the II Khanid 
Tatars and Nazir ad-Din at-Tusi (the philosopher and theo

logian who accompanied Hiilagu as his vizier) to abandon 
their hosti lity to mysticism. Mu'tazili doctrines were retained 
in thei r theology. Theology, however, was downgraded to 
"formal" learning tbat must be su pplemented by higber things, 
the latter including pbilosophy and mysticism, both of earlier 
Shi'i te (incl uding Isma'ili) origin and of later Sunni prove
nance. AI-GhazalI, As-Suhrawardi, al-'Ara bi , and Avicenna 
were then eagerly studied and (except for their doctrine of the 
imamate) em braced with little or no reservation. 

Th is movement in Shi'ite thought gathered momentum 
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when the leaders of a mystical fraternity established themselves 
as the Safavid dynasty (1501-1732) in Iran, where they 
championed Twelver Shi' ism as the official doctrine of the 
new monarchy. During the seventeenth century Iran experi
enced a cultural and sciemific renaissance that included a 
revival of philosophical stud ies. There, Islamic philosophy 
found its last creative exponems. The new wisdom as ex
pounded by the masters of the school of Esfahan radiated 
throughout Eastern Islam and continued as a vital trad ition 
until modern times. 

The new wisdom lived on during the eighteenth and nine
teenth centuries, conserving much of its vitality and strength 
but not cultivating new ground. It attracted able thinkers such 
as Shah WaH Allah of Delhi and Hadi Sabzevari, and became a 
regular part of higher education in the Ottoman Empire, Iran, 
and the Indian subcontinent, a status never achieved by the 
earlier tradi tion of Islamic philosophy. In collaboration with 
its close ally Persian mystical poetry, the new wisdom deter
mined the intellectual omlook and spi ritual mood of educated 
Muslims in the regions where Persian had become the domi
nant literary language. Attempts to reject the new wisdom in 
the name of simple, robust, and more practical piety or a 
return to an older, more orthodox form of mysticism remained 
isolated and were either ignored or reintegrated into the 
mainstream until the coming of the modern reformers. 

In the nineteenth and twentieth centuries Jamal ad-Din al
Afghani, Mll~ammad 'Abdllh, and Mll~ammad Iqbal advo
cated radical reforms. The modernists attacked the new 
wisdom's social and political norms, its individua listic ethics, 
and its inability to speak intelligently abom socia l, cultural, 
and political problems generated by a long period of intellec
tual isola tion and domination by the European powers . 

None of the reformers was a great political philosopher. 
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They were concerned with reviving their nations' latent 
energies, urging them [0 free themselves from foreign domina
tion, and impressing on them the need [Q reform their socia l 
and educa tional institutions. They also saw that all this 
required a total reorientation, which could not take place 
so long as the new wisdom remained not only the highest 
aim of a few solitary individuals but a lso a social and popular 
idea l. As late as 191 7, Iqbal found that "the present-day 
Muslim prefers to roam about aimlessly in the valley of 
Hellenic-Persian mysticism, which reaches us to sh ut our eyes 
to the hard reality around, and to fix our gaze on what is 
described as 'illumination'." His reaction was harsh: "To me 
this sel f-mystification, this nihilism, i.e. seeking reality where it 
does not exist, is a physiological symptom, giving me a clue to 
the decadence of the Muslim world. " 

The modern reformers advocated a rerum to the movements 
and masters of Islamic theology and philosophy anredating the 
new wisdom. They argued that these, rather th an the " Persian 
incrustation of Islam", represented Islam's original and creat
ive impulse. The modernists were attracted in particular to the 
views of the Mu'tazi lah: affirmation of God's unity and denial 
of all similarity between Him and created thi ngs, reliance on 
human reason, emphasis on human freedom, faith in the 
human ability to distinguish between good and bad, and 
insistence on the human responsibili ty to do good and fight 
against evil in private and public places. They were also 
impressed by [he traditionalists' devotion to the original, 
uncomplicated forms of Islam and by their fighting spirit, 
as well as by the Ithna 'Asharlyahs' view of faith as an affair 
of the heart and their spirited defence of the Muslim commu
nity from extreme expressions of rationalism and sectarianism 
a like. 

In viewing the scientific and ph ilosophical tradition of 
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Eastern and Western Islam prior to the Tatar and Mongol 
invasions, the modern ists saw an irrefuta ble proof tha t true 
Islam stands for the liberation of human spirit, promotes 
critical thought, and provides both the impetus to grapple 
with the temporal and the demonstration of how to set it in 
order. These ideas in itiated what was to become a vast effort to 
recover, edit, and translate into the Muslim national languages 
works of earlier theologians and philosophers, which had been 
long neglected or known only indirectly through later 
accounts. 

The modern reformers insisted that Muslims must be taught 
to understand modern science and philosophy, incl uding 
modern socia l and political ph ilosophies. Initially, this chal
lenge became the task of the new universities in the Muslim 
world. In the latter part of the twentieth century, however, the 
originally wide gap between the various programmes of theo
logical and philosophical studies in religious colleges and in 
modern universities narrowed considerably. 

Education 

Muslim educational activity began in the eighth century, 
primarily in order to disseminate the teaching of the Qur'an 
and the sunnah of the Prophet. The first task was to record oral 
trad itions and collect written ma nuscripts. By the time of the 
ninth and early tenth centuries the Arab sciences of tradition, 
history, and li tera ture had been esta blished. 

When the introduction of the Greek sciences - philosophy, 
medicine, and mathematics - created a formidable body of lay 
knowledge, its reaction with the traditional religious base 
resulted in the rationa list theological movement of the Mu'ta
zilah . In reaction to this, from the ninth to the twelfth centuries, 
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Sunni scri pturalists formulated a religious dogma and began to 

draw a sha rp distinction between religious and secular sciences. 
The cusrodians of the Shari'ah (Islamic law) developed an 
unsympathetic attitude toward the secular disciplines and ex
cluded them from the curricu lum of the madrasah (college) 
system. Th is exclusion proved fata l, not only for those disci
plines but, in the long run, for religious thought in general 
because o f the lack of intellectual cha llenge and stim ulation. A 

typical madrasah curriculum included logic, Arabic literature, 
law, H adith, Qur'an commenrary, and theology. Despite spora
dic criticism from cerrain quarters, the madrasah system re
mained imperviolls to change. In COntrast to the Sunnis, the 
Shrites continued seriously to cultivate philosophy, which 
developed a strong religious character. 

One important feature of Muslim education was that pri
mary education (which consisted of Qur'an reading, writing, 
and rudimentary arithmetic) did not feed candida tes to inst
itutions of higher education, and the twO remained separate. In 
higher education, emphasis was on books rather than subjects 
and on commentaries rather than origina l works. This, 
coupled with the habit of learning by rote (which was devel
oped from a tradi tion that encouraged learning more than 
thinking), impoverished intellectual creativity still further. 
Despi te these grave shortcomings, however, the madrasah 
produced one imporranr advantage. Through the un iformity 
of its religio-Iegal content, it gave the 'ltlama' ("the learned") 
the opportu nity to effect that overall cohesiveness and unity of 
thought and purpose that, despite great variations in local 
Muslim cultures, has become a palpable feature of the world 
Muslim comm un ity. 

When higher learn ing in the form of tradition grew in the 
eighth and ninth centuries, it was centred around learned men 
to whom students travelled from far and near and from whom 
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they obtained a certificate to teach what they had learned. 
Women were excluded from madrasahs, but in urban areas 
they had access to learning at mosques. Women in scholarly 
families sometimes became renowned teachers, especially of 
Hadith . Through the munificence of ru lers, princes, and even 
wealthy female patrons, large priva te and publ ic libraries were 
bui lt, and schools and colleges arose. 

In the early ninth century a signi fica nt incentive to learning 
came from translations of scientific and phi losophical works 
from the Greek (and partly Sanskrit) at the famous bayt al
hikmah ("house of wisdom") at Baghdad. The Fatimid caliph 
ai-Hakim set up a dar alhikmah ("hall of wisdom") in Cairo in 
the tenth-elevenrh century. With the advent of the Sel juq 
Turks, the famous vizier Nizam al-Mulk created an important 
college at Baghdad, devoted to Sunni learning, in the latter half 
of the eleventh century. In Turkey a new style of madrasah 
came into existence; it had four wings, for the teaching of the 
four schools of Sunni law. Pro fessorial chairs were endowed in 
large colleges by princes and governments, and residentia l 
students were supported by college endowment funds. Myriad 
sma ller centres of learning were endowed by private dona
tions. 

One of the world's oldest surviving universities, al-Azhar at 
Cairo, was originally establ ished by the Fatimids. After ousting 
the Fatimids in the twelfth century, Saladin, the founder of the 
Ayyubid dynasty, consecrated the university to Sunni lea rn 
ing. Throughout subsequent centuries, colleges and quasi
universities arose throughout the Muslim world from Spain 
(whence Islamic philosophy and science were transmitted to the 
Latin West) across Central Asia to India. 

Today, al-Azhar remains the chief centre of Islamic and 
Arabic learning in the world. The basic programme of studies 
was, and still is, Islamic law, theology, and the Arabic 
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language. Late in the European Middle Ages philosophy and 
medicine were added to the curriculum, bur, because original 
and independent thinking was suspect in orthodox scholarly 
circles, these subjects were soon eliminated. Only in the nine
teenth century was philosophy reinstated. Twcntieth-century 
cfforts at modernization resulted in the addition of socia l 
sciences at al-Azhar's new supplemen tary cam pus at Nasr City. 

There are 14 subject faculties for men and 5 for women in 
Cairo, as well as regional faculties. Women have been admitted 

since 1962. Also important is Aligarh Muslim Un iversity 
(founded 1875), south-east of Delhi. A number of ed ucational 

foundations, such as AI-Maktoum and AI-Haramain, are also 
sign ifica m in spreading Islam through education. 

The Family 

A basic social teaching of Islam is the encouragemem of 
marriage, and the Qur'an regards celibacy as something to 

be resorted (Q only under economic stringency. Many Sufis, on 
the other hand, prefer celibacy, and some even regard women 
as an evil distraction from piety, although marriage also 
remains the normal practice with Sufis. 

Polygamy is permitted by the Qur'an, which, however, 
limi ts rhe number of simul raneous wives to fou r, a nd this 
permission is made dependent on the condition that justice be 
done among co-wives (4:3). Medieval law and society re~ 

garded this "justice" to be primarily a private matter between 
a husband and his wives, although the law did provide redress 
in cases o f gross neglect of a wife. The right to divorce was also 
vested basica lly in the husband, who cou ld unilaterally re
pudiate his wife, although the woman cou ld a lso sue her 
husband for divorce before a court o n certain grounds. 
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The virtue of chastity is regarded as of prime importance by 
Islam. The Qur'an advances its un iversal recommendation of 
marriage as a means to ensure a state of chastity (ihsan), which 
is held to be induced by a single free wife. The Qur'an states 
that those guilty of adu ltery are to be severely punished with 
100 lashes (24:2 ). Tradition has intensified this injunction and 
has prescribed this punishment for unmarried persons, while 
married adulterers are to be stoned to death . A false accusation 
of adul tery is punishable by 80 lashes. 

The genera l ethic of the Qur'an considers the marital bond 
to rest on "mutual love and mercy". The detailed laws of 
inheritance prescribed by the Qur'an also tend to confirm the 
idea of a centra l fa mily - husband, wife, and child ren, along 
with the husband's parents (4:7-12). In recent times most 
Muslim countries have enacted legislation to tighten marital 
relationships. The right of parents to good treatment is stressed 
in Islam, and the Qur'an extols fi lial piety, particula rly tender
ness to the mother, as an im portant virtue (46:15-17). So 
strong is the patriarcha l family group ethos that in most 
Muslim societies daughters are not given the inheritance share 
prescribed by the sacred law in order to prevent disin tegration 
of the joint family's patrimony. 

For some women, modernization since the twentieth century 
has been especially problematic. Urged on the one hand to be 
liberated from Islam and thereby become modern , they are 
told by orhers to be li berated from being Western through 
being self-consciously Muslim. 

There is little information on the si tuation of ordinary 
women in premodern Islamdom, bur evidence from the mod
ern period underscores the enormous variety of settings in 
which Muslim women live and work, as well as the inability of 
the stereotype of meek, submissive, veiled passiv ity to reflect 
the quality of their lives . As always, Muslim women live in 
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cities, towns, villages, and among migratory pastoral tribes; 
some work outside the home, some inside, some not at all; 
some wear concea ling clothing in public, most do not; for 
some, movement outside the home is restricted, for most not; 
and, for many, public modesty is common, as it is for many 
Muslim men. For many, the private home and the public bath 
continue to be the centres of socia l interaction; for others, the 
world of employment and city life is an option. As always, few 
live in polygamous families. Strict adherence to the Shari'ah's 
provision for women to hold their property in their own right 
has produced Muslim women of great wealth, in the past as 
well as today. 

Cultural Diversity 

The world of Islam harbours a tremendous diversity of cul
tures, and in different areas it has assimilated native practices 
into its own. Because Islam draws no absolure distinction 
between the rel igious and the temporal, the Muslim state is 
by definition religious. 

The expansion of Islam can be divided in to two broad 
periods. in the first period of the Arab conquests the assim
ilative activi ty of the conquering religion was far-reaching. 
Although Persia resurrected its own language and a measure of 
its national culture after the first three centuries of islam, its 
culture and language had come under hea vy Arab influence. 
Only after Safavid rule installed Shl'ism as a distinctive creed 
in the sixteenth century did Persia regain a kind of religious 
autonomy. The language of religion and thought, however, 
continued to be Arabic. 

In the second period, the spread of Islam was largely the 
work of Sufi missionaries, who compromised with loca l 
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customs and beliefs and left a great deal of the pre-Islamic 
legacy in every region intact. Thus, among the Central Asia n 
Turks, shamanistic practices were absorbed, while in Africa 
the holy man and his barakah (an influence supposedly caus
ing material and spiritual well-being) survive. In Ind ia there are 
large areas geographically distant from the Muslim religio
political centre of power in which customs are still Hindu and 
even pre-Hindu. The custom of sati, in wh ich a widow burned 
herself alive along with her dead husband, persisted in India 
even among some Muslims until late into the Mughal period. 
The eighteenth- and nineteenth-century reform movements 
strove to "purify" Islam of these accretions and superstitions. 

Caste developed among M uslims in India and Pakistan as a 
result of the proximity of Hindu culture and the fact that in most 
South Asian societies Muslims had converted from Hinduism. 
Hindus gave the Muslim ruling class its own status. In South 
Asian Muslim societies a distinction is made between the ashrii{ 
("noblemen"), descendan ts of Muslim Arab immigrants, and the 
non-ashriifHindu converts. The ashriif group is further divided 
into four subgroups: (1) sayyids, descendants of Mu~ammad 
through his daughter Fa!imah and son-in-law 'Ali, (2) shaykhs 
(Arabic: "chiefs"), descendants of Arab or Persian imm igrants 
but including some Rajputs, (3) Pashtuns, members of Pashto
speaking tribes in Afghan istan and north-western Pakistan, and 
(4) Mughals. The non-ashriifMuslim castes have three levels: at 
the top, converts from high Hindu castes, ma inly Raj puts, insofar 
as they have not been absorbed into the shaykh castes; next, 
artisa n caste groups, such as the Julehes, originall y weavers; and 
lowest, the converted Dalits or Harijans (formerly called " un
touchables" ), who have continued their old occupations. 

In Indonesia, Islam arrived late and soon came under the 
influence of European coloniali sm. Indonesian society, there
fore, has kept its customary law (called adat) at the expense of 
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the Shari'ah; many of its tribes are still matriarchal, and 
culturally the Hindu epics Ramayana and Mahabarata hold 
a high posicion in national life. Since the nineteenth century, 
however, orthodox Islam has gained steadi ly in strength 
because of fresh contacts with the Middle East. 

Apart from regional diversity, the main internal division 
wi thin Islamic society is between urban and village life. Islam 
originated in the two citics of Mecca and Medina, and, as it 

expanded, its peculiar ethos appears to have developed mai nly 

in urban areas. Culturally, it came under a heavy Persian 
influence in Iraq, where the Arabs learned the ways and style 
of life of theif conq uered people. The custom of veiling women 
(the purdah), for example, was acquired in Iraq. In general, 
Islam came to appropriate a strong feudal ethic from the 
peoples it conquered. Also, because the Muslims generally 
represented the administrative and military aristocracy and 
because the learned class (the '/llama') was an essential a rm of 

the sta te, the higher culture of Islam became urban-based. 
T his city orientation explains and also underlines the tradi

tional cleavage between the orthodox Islam of the '/llama' and 
the fo lk Islam espoused by the Sufi orders of the countryside. 
In the modern period, the advent of education and rapid 
industrialization threatened to make this cleavage still wider. 

Since the advent of a strong and widespread fundamentalist 
movement in the second half of the twentieth century, this 
dichoromy has decreased. 

Religious Dress 

Islam attaches less importance to liturgical vestments than do 
most religions, but the social emphasis of the Islamic faith finds 
expression in the universa l application of the regulations 
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governing dress. Because Islam recognizes no priesthood, 
"clerical" functions are discharged by the '/llama', whose 
insignia is the 'il11amah (a sca rf or turban). 

In the western part of the Muslim world, "clerical" dress has 
tended to become standardized according to che Azhar (Egyp
tian) pattern: a long, wide-s leeved gown (jubbah) reaching to 
the feet and buttoned halfway down its total length over a 
striped garment (caftan); the headgear consists of a soft 
collapsible cap (qalansltwah) of red felt around which is 
wound a white muslin 'imamah. In Syria a hard tarbush of 
the same red shade replaces the qala/lsllwah. Both the qalan
s/lwah and the tarbllsh are provided with a blue tassel. The 
jubbah is usually a sober shade of blue, grey, or brown, and 
seldom black. Among the Sunnis - from Iraq eastward - the 
jl/bbah is worn in associa tion with an 'aba' (a long, full 
garment ), traditionally of camel's hair and brown or black 
in colour. This is sometimes secured by a hijam, or cummer
bund. In chis second regional va riant, the 'imal11ah becomes a 
full turban replacing the cap, or fez. A green turban usually 
denotes a sharIf, or descendant of the Prophet Muhammad, 
and among the Shi'ites the entire garb is black, as a sy mbol of 
mourn ing for the death of Husayn ibn 'A[i ac Karba[a' (680). 

For a ll Muslim ma les, the wearing of gold or si lk is for
bidden in consequence of a prescription (hadith) of the Pro
phet, whereby the wearing of either was rendered "haram 
[forbidden] for the males of my nation". Footwear must be 
removed all entering a mosque for fear of defiling the interior 
with ri tua lly impure su bstances tha t may have adhered to the 
sa le of the shoe. This rule applies also to entering a grave; thus, 
gravediggers and stonemasons must be unshod on such occa
sions. A head covering should properly be worn in che mosque 
and even when praying outside the mosque as a mark of 
respect. 
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When a Muslim purposes to visit the holy city of Mecca at 
the time of the major pilgrimage (haji), he enters on a State of 
consecration and robes himself in two white seamless gar
mcnts (ihram), the guise of a beggar, which may not be 
exchanged for normal dress until he deconsecrates himself 
after the conclusion of the pi lgrimage ceremonies . To these 
two garments women may add a veil. 

Many of the mystical dervish orders (tll rttq) wear disti nctive 
robes, frequently with hierarchical differences. In Tu rkey, 
headstones arc carved in the shape of the headdress distinctive 
of the order to which the deceased belonged and arc tinctured 
in the appropriate colours. Particu larly interesting are the 
ceremonial robes of the Mawlawiya h order (popularly known 
in the West as the Whirling or Dancing Dervishes), in which 
the symbolism of the robes is cemral to the mysteries of the 
order. The dervishes wear over a ll other garmems a black robe 
(khirqah), which symbolizes the grave; the tall camel's hair hat 
(sikke) represents the headstone. Underneath are the white 
"dancing" robes consisting of a very wide, pleated frock 
(ta1l1I11r), over which fits a short jacket (destegii/). On arising 
to participate in the ritual dance, the dervish casts off the 
blackness of the grave and appears radiam in the white shroud 
of resurrection. The head of the order wears a green scarf of 
office wound around the base of his sikke. 

For all Muslims of whatever sect, the standard graveclothes 
are the threefold linen shroud, or kafan; the izor, or lower 
garment; the rida', or upper garment; and the lifafah, or 
overall shroud. Martyrs, however, a re buried in the clothes 
in which they die, without their bodies or their garments being 
washed, because the blood and the dirt are viewed as evidences 
of their state of glory. 

The tradition for women to cover themselves from head to 
toe and veil their faces when they go out in public is an old one, 
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predating Islam in Persia, Syria, and Anatolia. The Qur'an 
provides instructions giving guida nce on this marrer bur nOt a 
strict ruling. The enveloping cloaks worn by women for this 
purpose are simi lar (Q one another and often incorporate a 
mesh panel through which women may peer at the world 
outside. The most common names for this garment are chador, 
chadar, chadri, (arsa(, and tcharchaf. 

Dietary Laws 

Islamic dietary laws - as spelled our in the Qur'an - illustrate 
the establishment of a sense of socia l identity and separateness 
in the early Islamic community. Many of the dietary regula
tions in the Qur'an are ex plicit in establishing distinctions 
between Arabs and Jews and borrow heavily from Mosaic 
Law. 
Mu~ammad proscribed for Muslims the flesh of animals 

that are found dead, blood, swine's flesh, and food that had 
been offered or sacri ficed (Q idols. The most rad ical departure 
of Qur'anic from Mosaic dietary laws was in connection with 
intoxicating liquor. Though Jews frown upon alcoholic bev
erages, they do not forbid them; however Mu~ammad abso
lutely forbade alcohol. 

Islam represents a more fundamental removal from all other 
major religions: what is polluting, forbidden, and enjoined for 
one person in Islam applies eq ually to all. Islam's sharpest 
cOntrast in this regard is to the religions of India. This 
difference is high lighted by the fact that Muslims of all socia l 
statuses in an Indian vi llage eat freely with each other, worship 
in the same mosques, and participate in ceremonies together. 
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Religion and the Arts 

Artistic works in the Islamic wo rld borrowed fro m Persia and 
Byza mine traditions but were Islamized in a man ner that fused 
them inro a homogeneous spi ritual-aesthetic complex. The 
most im portant principle governing art was the religious 
prohibition of figurizarion and representa tion of living crea
tu res. Underlying this prohibition is the assumption that God 
is the sole author of life a nd that a person who produces a 

likeness of a living being seeks to rival God. Hence, in Islamic 
anicoll ism two considerarions arc brough t together: rejection 
o f such images that might become idols (these may be images 
o f anything) and rejection of figures of living things. 

Th is basic principle has, ho wever, undergo ne modifications. 
First, pictures were tolerated if they were confi ned to private 
apartments and harems of pa laces. Th is was the case with 

so me members of the Umayyad and 'Abbasid dynasties, Turks, 
and Persians - in pa rticular with the Shl' ites, who have 
prod uced an a bundance o f p ictorial representations of the 
holy family and of MuJ:tammad himself. Second, animal and 
human figures in pictures are combined with other ornamental 
designs such as geometrical patterns and arabesques - stressing 
their ornamen tal nature rather than representative function. 

Thi rd, for the same reason, in sculptural art they a ppear in low 
relief. In o ther regions of the M uslim world - in North Africa, 
Egypt, and India (except for M ughal palaces) - representa
tional art was strictly for bidden. 

Instrumental music was forbidden by the orthodox in the 
formative stages of Islam. As for vocal m usic, its place was 
largely taken by a sophisticated and artistic form of the 
recitation o f the Qur'an known as tajwid. Nevertheless, the 
Muslim princely courts generously patronized and cultivated 
music. Among the religious circles, the Sufis introduced both 
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vocal and instrumental music as part of their spiritual prac
tices. The sama', as this music was called, was opposed by the 
orthodox at the beginning, but the Sufis persisted in its use, 
which slowly won general recognition. The great Sufi poet 
Ja lal ad-Din ar-Rumi (died 1273) - revered equally by the 
orthodox and the Sufis - heard the divine voice in his stringed 
musical instrument when he said "Its head, its veins lstringsJ 
and its skin are all dry and dead; whence comes to me the voice 
of the Friend?" 

In literature, drama and pure fiction were not allowed -
drama because it was a represenrational art and fiction be
cause it was akin to lying. Similar constrainrs operated against 
the elaboration of mythology. StOry literature was tolerated, 
and the great story works of Indian origin - The Thousand and 
One Nights and Kalilah wa Dinmah - were translated from 
the Persian, introducing secular prose into Arabic. Didactic 
and pious stories were used and even invemed by popular 
preachers. Much of this folklore found its way back into 
enla rged editions of The Thousand and One Nights and, 
through it, has even influenced later history writing. 

Because of the ban on fictional literature, there grew a 
strong tendency in later literary compositions - in both poetry 
and prose - toward hyperbole (mllbalaghah), a literary device 
to satisfy the need to get away from what is starkly real 
wi thout committing literal falsehood, thus often resulting in 
the caricature and the grotesque. Poetry lent itself particu larly 
well to this device, which was freely used in panegyrics, satires, 
and lyrics. Poetry also afforded an especially suitable vehicle 
for a type of mystic poetry in which it is sometimes impossible 
to determine whether the poet is talking of earthly love or 
spiritual love. For the same reason, poetry proved an effective 
haven for thinly veiled deviations from and even attacks on the 
literalist religion of the orthodox. 
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Islamic Myth and Legend 

The strict monotheism of Islam does not allow for much 
mythological embellishment, and only reluctantly were the 
scriptural revelations of the Qur'an elaborated and enlarged 
by commentators and popu lar preachers. Thus, in the first 
three centuries, a number of ideas from the ancient Middle 
East and from Hellenistic and especially from Judaeo-Chris
tian traditions were absorbed into Islam and given at least 
partial sanction by the theologians. At the same time, legends 
were woven around the Prophet Mu~ammad and the members 
of his family. Though inconsistent with historical reality, these 
legends formed for the masses the main sources of inspiration 
about the famous figures of the past. 

Since early times Islamic theologians have sought to dis
regard the Qur'anic interpreta tion of both storytellers and 
mystics. The qussas, or storytellers, made the Qur'anic revela
tion more understandable to the masses by filling in the short 
texts with detailed descriptions that were not found in scrip
ture. Though the mystics tried to maintain the purity of the 
divine word, they also attempted a spiritual ization of both the 
Qur'an and the popular legends that developed around it. 
Their way of giving to the Qur'anic words a deeper meaning, 
however, and discovering layer after layer of meaning in them, 
sometimes led to new quasi-mythological forms. Later Islamic 
mystical thinkers built up closed systems that can be called 
almost mythological (e.g. the angelology - theory of angels - of 
Suhrawardi al-Maqtul, [died 1191]). 

The sources of Islamic mythology are firs t of all the Qur'anic 
revelations. Since the ninth century, commentators on the 
Qur'an have been by far the most important witnesses for 
Islamic "mythology". They wove into their explanations var
ious strands of Persian and ancient oriental lore and relied 
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heavily on Jewish tradition. Traditions about the life and 
sayings of the Prophet grew la rger and la rger and adopted 
foreign mythological material. While the classica l mythology 
of Islam, as far as it can be properly called so, is spread over the 
whole area of Islam, the miracles and legends arou nd a 
particular Muslim saint are found chiefly in the area of his 
special influence (especiall y where his order is most popular). 

From the eleventh century onward, the biographies of the 
mystics often show interesting migrations of legenda ry motifs 
from one culture to another. The Tazkerat ol-Owliya' ("Mem
oirs of the Sa ints") of Farid od-Din 'A!!a r (died c. 1220), for 
instance, has become the storehouse of legendary materia l 
about the early Sufi mystics for the Persian-speaking countries. 
Muslim historians interested in world history often began their 
works with mythologica l tales; centra l Asian traditions were 
added in Iran du ring the I1-Khanid Dynasry (1256-1335). Folk 
poetry, in the different languages spoken by M uslims, provides 
a popular representation of traditional materia l, whether in 
Arabic, Persian, Turk ish, the Indian and Pakistani languages 
(e.g. Urdu, Bengali, Sindhi , Panjabi, and Baluchi), or the 
African languages; in all of them allusions to myth and legend 
are found down to the level of riddles and lullabies. Typical 
of the legendary tradition of the Shi'ites are the ta'ziyas 
("passion-plays") in Iran, commemorating the death of Hu
sayn (680), and the marsiyehs (threnodies or elegies for the 
dead), which form an important branch of the Urdu poetry of 
India and Pakistan . 

Myths covering the cosmology and escharology of the 
Muslim world vary from its creation out of nothing by God's 
word kiln ("Be") and the questioning of the dead by two 
terrible angels (thus the reciting of the profession of faith to the 
dying), to the announcement of the end of the world by the 
coming of the mahdr ("divinely guided one" ) - a messianic 
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figure who wi ll appear in the last days; he is not found in the 
Qur'an bur developed our of ShT'ite speculations and is some
times identified with Jesus. 
Mu~ammad . whose only miracle, according co his own 

words, was (he bringing of the Qur'an, is credited with 
innumerable miracles and associated with a variety of mir
aculous occurrences: his finger split the moon; the cooked 
poisoned meat warned him not to touch it; the palm trunk 
sighed; the gazelle spoke for him; he cast no shadow; from his 
perspira tion the rose was created. Mu~ammad-mysticism 

proper was developed in the late nimh century; he is shown 
as the one who precedes creation, his light is pre-eternal, and 
he is the reason for and the goal of creation. He becomes the 
perfect man, uniting the di vine and the human sphere as dawn 
unites night and da y. 

Muhammad 's cousi n and son-in-law 'Ali has also been 
surrou nded by legends, and 'Ali's son Husayn is the subject 
of innumerable poems that concern the day of his fi nal fight in 
Karbala'. Almost every figure mentioned in the Qur'an has 
become the centre of a circle of legends, be it Yusuf, the symbol 
of overwhelming bea uty, or Jesus with the life-giving breath, 
the model of poverty and asceticism. The great religious 
persona lities have become legendary, especially the martyr
mystic Halla) (died 922). H is words ana al- Haqq, "I am the 
Creative Truth", became the motto of many la ter mystics. His 
death on the gallows in Baghdad is the model for the suffering 
of lovers. The founders of mystical orders were credited by 
their followers with a variety of miracles, such as riding on 
lions, hea ling the sick, and walking on water. 

A fea ture of Islamic mythology is the transformation of 
unreligious stories into vehicles of religious experience. The 
old hero of romantic love in Arabic literatu re, Majn un , "the 
demented one", became a symbol of the soul longing for 
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idemification with God, and in the Indus Valley the ta les of 
Sassui and Sohn i, the girls who perish for their love, and other 
romantic figures, have been understood as symbols of the soul 
longing fo r union with God through suffering and death. 

Many Muslim tales, legends, and traditiona l sayings are 
built upon the mystical val ue of numbers, such as the threefold 
or sevenfold repetition of a certai n rite. This is largely ex
plained by examples from the life of a saintly or pious person, 
often the Prophet himself. The number 40, found in the Qur'an 
(as also in the Bible) as the length of a period of repentance, 
suffering, preparation, and steadfastness, is connected in Islam 
with the 40 days' preparation and meditation, or fasting, of the 
novice in the mystical brotherhood. To each number, as well as 
to each day of the week, specia l qualities are attributed 
through the authority of both actual and alleged statements 
of the Prophet. 

The importance given to the letters of the Arabic alphabet is 
peculiar to Muslim pious thought. Letters of the alphabet were 
assigned numerical values: the straight alif (numerica l value 
one), the firs t letter of the alphabet, becomes a symbol of the 
uniqueness and un ity of Allah; the b (numerical value two), the 
first letter of the Qur'an, represents to many mystics the creative 
power by which everything came into existence; the h (numer
ica l value five) is the symbol of hilwa, He, the formula for God's 
absolute transcendence; the m (numerical value 40) is the 
"shawl of humani ty" by which God, the One (al-Ahad), is 
separated from A~mad (Mu~ammad ). M is the letter of human 
nature and hints at the 40 degrees between human ity and God. 
The sect of the H urufis developed these cabalistic interpreta
tions of letters, but they are quite common in the whole Islamic 
world and form almost a substitute for mythology. 

Today, mythology proper has only a very sma ll place 
in official Islam. Reformers tried to purge Islam of a ll 
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non-Qur'an ic ideas and picturesque elaborations of the texts, 
whereas the mystics tried to spiritualize them as fa r as possible. 
Modern Muslim exegesis attempts to interpret many of the 
mythological strands of the Qur'an in the light of modern 
science; to some interpreters, jim1 (demons ) and angels are 
spi ritual forces; to others, jillll are microbes or the like. Never
theless, popular legends surround ing the Prophet and the 
saints are still found among the masses; while they are tending 

to d isappear under the influence of historica l research, many 
have formed models for the behaviour and spiritual life of the 
Muslim believer. 



PART 2 
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THE AGE OF MUHAMMAD AND THE CALIPHATE 

Pre-Mu~ ammadan Soc iet y 

When Muhammad was born in 570, the potential for pan
Arab unification seemed ni l; bur after he died, in 632, the first 
generation of his followers were able not only to maintain pan
Arab unification but to expand far beyond the Arabian Pen
insu la. The potential for Muslim empire bui lding had been 
established with the rise of the earliest civilizations in western 
Asia and was refined with the emergence and spread of what 
have been called the region's Axial Age religions - Abrahamic, 
centred on the Hebrew patriarch Abraham, and Mazdean, 
focused on the Iranian deity Ahura Mazdah - and their later 

relative, Christianity. It was facilitated by the expansion of 
trade from eastern Asia to the Mediterranean and by the 
political changes thus effected. 

In the seventh century AD a coalition of Arab groups inside 
and outside the Arabian Peninsula, some sedentary and some 
migratory, seized political and fiscal control in western 
Asia . The factors that surrou nded and directed their 
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accomplishment had begun to coa lesce long before, with the 
emergence of agrarian-based societies and the founding of 
cities and the consequent increase in agricultura l production 
and intercity trading. A few individ uals were able to establish 
territoria l monarchies and foster religious institutions with 
wider appea l. 

By the middle of the first millenn ium Be the settled world 
had crysta lli zed into four cultural core areas: Medi terranean, 
Nile-to-Oxus, Indie, and East Asian . The Ni le-to-Oxus, the 
future core of isiamdom, was the least cohesive of these, with 
Ira no-Semitic languages of several sons. Yet, located at the 
crossroads of the trans-Asian trade and blessed with numerous 
natural transit points, the region offered special socia l and 
economic prominence to its merchants. 

During the period from 800 to 200 Be, the Axial Age, the 
world 's firs t religions of sa lvation developed, and from these 
trad itions - including Judaism, Mazdeism, Buddhism, and 
Confucianism - derived all later forms of high religion, inc+ 
luding Christianity and Islam. In the Nile-to-Oxus region two 
major traditions arose: the Abrahamic in the west and the 
Mazdean in the east. Because they required exclusive alle
giance through an indi vid ua l confession of faith in a just and 
judging deity, they are ca lled confessional rel igions. The god of 
these religions was a unique, all-powerful creator who re
mained active in history, and each event in the life of every 
individual was meaningful in terms of the judgement of God at 
the end of time. The traditions reflected the mercantile envir
onment in which they were formed in their special concern for 
fairness, honesty, covenant keeping, moderation, law and 
order, accountabili ty, and the rights of ordinary human 
beings . 

Although modern Western historiography has projected an 
East-West dichotomy on to ancient times, Afro-Eurasian 
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continuities and interactions were well established throughout 
premodern times. Through the conquests of Alexander the 
Great in the fourth century Be the Ira no-Semitic cultures of the 
Nile-to-Oxus region were permanently overlaid with Helle
nistic elements, and a link was forged between the Indian 
subcontinent and Iran. 

From the beginning of the first cen tury AD the major 
occupants of the habitable parts of the arid central zone of 
the Arabian Peninsula were known as Arabs. They were 
Semitic-speaking tribes of settled, semi-settled, and fully mi
gratory peoples who drew their name and apparently their 
idemity from what the camel-herding Bedouin pastoralists 
among them called themselves: 'arab. To the north lay the 
irrigated agricultural areas of Syria and Iraq. Until the begin
ning of the third century AD the greatest economic and political 
power in the peninsula was in the Yemen, which had evolved 
an exceptionally long and profitable trade route from East 
Africa across the Red Sea and from India across the Indian 
Ocean up through the peninsula into Iraq and Syria, where it 
joined older Phoen ician routes across the Mediterranean and 
into the Iberian Peninsu la. 

By the third century, however, the Sasanian Empire, 
founded by Ardashir I in 226, was at war with Rome, a 
conflict that was to continue up to Islamic times. The reorga
nization of the Roman Empire under Constantine the Great 
(280-337) and the adoption of Christianity as the Roman state 
religion exacerbated the competition with the Sasanian Empire 
and resulted in the spreading of Christianity into Egypt and 
Abyssinia and the encouraging of missionizing in Arabia itself. 
By the beginning of the fourth century the ru lers of Abyssinia 
and Ptolemaic Egypt were carrying their aggression into the 
Yemen. In the first quarter of the sixth century the proselytiz
ing efforts of a Jewish Yemeni ruler resulted in a massacre of 
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Christians in Najran, provok ing Abyssinian Christian reprisal 
and occupation and control of the Yemen. In conflict with the 
Byzantines, the Zoroastrian-Mazdean Sasanians invaded the 
Yemen toward the end of the sixth century, further expa nding 
the religious and cultural horizons of Arabia, where member
shi p in a religious community could not be apolitical and could 
even have international ramifications. Such connection bet
ween communa l a ffili ation and political orienta tions would be 

expressed in the early Islamic comm unity. 
Paradoxically, the long-term result of Arabia's entry into 

internarional politics was to enhance the power of the tribal 
Arabs. The settled powers needed their hinterlands enough to 
foster client sta tes: the Byzantines oversaw the Ghassanid 
kingdom, the Persians oversaw the Lakhmid, and the Yemenis 
(prio r to the Abyssinian invasion) had Kindah. Arab cultural 
activity increased, and the prosperity of the fifth and sixth 

centuries, as well as the intensification of imperial rival ries in 
the late sixth century, seems ro have brought the Arabs of the 
interior permanently into the wider network of communica
tion tha t fostered the rise of the Islamic community at Mecca 
and Medina. 

Although the sixth-century client states were the largest Arab 
polities of their day, it was among independent Arabs living in 

Mecca in the Hejaz (al-Hijaz) that a permanently significant 
Arab state arose. Around the year AD 400 Mecca had come 
under the control of the Quraysh Arabs, and, during the 
generations before Mu~ammad's birth, they used their trading 
connections and their relationships with their Bedouin cousins 
to make their town a regional centre whose influence radiated in 
man y directions. They designated Mecca as a quarterly safe 
haven from the inter-tribal wa rfare and raiding that was en
demic among the Bedouin. Thus Mecca became an attractive 
site for large trade fairs that coi ncided with pilgrimage (hajj) to a 
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local shrine, the Ka'bah. The Ka'bah housed the deities of 
visitors as well as the Meccans' supra-tribal creator and cove
nant-guaranteeing deity, called Allah. Most Arabs probably 
viewed this deity as one among many, possessing powers not 
specific to a particular tribe; others may have identified this 
figure with the God of the Jews and Christians. 

The building activ ities of the Quraysh threatened one non
Arab power enough to invite direct interference: the Abyssi
nians are said to have invaded Mecca in the year of Mu~am
mad's birth. But the Byzantines and Sasanians were distracted 
by internal reorganization and renewed conflict, and the 
Yemeni kingdoms were declining. With their weakening, 
Mecca became an attractive new focus for supra-tribal orga
nization. 

Meccan society was markedly diverse, including non-Arabs 
as well as Arabs, slave as well as free, and so a hiera rchy based 
on wealth developed there. Meccans needed to act in their own 
interest and [Q minimize conflict by institutionalizing new, 
broader social alliances and interrelationships. Very little in 
the Arabian environment, however, favoured the forma tion of 
stable, large-scale states, and Meccan efforts at central ization 
and unification might well have been transient. But the rise of 
the Meccan system also coincided with the spread of the 
confessional religions and, eventually, in Mecca and elsewhere 
a few individuals came to envision the possibility of effecting 
supra-tribal association through a leadership role common to 
the confessional religions - that is, prophethood or messenger
ship. The only such ind ividual who succeeded in effecting broad 
social changes was a member of the Hashim (Hashem) clan of 
Quraysh: Abu AI-Qasim Muhammad ibn 'Abd Allah ibn 'Abd 
al-Mu~alib ibn Hashim - the Prophet Mu~ammad. One of 
their own, he accomplished what the Quraysh had started, first 
by working against them; later by working with them. 
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Mu~ammad and his Community 

It was Mu~ammad's individual genius to articulate an ideol
ogy capable of appealing to multiple constituencies and form
ing them into a single community. He was particularly well 
placed to lead such a social movemem. Although he was a 
member of a high-status tribe, he belonged to onc of its less 
wel l-placed clans. He was fatherless at birth; his mother and 
grandfather died when he was young, leav ing him under the 
protection of an uncle. Although he possessed certain admir
able persona lity traits to an unusual degree, his commercial 
success derived not from his own status bur from his marriage 
to a much older woman, a wealthy widow named Khadlja h. 

A few individuals, including Khadijah, immediately recog
nized Mu~ammad 's vision of the archangel Gabriel as that of a 
messenger of God, but adherence of the surrou nding Arabs to 
his beliefs came more slowly. Because Muhammad's utter
ances seemed similar to those of the kahins (religious specia
lists who delivered oracles in ecstatic rhymed prose [sai1 and 
read omens), many of his hearers assumed that he was another 
one of them. But by eschewing any source other than the one 
supreme being, whom he identified as Allah ("God" ) and 
whose message he regarded as cosmically significant and 
binding, Mu~ammad was grad ual ly able to distinguish himself 
from all other intermed iaries. 

In 622, by the time of Mu~ammad's emigration to Med ina 
(see Chaprer 1 fo r an accou nt of his life), a new label had 
begun to appear in his recitations to describe his fo llowers: in 
addition to being described in terms of their fai thfulness (imall) 
to God and his messenger, they were also described in terms of 
their undivided attention, that is, as muslims, individua ls who 
assumed the right rela tionship to God by surrendering (islam) 

to His will. As an autonomous community ml/slims might 
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have become a tribal unit like those with whom they had 
affiliated, yet under Mu~ammad's leadership they developed a 
social organization that could absorb or challenge everyone 
around them. They became Mu~ammad's ummah ("commu
nity") because they had recognized and su pported God's 
emissary (raslIl Allah). The ummah's members differed from 
one another not by wealth or genea logical superiority but by 
the degree of their faith and piety, and membership in the 
community was itself an expression of faith. Anyone cou ld 
join, regardless of origin, by following Muryammad's lead, and 
the nature of members' support could vary. In the concept of 
IImmah , Mu~ammad suppl ied the missing ingredient in the 
Meccan system: a powerful abstract principle for defining, 
justifying, and stimulating membership in a single community. 

Muryammad made the concept of IImmah work by expand
ing his role as arbiter so as to become the sole spokesman for 
all residents of Medina. He also used his outstanding knowl
edge of tribal relations to act as a great tribal leader and 
developed a network of alliances between his IImmah and 
neighbouring tribes. He managed and distributed the booty 
from raiding, keeping one-fifth for the wnmah's overall needs 
and distributing the rest among its members. In return, mem
bers gave a portion of their wealth as zakat ("purification"), to 

help the needy and to demonstrate their awareness of their 
dependence on God for all of thei r material benefits. 

During this period, Mu~ammad led campaigns against non
supporters in Medina, against the Quraysh in Mecca, and 
against surrounding tribes. Activism in the name of God, both 
non-military as well as military, would become a permanent 
strand in Muslim piety. After the Muslims occupied Mecca in 
630, Mu~ammad began to receive deputations from many 
parts of Arabia. By his death in 632 he was ruler of virtually 
all of it. The Meccan Quraysh quickly became assimilated. 
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Ironically, in defeat they accompl ished much more than they 
would have had they achieved victory: the central iza tion of all 
of Arabia around their polity and their shrine, the Ka'bah, 
which had been emptied of its idols to be filled with an 
infinitely grea ter invisible power. 

The broader solidarity that Mu~ammad had begun to build 
was stabi li zed only a fter his death in 632. In the next two years 
one of his most significant legacies became apparent: the 

will ingness and ability of his closest su pporters to susta in 
the ideal and the reality of one Muslim community under 
one leader, even in the face of signi fican t opposition. When 
Mu~ammad died, twO vital sources of his authority ended -
ongoing revelation and his un ique a bility to exemplify his 
messages on a daily basis. The al-all~ar (" helpers"), his early 
supporters in Medina, moved to elect their own leader, leaving 
the al-U/uhajirfill ("emigrants", his fellow emigrants to Med
ina) to choose theirs; bur a small number of al-mllhajinin 

managed to impose one of their own over the whole. That man 
was Abu Bakr, one of Mu~ammad's earliest followers and the 
father of his favoured wife 'A'ishah. The title Abu Bakr took, 
khalffah (ca li ph; deputy or successor), echoed revea led refer
ences to those who assist major leaders and even God himself. 
To khalffah he appended rasal Allah, so that his authority was 

based on his assistance to Mu~ammad as messenger of God. 

Abu Bakr's Succession 

Abu Bakr soon confronted two new threats: the secession of 
many of the tribes that had joined the ummah after 630 and 
the appearance among them of other prophet figures who 
claimed continuing guidance from God . Abo Bakr put an 
end to revelation with a combination of military force and 
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coherenr rhetoric. He defined withdrawal from Muhammad's 
coalition as ingratitude to or denial of God (the concept of 
kufr); thus he gave secession (riddah) cosmic significance as 
an act of apostasy punishable, according to God's revealed 
messages to Mu~ammad, by death. He declared that the 
secessionists had become Muslims, and thus servants of 
God, by joining Muhammad; they were not free not to be 
Muslims, nor could they be Muslims, and thus loyal to God, 
under any leader whose legitimacy did not derive from 
Mu~ammad. Finally, he declared Mu~ammad to be the last 
prophet God would send, relying on a reference to Mu~am
mad in one of the revealed messages as khatlll al-allbfyii ' 

("Seal of the Prophets"). In his ability to interpret the events 
of his reign from the perspective of Islam, Abu Bakr demon
strated the power of the new conceptual vocabu lary Mu~am
mad had in troduced. 

To provide an adequate fiscal base, Abu Bakr enlarged 
impulses present in pre-Islamic Mecca and in the 111ll11lah. 

At his death he was beginning CO turn his followers to raiding 
non-Muslims in the only direction where that was possible: 
Syria and Iraq in the north. The ability of the Medinan state to 
absorb random action into a relatively centralized movement 
of expansion testifies to the strength of the new ideological and 
administrative patterns inherent in the concept of llmmah. 

This fus ion of two once-separable phenomena, membership in 
Mu~ammad's communiry and faith in Islam - the mundane 
and the spiritual - would become one of Islam's most dis
tinctive features. Becoming and being Muslim always involved 
doing more than it involved believing. Muslims were nor to be 
asked to choose between religion and pol itics, or church and 
state, but between living in the world the right way or the 
wrong way. 
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Conversion and Crystallization 

Between 634 and 870, through conquest, Islam was trans
formed from the badge of a small Arab ruling class to the 
dominant faith of a vast em pire thac stretched from (he western 
Mediterranean into Centra l Asia . As a result, Arab cultures 
intermingled with the ind igenous cu ltures of the conquered 
peoples to produce Islam's fundamental orientations and 
identities, and the Arabic language became a vehicle for the 
transmission of high cul ture, even though the Arabs remained 
a minority. T rade and taxation replaced booty as the fisca l 
basis of the Muslim state, a non-tribal army replaced a tribal 
one, and a cemralized empire became a nominal confedera
tion. 

When the Muslim conquests began, the Byzantines and 
Sasanians had been in confl ict for a century; in the most recent 
exchanges, the Sasanians had established direct rule in the 
town of al-~Irah, further exposing its many Arabs to their 
administration. When the Arab conquests began, representa
tives of Byzantine and Sasanian rule on Arabia's northern 
borders were not strong enough to resist. 

Abu Bakr's successor in Medina, 'Umar I (ruled 634-44), 
had not so much to stimulate conquest as to organize and 
channel it. As leaders he chose skilful managers experienced in 
trade and commerce as well as warfare and imbued with an 
ideology that provided their activities with a cosmic signifi
cance. The roralnumbers involved in the ini tia l conquests may 
have been relatively small , perhaps less than 50,000, divided 
into numerous shifting groups. Yet few actions rook place 
without any sanction from the Medinan government or one of 
its appointed commanders . 

'Umar defined the ummah as a continua lly expansive polity 
managed by a new ruling elite, and even a fter the conquests 
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ended, this sense of expansiveness continued to be expressed in 
the way Musl ims divided the world into their own zone, the 
Dar aI-Islam, and the zone into which they could and should 
expand, the Dar al-Harb, the abode of wa r. Mu~ammad's 

revelations from God and his SlI1mah ("traditions") defined 
the cultic and personal practices that distinguished Muslims 
from others: prayer, fasting, pi lgrimage, chari ty, avoidance of 
pork and intoxicants, membership in one communi ty centred 
at Mecca, and activism Uihad) in the communi ty's behalf. 

'Umar symbolized this conception of the ummah in two 
ways. He assumed an addi tional title, amir al-mu'minin 

("commander of the faithful"), which linked organized acti
vism wi th faithfulness (imiin), the earl iest defining featu re of 
the Muslim. He also adopted a lunar calendar that began with 
the Hijrah (emigration), the moment at which a group of 
individual fo llowers of Muhammad had become an active 
social presence. Because booty was the ummah's major re
source, 'Umar concentrated on ways to distribute and sustain 
it. After the government's fifth-share, the rest was distributed 
according to the diwall, a register of the ru ling elite and the 
conqueri ng forces, in order of entry into the wnmah. 

The fighters, or mllqatilah, he stationed as an occupying 
army in garrisons (am~iir) constructed in locations strategic to 
further conquest: al-Fus!:l! in Egypt, Damascus in Syria, and 
Kufah and Basra in Iraq. The garrisons attracted members of 
the indigenous population; initiated population shifts, such as 
that from northern to southern Iraq; and also inaugurated rhe 
rudiments of an " Islamic" da ily life: each garrison was com
manded by a caliphal appointee, responsible for setting aside 
an area for prayer, a mosque (masjid), named for the prostra
tions (sujfld) that had become a charaC(eristic element in the 
five daily worship sessions (s:alots). There the fighters cou ld 
hear God's revelations to Mu~ammad recited by men trained 
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in that emerging a rt. There, toO, the Friday midday ~alat could 
be performed communally, accompanied by an important 
educational device, the sermon (khl/~bah), through which 
the fighters could be instructed in the principles of the faith. 
The mosque fused the practica l and the spiritua l in a specia l 
way: because the Friday prayer included an expression of 
loyal ty to the ruler, it could also provide an opportunity to 
declare rebellion. 

The series of ongoing conquests that fuelled this system had 
their most extensive phase under 'Vmar and his successor, 
'Uthman ibn 'AHan (ruled 644-56). Within 25 years, Muslim 
Arab forces created the first empire permanently to link 
western Asia with the Mediterranean. Within another century, 
Muslim conquerors surpassed the achievement of Alexander 
the Great, not only in the dura bility of their accomplishment 
but also in its scope, reaching from the Iberian Peninsu la to 
Central Asia. After al-Hirah fell in 633, a large Byzantine force 
was defeated in Syria, opening the way to the final conquest of 
Damascus in 636 and the ta king of Jerusalem in 638. By 640, 
Roman control in Syria was over; by 646 Egypt had come 
under Islamic control. In 651 the defeat and assassination of 
the last Sasan ian em peror, Yazdegerd III , marked the end of 
the 400-year-old Sasanian Empi re. 

This phase of conquest ended under 'Uthman and ramified 
widely - by rhe end of the seventh century Arab Muslims were 
trad ing in China - but the fiscal strain of such expansion and 
the growing independence of Arabs outside the peninsula gave 
rise to discontent toward the end of 'Uthman 's reign. Into a 
society organized a long family lines, 'Uthman had introduced 
the su premacy of trans-kinsh ip ties. He had established the 
power of Medina over some of the Quraysh fami lies at Mecca 
and local notables outside Arabia. He was now accused of 
nepotism for rely ing on his own family. His ca ll for the 
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production of a single standard collection of Muhammad's 
messages from God, known simply as the Qur'an ("Reading", 
or " Recitation"), and the destruction of the collections of other 
[oca l communities, was also resented . 

Above a ll, 'Uthman was the natural target of anyone dis
satisfied with the distribution of the conquest's weahh, since he 
represented and defended a system that defi ned all income as 
Med ina's to distribute. He had gran ted privileges to the earl iest 
and most intensely devoted followers of his cause and to 

wealthy high-placed Meccans, assigning a [ower status to 

indigenous inhabi tants who joined the cause later, though 
he felt they had made an equa l contribution. Other tensions 
resu lted from conditions in the conquered lands: the initia l 
isolation of Arab Muslims, and even Arab Ch ristians who 
fought with them, from the indigenous non-Arab population; 
the discou ragement of non-Arab converts, except as cl ients 
(mawiili) of Arab tribes; the administrative dependence of 
peninsular Arabs on loca[ Arabs and non-Arabs; and the 
development of a tax system that discriminated against non
Muslims. 

The ensuing conflicts were played out in a series of intra
Muslim disputes that began with 'Uthman's assassination and 
con tinued unti l 870. The importance of ki nship ties persisted, 
but they were grad ually replaced by the identities of a new 
social order. Because the ummah, un ified under one [eader, 
was seen as an earthly express ion of God's favour, and because 
God was seen as the controller of all aspects of human 
existence, the identities fo rmed in the cou rse of the ummah's 
early history fused the religious, social, political, and economic 
dimensions. The meaningfulness of the new identities ex
panded as non-Muslims contributed to Is[am's formation, 
through opposition or through conversion. In spite of, and 
perhaps because of, Musl ims' wi ll ingness to engage in 
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conrinu ing internal con fl icts, the faith of Islam thus became 
onc of the m OSt unified rel igious tradi tions in human history. 

The First and Second fitnahs 

By the end of the period of conversion and crysta ll ization, 
Muslim historians would retrospectively identify four discrete 

periods of conflict and label them {itnahs, t rials or temptations 
to test the un ity of the ummah. This retrospective interpreta
tion may be anachronistic and misleading: the entire period 
benveen 656 and the last quarter of the ninth century was 
conflict ridden, yet the most striking characteristic of the 
period was the pursuit of uni ty. 

In the first two fi tnahs, claimants to the ca liphate relied on 
their high standing among the Qu raysh and their local support 

in either Arabia, Iraq, or Syria. The first {itnah, occurring 
benveen 'Uthman's assassination in 656 and the accession of 
his kinsman M u'awiyah I in 661, incl uded the calipha te of 'All, 
the cousin and son-in-law of Muhammad . It involved a three
way contest between 'Ali's party in Iraq; a coalition of im
pOr(ant Quraysh families in Mecca, incl uding M uhammad's 

wife 'A'ishah and Tal~ah and Zubayr; and the party of 
Mu'awiya h, the governor of Syria and a member of 'Uthman's 

clan , the Banti Umayyah. Ostensibly the conflict focused on 
whether 'Uthma n had been assassinated justly, whether 'Ali" 
had been involved, and whether 'Uthman's death shou ld be 
avenged by Mu'awiya h or by the leading Meccans. 'Ali and his 
party (shrah) at first gained power, then lost it permanently to 
Mu'awiyah. Disappointed at the Battle of Siffin (657) with 
'Ali's failure to insist on his right to ru le, a segment of his 
partisans wi thdrew, call ing themsel ves Khawarij ism (Khari
jites; "seceders", see Chapter 3). T heir spiritual heirs would 
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come to recognize any pious Muslim as leader. Meanwhile, 
another segment of 'All's party intensified their loyalty to him 
as a just and heroic leader who was one of Mu~ammad's 
dearest intimates and the father of his only male descendants. 

The second (itnah followed Mu'awiyah's caliphate (661-
80), and coincided with the caliphates of Mu'awiyah's son 
Yazid I (ruled 680-83), whom he designated as successor, and 
Yazid's three successors. O nce again, different regions sup
ported different claimants, as new tribal divisions emerged in 
the garrison towns; and once again, representatives of the 
Syrian Umayyads prevai led. In the Hejaz, the Marwanid 
branch of the Umayyads, descendants of Marwan I, who 
claimed the calipha te in 685, fought against 'Abd Allah ibn 
az-Zubayr for years; by the time they defeated him, they had 
lost most of Arabia to Kharijite rebels. 

During the period of the first two fitnahs, resistance to 
Muslim rule was an added source of conflict. Some of this 
resistance took the form of syncretic or anti-Islamic religious 
movements. In other areas it took the form of large-scale 
military hostility. In the 660s the Umayyads had expanded 
their confllct with the Byzantine Empire by competing for 
bases in coastal North Africa; it soon became clear, however, 
that on ly a full fledged occupa tion would serve their purposes. 
That occupation was begun by 'Uqbah ibn Nafi', the founder 
of al-Qayrawan (Kairouan, in modern Tunisia) and, as Sidi 
(Saint) 'Uqbah, the first of many Maghribi Muslim sa ints. It 
eventually resulted in the incorporation of large numbers of 
pagan or Christianized Berber tribes. 

During the caliphate of 'Abd ai-Malik ibn Marwan (ruled 
685-705), and under his successors during the next four 
decades, the problematic consequences of the conquests be
came much more visible. While the Marwan id caliphs nom
inally ruled the various religious communi ties, they allowed 
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the communities' own appointed or elected officials to admin
ister mOSt internal affairs. YCt now the right of religious 
communities to live in this fashion was justified by the Qur'an 
and slI1l11nh; as peoples with revealed books (ahl al-kitab), they 
deserved protection (dhimmah) in return for a payment. The 
Arabs also formed a single religious community whose right to 
ru le over the non-Arab protected communities the Marwan ids 
sought to mai ntain. 

To signify this supremacy, 'Abd ai-Malik ordered the 

construction of the Dome of the Rock, a monumental 
mosque, in Jerusalem, a major centre of non-Muslim popula
tion. The site chosen was sacred to Jews and Ch ristians 
because of its associations with biblical history; it held added 
mean ing for Muslims, who believed it ro be the starting point 
for Mu~ammad's Mi'raj, or Nocturnal Ascent ro heaven. 
Although th is and other early mosques resembled contem

pora ry Christian churches, gradually an Islamic aesthetic 
emerged: a dome on a geometrical base, accompanied by 
a minaret from which to deliver the call to prayer; and an 
emphasis on surface decoration that combined arabesque and 
geometrical design with call igraphic representations of God's 
Word. 

'Abd ai-Ma lik took other steps to mark the d istinctiveness of 

Islamic rule: for example, he encouraged the use of Arabic as 
the language o f government a nd had Islamized coins minted . 
During the Marwan id period, the Muslim community was 
funher consolidated by the regularization of public worsh ip 
and the crystallization of a set of five minimal duties (the 
Pillars of Islam). Yet the Marwan ids a lso depended heavily on 
the help of non-Arab administrative personnel (kuttab; sin
gular, katib) and on administra tive practices (e.g. a set of 
government bureaus) inherited from Byzantine and, in parti
cula r, late Sasan ian practice. 
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Gradually, most of the subject population was incorporated 
into the I/mmah. As the conquests slowed, it became more and 
more difficult to keep Arabs garrisoned, and the sedentation of 
Arabs outside the peninsula grew. As the tribal links that had 
so dominated Umayyad politics began to break down, the 
meaningfulness of tying non-Arab converts to Arab tribes as 
clients was di luted. Simultaneously, the growing prestige and 
elabora tion of things Arabic and Islamic made them morc 
attractive, to non-Arab Muslims and to non-Muslims al ike. 

The more the Mus[im rulers succeeded, the more prestige 
their customs, norms, and habits acquired. Heirs to the con
siderab[e agricu[tu ral and commercial resources of the Nile-to
Oxus region, they increased its prosperity and widened its 
horizons by extending its control far to the east and west. 
Arabic now became a valuable lingua franca. Many Muslims 
cultivated reports, which came to be known as Hadith, of what 
Mu~ammad had said and done, in order to develop a clearer 
and fuller picture of his slIll11ah. These materials were some
times gathered into accounts of his campaigns, called maghazi. 

The emulation of Mu~ammad'ssI/1I1tah was a major facto r in 
the development of recognizably "Muslim" styles of personal 
piety and public decision-making. As differences in the garrisons 
needed to be settled according to " Islamic" principles, the 
ca liphs appointed arbitrating judges, qaqrs, who were knowl
edgeable in Qur'an and sunnah. The pursuitof[egal knowledge, 
fiqh, was taken up in many locales and informed by local pre
Islamic custom and Is[amic resources. These special forms of 
knowledge began to be known as 't/fiim (singular, 'ilm); the 
persons who pursued them, as 'I/Iama' (singula r, 'aiim), a role 
that provided new sources of prestige and influence, especially 
for recent converts or sons of converts. 

Muslims outside Arabia were also affected by interacting 
with members of the religious communities over which they 
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ruled. When protected non-Muslims converted, they brought 
new expectarions and habits with them; unconverted protected 
groups (dhimmls) were equally influential. This interaction 
had special consequences in (he a reas of prophethood and 
revelation, where major shifts and accommodations occurred 
among Jews, Christians, Mazdeans, and Muslims during the 
first two centuries of their coexistence. Muslims attempted to 
establish Muhammad's legitimacy as an heir to Jewish and 
Christian prophethood, while non-Muslims tried to distin
guish their prophets and scriptures from Mu~ammad and 
the Qur'an. 

With the dhimml system, Muslim rulers formalized and 
probably intensified pre-Islamic tendencies toward religious 
communalization. Furthermore, the greater formality of the 
new system could protect the su bject communities from each 
other as well as from the dominant minority. One of the most 
significant aspects of ma ny Musl im societies was the insepar
ability of "religious" affiliation and group membership. In the 
central caliphallands of the early eighth century, membership 
of the Muslim community offered the best chance for socia l 
and physical mobil ity, regardless of a certain degree of dis
crimination against non-Arabs. 

The Marwan id Maghrib illustrates a kind of conversion 
more like that of the pen insulat Arabs. After the defeat of 
initial Berber resistance movements, the Arab conquerors of 
the Maghrib quick ly incorporated the Berber tribes en masse 
into the Muslim community, turning them immediately to 
further conquests. In 710 an Arab-Berber army set Ollt and 
conquered the Iberian Pen insula, which they called al-Andalus, 
and ruled in the name of the Umayyad caliph. From there, the 
Andalusian Muslims cond ucted seasonal raiding along the 
southern French coast for many years, though they never 
had serious goals across the Pyrenees. Muslim presence in 
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Andal usia was different in form from that in the Midd le East, 
however: it may never have become a majority, and non
Muslims entered into the Muslim realm as Mozarabs, Chris
tians who had adopted the language and manners, rather than 
the faith, of the Arabs. 

The Berbers who remained in the Maghrib had no sooner 
joined the Muslim community than they rebelled again, but 
this time an Islamic identity, Kharijism, provided the justifica
tion. Kharijite ideas had been carried to the Maghrib by 
refugees from the numerous revolts against the Marwan ids. 
Khariji re ega litarianism su ited the economic and social grie
vances of the Berbers as non-Arab Muslims under Arab rule. 
The revolts outlasted the Marwa n ids; they resuhed in the first 
independent Maghribi dynasty, the Rusramid, founded by 
Muslims of Persian descent. The direct influence of the revolts 
was fel t as late as the tenth century and survives among sma ll 
communities in Tunisia and Algeria. 

The Third fitnah 

Meanwhile, in the central cali phal lands, growing discon tent 
and opposition to the Marwa n ids cu lminated in the third 
fitnah (744-50) and the establishment of a new and fina l 
dynasty of caliphs, the 'Abbasids. Ever since the second fitnah, 
a number of Muslims had begun to raise serious questions 
about the proper M uslim life and the Marwan ids' ability to 
exemplify it. Pious Muslims tried to define a good Muslim and 
to decide whether a bad Muslim should be excluded from the 
community, or a bad caliph from office. T hey also considered 
God's role in determini ng a person's sinfulness and fi na l 
dispensation. The proper relationship between Arab and 
non-Arab Muslims, and between Muslims and dhimmls, 
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was another important focus. The willingness of non-Arabs to 
join the ummah was growing, hur fiscal stability seemed to 
depend on continuing to discourage conversion . In the posi
tions taken in these debates la y the germs of M uslim theology: 
rejecting the history of the commun ity by demanding rule by 
Muryammad's fami ly; rejecting the history of the commun ity 
by following any pious Muslim and excluding any sinner; or 
accepti ng the history of the community, its leaders, and most 

o f its members. 
In the course of these debates the Marwan id caliphs began 

to seem severely deficient. AI-~asan al - Ba ~ri, a pious ascetic 
and a model for the early Sufis, called on the Marwan ids to 
rule as good Muslims and on good Muslims to be suspicious of 
world ly power. To the pious, the ideal ruler, or imam (the 
word also for a Muslim who led the ~alat), should, like 
MuJ:tammad, possess special learning and knowledge. The 

first four caliphs, they argued, had been imams in this sense, 
bur under the Umayyads the caliph ate had been reduced to a 
military and administrative office devoid of imam ah, or true 
legitimacy. Th is piety-minded opposition to the Umayyads, as 
it has been aptly dubbed, now began to talk about a new 
dispensation. Some fo und special lea rning and knowledge only 

in MuJ:tammad's family. Some defined MuJ:tammad's family 
broadly to include any Hashimite; others, more narrowly, to 
include only descenda nts of 'Ali. 

In the late Marwan id period, the piery-minded opposition 
found expression in a movement organized in Khorasan 
(Khurasan) by Abu Muslim, a semi-secret operative of one 
particularly am bit ious Hashimite fam ily, the 'A bbasids. The 
'Abbasids, who were kin but not descendants of MuJ:tammad, 
claimed also to have inherited, a generation earlier, the author
ity of one of 'A li's actua l descendants, Abo Hashim. Publicly 
Abo Muslim called for any qua lified member of MuJ:tammad 's 
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family to become caliph; but privately he allowed the partisans 
(shtah) of 'Ali to assume that he meant them. Abu Muslim 
ultimately succeeded because he managed to link the concerns 
of the piety-minded in Syria and Iraq with Khorasanian 
discontent. 

When in 750 the army organized and led by Abu Muslim 
succeeded in defeating the last Marwa n id ruler, his caliph
designate represented only one segment of this broad coalition. 
He was the head of the 'Abbasid family, Abu al-'Abbas as
Saffa~, who now subordina ted the claims of the party of 'Ali to 

those of his own family, and who promised to restore the unity 
of the Itllllllah, or ialllii'ah. The party of 'Ali refused to accept 
this compromise, isolating them and causing them to define 
themselves in terms of more radical points of view. Those who 
accepted the ea rly 'Abbasids came to be known as the People 
of the Sunnah and Jama'ah . They accepted the cum ulative 
historical reality of the Itlllmah's first century: all of the 
decisions of the communi ty, and all of the cali phs it had 
accepted, had been legitimate, as would be any subsequent 
caliph who could uni te the community. The concept of fitnah 
acquired a fully historicist meaning: if internal discord were a 
trial sent by God, then any unifying victor must be God's 
choice. 

Sunnis and Shi'ites 

The historicists came to be known as Sunnis and their ma in 
opponents as Shi'ites. While both groups relied on the sltnnah, 
they emphasized different elements: for the Sunnis (more 
properly, the Jama'i-Sunnis), the principle of solidarity was 
essential to the stt1lnah, while the Shi'ites argued that the 
fundamental element of the swmah was Muhammad's 
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devotion to his family and his wish that they succeed him 
through 'AlL 

When the 'Abbas ids denied rhe special claims of the family 
of 'Ali, they prompted the Shi'ires to define themselves as a 
permanent opposi(ion to the status quo. The crystallization of 
Shi'ism into a movement of protest received its greatest im
petus during and just after the lifetime of one of the most 
influential Shi'ire leaders of the early 'Abba sid period, Ja' far 
as-Sadiq. j a'far's vision and leadership allowed the Shi'ires to 

understand their chaotic history as a meaningful series of 
efforts by truly pious and suffering Muslims to right rhe 
wrongs of the majority. The leaders of the minority had 
occupied the office of imam, the central Shl'ite institution, 
which had been passed on from the first imam, 'Ali, by 
designation down to j a' far, the sixth. To protect his fo llowers 
from increasing Sunni hostility to the views of radical Shi'ites, 

known as the ghulat ("extremists" ), who claimed prophet
hood for 'AII, j a'far made a distinction that both protected the 
uniqueness of prophethood and established the superiority of 
the role of imam. Since prophethood had ended, its true intent 
would die without the imams, whose protection from error 
allowed them to carry out their indispensable task. 

Although ja'far did develop an ideology that invited Sunni 

toleration, he did not unify all Shi'ites. Differences continued to 
be expressed through loyalty to various of his relatives. During 
ja'far's lifetime, his uncle Zayd revolted in Kufah (740), found
ing the branch of the Shi'ism known as the zaydiyah (Zaydis), 
or Fivers (for their a llegiance to the fifth imam), who became 
particularly important in southern Arabia. 

The ShI'ite majority followed j a'fa r's son Musa al-Kazim 
and imams in his line through the twelfth, who disappeared in 
873. Those loyal to the 12 imams became known as the Imaiis 
or Ithna 'Ashariyah (Twelvers ). They adopted a quietistic 
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stance toward the status quo government of the 'Abbasids and 
prepared to wait until the twelfth imiim should return as the 
messiah to avenge in justices against Shi'i tes and to restore 
justice before the Last Day (or Day of j udgement). 

Some of ja'far's followers, however, remained loyal to 
Isma'i l, j a' far's eldest son, who predeceased his father after 
being designated. These became the Isma'i liyah (lsma'ili s) or 
Sab'iyah (Seveners), and they soon became a source of con
tinuing revolution in the name of Isma'il's son Mu~ammad at
Tamm, who was believed to have disappeared. Challenges to 
the 'Abbasids were not long in coming; of particular signifi
cance was the esta blishment, in 789, of the first independent 
Shi'ite dynasty, in present-day Morocco, by Idris ibn 'Abd 
Allah ibn Hasan II, who had fled after participating in an 
unsuccessful uprising near Mecca. 

The' Abbasids 

The 'Abbasid claim to legitimacy, as with many premodern 
societies, was fragile, and their early actions undermined the 
unitive potenti al of their office. Having alienated the Shi'ites, 
they liquidated the Umayyad family, one of whom, 'Abd ar
Ra~man I, escaped and founded his own state in Andalusia. The 
'Abbasids' move to Iraq and their execution of Abu Muslim 
(whose power and popularity they had begun to fea r) disap
pointed the Khorasanian troops who had supported them. The 
non-Muslim majority often rebelled, too. Bih'a{rid ibn Farwar
din claimed to be a prophet capable of incorporating both 
Mazdaism and Islam into a new faith. Hashim ibn l:Iakim, 
called al-M uqanna' (the "Veiled One"), around 759 declared 
himself a prophet and then a god, heir to all previous prophets, 
to numerous followers of 'Ali, and to Abu Muslim himself. 
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The 'Abbasids symbolized their con nection with their prc
Islamic predecessors by founding a new ca pital, Baghdad, near 
the old Sasanian capital. They also continued to elaborate the 
Sasanian-like structure begun by the Marwan id governors in 
Iraq. Their court life became morc and morc elaborate, the 
bureaucracy fuller, and the palace fulle r than ever with slaves 
and concubines as well as with the retinues of the caliph's four 
legal wives. By the time of Harlm ar-Rashid (ruled 786-809), 
Europe had nothing to compare with Baghdad, not even the 
court of his contemporary Charlemagne (742-814). Bu t pro
blems surfaced, roo. Slaves' sons fathered by Muslims were not 
slaves and so cou ld compete for the succession. Despite the 
'Abbasids' defence of Islam, unconverted Jews and Ch ristians 
could be infl uential at court. The head (vizier or wazir) of the 
financial bureaucracy sometimes became the effective head of 
government by taking over the chancery as well. 

Like all absolute ru lers, the 'Abbasid ca liphs soon con
fronted the insoluble dilemma of absolutism: the monarch 
cannot be absolute unless he depends on helpers, but his 
dependence on helpers undermines his absolutism. Having 
drawn into his service prominent members of a family of 
Buddhist converts, the Barmakids, Harlin ar-Rashid found 
them such rivals that he liquidated them within a ma tter of 
years. It was also during Harlin's reign that Ibrahim ibn al
Aghlab, a trusted governor in Tunis, founded a dynasty that 
gradually became independent, as did the Ta hirids, the 'Ab
basid governors in Khorasan, twO decades later. 

The 'Abbasids' abi lity to rival their pre-Islamic predecessors 
was enhanced by their generous patronage of artists and 
artisans. T he grea t 7,OOO-mile Silk Road from Ch'ang-an 
(now Sian, China) to Baghdad (then the two largest cities in 
the world) helped provide the wealth . The ensuing literary 
florescence, promoted by the capture of a group of Chinese 
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papermakers at the Battle ofTalas in 751, gave rise to a literary 
genre called adab (l iterally, "norm of conduct") that fused pre
Islamic and Islamic concerns in excellent Arabic style. The 
'Abbasids encouraged translation from pre-Islamic languages, 
particularly Middle Persian, Greek, and Syriac. AI-Khwarizmi, 
from whose name the word algorithm is derived, creatively 
combined Hellen istic and Sanskritic concepts; the word alge
bra derives from the title of his major work, Kitab al-jabr tva 
al-muqabalah ("The Book of Integration and Equation"). 
Movements such as falsafah (a combination of the positive 
sciences with logic and meta physics) and kalam (systematic 
theological discou rse) applied Hellenistic thought to new 
questions. 

Despi te such integration of pre-Islamic and Islamic influ
ences, the 'Abbasids, having encouraged conversion, tried to 
"purify" the Muslim community of what they perceived to be 
sociall y dangerous and alien ideas. Al-Mahdi (ruled 775-85) 
actively persecuted the Manichaeans, whom he defined as 
heretics so as to deny them status as a protected community. 
Even though the 'Abbasids continued to maintain adminis
trative courts, not accessible to the qaqfs, they also promoted 
the study of 'ifm and the status of those who pursued it. In so 
doing they fostered the emergence of an independent body of 
law, Shari'ah, which Muslims could use to eva luate and 
circumvent caliphal rule itself. 

Shar;'ah 

A key figure in the development of Shari'a h was Abo 'Abd 
Allah ash-Shafi'i, who died in 820. By his time Islamic law was 
extensive but uncoordinated, reflecting differing local needs 
and tastes. Schools had begun to form around various recog-
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nized masters, such as a[-Awza'j in Syria, Abu Hanifa h in Iraq, 
and Malik ibn Anas, all of whom lIsed some combination of 
loca l custom, personal reason ing, Qur'an, and Hadith. Like 
most other faqihs (students of jurisprudence, or (iqh), ash
Shafi'j viewed Mu~ammad's community as a social ideal and 
his first four successors as rightly guided. So that th is exemp
lary ti me could provide the basis for Islamic law, he con
structed a hiera rchy of lega l sources: Qur'an; Hadith, clearly 
tracea ble to Mu~ammad and in some cases to his companions; 
i;ntii' ("consensus"); and qiyiis (analogical reasoning as 
applied to the firs t three). 

The way in which Islamic law had developed had allowed 
many pre-Islamic customs, such as the veiling and secl usion of 
women, CO receive a sanction not given CO them in the Qur'an 
or the Hadith. Ash-Shafi'i did not change that entirely. Law 
continued to be pursued in different centres, and several major 
"ways" (madhhabs) began to coalesce among Sunnis and 
ShT'ites alike. Among Sunnis, four schools came to be pre
eminent, Sha fi 'iyah (Shafiites), Malikiyah (Malikites), Hana
fi yah (Hanafites), and Hanabilah {Hanbalites}, and each in
dividual Muslim was expected to restrict himself to onl y one. 
Furthermore, the notion that the gate of ijtihad {"individual 
thought"} closed in the ninth century was not firmly estab
lished until the twelfth century. However, ash-Shafi'i's system 
was widely in fluential in controlling divergence and in limiting 
und isciplined forms of personal reasoning. It also stimulated 
the collecting and testing of hadith for their unbroken trace
ability CO Muhammad or a companion. The need to verify 
hadith stimulated a characteristic form of premodern Muslim 
intellectual and literary activity, the collecting of biographical 
materials into compendiums Uabaqat} . 

The Shari'ah came to be a supremely authoritative, com
prehensive set of norms and rules covering every aspect of life, 
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from worship to personal hygiene. It applied equally to all 
Muslims, including the ru ler, whom SharI'ah -minded Muslims 
came to view as its protector, not its administrator or devel
oper. According to the SharI'ah, a Muslim order was one in 
which the ruler was Muslim and the Shari'ah was enshrined as 
a potential guide to all; Muslims were one confessional com
munity among many, each of wh ich would have its own laws 
that would apply except in disputes between members of 
different comm un ities. The Shari'ah regulated relations and 
inequities among differenr segments of society, freeborn Mus
lim, slave, and protected non-M usli m. Many ultra-pious Mus
lims came ro view the law as a divine rather than huma n 
creation. 

The Fourth fitnah 

During the reign of al-Ma'mun (813-33) the implications of all 
this 'ibn-based activity for caliphal authority began to become 
clear. AI-Ma'mun came ro the caliphate as the result of the 
fourth {itnah. AI-Ma'mun's fathe r, HarOn ar- Rashid, had 
provided for the empire ro be divided between his two sons 
upon his death, but al-Ma'mun successfully fought his brother 
Al-Amin from his provincial sea t at Merv in Khorasan, from 
which he controlled the less-significant eastern sector, for rule 
of the capita l and a ll the western domains. 

During his reign, which probably represents the high point 
of ca li phal absolutism, the court intervened in an un prece
dented manner in the intellectual life of its Muslim subjects, 
who for the next generation engaged in the first major intra
Muslim conflict that focused on belief as well as practice. The 
argument cen tred on the Qur'an and its created or uncreated 
nature. Al-Ma'mun, as well as his brother and successor al-
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Mu'rasim, was attracted to the Mu'tazilah (Mmazilircs; see 
" Islamic Theology", Chapter 3). If the Qur'an were eternal 
along with God, His unity would, for the Mu'tazilah, be 
violated. They especially sought to avoid literal exegesis of 
the Qur'an, which in their view discouraged free will and 
produced embarrassing inconsistencies and anthropomorph
isms. By arguing that the Qur'an was created in time, they 
could justify metaphorical and changing interpretation. By 
implication, Mu~ammad's position as deliverer of revelation 
was undermined because the Hadith was made less author
itative. 

The opponents of the Mu'razilah, and therefore of the 
official position, coa lesced around the figure of A~mad ibn 
Hanbal. A leading master of Hadith, he was able to mobilize 
large public demonstrations against the doctrine of the created 
Qur'an. Ibn Han bal argued for an eternal Qur'an and em
phasized the importance of Muhammad's sU1l1lah to the 
understanding of it. By his time, major literary works had 
established a coherent image of the indispensability of Mu
J:lammad's prophethood. 

These were not merely dogmatic issues. The Qur'an for the 
Muslims was somehow part of God; Hadith-mindedness and 
emulation of Muhammad's stmnah had become such an 
essential part of the daily life of ordinary people that the 
Mu'tazilite position, as intellectually consistent and attractive 
as it was, was unmarketable. In a series of forcible inqu iries 
called miknah, al-Ma'mun and al-Mu'tasim actively perse
cmed those who, like Ibn Hanbal, would nOt conform; bm 
popular sentiment triumphed, and after al-M u'tasim 's death 
the caliph al-Mutawakkil was forced to reverse the stand of his 
predecessors. 

This ca liphal failure to achieve doctrinal unity coincided 
with other cri ses . By al-Mu'tasim's reign the triba l troops were 
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becoming unreliable and the Tahirid governors of Khorasan 
more independent. AI-Mu'tasim expanded his use of military 
slaves, finding them more loya l, and housed them at Samarra', 
a new capita l north of Baghdad, where the caliphate remained 
until 892. For most of this period, the ca liphs were actually 
under the control of their slave soldiery; and even though they 
periodically reasserted their authority, rebellions continued. 
Many were anti-Muslim, like that of the Iranian Babak (whose 
20-year-long revolt was crushed in 837); but increasingly they 
were intra-Muslim, like the Kharijite-Ied revolt of black agri
cultural slaves (Zanj) in southern Iraq (868-83). 

By 870, the Baghdad-Samarra' caliphate had become one 
polity among many; its real rulers had no ideological legiti
macy. At Cordoba the Umayyads had declared their indepen
dence, and the Maghrib was divided among several dynasties 
of differing persuasions: the Shi'ite Idrisids, the Kharijite 
Rustamids, and the Ja ma'i-Sunni Aghlabids. The former gov
ernors of the 'Abbasids, the Tulunids, ruled Egypt and parts of 
Arabia; Iran was divided between the Saffarids, governors of 
the 'Abbasids in the south , and the Persian Samanids in the 
north. 

Nevertheless, the ideal of the caliphate continued to be a 
source of unity after the reality waned; among all the new 
states, no alternative to the caliphate could replace it. Muslim 
worship and belief remained remarkably uniform. The annual 
pilgrimage to Mecca helped reinforce this underlying unity by 
bringing disparate Muslims together in a common rite. The 
pilgrimage, as well as the rise of prosperous regiona l urban 
centres, enhanced the trade that traversed Islamdom. A net
work of credit and banking, caravanserais, and inter-city 
mercantile alliances tied far-flung regions together. Centra l 
was the caravan, then the world's most effective form of 
transport. Across Isiamdom, mosque-market complexes 
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sprang up in most toWIlS; because municipal institurions were 
rare, political stability so unpredictable, and government 
intervention kept to a minimum, the Shari'ah and the learned 
men who carried it became a mainstay of everyday life and 
social intercourse. 

No onc can say exactly when the majority of Islamdom's 
population became Muslim. Older scholarship looks to the 
end of the first qua rter of the ninth century; newer scholarsh ip 
to the beginning of the thi rd quarter. In 870 a man died whose 
life's work sym bolized the consolidation of Islam in everyday 

life: a l-Bu khari, who produced one o f the six collections of 
hadith recognized as authoritative by Jama'i-Sunni Muslims. 
His fellow collector of hadith, Muslim ibn al-Hajjaj, died 
about four years later. About the same time, classical thinkers 
in other areas of Islamicace civilization died, among them the 
great author of adab, al-Ja hiz (868/9), the great early ecstatic 
Sufis Aba'l Fayd Dhu'n-Nun al-M isri (861) and Abu Yazid 

Bistami (874), the philosopher Ya'qub ibn Ishaq as-Sabah al
KindI (870), and the historian of the conquests al-Baladhuri (c. 

892). Men of different religious and echnic heritages, they 
signified, by the last quarter o f the ninth century, the full and 
varied range of intellectual activities of a civilization that had 
come of age. 



5 

TH E FLOWERING OF ISLAM 

Premodern Isla.mic Society 

Premodern lslamicate societies were cha racterized by a high 
degree of fluidity, occasionalism, and voluma rism in the 
structuring of associations, organizations, loyalties, and OCCLI 

pations, and the maintenance of social boundaries and order. 
in Muslim cities, the only official officeholders were appoin
tees of the cen tral governmen t, such as the governor; the 
mli~tasib, a transformed Byzantine agora nomos who was 
monitor of public morality as well as of fai r-market practice; 
or the sahib ash-shuTtah, head of the police. In the absence of 
an organized church or ordained clergy, those whose influence 
derived from piety or learning were influential because they 
were recogn ized as such, not because they were appointed; and 
men of very different degrees of learning might earn the 
designation of 'alim . Although the ruler was ex pected to 
contribute to the maintenance of public services, neither he 
nor anyone else was obliga ted to do so . Though the ru ler might 
maintain prisons for those whose behaviour he disapproved 
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of, rhe local qiiqis had need of none, relying generally on 
persuasion or negotiation and borrowing the cal ipha! pol ice 
on the rela tively rare occasion on which someone needed to be 
brought before them by force. 

There was no formalized mode of succession for any of the 
dynasties of the time. Competition, sometimes armed, was 
relied upon to produce the most qualified candidate. Patron
age was an im portant basis of socia l organization. The family 

served as a premodern welfare agency; where it was absent, 
minimal public institutions, such as hospitals, provided. One 
of the most important funding mechanisms for public services 
was a private one, the waq(. through which an individ ual 
could circumvent the SharT'ah's requirement that an indivi
dual's estate be divided among many hei rs, and endow an 
institution or group wi th all or part of his estate. In addition to 
patronage, ma ny other overlapping ties bound individ ua l 

Muslims together : loyalties to an occu pation, a town or 
neighbourhood, to a form of piety, or to persons to whom 
one made an oath fo r a specific purpose; and ties to patron or 
to family. 

The Q ur'an and Shari'ah discouraged corporate responsi
bility in favour of ind ividua l action, yet the unstable politica l 
reali ties of the Islamic world sometimes called for corporate 

action, as when a city came to terms with a new ruler or 
invader. In those cases, a vaguely defined group of notables, 
known usually as a'ydn, might temporarily come together to 
represent their city in negotia tions, to be d isbanded when more 
func tional sma ll-group loya lties could safely be resumed. 
Within this shifting frame of individuals and groups, the ruler 
was expected to maintain a workable, if not eq uita ble, ba l
ance. More often than not the real ruler was a local amir of 
some sort, the de facto system of rule that emerged du ring this 
period sometimes being referred to as the a'ydll-dmir. 
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The city's physical and social organization reflected this 
complex relationship between public and private, individual 
and group: physically separated quarters; mu ltiple markets 
and mosques; mazelike patterns of narrow streets and alleys 
with dwellings oriented toward an inner courtyard; an absence 
of public meeting places other than bath, market, and mosque; 
and the concentration of socia l life in private residences. 

The Rise of Competitive Regions 

In the period from 870 to 1041 the unifying forces of the 
previous era persisted but the caliphallands in Iraq became less 
central. Though Baghdad remained pre-eminent, important 
initiatives were being taken in su rrounding areas: Anda lusia; 
the Magh rib and sub-Saharan Africa; Egypt, Syria, and the 
holy cities (Mecca and Medina); Iraq; Iran, Afghanistan, 
Transoxania; and, toward the end of the period, northern 
India. Regional courts could compete with the 'Abbasids; 
conflicts were often couched in terms of local identities, and 
although the 'Abbasid caliphate was still a focus of concern 
and debate, other forms of leadership became important. Just 
as being Muslim no longer meant being Arab, being cu ltu red 
no longer meant speaking and writing exclusively in Arabic. 
Certain Muslims began to cultivate a second language of high 
culture, New Persian. Ethn ic differences were blurred by the 
effects of peripatetic education and shared languages. 

Economic changes also promoted regional strengths. 
Although Baghdad continued to profit from its central loca
tion, caliphal neglect of Iraq's irrigation system and southerly 
shifts in trans-Asian trade promoted the fortunes of Egypt; the 
opening of the Sahara to Maghribi Muslims provided a new 
source of slaves, salt, and minerals; and Egyptian expansion 
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into the Mediterranean opened a major channel fo r Islamicate 
influence on medieval Europe. lslamdom continued to expand, 
sometimes as the result of aggression on the part of frontier 
warriors (ghazls ), but morc ohen as the resu lt of trade. 

Andalusia illustrates the extent of 'Abbasid prestige and the 
assertion of local creativity. In the beginn ing of the period, 
Islamica te ru le was represented by the Umayyads at Cordoba. 
At first the C6rdoban Umayyads styled themselves amirs, the 

title also used by caliphal govern ors and other local fulers, and 
con tinued ro mention the 'Abbasids in the Friday worshi p 
session. But in 929, 'Abd ar-Ra~man III (ruled 912-6 1) 
adopted the tide of caliph and began having the Friday prayer 
recited in the name of his own house. The Uma yyad state 
continued to be the major Muslim presence in the peninsula 
until 1010, after which time it became, until 103 1, but one of 
many independent city-states. The Umayyad rulers patronized 
some of Andalusia's most brilliant Islamicate culture. 

In 870 the Maghrib, to the south, was divided among 
several dynasties, all bur one of foreign origin, and only one 
of which, the Agh labids, nominally represented the 'Abba
sids. The Muslim Arabs, unlike their predecessors, who had 
restricted themselves to coasta l settlements, came inland to 
compete more effectively with the Byzantines, and there they 

tried to incorporate the Berbers. One branch of the Berbers, 
the Sanhajah, extended fa r into the Sahara, across which they 
had esta blished a caravan trade with blacks in the Sudanic 
belr. At some time in the tenth century the Sanhajah nomin
ally converted to Islam, and their towns in th e Sahara bega n 
to assume Muslim characteristics. Around 990 a black king
dom in the Sudan, Ghana, extended itself as far as Auda
ghost, the Sanhaja h centre in the Sahara . Thus was black 
Africa first brought into contact with the Muslim Mediter
ranean. 
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In the late ninth century the Maghrib was unified and freed 
from outside control for the first time. Driven underground by 
'Abbasid intolerance and a maturing ideology of covert re
volutionism, the Isma'ili Sht'ites had developed mechanisms to 
maintain solidarity and undertake political action . These 
mechanisms can be subsumed under the term da'wah, the 
same word that had been used for the movement that brought 
the 'Abbasids to power. The da'wah's ability to communicate 
ra pid ly over a large area rested on its travelling operatives as 
well as on a network of local cells. In the la te nin th century an 
Isma'ili movement, nicknamed the Qaramitah (Qarmatians), 
had unsuccessfully threatened the 'Abbasids in Syria, Iraq, and 
Bahrain. Seeking other outlets, a Yemeni operative known as 
Abu 'Abd Alla h ash-Shi'i made contact, on the occasion of the 
hajj, with representatives of a Berber tribe that had a history of 
Kharijite hostility to caliphal control. 

In 901 Abu 'Abd Allah arrived in Litrle Kabylia (in present
day Algeria); for eight years he prepared for an imam, preach
ing of a millenn ial restoration of justice after an era of foreign 
oppression. After conquering the Aghlabid capi tal al-Qayra
wan (in present-day Tunisia), he helped free from a Siji lmassa 
prison his imam, 'Vbayd Allah, who declared himself the 
mahdr ("divinely guided one"). Such a word was applied 
differently by di fferent constituencies: some Muslims applied 
it to any justice-restoring divinely gu ided figure; others, in
clud ing many jama'i-Sul1nis, ro the apocalyptic figure ex
pected ro usher in the millennium before the Last 
Judgement; and still others, including most Shi'ites, to a 
returned or restored imam. 

Abu 'Abd Alla h's followers may have differed in their 
expectations, but the mahdr himself was unequivocal: he 
was a descendant of 'Ali and Fatima h through Isma'il's dis
appeared son and therefore was a continuation of the line of 
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the true imam. He symbolized his victory by fo unding a new 
capital named after himself, al -MahdTyah (in present-day 
Tunisia). During the next half-century the "Fatimids" tried 
with limited success to expand westward into the Maghrib and 
norch into the Med iterranean, but their major goal was Egypt, 
nominally under 'Abbasid control. From Egypt they wou ld 
cha llenge the 'Abbasid caliphate itself. In 969 the Fatimid 
army conquered the Ni le Valley and advanced into Pa lestine 

and southern Syria as well. 
The Fatimids established a new a nd glorious city, a l-Qahir

ah (' 'The Victorious"; Cairo), to rival 'Abbasid Baghdad. They 

then adopted the t itle of cali ph , laying cla im to be the legit
imate ru lers of all Muslims as well as head of a ll Isma'ilis. Now 
three cali phs reigned in Islamdom, w here there was su pposed 
to be only one. In Cairo the Fatimids founded a great mosque
school complex, al-Azhar. They fostered local ha nd icraft 

production and revitalized the Red Sea route from India to 
the Mediterranean. They built up a navy to trade as well as to 
challenge the Byzantines and underscore the 'Abba sid ca liph 's 
failure to defend and extend the frontiers. 

Fatimid occupation of the holy cities of Mecca and Medina, 
complete by the end of the tenth century, had economic as well 
as spiritual significance: it reinforced the caliph's cla im to 

leadersh ip of all Muslims; provided wealth; and helped him 
keep watch on the western Arabian coast, from the Hejaz to 
the Yemen, where a sympathetic Zaydi Shi'i te dynasty had 
ruled since 897. Fatimid presence in the Indian Ocean was 
even Strong enough to establish a n Isma'ili missionary in Sind. 
The Fatimids patronized the arts: Fatimid glass and ceramics 
were some of Islamdom's most brilliant. As in other regions, 
imported styles and tastes were transformed by or su pplemen
ted with local artistic impulses, especially in architectu re, the 
most characteristic form of Isla micate art. 
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The reign of one of the most unusual Fatimid caliphs, a l
Hakim, from 996 to 1021, again demonstrated the inter
regional character of the Isma'i1i movement. Historians de
scribe al- Hakim's religious values as inconsistent with official 
Isma'i1i teachings, tending toward the Jama 'i-Sun ni majority. 
After he vanished under mysterious circumstances, his rel i
gious revisionism was not pu rsued by his successors or by the 
Isma'i1i establishment in Egypt, but in Syri a it inspired a 
peasant revolt that produced the Druze, who still await al
Hakim's return. 

When the Fatimids expanded into southern Syria, another 
ShT'i te dynasty, the Hamdanid, of Bedouin origin, had been 
rul ing northern Syria from Mosul si nce 905. In 944 a branch 
of the family had taken Aleppo, from where they ruled until 
they were absorbed by the Fatimids after 1004. At their court 
some of Islamdom's most lastingly illustrious writers found 
patronage, including the poet al-Mutanabbi (915-65) and al
Farab!, who tried to reconci le reason and revelation. AI-Fa rabj 
contributed to the ongoing Islamization of Hellenistic thought. 
The falsafah, the Arabic cognate for the Greek phifosophia, 
included metaphysics and logic, as well as the positive sciences 
such as mathematics, music, astronomy, and anatomy. Ex
ponents questioned the relationship of revelation to real truth 
and shared the principle of concealment with the Shi'ites, 
believeing tha t inner truth was accessible to only a very few. 

The Flourishing of Iraq 

By the late ninth and early tenth centuries the last remnant of 
the caliphal state was Iraq, under control of the T urkic 
sold iery . Despite its poli tica l decline and instability, th is period 
contained some of the most striking and lastingly important 
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creative figures in all of early Islamicate civilization. Among 
them are the historian and Qur'anic exegete a~'Tabarl (c. 839-
923), the theologian Abo al-J:lasan al-Ash'ari (c. 873-c. 935), 
and (he ecstatic mystic al-l!alla:j (c. 858-922). 

A~-Tabari (Abo Ja'far Mu~ammad ibn Jarir) was born in 
Tabaristan, south of the Caspian Sea, and as a young man 
travelled (0 Baghdad. A~-Tabarisaid that he produced 40 leaves 
a day for 40 years; his works, which include a commentary on 
the Qur'an and a universal history, testify to the accuracy of his 

cla im. His method involved the careful selection, organization, 
and juxtaposition of separate and oftcn contradictory accounts 
cast in the form of hadith. This technique celebrated the um~ 

mah's collective memory and established a range of acceptable 
disagreement. 

AI~Ash'ari made his contribution to systematic theological 
discourse (kalam). Attracted early to a leading Mu'tazilite tea~ 

cher, he broke away ar the age of 40 but wenron to use M u'tazilite 
methods of reasoning to defend popular ideas such as the 
eternality and literal truth of the Qur'an and the centrality of 
Mu~ammad's SUll1wh as conveyed by the Hadith. Where his 
approach yielded objectionable results, such as an anthropo~ 
morphic rendering of God or a potentially polytheistic under~ 

standing of his attributes, al~Ash'ari resorted to the principle of 
hila kayfah ("without regard to the how"), whereby a person of 

faith accepts that certain fundamentals are true without regard to 
how they are true, and thar divine intention is nor always 
accessible to human intelligence. Al-Ash'ari's harmonization also 

produced a simple creed, which expressed faith in God, his 
angels, and his books, and affirmed belief in MlI~ammad as 
God's last messenger and in the reality of death, physical resllr~ 
rection, the Last Judgment, and heaven and hell. Taken together, 
a~~Tabari's historiography and al~Ash'ari's theology symbolize 
the consolidation of Jama'i~Sunni, Shari'ah thought and piety. 
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The most visi ble and powerful tenth-century exponent of 
Sufism was al-l:fallaj. By his day, Sufism had grown far beyond 
its early forms, which were represented by al-~asan al-Ba~ri 

(died 728), who practiced zuhd, or rejection of the world, and 
by Rabi'ah a l-' Ada wi ya h (d ied 80l), who formu lated the Sufi 
idea l of a disinterested love of God. The mystics Abu Yazid 
Bistami (died 874) and al-Junayd (died 910) had begun to 
pursue the experience of unity wi th God, first by being 
"drunk" with his love and with love of him, and then by 
acqui ring life-transforming self-possession and control. Mas
ters (ca lled shaykhs or pirs) were beginning to attract disci ples 
(ml/rids) to their way. Like other M uslims who tried to go 
"beyond" the Shari'ah to inner truth, the Sufis practiced 
concealment of inner awareness (taqiyah). Al-l:f allaj, one of 
al-Junayd's disciples, began to travel and preach publicly, 
however. His success was disturbing enough for the authorities 
in Baghdad to have him arrested and condemned to death. Yet 
his career had shown the power of Sufism, which would by the 
twel fth century become an institutionalized form of Islamic 
piety. 

Long before, in 945, con trol over the caliphs at Baghdad 
passed from their Turkish soldiery to a dynasty known as the 
Buyids or Buwayhids. The Buyids, who came from Daylam, 
near the southern coast of the Caspian Sea, identified with 
Imami Shi' ism. By about 930, three sons of a fisherman named 
Buyeh had emerged as leaders. One of them conquered Bagh
dad, nor replacing the caliph but ruling in his name. The fact 
that they were Shi'ite, as were the Idrisids, Fatimids, and 
Hamdanids, led schola rs to refer to the period from the 
mid-tenth to mid-eleventh century as the ShT'ite century. 

Like other contemporary rulers, the Buyids were patrons of 
culture, especia lly of specula tive thought (S hi'ism, Mu'tazi
lism, kalam, and falsafah). Buyid attempts to maintain the 
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cultural brill iance of the court at Baghdad were, however, 
limi ted by a decline in revenue occasioned partly by a shift in 
trade roures to Fatimid Egypt and partly by long-term neglect 
of Iraq's irrigation works. The caliphs had occasionally made 
land assignments (iq ta's) to soldiers in lieu of paying sa laries; 
now the Buyids extended the practice to other individua ls and 
thus removed an important source of revenue from centra l 
con trol. After 983, Buyid territories were split among members 

of the family, and pressure was applied to their borders from 
both the west (by Hamdanids and Fatimids) and the east (by 

Samanids, Ghaznavids, and Sel juqs). 
The economic d ifficulties of Buyid Iraq promoted urban 

unrest, including raiding, looting, and assault, directed most 
often toward the wealthy or the military. For some of the 
Islamicace "gangs" or "clubs", chuggery may have been che 
norm; for ochers, che figure of the fourth caliph and first imam, 
'Ali, seems ro have provided an exemplar. Even though Shi'ites 
had become a separate group wi th a distinctive interpretation 
of 'A ll's significance, a more generalized affection for the 
family of the Prophet, and especia lly for 'Ali, was widespread 
among Jama'i-Su nnis. 'Ali had come to be recognized as che 
archety pa l young male ((ata); a related word, (utuwah, sig
nified groups of young men who pursued such virtues as 

courage, aiding the weak, generosity, endurance of suffe ring, 
love of truth, and hospitality. 

The Samanids and the Ghaznavids 

In the middle of the "Shi'ite century" a major Sunni revival 
occurred in eastern Islamdom in connection with the emer
gence of the second major language of Islamica te high culture, 
New Persian. This double revival was accompl ished by two 
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Iran ian dynasties, the Samanids and the Ghaznavids; Ghaz
navid zeal even spilled over into India. 

The Samanid Dynasty (8 19-999) stemmed from a loca l 
family appointed by the 'Abbasids to govern at Bukhara 
and Samarkand. Gradually the Samanids had absorbed the 
domains of the rebellious Tahirids and Saffarids in north
eastern Iran and reduced the Saffarids to a small state in Sistan. 
The Samanids, relying on Turkic slave troops, also managed to 
con tain the migratory pastoralist Turkic tribes who continu
ally pressed on Iran from across the Oxus River. In the 950s 
they even managed to convert some of these Turkic tribes to 
Islam. 

The Samanid court at Bukhara attracted leading scholars, 
such as the philosophers Abo Bakr al-Razi (died 925) and 
Avicenna ( 980-1037), who later worked fo r the Buyids; and 
the poet Ferdowsi (died c. 1020). Though nor Shi'ites, the 
Samanids expressed an interest in Shi'ite thought, especially in 
its Isma'ili form. The Samanids also fostered the development 
of New Persian, which combined the grammatical structure 
and vocabulary of spoken Persian with vocabulary from 
Arabic. A landmark of this " Persianizing" of Iran was Fer
dowsi's epic poem Shah-1Uimeh ("Book of Kings"), covering 
several thousand years of deta iled mythic Iranian history and 
Iran's ancient heroic lore. 

The Chaznavid Dynasty originated with Sebiik rigin (ruled 
977-97), a Samanid Turkic slave governor in Chazna (now 
Chawi) in the Afghan mountains, who had made himself 
independent of his masters as their central power declined. His 
eldest son, Mahmud, expanded into Buyid territory in western 
Iran, identifying himself staunchly with Sunn i Islam. Present
ing himself as a front ier warrior against the pagans, Mahmud 
invaded and plundered north-western India, establishing a 
permanent rule in the Pu njab; but it was through ruling Iran, 
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which gave a Muslim ruler true prestige, that Mahmud sought 
to establ ish himself. He declared his loyalty to the 'Abbasid 
cal iph, whose "investiture" he sought, and expressed his 
intention to defend Sunni Islam against the Shi'i te Buyids. 

Although he and his regime were proud of their Turkic 
descent, Mahmud encouraged the use of New Persian, with its 
echoes of pre-Islamic Iranian glory, for admi nistration and for 
prose as well as poetry. The first major prose work in New 
Persian, a remarkable history of the Ghaznavids, was wri tten 
by Bu'I-Fazl-i Bayhaqi (99S-1077), who worked in the Ghaz

navid chancery. Mahmud also brought to his court writers and 
artisans includ ing the scholar al-Bimni (973-c. 1050), whose 
works incl uded stud ies of astronomy (he even suggested a 
heliocentric un iverse); his most famous book, inspired by 
accompanying Mahmud on his Indian campaigns, is a survey 
of Indian life, language, religion, and cu lture. 

Like most orher ru lers of the day, Mahmud styled himself 
amir and emphasized his loyalty to the caliph in Baghdad; bur 
he and later Ghaznavid rulers also called themselves by the 
Arabic word sultan (su ltan). Over the next five centuries the 
office of sultan would become an alternative to caliph. The 
Ghaznavid sta te presaged other changes as well, especia lly by 
stressing the cleavage between ruler and ruled and by drawing 
into the ru ling class not only the military but also the burea u
cracy and the learned establi shment. Ghaznavid " politica l 
theory" shared with orher states the concept of the circle of 
justice, or circle of power - i.e. tha t justice is best preserved by 
an absolute monarch completely outside society; that such a 
ruler needs an absolutel y loyal army; and that maintaining 
such an army requires prosperity, which in rum depends on 
the good management of an absolute ruler. 

In the reign of Mahmud's son, Mas'ud I, the weaknesses in 
the system had already become glaringly apparent. At the 
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Battle of Dandanqan (1040), Mas'ud lost comrol of Khorasan, 
his main holding in Iran, to the pastOralist Seljuq Turks; he 
then decided to withdraw to Lahore in his Indian domains, 
from which his successors ruled umil overtaken by the Ghurids 
in 1186. 

By the end of Mas'ud's reign, government in Islamdom had 
become government by amir. Caliphal centralization had 
lasted 200 years, and even after the ca liphal empire became 
too large and complex to be ruled from a single centre, the 
separate emirates that replaced it all defined their legitimacy in 
relation to it. As the Ghaznavids were ruling in Iran, the 
Baghdadi legal scholar al-Mawardi, who produced the cal i
phate's first systematic description and justification, had de
fended the ca liph as the ultimate source of legitimacy and the 
guardian of pan-Islamic concerns, while relegating day-to-day 
government to his "appointees". Al-Mawardi may have hoped 
that the Ghaznavids would expand far enough to be "invited" 
by the caliph to replace the uninvited ShI'ite Buyids . This 
replacement did occur; however, it was not the Ghaznavids 
who appeared in Baghdad bur rather the migratOry pastoralist 
Tu rks who had meanwhile replaced them. The Seljuqs joined 
many other migrating groups to produce the next phase of 
Islamicate history. 

The Seljuq Turks 

When the Ghaznavid state lost control of its eastern Iran ian 
domains to the Seljuq Turks, Islamdom's second era of triba l 
expansion was inaugurated. During the period from 1041 to 
1405, which ends with the death of Timur (Tamerlane), the 
last great tribal conqueror, the tense yet creative relationship 
between sedentary and migratory peop les emerged as one of 
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the great themes of islamica rc history, played Out as it was in 
the centre of the grea t arid zone of Eurasia. 

For almost 400 years a succession ofTurkic peoples entered 
eastern Islamdom from Central Asia. These nearly continuous 
migrations can be divided into three phases: Seljuqs (1055-
92), Mongols (1256-1411 ), and neo-Mongols (1369-1405). 
The Scljuqs were a fami ly among the Oguz Turks, migratory 
pastoralists of the Syrdarya-Oxus basin. Their name has come 
to stand for the grou p of Oguz families led into Ghaznavid 

Khorasan after they had been converted to $utln i Islam, 
probably by Sufi missionaries after the beginning of the 
eleventh century. In 1040 the Seljuqs' defeat of the Ghaznavid 
sultan allowed them to proclaim themselves rulers of Khor
asan. Having expanded into western Iran as well, Toghril Beg, 
also using the title "sultan", was able to occupy Baghdad 
(1055) after "petitioni ng" the 'Abbasid caliph fo r permission. 

The Seljuqs quick ly took the remaining Buyid territory and 
began to occupy Syria, whereupon they encountered Byzantine 
resistance in the Armenian highlands. In 1071 a Seljuq army 
under Alp-Arslan defeated the Byzantines at Manzikert north 
of Lake Van; whi le the main Seljuq army replaced the Fatimids 
in Syria, large independent tribal bands occupied Anatolia, 
coming closer to the Byzantine capital than had any other 

Muslim force. 
The Seljuqs derived their legi timacy from investiture by the 

cali ph and from " helping" him reunite the IImmah; yet their 
governing style prefigured the emergence of true alternatives to 
the caliphate. Some of their Iranian advisers urged them to 
restore centralized absolutism as it had existed in pre-Islamic 
times and in the period of Ma rwa n id-'Abbasid strength. The 
best known proponent was Nizam al-Mulk , chief minister to the 
second and third Seljuq sultans, Alp-A rslan and Malik-Shah. 
Niza m al-M ulk exp lained his plans in his Seyasat-lIameh,one of 
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the best known manua ls of Ishimicate poli tical theory and 
administration. He was unable, however, ro persuade the Seljuq 
sultans ro assert enough power over other tribal leaders. Even
tually the Seljuq sultans alienated their tribal supporters and 
resorted to the costly alternative of a Turkic slave core, whose 
lead ing members were appointed to tutor and train young 
princes of the Seljuq family to compete for rule on the death 
of the reigning sultan . The tutors were known as atabegs; more 
often than not, they became the actual rulers of the domains 
assigned to their young charges, cooperating with urba n no
tables (a'yae) in day-to-day administration. 

Although Nizam al-Mulk was not immediately successful, 
he did contribute to long-term change. He encouraged the 
establishment of state-supported schools (madrasahs); those 
he personally patronized were called Nizamiyahs, the most 
important of which was founded in Baghdad in 1067. Sys
tematic and broad instruction in Jama'i-Sunni learning wou ld 
counteract the disruptive influences of non-Sunni or ami-Sunni 
thought and activity, particularly the continuing agi tation of 
Isma'ili Muslims. 

In 1090 a grou p of Isma'i lis establ ished themselves in a 
mountain fortress at Alamut in the mountains of Daylam. 
From there they began to coordinate revolts all over Sel juq 
domains. Nominally toyal to the Fatimid caliph in Cairo, the 
eastern Isma'i lis confirmed their growing independence and 
rad icalism by supporring a failed contender for the Facimid 
ca liphate, Nizar. For chac act chey were known as the Nizari 
Isma'ilis. They were led by Hasan-e Sabbah and were dubbed 
by their detractors the hashishiyah (assassins) because they 
practiced political murder while they were a llegedly under the 
influence of hashish. 

Nizam al-Mulk 's madrasah system enhanced the prestige 
and solidarity of the Jama'i-Sunni 'ulama' without actually 
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drawing them into the bureaucracy or combating ami-Sunni 
agita tion , bur it a lso undermined their autonomy. It esta b
lished the connection between state-supported education and 
office holding, and it su bordinated the spiritual power and 
prestige of the '/llama' to the indispensable physica l force of 
the military amirs. Yet Nizam al-Mu lk unintentionally en
couraged the independence of these amirs by extending the 
iqta' system beyond Buyid practice; he regularly assigned land 
revenues to individual military officers, assuming that he could 
keep them under bureaucra tic contro l. When that failed, his 
system increased the amirs' independence and drained the 
central treasury_ 

The madrasah system had other unpred ictable results that 
can be illustrated by a l-Ghaza li, who was born in 1058 at Tus 
and in 1091 was made head of the Baghdad Nizamiyah . He 
was to undertake a radically sceptical re-examination of all of 

the paths available to the pious Muslim, culminating in an 
incorporation of the active, immediate, and inspired experi
ence of the Sufis into the Shari'ah-ordered piety o f public 
worship. H e thus became viewed as a renewer (mu;addid), a 
role ex pected by many Muslims to be fi lled by at least one 
figure at the turn of every Musl im century. 

In the twelfth centu ry Muslims began to group themselves 

into ~ariqah, fellowships organized arou nd and named fo r the 
~ariqah ("way" o r "pa th") of given masters. AI-Ghazali may 
have had such a following himself. One of the first la rge-scale 
orders, the Qadiriyah, formed around the teachings of'Abd a l
Qadir al -J ilani of Baghdad. The activi ties of a ~arfqah often 
centred around assembly halls (ca lled khiinqiih or zawiyah or 
tekke) that could serve as places of retreat o r accommodate 
special spiritual exercises. 

Thousands of ~ariqah sprang up over the centu ries, and it is 
possible that by the eighteenth century most adu lt Muslim 
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males had some connection wi th one or more. The structu re of 
the ~arlqah ensued from the charismatic authority of the 
master, who, though not a prophet, replicated the direct 
intimacy that the prophets had shared with God. This quality 
he passed on to his disciples through a hiera rchica lly ordered 
network that could extend over thousands of miles. The 
~arlqah thus becamc powcrful centripeta l forccs among socie
ties in which formal organizations wcrc rarc. 

Long before these developments could combine to produce 
sta ble alternatives to the cal iphal system, Seljuq power had 
begun to decline, only to be replaced for a century and a ha lf 
with a plethora of small military states. When the Frankish 
crusaders arrived in the Holy Land in 1099, no one could 
prevent them from qu ickly establish ing themselves along the 
eastern Mediterranea n coast. 

The Crusades 

At the Counci l of Clermont in 1095 Pope Urban II responded to 
an appeal from the Byzantine emperor for helpagainst theSel juq 
Turks, who had expandcd into western Ana tolia. The First 
Crusade, begun the next year, brought about the conquest of 
Jerusalem in 1099. The Christian Reconqu ista (reconquest) of 
Spain was already under way, having scored its first great 
victory at Toledo in 1085. In the four centuries between the 
fall ofT oledo and the fall of Gra nada (1492), Span ish Christians 
replaced Muslim rulers throughout the Iberian Peninsula, 
although Muslims rema ined as a minority under Christian rule 
until the early seventeenth century . In the 200 years from the fal l 
of Jerusalem to the end of the Eighth Crusade (1291), western 
European crusaders fa iled to halt the Turkish advance or to 

estab li sh a permanent presence in the Holy Land. By 11 87 loca l 
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Muslims had managed to retake Jerusalem and thereby contain 
Christian ambitions permanently. By the time of the Fourth 
Crusade (1202-04) the crusading movement had been turned 
inward against Christian heretics. 

The d irect impact of the Crusades on Islamdom was limited 
largely (0 Syria . The crusaders had arrived in Syria at one of 
the most factionalized periods in its history. Scl juq control, 
never strong, was then in significant; local Muslim rule was 
anarchic; the Seijuq regime in Baghdad was competing with 

the Fatimid regime in Egypt; and all parties in Syria were rhe 
target of the Nizari Isma'ili movement at Alamut. The crusa

ders soon found it difficult to operate as morc than just 
another faction. 

The crusaders' si tu ation encouraged interaction with the 
loca l population and even assimilation. They needed the food, 
suppl ies, a nd services available in the Muslim (Owns . Like their 

Christian coumerparts in Spain, they took advantage of the 
enemy's superior skills, in medicine and hygiene, for example. 
Because warfare was seasonal and occasional, they spent much 
of their time in peaceful interaction with their non-Christian 
counterparts. Some early-generation crusaders intermarried 
with Arab Muslims or Arab Christians and adopted their 
personal habits and tastes. 

Although the crusaders never formed a un ited front against 
the Muslims, Syrian Muslims did eventually form a uni ted 
front against them, largely through the efforts of the family of 
the amir Zangi, a Turkic slave o fficer appointed Seljuq re
presentative in Mosul in 1127. After Zangi had extended his 
control through northern Syria, one of his sons and successors, 
Nureddin (Nur ad-Din ), based at Aleppo, was able (0 associate 
Zangi's movement with the front ier warrior (ghazi) spirit. This 
he used to draw together urban and military support for a 
jihad against the Christia ns. 
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After taking Damascus, Nureddin established a second base 
in Egypt. He offered help to the failing Fatimid regime in 
rerurn for being allowed to place one of his own lieutenants, 
Saladin (Salah ad-Din Yusuf ibn Ayyub), as chief minister to 
the Fatimid caliph, thus warding off a crusader a lliance with 
the Fatimids. This action gave Nureddi n two fronts from 
which to counteract the superior seaborne and naval support 
the crusaders were receiving from western Europe and the 
Italian city-states. Three years before Nureddin's death in 
11 74, Salad in substituted himself fo r the Fatimid ca liph he 
theoretically served, thus end ing more than 200 years of 
Fatimid rule in Egypt. When Nureddin died, Saladin succeeded 
him as head of the whole movement. When Saladin died in 
11 93, he had recaptured Jerusalem (1187) and begun the 
reunification of Egypt and Syria; his successors were known, 
after his patronymic, as the Ayyu bids. 

The Ayyubids ruled in Egypt and Syria umil 1250, when 
they were replaced first in Egypt and later in Syria by the 
leaders of their own slave-soldier corps, the Mamluks. It was 
they who expelled the remaining crusaders from Syria, sub
dued the remaining Nizari Isma'ilis there, and consolidated 
Ayyubid holdings into a centralized state. That sta te became 
strong enough in its first decade to do what no other Muslim 
power could: in 1260 at 'Ayn Jallit, south of Damascus, the 
Mamluk army defeated the recently arrived Mongols and 
expelled them from Syria. 

The Mongols 

The Mongols were pagan, horse-riding tribes of the north
eastern steppes of Central Asia. In the early thirteenth century, 
under the leadership of Genghis Khan , they formed, led, and 
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gave their name to a confederation of Turkic tribes that they 
channelled into a movement of global expansion, spreading 
east into Ch ina, north into Russia, and west into Islamdom. 
Like other migratory peoples before them - Arabs, Berbers, 
and Turks - they had come (Q be involved in ciried life through 
their role in the caravan trade. Unlike others, however, they 
did not convert to Islam before their arrival. Furthermore, they 
brought a grea ter hostility to sedentary civilization, a morc 
ferocious military force, a more cumbersome materia l culture, 
a more complicated and hierarchical social structure, and a 
morc coherent sense of tribal law. 

The first Mongol incursions into Islamdom in 1220 were a 
response to a challenge from the Khwarezm-Shah 'Ala ' ad
Din Mu~ammad, the aggressive reigning leader of a dynasty 
formed in the Oxus Deha by a local governor who had 
rebelled aga inst the Seljuq regime in Khorasan . Under Gen
ghis Khan's leadership, Mongol forces destroyed numerous 
cities in Transoxania and Khorasan in an unprecedented 
display of terror and ann ihilation. By the time of Genghis 
Khan's death in 1227, his empire stretched from the Caspian 
Sea to the Sea of Japan. 

A later successor, Mangke, decided to extend the empi re in 
two new directions. From the Mongol capital of Karakorum, 
he simultaneously dispatched Kublai Khan to sou thern China 
(where Islam subsequently began to expand inland) and Hli
legu ro Iran (1256). Hulegu had already received Sunni am
bassadors who encouraged him ro destroy the Isma'ili state at 
Alamur; this he did and more, reaching Baghdad in 1258, 
where he terminated and replaced the caliphate. The 'Abbasid 
line cominued, however, until 1517; the Mamluk sultan 
Baybars I, shortly after his defeat of the Mongols, invited a 
member of the 'Abba sid house to "invest" him and ro live in 
Cairo as spiritual head of a ll Muslims. 
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The Mongol regimes in Islamdom quickly became rivals. 
The Il·Khans controlled the Tigris-Euph rates valley and Iran; 
the Chagatai dominated the Syrdarya and Oxus basins, the 
Kabul mountains, and eventually the Punjab; and the Golden 
Horde was concentrated in the Volga basin. The II-Khans 
ruled in the territories where Islam was most firmly estab
lished. They patronized learning of all types and scholars from 
all parts of the vast Mongol empire, especially China. Evincing 
a specia l interest in nature, they built a major observatory in 
Azerbaijan. Just as enthusiastically as they had destroyed citied 
life, they now rebuilt it. 

The writings of 'A!a Malek JoveynI, who was appointed 
Mongol governor in Baghdad in 1259, describe the type of rule 
the Mongols sought to impose. It has been called the "military 
patronage state" because it involved a reciprocal relationship 
between the foreign tribal military conquerors and their su b
jects. The entire stare was defined as a single mobile military 
force connected to the household of the monarch. All non
Turkic state workers, bureaucratic or religiolls, even though 
not military specialists, were defined as part of the army 
(asker); the rest of the subject population as the herds (ra'iyah). 

The leading tribal fami lies could dispose of the wealth of the 
conquered populations as they wished, except that their nat
ural superiority obligated them to reciproca te by patronizing 
whatever of excellence the cities could produce. 

Wha r the Ghaznavids and Seljuqs had begun, the Mongols 
now accomplished. The self-confidence and superiority of the 
lead ing fami lies were bolstered by a fairly elaborate set of 
trihal laws, inherited from Genghis Khan and known as the 
Yasa, which served to regulate personal status and criminal 
liability among the Mongol elite. In Il-Khanid hands, this 
dynastic law merely coex isted but did not compete with 
Shari'ah; but in later Turkic regimes a reconciliation was 
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achieved that extended the power of the rulers beyond the 
limi tarions of a n autonomous SharT'ah. 

For a time the II-Khans tolerated and patronized all religious 
persuasions, but in 1295 a Buddhist named Ma hmud Ghazan 
became Khan and decla red himself Muslim, compelling other 
Mongol notables to follow suit. His patronage of Islamicate 
learning fos(Crcd such bri ll iant writers as Rashid ad-Din, the 
physician and scholar who authored one of the most famous 

Persian universal histories of all time. The Mongols, like other 
Islamicate dynasties swept into power by a t ribal confedera
tion, were able to unify thei r domains for only a few genera
tions. By the 1330s their rule had begun to be fragmented 
among myriad local leaders. Meanwhile, on both Mongol 
flanks, other Turkic M uslim powers were increaSing in 
strength. 

To the east the Delhi Sultanate of T urkic slave soldiers 

withstood Mongol pressure, benefited from the presence of 
scholars and administrators flee ing Mongol destruction, and 
gradua lly began to extend M uslim control south into Ind ia, a 
feat that was virtually accomplished under Mu~ammad ibn 
T ughl uq. Not possessing the ki nd of dynastic legitimacy the 
pastoralist Mongols had asserted, he tied his legitimacy to his 
support for the Shari'ah, and he even sought to have himself 
invested by the 'Abbasid "caliph" whom the Mamluks had 
taken to Cairo. His concern with the Shari'ah coincided with 

the growing popu larity of Sufism, especially as represented by 
the massive Chishti ~ariqah. In India, Sufism, wh ich inherenrly 
undermined communalism, was bringing members of different 
religious commun ities together in ways very rare in the more 
westerly parts of Islamdom. 

To the west, the similarly constituted Mamlu k state con
tinued to resist Mongol expansion . Its sultans were chosen, 
on a non-hereditary basis, from among a group of freed 
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slaves who acted as the leaders of the various slave corps. 
These leaders formed an oligarchy that exercised control over 
the sultan. Despite the political instability that this produced, 
the sultans actively encouraged trade and building, and 
Mamluk Cairo became a place of splendour, filled with 
numerous architectural monuments. While the Persian lan
guage was becoming the language of admin istration and high 
culture over much of Islamdom, Arabic alone continued to be 
cultivated in Mamluk domains, to the benefit of a diversified 
intellectual life. Ibn an-Nafis (died 1288), a physician, wrote 
about pulmonary circula tion 300 years before it was "dis
covered" in Europe; al-Qalqashandi composed a comprehen
sive encyclopaedia; and Ibn Khallikan composed one of the 
most important lslamicate biographical works, a dictionary 
of eminent men. Shari'ah-minded studies were elaborated: 
the 'ulama' worked out a political theory that tried to make 
sense of the sultana te, and they also explored the possibility 
of en larging on the SharI'ah by reference to falsafah and 
Sufism. 

However, Ibn Taymiyah, a grea t legal and religious refor
mer living in Damascus in the late thirteenth and early four
teenth century, cautioned against such extra-legal practices 
and pursuits. He insisted that the Shari'ah was complete in and 
of itself and could be adapted to every age by any faqih who 
could analogize according to the principle of human advantage 
(masJa~ah). A member of the Hanabilah school himself, Ibn 
Taymiyah became as popular as his school's founder, A~mad 
ibn Hanba1. Like him, Ibn Taymiyah attacked a ll practices that 
undermined what he felt to be the fundamentals of Islam, 
including all forms of ShI'ite thought as well as aspects of 
Jama'i-Sunni piety that stressed knowledge of God over service 
to Him. Ibn Taymiyah's programme and popularity so threa
tened the Mamlu k authorities that they put him in prison, 
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where he died. His movement did nor survive, bur when his 
ideas surfaced, in the revolutionary movement of the Wahha
biyah in the late eighteenth century, their lingering power 
became dramatically evident. 

Further west, the Rum Scljuqs at Konya submitted to the 
Mongols in 1243 but surv ived intact. They contin ued to 
culti vate the Islamicare arts, in particular architectu re. The 
most famous Muslim ever to live at Konya, ) alal ad-Din ar

Rumi, who was attracted to Sufi activi ties, attached himself 
to the master Shams ad-Din. The poetry inspired by theif 
association is unpa ralleled in Persian literature. Its recitation, 
along with music a nd movemem, was a key element in the 
devorional activities of Jatal ad-Din 's followers, who ca me to 
be organized into a Sufi ~arfqah named the Mevleviyah 
(Mawlawiyah) after their title of respect for him, Mevlana 
("Our Master"). 

It was nor from the Rum Seljuqs, however, that lasting 
Muslim power in Anatolia was to come, but rather from one of 
the warrior states on the Byzantine frontie r. The successive 
waves of Turkic migrations had driven unrelated individuals 
and groups across central Islamdom into Anatolia. Avoiding 
the Konya state, they gravi tated toward an open frontier to the 
west, where they began to constitute themselves into quasi

tribal states that depended on raiding each other and Byzan
tine territory and shipping. One of these, the Osmanlis, or 
Ottomans, named for their founder, Osman I (ruled 128 1-
1324), was located not on rhe coasr, where raid ing had irs 
limits, but in Bithynia just facing Consranrinople. ln 1326 they 
won the town of Bursa and made it their first capital. From 
Anatolia they crossed over into Thrace in the service of riva l 
factions at Constantinople, then began to occupy Byzantine 
territory, establishing their second capi tal at Edirne on the 
European side. 
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Their sense of legitimacy was complex. They were militantly 
Muslim, bound by the ghiizf spirit, spurred on in their inrol
erance of loca l Christians by Greek converts and travelling 
Sufis who gravitated to their domains. At the same time, 
'/llama' from more settled Islamic lands ro the east encouraged 
them to abide by the Shari'ah and tolerate the Christians as 
protected non-M uslims. The Ottomans also cast themselves as 
deputies of the Rum Seljuqs, who were themselves originally 
"deputized" by the 'Abbasid caliph. Finally they claimed 
descent from the leading Oguz Turk fami lies, who were 
natural rulers over sedentary populations. 

Under Murad I (ruled c. 1360-89) the state began to down
play its warrior fervour in favour of more convenrional 
IsIamicate administration . Instead of relying on volunteer 
warriors, Murad established a regular cavalry, which he 
supported with land assignments, as well as a specia ll y trained 
infantry force called the "new troops", Janissaries, drawn 
from converted captives. Expanding first through western 
Anarolia and Thrace, the Ottomans under Bayezid I (ruled 
1389- 1403) turned their eyes toward eastern and southern 
Anarolia; just as they had incorporated the whole, they en
countered a neo-Mongol conqueror ex panding in to Anatolia 
from the east who utterly defeated their entire army in a single 
campaign (1402). 

Timur (Tamerlane) was a Turk, not a Mongol, bur he aimed 
to restore Mongol power. He was born a Muslim in the 
Syrdarya valley and served local pagan Mongol warriors 
and finally the Chaga tai heir'apparent, bur he rebelled and 
made himself ruler in Khwarezm in 1380. He planned to 
restore Mongol su premacy under a thoroughly Islamic pro
gra mme. He surpassed the Mongols in terror, constructing 
towers out of the heads of his victims. Havi ng establ ished 
himself in Iran, he moved fi rst on India and then on Ottoman 
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Anawlia and Ma mluk Syria; but before he could consolidate 
his realm, he died. 

H is impact was two fold: his defeat of the Ottomans inspired 
a comeback that would produce o ne of the greatest Islamicate 
empi res of a ll time, and o ne o f the Central Asian heirs to his 
trad it ion of conquest would found another great Islamicate 
empire in India. These later empires managed to find the 
combi nation of Turk ic and Islamic legiti macy that could 

produce the stable centra lized absol ut ism that had eluded 
all previo us T urkie conquerors. 

The Arabs and the Berbers 

When the Fatimids conquered Egypt in 969, they left a 
governor na med Ziri in the Maghrib. By 1041 the dynasty 

fo unded by Zi t i declared its independence from the Fatimids, 
bur it tOO was challenged by breakaways such as the Za nata h 
in Morocco and the Hammadids in Algeria. Gradually the 
Zirids were restricted to the eastern M aghrib . T here they were 
invaded from Egypt by two Bedouin Arab tribes, the BanO 
Halil and the Ba nO Sulaym, at the instigation (1052) o f the 
Fatimid ruler in Cairo. Th is mass migration of warriors as well 

as wives a nd child ren is known as the Hilalian invasio n. 
Though initially disruptive, the H ilal ian invasion had a n 
important cultural im pact: it resulted in a much greater spread 
o f the Arabic language than had occurred in the seventh 
century and ina ugurated the real Arabization of the Maghrib. 

When the Arab conquerors arrived in the Maghrib in the 
seventh century, the indigenous peoples they met were the 
Berbers, a group of predominantly but not entirely migratory 
tri bes who could be found from present-day Morocco to 
present-day Algeria, and from the Mediterranean to the 
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Sahara. The Arabs quickly converted them and en listed their 
aid in further conquests. At firs t only Berbers nearer the coast 
were involved, bur by the eleventh century Muslim affiliation 
had begun to spread far into the Sahara. 

The western Saharan Berber confederation, the Sanhajah, 
was responsible for the firs t Berber-d irected effort to control 
the Maghrib. The Sanhajah were camel herders who traded 
mined salt for gold wi th the black kingdoms of the south. By 
the eleventh century their power in the western Sahara was 
being threatened by expansion both from other Berber tribes 
and from the Soninke state at Ghana to the south, which had 
actua lly captured thei r capital of Audaghost in 990. 

The Sanhajah had been in cOntact wi th Islam since the ninth 
century, but their distance from major centres of Muslim life 
had kept their knowledge of the faith minima l. In 1035, 
however, Yahya ibn Ibrahim, a ch ief from one of their tribes, 
the Gudalah, went on hajj. For the Maghribi pilgrim, the 
cultural impact of the hajj was experienced not only in Mecca 
and Medina but also on the many stops along the 3,000-mile 
overland route. When Yahya returned, he was accompanied 
by a teacher from Nafis (i n present-day Libya ), 'Abd Allah ibn 
Yasin, who would instruct the Berbers in Islam. 

Having met with little initial success, the two are said to 
have retired to a ribii~, a fo rtified place of seclusion, perhaps 
as far south as an island in the Senegal River, to pursue a 
purer religious life. The followers they artracted to that ribii~ 
were known as al-murabitun ("the people of the retrea t"), 
and the dynasty they founded came to be known by the same 
name - the Almoravids in Anglicized form. In 1042 Ibn 
Yasin declared a jihad against the Sanhajah tribes, including 
his own, as people who had embraced Islam but then failed 
to practise it properly . By his dea th in 1059, the Sanhajah 
confederation had been restored under an Islamic ideology, 
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and the conquest of Morocco, which lacked strong leader
shi p. was under way. 

Ibn Yasin's spiritual role was taken by a consulta tive body of 
'/llama'. His successor as military commander was Abo. Bakr ibn 
'Vmar, who, while pursuing a campaign against Morocco, was 
supplanted by his cousin Yusuf ibn Tashufin, whom he had left 
in control as his deputy. Under Ibn Tashufin 's leadership, by 
1082, Almoravid control extended as far as Algiers. In 1086 Ibn 
Tashufin responded to a request for help from the Andalusian 

party kings, unable to defend themselves against the Christian 
kingdoms in the norrh. By 1110 a ll Muslim states in Anda lusia 
had come under Almoravid control. 

Like mOSt other Jama 'i -Sunni rulers of his time, Ibn Ta
shufin had himself "appointed" deputy by the caliph in 
Baghdad. He also based his authority on the claim to bring 
correct Islam to peoples who had strayed from it. For him 
"correct" Islam mea nt the Shari'ah as developed by the Maliki 
faqihs, who played a key role in the Almoravid state by 
working out the application of the Sharl'ah to everyday 
problems. 

A second major Berber movement originated in a revolt 
begun against Almoravid rule in 1125 by Ibn Tumart, a settled 
Masmudah Berber from the Atlas Mountains. Like Ibn Yasin, 
Ibn Tumart had been inspired by the haii, which he used as an 
opportunity to study in Baghdad, Cairo, and Jerusalem, ac
quainting himself with all current school s of Islamic thought 
and becoming a disciple of the ideas of the recently deceased al
Ghazali. Emulating his social activism, Ibn Tumart was ins
pired to act on the familiar Muslim dictum, "Command the 
good and forbid the reprehensible. " His ea rly attempts took 
two forms, disputa tions with the scholars of the Almoravid 
court and public chastisement of Muslims who in his view 
con tradicted the rules of Islam; he went so far as to throw the 
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Almoravid ruler's sister off her horse because she was un veiled 
in public. His activities aroused hostility and he fled to the 
safety of his own people. There, like Mu~ammad, he grew 
from teacher of a personal following to leader of a socia l 
movement. 

Like many subsequent reformers, Ibn Tumart used Mu~am
mad's career as a model. He interpreted the Prophet's rejection 
and retreat as an emigra tion (Hij rah) that enabled him to build 
a community, and he divided his followers into mllhajirfin 
("fellow emigrants") and ansar ("helpers"). He preached rhe 
idea of surrender to God to a people who had strayed from it. 
Thus could Mu~ammad's ability to bring about ra dical change 
through renewa l be invoked without actually claiming the 
prophethood that he had sealed fo rever. Ibn Tumart further 
based his legitimacy on his claim to be a sharff (descendant of 
Mu~ammad) and the mahdf, not in the Shi'ite sense but in the 
more general sense of a human sent to restore pure faith. In his 
view Almora vid students of lega l knowledge were so con
cerned with pursu ing the techn icalities of the law that they had 
lost the purifying fervou r of their own founder, Ibn Yasin , and 
even failed to maintain proper Muslim behaviour. Ibn Tumart 
decried the way in which the law had taken on a life of its own, 
and he ca lled upon Muslims to rely on the original and only 
reliable sources, the Qur'an and the Hadith. 

Although he opposed irresponsible rationalism in the law, in 
matters of theological discourse he leaned toward the limi red 
rationalism of the Ash'arire school, which was becoming so 
popular in the eaStern Muslim lands. Like the Ash'arites, he 
viewed the unity of God as one of Islam's fundamenta l 
principles and denounced any reading of the Qur'an that 
led to anthropomorphism. Because he focused on attesting 
the unity of God (tawhid), he called his followers al-Muwah
hidun (Almohads), "those who attest the unity of God". 
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By 114 7, 17 years after Ibn Tumart's death, Almohads had 
replaced Almoravids in all their Maghribi and Andalusian 
territories. In Andalusia their arrival slowed the progress of the 
Christian Reconquista . There, as in the Maghrib, arts and 
letters were encouraged: an example is an important move
ment of falsafah that included Ibn Tufayl, Ibn a l-' Arabi, and 
Ibn Rushd (Avcrroes), the Anda lusian qaqi and physician 
whose interpretations of Aristotle became so important for 

medieval European Christianity. Du ring the late Almohad 
period in Andal usia the intercommunal nature of Islamicare 
civilization became especially no ticeable in the work of n OI1-

Muslim thinkers, such as Moses Maimonides. 
By the early thirteenth century, Almohad power began ro 

decline; a defeat in 1212 at Las Navas de Tolosa by the 
Christian kings of the north forced a retreat ro the Maghrib. 
But the impact of Almohad cu ltural patronage on Andal usia 

long outlasted Almohad political power; successor dynasties in 
surviving Muslim states were responsible fo r some of the 
highest achievements of Andal usian Muslims, among them 
the Alhambra palace in Granada. Furthermore, the 400-year 
southward movement of the Christia n-Muslim fron tier re
sulted, ironicall y, in some of the most intense Christian
Muslim interaction in Andal usian history. Muslims, as M u

deja rs, could live under Christian rule and contribute to its 
culture; Jews could translate Arabic and Hebrew texts into 
Castilian. 

Almohads were replaced in the Maghrib as well, through a 
revolt by their own governors: the Hafsids in Tu nis and the 
Marinid Berber dynasty in Fes. There roo, however, Almohad 
influence outlasted their political presence: both towns became 
centres, in distinctively Maghribi form, of Islamicate cu ltu re 
and Islamic piety. 
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Continued Spread of Islamic Influence 

As the Maghrib became firmly and distinctively Muslim, Islam 
moved south. The spread of Muslim identity into the Sahara 
and the involvement of Muslim peoples, especia lly the Tuareg, 
in trans-Saharan trade provided several natural channels of 
influence. By the time of the Marinids, Hafsids, and Mamluks, 
several major trade routes had establi shed criss-crossing lines 
of communication: from Cai ro to Timbuktu, from Tripoli to 

Bornu and Lake Chad, from Tunis to Timbuktu at the bend of 
the Niger River, and from Fes and Tafi lalt through major 
Saharan entrep6ts into Ghana and Mali. The rise at Timbuktu 
of Mali, the first great western Sudanic empire with a Muslim 
ruler, attested the growing incorporation of sub-Saharan Afri
ca into the North African orbit. The reign of Mansa Musa, 
who even went on pilgrimage, demonstrated the influence of 
Islam on at least the upper echelons of African society. 

The best picture of Islamdom in the fourteenth century 
appears in the work of a remarkable Maghribi qaqi and 
traveller, Ibn Ba~~O~ah (1304-68/77). In 1325, the year that 
Mansa Musa went on pi lgrimage, Ibn Barrutah also left for 
Mecca, from his home town of Tangiers. He was away for 
almost 30 yea rs, visiting most of Islamdom including Anda
lusia, all of the Maghrib, Mali, Syria, Arabia, Iran, Ind ia, the 
Maldive Islands, and , he claimed, China. He described the 
unity within diversity rhar was one of lslamdom's most pro
minenr features. Al though local cusroms often seemed at 
variance with his notion of pure Islamic practice, he felt at 
home everywhere; a Muslim could attend the Friday worsh ip 
session in any Muslim town in the world and feel comfortable. 

By the time of Ibn Ba~~O~ah's dea th , Islamdom comprised the 
most far- flung yet interconnected set of societies in the world. 
By 1405, Islam had begun to spread not on ly into sub-Saharan 
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Africa but also into the somhern seas with the establishment of 
a M uslim presence in the Strait of Malacca. Conversion to 
Islam across its newer frontiers was at first limited to a small 
elite, who supplemented local religious practices with M uslim 
ones. Islam could offer not only a uni fying religious system but 
also social techniques, including alphabetic literacy, a lega l 
system applicable to da ily life, a set of administrative institu
tions, and a body of science and technology - a ll capable of 
enhancing the power of ruling elements and of tying them into 
a vast and lucrative trading network. 

The period of migration and renewal ex posed, however, 
both the porenria[ and the limitations of government by tribal 
peoples. Th is grea t problem of Islamicate history received its 
most sophisticated analysis from a Maghribi Muslim named 
Ibn Khaldun (1332-1 406), a faylastlf (philosopher) and a 
qiiqf. In his MI/qaddimah (the introduction CO his multi

volume world history) he used his training in falsafah to 
discern patterns in history. Whereas Muslim historians con
ventiona lly subscri bed CO the view that God passed sovereignty 
and hegemony (dawlah) from one dynasty to another through 
H is divine wisdom, Ibn Khaldun explained it in terms of a 
cycle of natural a nd inevitable stages. 

By Ibn Khaldun's day it had become apparent that tribally 

organized migratory peoples could easily acquire military 
superiority over settled peoples if they could capitalize on the 
inherently stronger group feeling ('a~abfyyah) that kinshi p 
provides. Once in power, a small number of "builders" a mong 
the conquerors bring renewed vitality to their conquered lands. 
As the family disperses itself among sedentary peoples and 
ceases to live the hard life of migration, it begins to degenerate. 
Then internal rival ries and jea lousies force one member of the 
family to become a king who must rely on mercenary troops 
and undermine his own prosperity by paying for them. In the 
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end, the ruling dynasty falls prey to a new tribal group wi th 
fresh group feeling. T hus did Ibn Khaldun call attention to the 
unavoidable instabil ity of all premodern Muslim dynasties, 
caused by their lack of the regula rized patterns of succession 
tha t were beginning to develop in European dynasties. 



6 

EXPANSION, REFORM, AND RENEWAL 

After the death of Timur in 1405, power began to shift from 
migrating peoples to sedcmary populations living in large 

centralized empires. After about 1683, when the laSt Ottoman 
cam paign against Vienna failed, the great empires for which 
this period is so famous began to shrink and weaken, just as 
western Europeans first began to show their potential for 
worldwide expansion and domination . When the period be
gan, Muslim lands had begun to recover from the devastating 
effects of the Black Death (1346-8), and many were prosper
ing. Muslims had the best opportunity in history to un ite the 
settled world, but by the end of the seventeenth century they 
had been replaced by Europeans as the leading contenders for 
this role. 

In the period from 1405 to 1683, Muslims formed the 
cultural patterns that they brought into modern times, and 
adherence co Islam expanded to approxima tely its current 
distribution. The unity of severa l regions was expressed 
through the creation of three of the greatest empires in world 
history - the Ottomans in south-eastern Europe, Anatol ia, the 
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eastern Maghrib, Egypt, and Syria; the Safavids in Iran and 
Iraq; and the Indo-Timurids (Mughals) in India . In these 
empires, Sunni and Shi' ite became identities on a much larger 
scale than ever before, expressing competition between large 
populations; simultaneously, Shi'ism acquired a permanent 
base from which to generate internationa l opposition. 

Elsewhere, less formal and often commercial tics bound 
Muslims from distant locales; growing commercial and poli
tical links between Morocco and the western Sudan produced 
a trans-Sa haran Maghribi Islam; Egyprian Islam infl uenced rhe 
central and eastern Sudan; and steady contacts benveen East 
Africa, South Arabia, southern Iran, south-west Ind ia, and the 
sourhern seas promoted a recognizable Indian Ocean Islam, 
with Persian as its lingua franca. The expansion and natur
alization of Islam also fostered a number of local languages 
into vehicles for Islamicate admin istration and high culture -
Ottoman, Chagatai, Swahi li, Urdu, and Malay. Everywhere 
Muslims were confronting adherents of other religions, and 
new converts often practised Islam without abandoning their 
previous practices. Th is was to be a period of major realign
ments and expansion. 

The Ottoman Empire 

After the Ottoman state's devastating defeat by Timur, its 
leaders had to retain the vita lity of the warrior spi ri t and the 
validation of the Sharj'a h (without its confining indepen
dence). In 1453, Mehmed II the Conqueror defea ted Con
stantinople (soon to be known as Istanbul), putting an end to 

the Byzantine Empire and subjuga ting the local Christian and 
Jewish populations. Except for those forcibly converted, the 
rest of the non-M uslim population was protected for payment 
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accord ing to the Shari'ah and the preference of the ulema (the 
Turkish spelling of 'ulama'), and organized into self-governing 
commun ities known as millets. 

The sultans also began to claim the caliphate because they 
met two of its traditional qualifications: they ruled justly, in 
principle according to the Shari'ah, and they defended and 
extended the frootiers, as in their conquest of Mamluk Egypt, 
Syria, and the holy cities in 15 16-17. Meanwhile, they built on 
Seljuq and Mongol practice of the ulema: they promoted stare

supported training of IIlema, they defined and paid holders of 
religious offices as part of the military, and they aggressively 
asserted the validity of dynastic law alongside Shari'ah. Si
multaneously, they emphasized their inheritance of Byzantine 
legitimacy by transforming Byzantine symbols, such as Hagia 
Sophia (Ch urch of the Divine Wisdom), into symbols for 
Islam, and by favouring their empire's European part, ca lled , 

significa mly, Rum. 
The classical Ottoman system crysta llized during the reign 

of Siileyman I the La wgiver (ruled 1520-66). He a lso pushed 
the empire's borders almost to their fu rthest limits, to the wa lls 
of Vienna in the north-west, up to Morocco in the south-west, 
into Iraq to the east, and to the Yemen in the south-east. In 
theory, Sii leyman presided over a balanced four-part structure: 

the palace household, the bureaucracy (chancery and treas
ury), rhe armed forces, a nd the religious establishment. Yet, 
importa nt positions in the army and bureaucracy went to the 
cream of the devsimze - Ch ristian youths converred ro Islam 
and put through special training to be the sultan's persona l 
"slaves". U/ema who acquired government posts had under
gone systematic training at the major madrasahs and so in the 
Ottoman state were more integrated than were their counter
parts in other states; yet they were freeborn Muslims, not 
brought into the system as slaves of the sultan. 
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Ottoman control had already begun to relax by the first 

quarter of the seventeenth century as the State treasury had 
passed, through [and gra nts, into the hands of local a'Yc11l 

(notables), and they gradually became the real rulers . Dis
continuance of the devsirme and the rise of heredita ry succes
sion to imperial offices further weakened the empire. Su ltan 
Murad IV tried co restore Ottoman efficiency and centra l 
control, and his efforts were continued by subsequent sultans. 
However, during a war with Austria and Poland from 1682 to 

1699, the Ottomans suffered their first serious losses to an 
enemy and signed two treaties, at Carlowitz in 1699 and at 
Passarowirz in 1718, that signified thei r inferiority to the 
Habsburgs and established the defensive posture they wou ld 
maintain into the twentieth century. 

The Safavid State 

The Safavid state began from a local Sufi ~ariqah of Ardabil in 
Azerbaijan, named after its founder, Shaykh Safi od-Din 
(1252/3-1334), a [oca l holy man. During the fifteenth century 
Shaykh Safi's successors transformed their local ~ariqah into 
an inter-regional movement by translating 'Alid loyalism into 
full -fledged Imami Shi'ism. They attracted support from 
Turkic tribal disciples (known as the Kizi[ bash, or "Red 
Heads", because of their symbolic 12-fo[d red headgear) 
and, outside Iran, in eastern Anatolia (where the anti-Ottoman 
Imami Bektashi ~ariqah was strong), Syria , the Ca ucasus, and 
Transoxania. 

By 1501 the Safavids were able to defeat the Ak Koyu nlu 
rulers of northern Iran, whereupon their teenage leader Isma'i l 
I (ru led 1501-24 ) had himself proclaimed shah, using th at pre
Islamic title for the first time in almost 900 years and thereby 
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invoking the glory of ancient Iran. The Safavids thus asserted a 
multivalent legitimacy that flew in the face of Ottoman claims 
to have restored calipha l amhority for all Muslims. Eventually, 
irritant became threat: by 1510, when Isma' il had conquered 
all of Iran (to approximately its present frontiers) as wel l as the 
Fertile Crescent, he began pushing aga inst the Uzbeks in the 
east and the Ottomans in the west. Having to fight on two 
fronts was the most difficult military problem any Muslim 

empire could face, since the army was attached to the house
hold of the ruler and moved with him at al l times. After dealing 

with his eastern front, Isma'il rurned west. At Chaldiran 
(1514) in north-western Iraq, Isma'il suffered defeat at OttO~ 

man hands; yet, through the war of words waged between 
Isma'il and the Ottoman sulta n Selim I and invasions from 
both fro ms over the next 60 years, the Safavid state survived 
and prospered. 

The Safavid state first set out to convert its predominantly 
Jama'i-Sunni population to Ima mi Shl'ism through the state~ 
appointed leader of the religious community, the sadr. Gra
dually, forms of piety emerged that were specific to Safavid 
Shi'ism; they centred o n pi lgrimage to key sites connected with 
the imams, as well as on the annual remembering and re
enacting of the key event in Shi'ite history, the caliph Yazid I's 

destruction of Husayn at Karbala' in 680. 
The sta re also survived because Isma'i!'s successors moved, 

like the Ottomans, toward a type of legi timatio n different from 
the one that had brought them to power. Th is development 
began in the reign of Tahmasp (1524-76) and culminated in 
the reign of the greatest Sa favid shah, 'Abbas I (ruled 1588-
1629). Since Isma'il's time, the tribes had begun to lose faith in 
the Safavid monarch as spiritua l leader; now 'Abbas appea led 
for support more as absol ute monarch a nd less as the charis
matic Su fi master or incarnated imam. At the same time he 
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freed himself from his unruly tribal amirs by depending more 
and more on a paid army of converted Circassian, Georgian, 
and Armenian Christian captives. He continued to rely on a 
large bureaucracy headed by a chief min ister bU(, unl ike the 
Ottomans, he distanced members of the religious community 
from state involvement while allowing them a source of 
support in their administration of the waq( system (which 
enabled individuals to donate to institutions and groups). 
'Abbas' policies were probably not unpopu lar with the Shi'ite 
'!llama', who had a tradition of independence, bu t they even
tually undermined his state's legitimacy. By the end of rhe 
seventeenth centu ry, it was the religious leaders, the mlljtahids, 
who would claim to be the spokesmen for the hidden imam, 
while the Safavid became more civil ianized and secu lar. The 
long-term consequences of this breach between government 
and the rel igious institution were extensive, culminating in the 
establishment of the Islamic Republic of Iran in 1979. 

'Abbas expressed his new role by moving his capital in 
about 1597-8 to Esfahan in Fars, the centra l province of the 
ancient pre-Islamic Iranian empires and symbol ically more 
Persian than Turkic. It became one of the most beautiful cities 
in the world and the centre of a major cultural flowering, 
con tai ning myriad palaces, gardens, parks, and mosques, 
including the famed Masjed-e Shah. It was here that 'Abbas 
received diplomatic and commercial visits from Europeans, 
whom he hoped to use as sources of firearms and military 
technology or as pawns in his economic warfare against the 
Ottomans. Like other Shi'ire dynasties before them, the Safa
vids encouraged the development of (alsa(ah as a companion 
to ShI'ite esotericism and cosmology. 

None of 'Abbas' successors was his equal, though his state, 
ever weaker, survived for a century. The last effective shah, 
Husayn I (1694-1722), could defend himself neither from 
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tribal raiding in the capita] nor from interfering 11lltjtahids led 
by Mohammad Baqir Majlisi (whose writings later would be 
important in the Islamic Repu bl ic of Iran). In 1722, when 
Mahmud of Qandahar led a n Afghan tribal raid into Iran from 
the east, he easily took Esfahan a nd destroyed what was left of 
central authority. 

The Mughals 

Ahhough the Mongol-Timurid legacy influenced the Ottoman 

and Safavid states, it had its most direct impact on Babur 
(1483-1530), son of one of many Timurid princes and founder 
of the third major empire of the period. In his youth Babur 
dreamed of capturing Samarkand as a base for reconstructing 
Timur's empire. For a year after the Safavid defeat of the 

Uzbek MlI~ammad Shaybani Khan, Babur and his Chagatai 
followers did hold Samarkand, as Safavid vassals, bur lost it 
when the Safavids were in turn defeated. From Kabul, where 
he had been forced to retreat, barred from moving north or 
west, Babur took the Timurid legacy south, to northern India, 
where he defeated the much larger a rmy of the Lodi sultans in 
1526 at Pani pat. By his death just four years later, he had laid 

the foundation for the Mughal (i.e. Mongol ) empire. 
By the time of the death of his grandson, Akbar (ruled 1556-

1605), the Mughals ruled atl of present-day India north of the 
Deccan Plateau and Gondwana and more: one diagonal of the 
empire extended from the Hindu Kush to the Bay of Bengal; 
the other from the H imalayas to the Arabian Sea. Like its 
contemporaries, this state endured because of a regularized 
and equitable tax system that provided the central treasury 
wi th funds to support the ruler's extensive building projects as 
wel l as his mansabdars, the imperial mi litary and bureaucratic 
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officers, who were largely foreigners trained especially for his 
service. 

In Akbar's empire, unlike Suleyman's and 'Abbas'. Islam 
was much more recently established and Muslims were not in 
the majority but coexisted. interacted. and came into conflict 
with jacobites (members of the Monophysite Syrian Chu rch). 
Sufis, Isma'i li Shi'ites, Zoroastrians, j ains, j esuits, jews, and 
Hindus. Akba r's response was to ban intolerance and even the 
special tax on non-Muslims. To keep the '!llama' from object
ing, he tried to tie them to the state financially. 

Wi th the help of Abu'I- Fazl, his Sufi adviser and biographer, 
he established a kind of salon for religious discussion. A very 
sma ll circle of personal disciples seems to have emula ted 
Akbar's own brand of tawhid-i ilahi ("d ivine oneness"), which 
appears to have been a general monotheism akin to what the 
~allffs (primordia lists) of Mecca, and Mu~ammad himself, 
had once practised. Akbar combined toleration for all religions 
with condemnation of practices that seemed to him huma nly 
objectionable, such as enslavement and the immolation of 
widows. 

For half a century, Akbar's first two successors, j ahangir 
and Shah j ahan, continued his policies. A rebuilt capita l at 
Delhi was added to the old capi tals of Fatehpur Sikri and Agra. 
The mingl ing of Hi ndu and Muslim traditions was expressed 
in a ll the arts. Shah jahan's son, Dara Shikoh (1615-59), was a 
Sufi thinker and writer who tried to establish a common 
ground for M uslims and Hind us. In response to such attempts, 
a Shari'ah-minded movement of strict communalism arose, 
connected with a leader of the Naqshbandi ~arfqah named 
Shaykh A~mad Sirhindi . With the accession of Aurangzeb 
(ruled 1659-1707) there arose a stricter communalism that 
imposed penal ties on protected non-Muslims and stressed the 
shah's role as leader of the Muslim communi ty by virtue of his 
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enforcing the Shari'ah. The empire continued to expand up to 
the beginning of the eighteenth century bur began to disin
tegrate shortly after the end of Aurangzeb's reign. 

Trans-Saharan Islam 

In Morocco it was an old legi timacy proven to be especially 
powerful in Africa, that of the sharffs, descendants of Mu
~ammad, that motivated a formation of the state. It was the 
Sufi Sidi Barakat who legitimated the Sa'di family of sharffs as 
leaders of a jihad that expelled the aggressively Christian 
Porruguese and established an independent State (1511-
1603) strong enough to expand far to the south. In 1591, 
when the greatest Musl im kingdom of the Sudan, Sanghai, 
expa nded northward and (Ook growing control of major trade 
romes into Morocco, it was invaded by Morocco, becoming 
the latter's vassal for 40 years. After a period of politica l 
confusion and instability, Morocco was reun ited in 1668 by 
the 'Alawite sharffs. 

Like the Sa'dis, the 'A lawite sharffs were legitimated in two 
ways: by the recognition of leading Sufis and by the special 
spi ritual qua lity (barakah) presumed to have passed to them 
by virtue of their descent from the Prophet through 'A li. 
Although they were not Shi'ites, they cultivated cha rismatic 
leadership that undermined the power of the ' Itlama' to use the 
Shari'ah against them. They also recogn ized the limits of their 
authority as absolute monarchs, dividing their realm into the 
area of authority and the area of no amhority (where many of 
the Berber tribes lived). 

Meanwhile Islam had come to a number of sma ll states in 
the Sudanic region - Senegambia, Songhai, Air, Mossi, Nupe, 
Hausa, Kanem-Bornu, Darfur, and Funj - along trade and 
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pilgrimage roures. By the sixteenth century these were III 

cOntact nOt only with the major Muslim centres of the Magh
ri b and Egypt bur also with each other through an emerging 
trans-Sudanic pi lgrimage route . Furthermore, Islam had by 
then become well-enough established to provoke efforts at 
purification. Some of these were gradualist and primarily 
educational, as was the case with the enormously influential 
Egyptian scholar as-Suyuti (1445-1505), whose works dealt 
with numerous subjects, including the coming of the mahdi to 
restore justice and strengthen Islam. He also wrote letters to 
Muslim scholars and rulers in West Africa explaining the 
Sharf'ah and encou raging its ca reful observance. 

Others were more militant. Rulers might forcibly insist on 
an end to certain non-Muslim practices, as did MuJ:!ammad 
Rumfa (ruled 1463-99) in the Hausa city-state of Kano, and 
MuJ:!ammad I Askia, the greatest ruler of Songhai (ru led 1493-
1528). To the east in Ethiopia, a jihad was carried our by 
Ahmad Gran (c. 1506-43), and a conquest of Christian Nubia 
by Arab tribes of Upper Egypt resulted in the conversion of the 
pagan Funj to Islam and the creation of a major M usl im 
kingdom there. Although most indigenous West African scho
lars looked to foreigners for inspiration, by the late seven
teenth century Muslims in the Sudanic belt were bei ng steadily 
influenced by North African Islam as well as developing 
distinctive traditions of their own. 

Indian Ocean Isl~m 

A similar rela tionsh ip was simultaneously developing across the 
Indian Ocean, which tied South and Sou th-east Asian Musl ims 
to East African and southern Arabia n Muslims. But here Mus
lims had to cope with the Portuguese threat and face Hindus and 
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Buddhists, sophisticated and refined religious traditions that 
possessed wfitten literatures and considerable political power. 

The first major Muslim state in South-east Asia, Aceh, was 
established about 1524 in northern and western Sumatra in 
response to morc than a decade of Portuguese advance. Under 
Sultan Iskandar Muda (ruled 1608-37), Aceh reached the 
height of its prosperity and importance in the Ind ian Ocean 
trade, encouraging Muslim learning and expanding Muslim 

adherence. By the end of the seventeenth century, Aceh's 
Muslims were in touch with major intellectual centres to 

the west, particularly in India and Arabia. After studying in 
Arabia from about 1640 to 1661, 'Abd ar-Ra'uf of Singkel 
made the fi rst " translation" of the Qur'an into Malay. In 
China, Liu Chih, a scholar born about 1650 in Nanking, 
created serious Islamicate literature in Chinese. 

In the early seventeenth century another Musl im commer

cia l power emerged when its ruler, the prince of Tallo, con
verted: Macassar (now Makassar ) became an active centre for 
Muslim competition with the Dutch into the third quarter of 
the seventeenth century. A serious Islamic presence also devel
oped in Java, and by the ea rly seventeenth century the first 
inland Muslim state in South-east Asia, Mataram, was estab
lished. Javanese Muslims, however, would have to struggle for 

centuries to negotia te the confron tation between Hi ndu and 
Muslim cultures. 

Pre-colonial Reform 
and Experimentation (1683-1818) 

In the eighteenth century, activism a nd revival were present 
throughout Islamdom, but the three major Muslim empires 
also experienced a decline compared with the rising powers in 
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Europe. Population increased, as it did almost everywhere in 
the eighteenth-century world, juSt as inflation and expensive 
reform reduced the income of central governments. European 
explorers had built on and surpassed Muslim seafaring tech
nology to compete in the southern seas and discover new sea 
routes - and, accidentally, a new source of wealth in the 
Americas. In Islamdom, the power of merchants had been 
inhibited by imperial over-taxation of loca l private enterprise, 
appropria tion of the benefits of trade, and the privileging of 
foreign traders through agreements known as the Capitu la
tions. In some areas, Muslims were largely unaware of the rise 
of Europe; in others, such as India, Sumatra, and Java, the 
eighteenth centu ry actually brought European COntrol. 

Some leaders attempted to revive existing political systems. 
In Iran, for example, attempts at restoration combined military 
and religious reform. In about 1730 a Turk from Khorasan 
named Nader Qoli Beg reorganized the Safavid army and, in 
1736, replaced the Safavid Shah with himself. Nader Shah 
extended the borders of the Safavid state, defeated the Otto
mans, and may even have been aspi ring to be the leader of all 
Muslims. To this end he made overtures to neighbouring 
rulers, seeking their recognition by trying to represent Iranian 
Shi'ism as a madhhab ("way") alongside the Sunni madhhabs. 
After he was killed in 1747, however, his reforms did not 
survive and his house disintegrated. Ka rim Khan Zand, a 
genera l from Shiraz, ruled in the name of the Safavids but 
did not restore real power to the shah. By the time the Qajars 
(1779-1925) managed to re-secure Iran's borders, reviving 
Safavid legitimacy was impossible. 

In the Ottoman Empire, from 1718 to 1730, experimenta
tion with European manners and tastes was matched by 
reinvigorating the military, the key to earlier Ottoman success, 
using European technology and Christian-European advice. 
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After Nader Shah's defeat of the Ottoman army, this first 
phase of absolutist restoration ended, bur the pursuit of 
European fashion had become a permanent element in Otto
man life. Central power, however, continued to weaken, 
especially in the area of international commerce. Foreign 
nationals and non-Muslim Ottoman subjects, both groups 
given certificates of protection under the Capitulation a rrange
ments, were integrated into the Ottoman state, wh ich was 
further weakened by the recognition, in the disastrous T reary 
of Kliciik Kaynarca (1774), of the Russian tsar as protector of 
the Ottoman's Greek Orthodox millet. A second stage of 
absolutist restoration occurred under Selim III (ruled 1789-
1807), whose mil itary and political reforms, referred to as the 
New Order (Nizam-i Cedid), included replacing the Janissaries 
with European-trained troops . 

In other areas, leaders envisioned or created new socia l 
orders that were sel f-consciously Islamic. The growing popu
larity of Westernization and a decreasing reliance on Islam as a 
source of public values was counterbalanced by Islamic acti
vism ranging from educationa l reform to jihad. Sufism in the 
form of renovated ~arfqahs could also support reform and 
stimulate pan-Islamic awareness, sometimes promoting an 
indigenous form of social organization tha t could even lead 
to the found ing of a dynasty, as in the case of the Libyan 
monarchy. Sufis often encouraged the study of the Hadith so 
as to esrablish the Prophet Mu~ammad as a model for spirirual 
and moral reconstruction and to inva lidate many unacceptable 
trad itional or cuStomary Islamic practices. 

Sufism could also be condemned as a source of degeneracy. 
The most famous and influential militant anti-Sufi movement 
arose in the Arabian Peninsula and came to be known as 
Wahhabiyah, after its founder, Mu~ammad ibn 'Abd al
Wahhab (1703-92). Inspired by the lega l and religious 
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reformer Ibn Taymiyah, Ibn al-Wahhab argued that the Qur'
an and slt1l1lah cou ld provide the basis for a reconstruction of 
Islamic society out of the degenerate form in which it had come 
to be practised. The Wahhab!s refuted blind imitation (taqlidl, 
argu ing instead for reform and making the pious personal 
effort or individual thought (ijtihad) necessary to understand 
the fundamentals. The Wahhabi movement attracted the su p
port of a tribe in the Najd led by Muhammad ibn Sa'ud. 
Although the first state produced by this allia nce did not last, it 
laid the foundations for the existing Saudi state in Arabia, 
officially proclaimed in 1932, and inspired similar activism 
elsewhere down to the present day. 

In West Africa a series of activist movements appeared 
from the eighteenth century into the nineteenth. There, as in 
Arabia, Islamic activism was directed less at non-Muslims 
than at Muslims who had gone astray. As in many of 
lslamdom's outlying areas, emergent groups of indigenous 
educated, observant Muslims, such as the Tukulor, were 
finding the casual, syncretistic, opportunistic nature of offi
cia l Islam to be increasingly intolerable. Such Muslims were 
inspired by reformist scholars such as al-Ghazali, as-Suyuti , 
and Maghili; by a theory of jihad comparable to that of the 
Wahhabis; and by expectations of a mujaddid (renewer) as 
the Islamic century turned in AH (Latin: anna Hegirae) 1200 

(AD 1785). In what is now northern Nigeria, the discontent 
of the 1780s and 1790s erupted in 1804, when Us man dan 
Fodio declared a jihad against the Hausa rulers. Others 
followed, among them Muhammad al-Jaylani in Mr, Shehuh 
Ahmadu Lobbo in Macina, ai-Hajj 'Umar Tal (a member of 
the reformist Tijani ~ariqahl in Fouta Djallon, and Samory in 
the MaHn ke (Mandingo) states. Jihad activity continued for a 
century, as the need to resist agai nst European occupation 
became more urgent. 
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In the Indian Ocean area, Isla mic activism was more often 
intellectua l and educational. Its best exempla r was Shah Wali 
Alla h of Delhi (1702-62), the spiritua l ancestor of many later 
Indian Muslim reform movements. During his lifetime the 
collapse o f Muslim political power was painfully evident. 
He tried (0 unite the Muslims o f India, not around Su fi sm 
as Akba r had t ried to do but around the Shari'ah. Once again, 
the study of the H adith inspired a positive spiri t of socia l 

reconstruction ak in to thar of the Prophet Mu~ammad. 

Dependency and Resistance 

The many efforts ro revive Islam and resist Western colonia l
ism were largely unsuccessful. By 1818, British hegemony over 
Ind ia was complete, and many other colonies and mandates 

followed between then and the aftermath of the First World 
War. Nor all Muslim territories were colonized, but nearly all 
experienced some kind of dependency. The Saudi regime was 
perhaps the exception to this, but even there oi l exploration, 
begun in the 1930s, brought European interference. In the 
nineteenth century \X'esternization and Islamic activism coex

isted and competed. By the turn of the twentieth century 
secular ethn ic nationalism had become the most common 
mode of protest in Islamdom; but the spirit of Islamic recon
structio n was also kept alive, either in conjunction with secular 
nationalism or in opposi tion to it. 

In the n ineteenth-century Ottoman Empire, selective Wes
ternization coexisted with a reconsideration of Islam. The 
program of reform known as the Tanzimat, in effect from 
1839 to 1876, aimed to emu late European law and adminis
tration by giving all Ottoman subjects, regardless of religious 
confession, eq ua l legal standi ng and by limiting the powers of 
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the monarch. In the 1860s the Young Onomans tried to 
identify the basic principles of European liberalism and even 
love of nation with Islam itself. In Iran, the Qajar shahs 
brought in a special "Cossack Brigade", trained and led by 
Russians, while at the same time the ShT'ire 11/lIjtahids viewed 
the decisions of their spiritual leader as binding on all Iranian 
ShT'i(Cs and declared themselves to be independent of the shah. 
(One ShT'ite revolt, that of the Bab ldied 1850J, led to a new 
religion, Baha 'i.) Like the Young Ottomans, Shi'ite religious 
leaders came to identify wi th constitutionalism in opposition 
to rhe ruler. 

Islamic protest often rook the form of jihad against the 
Europeans: by South-east Asians against the Dutch, by the 
Sanusi ~ariqah over Italian control in Libya; by the Mahdist 
movement in the Sudan, or by the Sa lihi ~ariqah in Somalia. 
Sometimes religious leaders, like those of the ShT'ires in Iran, 
took part in constitutional revolutions (1905-11 ). Underlying 
much of this activity was a pan-Islamic sentiment that drew on 
very old conceptions of the Ilmmah as the ultimate sol idarity 
group for Muslims. 

Three of the most prominent Islamic reconstructionists were 
Jamal ad-Din ai-Afghani, his Egyptian disciple Muhammad 
'Abduh, and the Indian poet Sir Mu~ammad Iqbal. All warned 
against bli nd pursuit of Westernization, arguing th at the blame 
for the weaknesses of Muslims lay not with Islam bu r rather 
with Muslims themselves, because they had lost touch with the 
progressive spirit of social, moral, and intellectual reconstruc
tion of early Islamicate civilization. Although aI-Afghani 
acknowledged tha t organization by nationali ty might be ne
cessary, he viewed it as inferior to Muslim identity. 

Like aI-Afghani, Iqbal assumed that without Islam Muslims 
could never regain the strength they had possessed when they 
were a vi tal fo rce in the world, uni ted in a si ngle international 
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community and unaffected by differences of language or 
crhnos. This aggressive recovery of the paSt became a pcnna
nem theme of Islamic reconstruction. In many regions of 
Islamdom the movement known as Salafiyah also identified 
with an ideal time in history, that of the "pious ancestors" 
(sa/afJ in the early Muslim sta te of Mu~ammad and his 
companions, and advocated past-oriented change to bring 
present-day Muslims up to the progressive standards of an 

earlier ideal. 
In addition to clearly Islamic thinkers, there were others, 

such as the Egyptian Mustafa Kamil, whose nationalism was 
nOt simply secu lar. Kamil saw Egypt as simultaneously Euro~ 
pean, Ottoman, and Muslim. The Young Turk Revolution of 
1908 was followed by a period in which simi larly complex 
views of national identity were discussed in the Ottoman 
Empire. 

Secular Nationalism in the Twentieth Century 

The need to throw off European con trol promoted the fortunes 
of secular nationalism and o ther narrower forms of loyalty. 

Especially a fter Japan's defeat of Russia in 1905, nationalist 
fervour increased. Sometimes it was associated with related 
ideologies, such as pan-Arabism, pan-Turkism, or Arab soci
alism. Often accepting European assessments of tradi tional 
religion as a barrier to modernization, many nationalists 
sought an identity in the pre-Islamic past. 

In Iran, Reza Shah Pahlavi argued that the Islamic period 
was but a n accidemal interlude in the cominuous history, since 
Achaemenid times, of Iran as a unified entity. The Egyptian 
Ta ha Hussein connected his country's national identity with 
Pharaon ic times and with Mediterranean-European cultu re; 
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Christians were thus as much Egyptians as were Muslims, and 
the development of a standa rd literary Arabic, (I/Sha, empha
sized the unity of all Arabs. 

Kemal Atatark looked to the Turkic past in Central Asia 
and Anatolia to transform Ottoman ism into a Turkish identity 
not dependent on Islam. In a 1928 constitutional amendment, 
Islam was removed as the official state religion. " Islamic" dress 
was discouraged. Musl im males, who prayed with covered 
heads, were now asked to replace the fez, which could be kept 
on during prayer, with the brimmed ha t, which could not. 
Arabic script, too closely associated with Islam, was replaced 
with the Roman alphabet. Populism mobilized popular su p
port from the top through such characteristic devices as the 
People's Houses (1 931-51), which spread the new concept of a 
national culture in provincia l towns, and the village institutes, 
which performed the same educational and proselytizing role 
in the countryside. The creation of a sense of nationalism was 
encouraged by changes in school curricula, the rewriting of 
history to glorify the Turkish past, the "puri fication" of the 
language by a reduction of the number of words of foreign 
origin, and the renunciation of pan-Islamic, pan-Turkish, and 
pan-Ottoman goals in foreign policy. 

Secularism included the reform of law, involvi ng the aboli
tion of religious courts and schools (1924) and the adoption of 
a purely secu lar system of fami ly law; the adoption (1925 ) of 
the Gregorian calendar, which had been jointly used with the 
Muslim (Hijri ) calendar since 1917; the replacement of Friday 
by Sunday as the week ly holiday (1935 ); and the adoption of 
surnames (1934 ). The wearing of clerical garb outside places 
of worship was forbidden in 1934 . These changes, coupled 
with the abolition of the ca liphate and the elimination of the 
dervish (Sufi) orders after a Kurdish revolt in 1925, dealt a 
tremendous blow to Islam's position in social life, completing 
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the process begun in the Tanzimar reforms under the Otto
mans. With secularism there came a steady im provement in the 
status of womcn, who were given the right to vote and to sit in 
parliament. 

During the 19505, religious influence on social policies in 
Turkey revived: religious instruction in schools was extended 
and the organ ization of religious schools permitted, Arabic 
was reinstated for the ca ll to prayer, and radio readings of the 
Qur'an were a llowed. By the last quarter of the twentieth 
century pro-Islamic political movements had grown in influ
ence. The most striking feature of the 1995 election was the 
extent of support for the Welfare Party (WP), an Islamic parry, 
which emerged as the largest single party, with about one~fifth 
of the vote. It stood for a greater role for Islam in public life 
and a turning away from Europe and the West toward the 
Islamic countries of the Middle East. Its political success 
reflected the increasing role of Islam in Turkish life during 
the 1980s and 1990s, as evidenced by changes in dress and 
appearance, segrega tion of the sexes, the growth of Islamic 
schools and banks, and support for Sufi orders. 

Isla.mic Nationalism 

While secular approaches required all religious communities to 
partake of a single legal and societal system, other nationalists 
made more of Islam. In Saudi Arabia and Pakistan, for ex
ample, Islam played a primary role in the formation of a 
national identity. It had been the a lliance of the reformer 'Abd 
al-Wahhab and Mu~ammad ibn Sa'ud in the mid-eighteenth 
century that led to the formation of first Saudi state. In 1745 
people flocked to Al-Dir'iyyah, in Arabia, the sea t of the 
prince, to hear the teaching of the reformer. The a lliance of 
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theologian and prince, duly sea led by mutual oaths of loyalty, 
soon began to prosper in terms of military success and ex
pansion. By 1765, when Mu~ammad ibn Sa'ud died, only a 
few pares of central and eastern Arabia had fallen under 
Wahhabi rule, but his son and successor, 'Abd al-'Aziz I 
(reigned 1765-1803), continued the extension of his father's 
realm. Conflict with the Ottomans and then the Egyptians 
followed, and in 1818 the Wahhabis were roundly defeated. 

The Wahhabi empire ceased to exist, but the faith lived on in 
the desert and in the towns of central Arabia in defiance of the 
new ru lers of the land. The dynasty was restored and the 
second Saudi state begun in 1824 when Turki (1823-34), a 
grandson of Mu~ammad ibn Sa'ud, succeeded in capturing 
Riyadh and expelling the Egyptian garrison. Further conflict 
with the Rashidi emirs of Jabal Shammar ensued, and at the 
Battle of AI-Mulaydah (in AI-Qasim) in 1891, the Wa hhabi 
state seemed to be completely destroyed for the second time in 
70 yea rs. In 1902, with a select body of only 15 warriors, 'Abd 
al-'Aziz (known commonly as Ibn Sa'ud ) scaled the walls of 
Riyadh, surprised and defeated the Rashidi governor and his 
escort before the gate of the fo re of Mismak (M usmak), and 
was hailed by the populace as the new ruler. 

The following years witnessed the development of the 
struggle by the third Saudi state to expand its control once 
again over most of the Arabian Peninsula. In 1926, Ibn Sa'ud, 
who had adopted the title sultan of Najd in 1921, was 
proclaimed king of the Hejaz in the Grea t Mosque of Mecca. 
In 1927, in the Treaty of Jiddah, the British fully acknowl
edged Saudi independence. A series of Muslim conferences 
legitimized their presence as rulers. In 1932, the dua l kingdom 
of the Hejaz and Najd with its dependencies, administered 
since 1927 as two separate units, was unified under the name 
of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. Above all, the king was 
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concerned to assert and maimain the complete independence 
of his country and in it the exclusive supremacy of Islam. 

In Pakistan Islamic nationa lism provided, according to the 
statesman Mohammed 'Ali Jinnah, an alternative for Muslims 
who would o therwise have to share in an identity defined by a 
Hindu majority. In many Arab countries, especially in the 
Maghrib, secular nationalism's downgrading of Islam was 
muted by a qualified acceptance of Islam as one, but not 
the only, important source of loyalty. At the same time there 
were M uslims who opposed nationa lism altogether. In India, 
Mawlana Abu'l-'AIJ.' Mawdudi, who was the founder of the 

Jama'at-i islami, opposed both secular and religious nation
alism and argued for the Islamization of society and an Islamic 
alternative to nationalism. In Egypt, Sayyid Qutb and Hasan 
al-Banna', who were the mentors of the Muslim Brotherhood, 
fought for the educational, mora l, and social reform of an 
Islamic Egypt and indeed of all Islamdom. 

Creating National Identities 

Only a few existi ng states where Muslims predominate, such 
as Turkey and Saudi Arabia, had no colonial interval; most 
became independen t after the Second World War. An even 
larger number of countries have Muslim minorities. Many of 
them are not nation-states - that is, sta tes established by a 
group of people who decided that they belonged together and 
therefore went about acquiring sovereignty over a territory -
but rather are state-nations, composed of groups of people 
who acquired or were given sovereignty over a territory and 
then had to develop a sense of nationality. 

The most obvious state-nations are Syria, Iraq, Lebanon, and 
Jordan. All resulted from the interaction of intra-Eu ropean 
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rivalry and di plomacy with the aspirations of a prominent 
Onoman-Hashimite sharifian family in Mecca to create a single 
Arab state in the East. Instead of a single state, however, three 
monarchies emerged: the kingdom of Husayn ibn 'Ali in the 
Hejaz (to be replaced by the Saudis; see above), the kingdom of 
Faysal I in Iraq (because he had to be compensated for 
being ousted from Syria), and the kingdom of Abdullah in 
T ransjordan. Lebanon was carved from French Syria with 
borders that would establish a bare Christian majority loyal 
to the French. 

Many Muslim countries were united by negative nationa l
ism, aimed at ejecting a common enemy, but turning negative 
into positive has been difficult. Rarely have the groups that 
achieved independence survived. Often, as in Libya, Iraq, or 
Egypt, furthe r revolutions have occurred, in many cases led by 
the military, whose role as a vehicle for modernization cannot 
be underestima ted. Subsequent governments have had to deal 
with the social and economic problems that plague all devel
oping cOllntries, as well as with regional riva lries and conflicts. 

Arab Palestine 

In the last years of the nineteenth cemury and the early years of 
the twentieth, the Palestinian Arabs sha red in a general Arab 
renaissance. Arab nationalism and opposition to Zionism 
were strong among some sections of the intelligentsia even 
before the First World War. The Arabs sought an end to 

Jewish immigration and to land purchases by Zionists . 
The population of Palestine was about 690,000 in 1914 

(535 ,000 Muslims; 70,000 Christians, most of whom were 
Arabs; and 85,000 Jews). Palestinian Arabs believed that Britain 
had promised them independence in return for their support 
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against the Ottomans during the First World War. Yet by May 
1916 Britain, France, and Russia had reached an agreement (the 
Sykes-Picot Agreement) according to which, inter alia, the bulk 
of Palestine was to be internationalized, while the the Balfour 
Declaration of November 191 7 expressed sympathy for the 
establishment in Palestine of a national home for the Jewish 
people on [he understanding that "nothing sha ll be done which 
may prejudice the civil and religious rights of existing non

Jewish communities in Palestine." 
At the war's end, Britain, which had set up a military 

administration in Palestine, was faced with the problem of 
having to secure international sanction for the continued 
occupation of the country in a manner consistent with its 
ambiguous, seemingly conflicting wartime commitments. On 
March 20 1920, delegates from Palestine attended a genera l 
Syrian congress at Damascus, which passed a resolution 

rejecting the Balfour Declaration and elecred Faysal I - son 
of Husayn ibn 'All, who ruled the Hejaz - king of a united 
Syria (incl ud ing Palestine). In April 1920, however, at a peace 
conference held in San Remo, Italy, the Allies divided the 
former territories of the defeated Ottoman Empire: in the 
Syrian region, the northern portion (Syria and Lebanon) 
was mandated to France, and the southern portion (Palestine) 

was mandated ro Britain. By July 1920 the French had forced 
Faysal ro give up his newly founded kingdom of Syria. The 
hope of founding an Arab Palestine within a federa ted Syrian 
state collapsed and with it any prospect of independence. 

Following the confirmation of the mandate at San Remo, the 
British replaced the military administra tion with a civilian 
administration in July 1920. The new administration pro
ceeded to implement the Balfour Declara tion, announcing in 
August a quota of 16,500 Jewish immigrants for the first year. 
In December 1920, Pa lestinian Arabs at a congress in Haifa 
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established the Ara b Executive to act as the representative of 
the Ara bs. It was never formally recognized by the British and 
was dissolved in 1934. However, the platform of the Haifa 
Congress, which set out the position that Palestine was an 
autonomous Arab entity and tota lly rejected any rights of the 
jews to Palestine, remained the basic policy of the Palestinian 
Arabs until 1948. 

The arrival of more than 18,000 jewish immigran ts be
tween 1919 and 1921 and land purchases in 1921 by the 
j ewish National Fu nd (established in 1901), which led ro the 
eviction of Arab peasants (fellahin), furthe r aroused Arab 
opposition and anti-Zionist rims broke Out. An Arab delega
tion of notables visited London in August-November 1921, 
demanding that the Balfour Declaration be repudiated and 
proposing the creation of a national government with a 
parl iament democratically elected by the country's Muslims, 
Christians, and jews. The British government issued a Whi te 
Paper in j une 1922 declaring that Britain did "not contem
plate that Palestine as a whole should be converted into a 
j ewish National Home, but that such a Home shou ld be 
founded in Palesti ne" and that immigration would not ex
ceed the economic absorptive capacity of the country, but 
these proposals were rejected. 

In j uly 1922 the Council of the League of Nations approved 
the ma ndate instrument for Palestine, including its preamble 
incorporating the Balfour Declaration and stressing the jewish 
historical connection with Pa lestine. Palestine was a distinct 
political entity fo r the firs t time in centuties, but at the end of 
the mandate period the region's future would be determined by 
size of population and ownership of land. Conflict over Jewish 
immigration and land purchases often escala ted into violence, 
and the British were forced to take action. Several Arab 
organiza tions in the 1920s opposed jewish immigration, 
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includ ing the Palestine Arab Congress, Muslim-Christian 
associations, and the Arab Executive. 

In 192 1 the Bri tish high commissioner appointed Amin a l
Husayni to be the (grand) mufti of Jerusalem and made him 
president of the newly formed Supreme Muslim Counci l, 
which controlled the Muslim couns and schools and a con
siderable portion of the funds raised by religious charitable 
endowments. Amin a l-Husayni used this religious position to 

transform himself into the most powerful political figure 
among the Arabs. The World Zionist Orga niza tion (founded 
1897) was regarded as the de facto Jewish Agency sti pulated in 
the manda te, although its president, Chaim Weizmann, re
mained in London, close to the Bri tish government; the Polish
born emigre David Ben-Gurion became the leader of a stand
ing executive in Palestine. 

There was linle political cooperation between Arabs and 
j ews in Palestine. While the j ewish national home continued to 
consolidate itself in terms of urban, agricultural, social, cul
tura l, and industrial development, Arab unease escala ted. In 
August 1929, a dispute in jerusalem concerning religious 
practices at the Western Wall flared up into communal clashes, 
killing 250. In response (0 two royal commissions of inquiry, 
which underli ned Arab fears of j ewish domination and the 
lack of land available for agricultural settlement by new 
immigrants, the Passfield White Paper was issued. This called 
for a halt to jewish immigration, recommending that land be 
sold only to landless Arabs and that the determination of 
"economic absorptive capacity" be based on levels of Arab as 
well as j ewish unemployment. This was seen by the Zionists as 
cuning at the root of their programme, for, if the right of the 
Arab resident were to ga in priority over tha t of the jewish 
immigrant, development of the jewish nationa l home wou ld 
come (0 a standstill. In response to protests from Palestinian 
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Jews and London Zionists, the British prime min ister, Ramsay 
MacDonald, in February 1931 wrOte to Chaim Weizmann 
nullifying the Passfield White Paper. This letter convinced the 
Arabs that recommendations in their favour made in Palestine 
could be annulled by Zionist influence at the centre of power in 
London. In December 193 1 a Muslim congress at Jerusalem 
was attended by delegates from 22 countries to warn against 
the danger of Zionism. 

Wi th the rise of Nazism in Eu rope from the early 1930s, 
Jewish immigration rose; by 1936 the Jewish population of 
Palestine had reached almost 400,000, or one-third of rhe 
total. In November 1935 the Arab political parties collectively 
demanded that Jewish immigration cease, land transfer be 
prohibited, and democratic institutions be established. A boy
cott of Zionist and British goods was procla imed. In December 
the British administration offered to set up a legisla tive counci l, 
in which the Ara bs (both Musl im and Christian) would have a 
majority. Though Arab leaders favoured the proposal, London 
rejected it. This, together with the example of rising nation
alism in neighbouring Egypt and Syria, increasing unemploy
ment in Palestine, and a poor citrus harvest, touched off a 
long-smouldering Arab rebellion. 

The Arab Revolt of 1936-9 was the first sustained violent 
uprisi ng of Palestinian Arabs in more than a century. The 
British shipped more than 20,000 troops into Palestine, and by 
1939 the Zionists had armed more than 15,000 Jews in their 
own na tional ist movement. The revolt began with sponta
neous acts of violence. The Arab High Committee, fo rmed by 
the Arab political parties, then called for a general strike and 
Arab rebels, joined by vol unteers from neighbouring Ara b 
countries, attacked Jewish settlements and British installa
tions. By the end of the year, the movement had assumed 
the dimensions of a national revolt, the mai nstay of which was 
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the Arab peasantry. Armed rebellion, arson, bombings, and 
assassinations continued. 

In 1937, the Peel Commission reponed that the revolt was 
ca used by Arab desire for independence and fear of the Jewish 
national home and recommended that the region be parti
tioned. For the first time a British officia l body explicitl y spoke 
of a Jewish state. The Arabs were horrified by the idea of 
dismembering the region and particularly by the suggestion 
that they be forcibly transferred (to Transjordan). As a result, 
the momentum of the revolt increased during 1937 and 1938. 

In September 1937 the British were forced to declare mania I 
law. The Arab High Commince was dissolved, and mallY 

officia ls of the Su preme Muslim Council and o ther organiza
tions were arrested. Although the Arab Revolt continued well 
into 1939, high casualty rates and firm British measures 
gradually eroded its strength. However, the prospect of war 
in Europe ala rmed the British government and caused it to 
reassess its policy in Palestine. In November 1938 the Wood
head Commission, set up to examine the practica lity of parti
tion, put forward alternative proposals drastically reducing the 
area of (he Jewish state and limiting the sovereignty of the 
proposed states . This was unacceptable to both Arabs and 
Jews. 

Following an unsuccessful round-table conference in Lon
don in early 1939, in May the British government issued a 
Whi te Paper which essentially yielded to Arab demands. It 
stated that the Jewish national home should be establ ished 
within an independent Palestin ian State. During the next five 
yea rs 75,000 Jews would be allowed into the country; there
after Jewish immigration would be subject to Arab "acqu ies
cence" . Land transfer to Jews would be allowed only in certa in 
areas in Palestine, and an independent Palestinian state would 
be considered with in ten years. The Arabs, although in favour 
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of the new policy, rejected the White Paper, largely because 
they mistrusted the British government and opposed a provi
sion contained in the paper for extending the mandate beyond 
the ten-year period. The Zionists were shocked and enraged by 
the paper, which they considered a death blow to their 
programme and to Jews who desperately sought refuge in 
Palestine from the growing persecution they were enduring in 
Europe. The 1939 White Paper marked the end of the Anglo
Zionist entente. 

Wi th the outbreak of the Second World War in September 
1939, Zionist and British policies came into direct conflict. 
Throughout the war Zion ists sought with growing urgency 
to increase Jewish immigration to Palestine, while the British 
sought to prevent such immigration, regarding it as illegal and a 
threat to the stabi li ty of a region essential to the war effort. 
During the war years the Jewish community's moderate wing 
supported the British. The Arabs of Pa lestine remained largely 
quiescent throughout the war; the majority su pported the Allies. 

The Allied discovery of the Nazi extermination camps at the 
end of the Second World War and the undecided future of 
Holocaust survivors led to an increasing nu mber of pro
Zionist statements from U.S. politicians. The question of 
Palestine, now linked with the fa te of Holocaust survivors, 
became once again the focus of interna tional attention. In 
October 1944 Arab heads of sta te issued the Alexandria 
Prorocol, setting out the Arab position. It stated that the issue 
of European Jewish survivors ough t not ro be confused with 
Zionism and that solving the problem of European Jewry 
should not be achieved by inflic ting injustice on Palestinian 
Arabs. The covenant of the League of Arab States, or Arab 
League, formed in March 1945, contained an annex empha
sizing the Arab character of Pa lestine. The Arab League 
appointed an Arab Higher Executive for Palestine (the Arab 
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Higher Committee), which included a broad spectrum of 
Palestinian leaders, to speak for the Palestinian Arabs. 

The major issue between 1945 and 1948 was, as it had been 
throughom the mandate, Jewish immigration to Palestine. The 
Yishuv (the Jewish commun ity in Palestine) was determined to 
remove all restrictions to Jewish immigration and to establish a 
Jewish state. The Arabs were determined that no morc Jews 
should arrive and that Palestine shou ld achieve independence 
as an Arab state. The primary goal of British policy following 

the Second World War was to secure British strategic interests 
in the Middle East and Asia. Because the cooperation of the 
Arab states was considered essential to this goal, British 
Foreign Secretary Ernest Bevin opposed Jewish immigration 
and the foundation of an independent Jewish state in Palestine. 
The U.S . State Department basically supported the British 
position, but Truman was determined to ensure that Jews 

displaced by the war were permitted to enter Palestine. The 
issue was resolved in 1948 when the British mandate collapsed 
under the pressure of force and diplomacy. 

A plan of provincial autonomy for Arabs and Jews was 
worked out in an Anglo-American conference in 1946 and 
became the basis for discussions in London between Brita in 
and the representatives of Arabs and Zionists. On the Arab 

side, a meeting of the Arab states took place in June 1946 at 
Bludan, Syria, at which secret resolutions were adopted th reat
ening British and America n interests in the Middle East if Arab 
rights were disregarded. In Palestine the followers of Amin a l
Husayni consolidated their power, despite widespread mis
trust of the mufti, who now resided in Egypt. 

While Z ionists pressed ahead with immigration and attacks 
on the governmem and while Arab states mobilized in re
sponse, British resolve to remain in the Middle East was 
collapsing, and in February 1947 Britain referred the Pa lestine 
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question to the United Nations (UN). On August 31 a majority 
report of the UN Special Committee on Palestine (UNSCOP) 
recommended that the region be partitioned into an Arab and 
a Jewish state, which, however, should retain an economic 
union. These recommendations were substantially adopted by 
the UN General Assembly in a resolution da ted November 29 
1947. The Zionists welcomed the partition proposal, both 
because it recognized a Jewish state and because it allotted 
slightly more than half of (west-of-Jordan) Palestine to it. The 
Arabs fiercely opposed it both in principle and because nearly 
half of the population of the Jewish state would be Arab. May 
15 1948 was set as the date fo r ending the mandate. 

Soon afte r the UN resolution, fighting broke Out in Pales
tine. Haifa and Jaffa fe ll to the Zionists, while Arab offensives 
faltered and their efforts to prevent partition collapsed. On 
May 14 the last British high commissioner, General Sir Alan 
Cunningham, left Pa lestine. On the same day the State of Israel 
was decla red and within a few hours won de facto recognition 
from the United Sta tes and de jure recognition from the Soviet 
Union. Early on May 15 units of the regular armies of Syria, 
Transjordan, Iraq, and Egypt crossed the fron tiers of Palestine. 
In a series of campaigns alternating with truces between May 
and December 1948, the Arab units were routed, and by the 
summer of 1949 Israel had concluded armistices with its 
neighbours. It had also been recognized by more tha n 50 
governments throughout the world, joined the United Nations, 
and esta blished its sovereignty over about 8,000 squa re miles 
(21,000 square km) of formerly ma ndated Palestine west of the 
Jordan River. The remaining 2,000 square miles (5,200 squa re 
km) were divided between Transjordan and Egypt. In 1949 the 
name of the former country was changed to the Hashimite 
Kingdom of Jordan . Egypt retained control of, but did not 
annex, a sma ll area on the Mediterra nean coast that became 
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known as the Gaza Strip. T he Palestinian Arab commun ity 
ceased to exist as a cohesive social and political entity. 

If onc chief theme in the posr-194 8 pattern was embattled 
Israel and a second the hostility of its Arab neighbours, a third 
was the plight of the huge nu mber of Arab refugees . The 
violent birth of Israel led to a major displacement of the Arab 
population . In 1950 the Un ited Nations Relief and Works 
Agency for Pa lestine Refugees in the Near East (UNRWA) 
would establish a total of 53 refugee "camps" on both sides of 

the Jordan River and in the Gaza Strip, Leba non, and Syria to 

assist the 650,000 or morc Arab refugees it calcu la ted needed 
help. Morc than 400 Arab villages d isappeared, and Arab life 
in the coastal cities (especia lly Jaffa and Haifa) virtually 
disintegrated. The centre of Palestinian life shifted to the Arab 
towns of the hilly eastern portion of the region - which was 
immediately west of the Jordan River and ca me to be called the 

West Bank. 
Of those displaced, some 276,000 moved to the West Bank; 

by 1949 more than half the pre-wa r Arab population of 
Palestine lived in the West Bank (from 400,000 in 1947 to 
more tha n 700,000). Between 160,000 and 190,000 fled to the 
Gaza Strip. More than one-fifth of Pa lestinian Arabs left 
Palestine altogether. About 100,000 of these went to Lebanon, 

100,000 to Jordan, between 75,000 and 90,000 to Syria, 
7,000 to 10,000 to Egypt, and 4,000 to Iraq. After 1948 -
and even more so after 1967, when the Gaza Strip was lost by 
Egypt to Israel (see Chapter 7) - fo r Palestinians themselves the 
term Pa lestine came to signi fy not only a place of origin but, 
more importantly, a sense of a shared past and future in the 
form of a Palestinian state. 

During the 20 years the Gaza Strip was under Egyptian 
control (1948-67), Palestinians were denied citizensh ip, which 
rendered them stateless, and they were a llowed little real 
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control over local admini stration. The Gaza Strip became one 
of the mOSt densely popu lated areas of the world, with more 
than four-fifths of its population urban. Poverty and socia l 
misery became cha racteristic of life in the region . 

The events of 1948 and the experience of exile shaped 
Palestinian political and cu ltural activity for the next genera
tion. By the 1960s, a new Palestinian leadership had emerged 
from the schools UNRWA had established and from among 
those who had moved to various Middle Eastern states and to 

the West. A new sense of identity was generated based on a pan
Arabism inspired by Nasser, the cultivated memory of a lost 
paradise (Palestine), and an emerging pan-Islamic movement. In 
1964 the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) was formed. 
A political umbrella organ iza tion of several Palestinian groups, 
the PLO thereafter consistently claimed to be the sole repre
sentative of a ll Palestinian people. It supported the right to an 
independent state, the total libera tion of Palestine, and the 
destruction of the State of Israel. In 1969 Yasir 'Arafat, leader 
of the Palestine National Liberation Movement(Farah), became 
cha irman of the PLO's executive committee and thus the chief of 
the Palestinian national movement. Both the PLO and Fatah 
tra ined guerrilla units for raids on Israel. Their opposition 
would culminate in the bombing of Lebanon by Israel in 
1982 and continued retaliation from both sides throughout 
the 1980s (see Chapter 7). However, in September 1993 a peace 
agreement between the PLO and Israel established Palestinian 
self-rule in Israeli-occupied territory. 

Modern Isla.m 's Unifying Forces 

Given the multi-communal structure of premodern Muslim 
societies, nationalism has frequently led to competition and 
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rivalry among new nations' religious communities. Many 
countries inherited a relatively simple form of this problem: 
the people within thei( borders were primarily of one faith, 
Islam, and of one form of that fai th, the Sunni . That majority 
adherence could in some way be associated with o r bolster the 
national identity, while discomfiting only a small number of 
people. Tu rkey, Iran, Jordan, Indonesia, Yemen, and a ll the 
states of North Africa and the Arabia n Peninsula fall into this 
category. Elsewhere, self-consciously Islamic governments 

have introduced a religious intolerance. For example, in Iran, 
intolerance discouraged by the Shari'ah is encouraged by loca l 
sentiment as well as by the staullch nationalism Iran shares 
with secular states. The leaders of the Isla mic Republic of Iran 
have associated being Irania n with being Muslim. 

Further from the centre of Islamdom, Islam plays various 
roles as a minority religion. Among Turks in the Central Asian 

states, for example, Islam is a n important source of identity. 
Muslims living in western Europe and the Americas are gen
erally able [Q form communities and practise their religion as 
they will: in Canada, for example, !sma'ili Muslims, under the 
guidance of Aga Khan IV, form a cohesive group that pro
motes the economic and cul tural development of its members. 
In the United States, tenets of Islam were embraced by the 

founders of the American Muslim Mission (originally called 
Nation of Islam) in the early 1930s. As the commu nity has 
developed, its leaders have increasingly emphasized the Qur'an 
and Mu~ammad's example as sources of authority. 

Although Islamic activism never disappeared during the 
years in which Muslim countries were becoming independent, 
other ideologica l orientations seemed more important between 
the end of the Second World War and the declaration of the 
Islamic Republic of Iran in 1979. Many Westerners or Wes
ternized Muslims expected religion to recede as modernization 
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progressed. In the 1950s, however, the Muslim Brotherhood in 
Egypt called for an exclusively Islamic state in place of the 
secular multi-comm unal state that Gamal Abdel Nasser had 
founded. In the early 1960s new circumstances were beginning 
to foster increased Islamic aC(ivity; some popu la r, some su p
ported by official institutions. In these years critics of Mo
hammad Reza Shah Pah lav i began to rally around the exiled 
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini; the writings of 'Ali Shari'ati 
began to influence Muslims inside and outside Iran ; and two 
grear pan-Islamic organizations were formed, the Muslim 
World League (1962) and the Organization of the Islamic 
Conference (1971). All these developments occurred in the 
wake of the formation of the Organization of Petroleum 
Exporting Countries in 1961 and culminated in Egypt's suc
cess in its war with Israel in 1973. 

The resu rgence of economic and milita ry power was not the 
only factor th at could foster those who had maintained an 
interest in Islam a ll along. In a few parts of the Muslim world, 
petroleum-based prosperity promoted increased international 
influence and pride; elsewhere, modernization was producing 
widespread educational and economic cleavages and popula
tions with very low median ages. As dissatisfaction wi th the 
materia l failures of secu lar modernization grew, so did disen
chan tment with the Western ideologies that had undergirded 
it. Eventually these forces would bring forth the Islamic 
revivalism and fundamentalism that would dominate the Iare 
twentieth and early twenty-first centuries. 
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ISLAM IC REVIVALISM 

Islamic revivalism builds on a considerable legacy of activism 

and reform. A common theme was the need to purify Islam 

through the suppression of fore ign (un-Islamic) practices and 

to rerum to the fundamentals o f Islam - the Q ur'an and the 

model of Mu~ammad and the early Muslim communi ty. In the 
first half of the twentieth century the Muslim Brotherhood in 

Egypt and the jama'at-i- Is]ami (Islamic Society) in South Asia 

became prototypes of present-day Islamic movements. T heir 
legacy included the belief that Islam affects public policy as 

much as it does priva te worship, and the objective of establish

ing effect ive orga nizations to implement an Islamic system of 

government and law. 
During the 1970s contemporary Islamic revivalism 

emerged. The personal aspect was reflected in increased em
phasis upon religious observances (mosque attendance, Ra
madan fast, outlawing of alcohol and gambling), the 
prol iferation of religious literature, and the birth of new 
associations or movements that sought to " Islamize" the 
population. 
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At the sa me time, Islam dramatically re-emerged in public 
life. T hroughout the Islamic world Islamic symbols, slogans, 
ideology, and actors became prominent fixtures in politics. 
Religion was used both by incumbent governments and by 
opposition movements to reinforce their iegi£imacy and mo
bilize popular support. Instances of Islam reasserting itself 
were seen in Libyan leader Muammar al-Qaddafi's Green 
Book of Islamic social ism; Zia ul-Haq's 1977 coup d'etat in 
Pakistan and his call for the establishment of an Islamic system 

of government; Ayatollah Khomeini's Iranian Revol ution of 
1978-9; the seizu re of the Grand Mosque in Mecca by 
militants in 1979; President Anwar e1-Sadat's appeal to Islam 
in Egyptian politics, his legitimation of the 1973 war with 
Israel as a jihad, and his assassination in 1981 by religious 
extremists; and the Afghan resistance (by ffllljahideell, or holy 
warriors) to the Soviet invasion and occupation throughout 

the 1980s. 

The Arab- Israe li Wars 

During the Arab-Israeli Wars the forces of Islamism and Arab 

nationalism coalesced. The war of 1967 was preceded by a 
series of mili tary conflicts between Israeli and various Arab 
forces, most notably in 1948-9 and 1956, and was followed 
by the Yom Kippur War in 1973 and the Israeli invasion of 
Lebanon in 1982. 

The first war immediately followed Israel's proclamation of 
statehood on May 14 1948. In an effort to forestall the 
creation of a Jewish state in Palestine, Arab forces from Egypt, 
T ransjordan Uordan), Iraq, Syria, and Lebanon occupied the 
areas in southern and eastern Palestine not a pportioned to the 
Jews by the Un ited Nations (UN) partition of Palestine and 
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then captured east jerusalem. The Israelis, meanwhile, won 
control of the main road to jerusa lem through the Yehuda 
Mountains (" Hills of j udaea") and successfu lly repulsed re
peated Arab attacks. By early 1949 the Israel is had managed to 
occupy all of the Negev up to the former Egypt-Palestine 
frontier, except for the Gaza Strip. Between February and july 
1949, as a result of separate armistice agreements between 
Israel and each of the Arab states, a temporary front ier was 
fixed between Israel and its neighbours. 

Tensions mounted again with the rise to power of Egyptian 
President Gamal Abdel Nasser, a staunch pan-Arab national
ist. In 1956 Nasser nationalized the Suez Canal, a vital water
way connecting Europe and Asia that was largely owned by 
French and British concerns. France and Britain responded by 
striking a deal with Israel - whose ships were barred from 
using the canal and whose southern port of Elat had been 
blockaded by Egypt - whereby Israel would invade Egypt; 
France and Britain would then intervene, ostensibly as peace
makers, and ta ke control of the canal. In October 1956 Israel 
invaded Egypt'S Sinai Peninsula. In five days the Israeli army 
captured Gaza, Rafah, and Al-'Arish and occupied most of the 
peninsula east of the Suez Canal. The Israelis were then in a 
position to open sea communications through the Gulf of 
Aqaba . In December, after the joint Anglo-French interven
tion, a UN Emergency Force was stationed in the area, and 
Israeli forces withdrew in March 1957. Though Egyptian 
forces had been defea ted on all fronts, the Suez Crisis, as it 
is sometimes known, was seen by Arabs as an Egyptian 
victory. Egypt dropped the blockade of Elat. A UN buffer 
force was placed in the Sinai Peninsula. 

Arab and Israe li forces dashed for the third time in j une 5-
10 1967, in what came to be called the Six-Day War (or j une 
War). In early 1967 Syria intensi fied its bombardment of 
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Israeli villages from positions in the Gola n Heights. When the 
Israeli Air Force shot down six Syrian fighter jets in reprisal, 
Nasser mobilized his forces nea r the Sinai border, d ismissing 
the UN force there, and again sought co blockade Ela t. In May 
1967 Egypt signed a mutual defence pact with Jordan . 

In reaction, on June 5, Israeli planes destroyed the Egyptian 
air force on the ground in a pre-emptive stri ke that began the 
total rout of all Egyptian, Jordanian, and Syrian forces. Israeli 

troops captured huge quantities of arms and took many 
prisoners. Six days later, Israeli troops stood victorious along 
the Suez Canal, having overrun the Sinai Peninsu la; on rhe 
banks of the Jordan River, a fter occupying the entire West 
Bank; and atOp the Golan Heights, after driving the Syrians 
from that strategic position. Most significant to all involved, 
Israel had captu red the remaining sections of Jerusa lem not 
already under its control, including the O ld City and the 

Western Wall. 
Israel's victory gave rise to another exodus of Palestinians, 

with more than 250,000 people fleeing to the eastern bank of 
the Jordan River. However, roughly 600,000 Pa lestinians 
remained in the West Bank and 300,000 in Gaza. Thus the 
3 million Israeli Jews came to rule some 1.2 million Arabs 
(including the 300,000 already living in the State of Israel). 

Moreover, a movement developed among Israelis who advo
cated settling the occupied terri tories - particularly the West 
Bank - as part of the Jewish patrimony in the Holy Land. 
Several thousand Israeli Jews settled in the territories in the 
decade fo llowing the wa r. 

It was no t clear, however, how military victory could be 
tu rned into peace. Israeli Prime Minister Levi Eshkol 's secret 
offer to t rade much of the newly won territory fo r peace 
agreements wi th Egy pt, Jo rdan, and Syria was rejected by 
Nasser, who, supported by an emergency resupply of Soviet 
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arms, led the Ara bs at the Khartoum Arab Summit in The 
Sudan in August 1967 in a refusal to negotiate directly with 
Israel. The UN Security Council responded by passing Resol u
tion 242 in November, demanding that Israel withdraw from 
"occupied territories" and that all parties in the dispute 
recogn ize the right of residents of each state to live within 
"secure and recognized borders". The wording of this state
ment became crucial to peace negotiations for years to come. 
By not stating "all the occupied territories" in the English 
version - the only one accepted by Israel - the resolution left 
room for the Israel is to negotiate. The Palestinians, the resi
dents of these territories, were mentioned only as refugees, it 
being presumed that jordan would represent them. Nearly twO 
yea rs of fruitless mediation ensued while Israel held the occu
pied territories with a minimum of force. 

The Egypt-Israel War and its Consequences 

The sporadic fighting that followed the Six-Day War aga in 
developed into full-scale war in 1973. On October 6, the 
j ewish holy day of Yom Ki ppur (thus "Yom Kippur War"), 
Israel was attacked by Egypt across the Suez Canal and by 
Syria on the Golan Heights. Washington's initial rel uctance to 
help Israel changed rapidly when the Soviet Union launched its 
own resupply effort to Egypt and Syria. The Israeli army 
reversed early losses, pushed its way into Syrian territory, 
and encircled the Egyptian Th ird Army by crossing the Suez 
Canal and establishing forces on its west bank. 

A ceasefire was secured by the United States while Egyptian 
troops remained east of the Suez Canal and Israel i forces had 
crossed over to its western side, and Israel and Egypt signed 
peace agreements on j anuary 18 1974. The accords provided 
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for Israeli withdrawal into the Sinai west of the Mirla and Gid i 
passes, while Egypt was to reduce the size of its forces on the 
east bank of the canal. A UN peacekeeping fo rce was estab
lished between the two armies . This agreement was supple
mented by another, signed on September 4 1975. On May 31 
1974, Israel and Syria signed a ceasefi re agreement that also 
covered separation of their forces by a UN buffer zone and the 
exchange of prisoners of war. 

The in itial successes in October 1973 had enabled Egyptian 
President Anwar Sadat to pronounce the war an Egyptian 
victory and to seek an honourable peace. When Israeli inflex
ibility and Arab resistance combined to slow events, Sadat 
made a dramatic journey to Jerusalem on November 19 1977, 
to address the Israeli Knesset (parliament). Tortuous negotia
tions between Egypt and Israel ensued. The climactic meeting 
in September 1978 of Sadat, Israeli Prime Minister Menachem 
Begin, and U.S. President J immy Caner at Camp David in 
Maryland produced a pair of agreements known as the Camp 
David Accords. Both Sadat and Begin were awarded the 1978 
Nobel Prize for Peace for these negotiations, and on March 26 
1979, the two leaders signed the Israeli-Egyptian peace treaty 
formally ending the state of war that had existed between the 
two countries for 30 years. Under the terms of the treaty, Israel 
returned the entire Sinai Peninsula to Egypt, and, in return, 
Egypt recogn ized Israel's righ t to exist. The twO countries 
subsequently established normal diplomatic relations. 

The Sadat peace with Israel was not wi thour its costs, 
however. As the narrowness of the Israeli interpretation of 
Palestinian auronomy under the Camp David agreement be
came clear, Sadat cou ld not convince the Arab world that the 
accords would ensure legitimate Palestinian rights. Egypt lost 
the fi nancial support of the Arab states and, shortly after 
signing the peace treaty, was expelled from the Arab League. 
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A new Egyptian consti turion promulgated in 1971 demo~ 
cratized the political process, bur, as Egypt entered the 1980s, 
the failure to resolve the Palestinian issue and to relieve mass 
economic hardships undermined Sadat's legitimacy. During 
the 1970s Muslim activists - many of them radicalized by 
imprisonment by Nasser and by Sayyid Qutb's writings on 
jihad and the apostasy of modern Muslim cu lture - were given 
wide latitude to proselytize, while members of the Muslim 
Brotherhood were released from prison and allowed to operate 
with relative freedom. The group al-Takfir wa al- Hij rah 
(rough ly, " Identification of Un belief and Flight from Evil") 
engaged in severa l terrorist attacks, and Islamic Jihad (aI-J ihad 
al-Islami ) and the Islamic Group (a l-Jama'a al-Islamiyah) were 
formed with the goal of overthrowing Egypt's secular state. On 
October 6 1981, Sadat was assassinated by Egyptian soldiers 
associated with Islamic Jihad. Hosni (Husni) Mubarak was 
elected as Sadat's successor with a mandate for cautious 
change. Mubarak released Sadat's political prisoners while 
prosecuring vigorously the Islamic militants who had plotted 
the late president's assassination. 

When Israel invaded Lebanon in June 1982, only five weeks 
after the Jewish state's final withdrawa l from the Sinai Penin
su la, the invasion was perceived in Egypt as an Israeli attempt 
to destroy Palestinian nationalism. Official relations with 
Israel were severely strained until Israel initiated its partial 
withdrawal from Lebanon in 1985. However, Mubarak's 
cautious pol icies enabled Egypt to repair its relationships with 
most of the moderate Arab states. At an Arab League summit 
in 1987, each government was aurhorized to restore di plo
matic relations with Egypt, and Egypt resumed membership in 
the league two years later. 

Mubarak continued in power throughout the 1980s and 
1990s. Unrest continued, however, and the government 
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adopted several measures aimed at curbing a determined drive 
by Islamic extremists co desta bilize the regime. During a period 
of economic hardship, as fa lling oil prices hit the economy in 
the late 1980s, the poorest Egyptians often looked to Islamisr 
groups such as the Muslim Brotherhood for assistance. Some 
Muslim extremists, however, including Islamic J ihad and the 
Islamic Group, continued to resort to terrorism, assassinati ng 
several govern ment ministers and gunn ing down touri sts near 

Egypt's most famous monuments. 
Although the press was initially freer under Mubara k than 

under his predecessors, in the twentieth a nd early t\Venry-first 
centuries the Islamic courtS and the rector of al-Azhar Uni
versity censored freedom of speech a nd the press. The Islamist 
leader Ayman a l-Zawa hiri fled to Afghanistan, where he and 
members of Isla mic J ihad joined the Islamic terrorist organiza
tion al-Qaeda . Domestic terrorism remained a threat to 

Egypt's sta bi li ty in the early twenty- first centu ry. 

Palestin e and the Rise of the PLO 

The Israeli bombing of Beirut and southern Lebanon on June 5 

1982 was an assault on the Palestine Liberation Organization 
(PLO), which had a number of strongholds there. Throughout 
the 1970s and 1980s the PLO, dominated by Farah, had acted 
as a state in the making, launching frequent military attacks on 
Israel. It had intensified its activities and emerged as a n element 
of major importance in the Middle East. The Arab-Israeli war 
had discredi ted Nasser's pa n-Arabism, a nd Fata h quickly 
permeated and mobilized the reunited Pales(in ian population, 
prov iding social services and organizations. Guerrilla attacks 
on Israeli occupation forces and terror attacks on Israel i 
civilians (defended by the PLO unti l they wete renounced 
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by 'Arafa t in 1988) became a key element in the struggle 
against Israel. 

In Jordan, tensions between the Jordanian army loyal to 

King Hussein and the Palestinian guerri llas erupted in a brief 
but bloody civil war in September 1970 that became known as 
" Black September" . Driven from Jordan, the PLO intensified 
its activities in Lcbanon. The presence of morc than 235,000 
Palestinians there was a source of tension and confl ict: Pales
tinians had few rights, and most worked fo r low wages in poor 
conditions. 

The PLO made important gains in irs international relations 
during the 1970s. By the end of the decade the organization 
had representatives in more than 80 countries. On September 
22 1974, the UN General Assembly, overriding strong Israeli 
objections, included on its agenda for the first time the " Pales
tine question". On November 13 the assembly heard 'Arafat 
plead for the Palestinian people's nationa l rights. 

International recognition of the PLO had important reper
cussions within the Arab camp. At an Arab summit conference 
held in Rabat, Morocco, on October 26-28 1974, King 
Hussein accepted a resolution stating that any "l iberated" 
Palestinian territory "should revert to its legitimate Palestinian 
owners under the leadership of the PLO" . The Rabat decision 
was denounced by the more radica l "rejection front", com
posed of the militant Popular Front fo r the Liberation of 
Palestine (PFLP), the independent faction PFLP-General Com
mand (PFLP-GC), the pro-Iraq Arab Liberation Front, and the 
Front for the Popular Palestinian Struggle, which sought to 
regain a ll of Palestine. 

Palestinian guerrilla activity against Israel in 1975 was 
largely confined to the southern Lebanese border area but 
was overshadowed by the civ il war between the mili tias of 
Lebanon's Christians and Muslims, which eventua lly killed 
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more than 100,000 people. The civil war proved disastrous for 
the Palestinians in Lebanon. 

The PLO in it ially tried co stay out of the fighting, bur by the 
end of 1975 groups wi thin the overall organization, particu
larly those in the "rejection front", were being drawn into an 
alliance with Muslim and leftist groups fighting against the 
Christians. A peace agreement was negotiated in October 
1976. The settlement provided for the creation of a 30,000-
member Arab Deterrent Force (AD F), a ceasefi re throughout 

the country, the wi thdrawal of fo rces to positions held before 
April 1975, and the implementation of a 1969 agreement 
limiting Palestinian guerrilla operations in Lebanon. 

Although the Palestinian guerrilla s suffered heavy losses in 
the Lebanese civil war, they continued to mount attacks 
against Israel in the lace 1970s, and Israel again responded 
with raids into southern Lebanon. On March 19 1978 the UN 

Security Council passed resolution 425, calling for Israel to 
withdraw and establishing the UN Interim Force in Lebanon 
(UNIFIL). The Israelis withdrew their forces only partially and 
continued to occupy a strip of Lebanese territory along the 
southern frontier. 

In the late 1970s and early 1980s, Israel's settlements in the 
West Bank grew dramatically, accompanied by an increase in 

Israeli control. As this occupation solidified, many local Pales
tinian leaders turned to building social organizations, labour 
unions, and religious, educational, and political institutions. 
The PLO responded by making its presence increasingly fel t , 
and by the early 1980s it had set up an extensive bureaucratic 
structure that provided health, housing, ed uca tional, legal, 
media, and labour services for Palestinians both inside and 
outside the camps. Active opposition to Israeli control in the 
West Bank spread, while frequent demonstrations, strikes, and 
other incidents occurred, particularly among students. 
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The late 1970s was a period of more active negotiation on 
Arab-Israeli disputes within the framework of the 1978 Camp 
David Accords and the Egyptian-Israeli peace treaty in 1979. 
The Soviet Union during the time of the peace negotiations 
recogn ized the PlO as the sole legitimate representative of the 
Palestinians and in 1981 extended formal diplomatic recogni
tion. The nations of western Europe announced their support 
of PlO participation in peace negotiations in June 1980. The 
PlO continued to seek diplomatic recogni tion from the United 
States, but the Carter administration honoured a secret com
mitment to Israel, made by fo rmer U.S. Secretary of Stare 
Henry Kissinger, nOt to deal with the PlO so long as it 
declined ro renounce terrorism and to recognize Israel's right 
to exist. 

The Lik ud Party government of Israel viewed the possibility 
of peace and compromise with suspicion. On the grou nds that 
it inrended ro end attacks on its rerrirory, in June 1982 Israel 
invaded lebanon. PlO and Syrian forces were defeated by 
Israel i troops, and by June 14 Israeli land forces had encircled 
Beirut. The Israeli government then agreed to halt its advance 
and begin negotiations with the PLO. After much delay and 
massive Israeli shelling of west Beirut, the PLO evacua ted the 
city under the supervision of a multinational force. Although 
not a ll PlO guerrillas were forced to leave lebanon, the PLO 
infrastructure in the southern part of the country was de
stroyed, and 'Arafat's departure from Beirut ro northern 
Lebanon marked the effective end of the PlO's military and 
political presence in the country. Ultimately, the new govern
ment of Lebanon came under the sway of Syria. 

The dispersal of the PlO from Lebanon significantly weak
ened the organization's military strength and political mili
tancy. After having established himself near Tunis, Tu nisia, 
'Arafat turned once again to diplomatic initiatives. He sought 
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Egyptian and Jordanian suppOrt against Syria. He also looked 
to King H ussein as an intermediary for negotia tions with the 
United States and Israel that might lead to a Palestinian mini
state on the West Bank within a Jordan-Palestine confedera
tion - an idea that had been favoured by the dominant factions 
in the PLO since the early 19805. 

Palestinian demonstrations and riots continued in the 
following years and took on the character of a mass popular 
rebellion (known as the intifada, or "shaking oW') directed 

against continued Israeli occupation of the West Bank and 
the Gaza Strip. The persistent disturbances, initially sponta
neous, before long came un der th e leadership of the Unified 
National Command of the Uprisi ng, which had links to the 
PLO. The PLO soon incorporated the Unified Command, 
but not before the local leaders had pushed 'Arafat to 
abandon formally his commi tment to a rmed struggle and 

to accept Israel and the norion of a two-state solution to the 
conflict. One group, Hamas (see Chapter 8) - whose name, 
meaning "zeal" in Ara bic, is an acronym of Hara kat al
Muqawamah al-Islamiyyah (" Islamic Resistance Move
ment") - challenged the authority of the secu lar nationalist 
movement, especia ll y inside Gaza, and sough t to take over 
the leadership of the intifada, also rejecting any accommo

dation with Israel. 
'Arafa t sought to establish himself as the only leader who 

could uni te a nd speak for the Palestinia ns, and in mid-I988 he 
took the diplomatic in itiative. At the nineteenth session of the 
Palestine National Council (PNC), held near Algiers on Nov
ember 12-15 1988, he succeeded in having the council issue a 
declaration of independence for a state of Palestine in the West 
Bank and Gaza Strip . 'Arafat proclaimed the state (without 
defi ning its borders) on November 15. Within days more than 
25 countries (incl uding the Soviet Union and Egypt but 
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excluding the United States and Israel) had extended recogn i
tion to the government-in-exi le. 

In December 'Arafat announced that the PNC recognized 
Israel as a state in the region and condemned and rejected 
terrorism in all its forms. He addressed a specia l meeting of the 
UN General Assembly convened at Geneva and proposed an 
international peace conference under UN auspices. He publicly 
accepted UN resolutions 242 (1967), which encapsulated the 
principle of land for peace, and 338 (1973), which called for 
direct negotiations, thereby recogn izing, at least implicitly, the 
State of Israel. Although Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir 
stated that he was sti ll not prepared to negotiate with the PLO, 
the U.S. government announced that it would open dialogue 
with the organization. 

The approaching end of the Cold War left the Pa lestinians 
diplomatically isolated, as did PLO support for Iraq i President 
Saddam Hussein, who had invaded Kuwait in August 1990 
but was defeated by a U.S.-led alliance in the Persian Gulf War 
(1990-91). Funds from Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, and the Persian 
Gulf states dried up. However, prospects for a settlement of the 
outstanding issues between the Palestinians and Israel became 
significa ntly altered by severa l factors: the convening of an 
international peace conference between Israeli and Arab del
egates (incl uding Pa lestinians from the occupied territories as 
part of a joint Jordanian-Palestinian delegation) at Madrid in 
October 1991, sponsored by the United States and the Soviet 
Union (after December 1991, Russia); the dissolution of the 
Soviet Union in December; and the replacemenr, in the Israeli 
general elections of June 1992, of Shamir and the Likud-bloc 
government with a Labour Party government that was com
mitted to implementing Palestinian autOnomy within a year. 

Although progress at the Madrid peace conference was 
discouraging, secret meetings held in Norway from January 
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1993 benveen PLO and Israeli officials produced an under
stand ing, known as the Oslo Accords, that involved mutual 
recogn ition and envisaged the gradual implementation of 
Palestinian self-government in the West Bank and Gaza Strip 
before a permanent peace settlement. 

Despite continuing acts of violence by extremist groups on 
both sides, the Israelis completed their withdrawal from the 
West Bank town of Jericho and parts of the Gaza Strip, and on 
July 1 1994 'Arafat entered Gaza in triumph. Four days later 
he swore in members of the Palestinian Authority (PA) in 
Jericho, which by the end of the year had assumed control of 
ed ucation and culture, social welfare, heahh, tourism, and 
taxation. On September 28 1995, 'Arafat, Israeli Prime Min
ister Yitzhak Rabin, and Foreign Minister Shimon Peres signed 
an agreement in Washington providing for the expansion of 
Palestinia n self-rule in the West Bank and for elections of a 
chai rman and a legislative council of the PA. Reaffirming the 
commitment made in the 1993 peace accord, permanem-starus 
negotiations were to be concluded by 1999. 

The process was fraught with difficulty, however. After a 
decade of negotiating, less than one-fifth of the West Bank (in 
15 isolated segments) and about two-thirds of the Gaza Strip 
had reverted to full Palestinian control. The number of Israelis 
living in West Ba nk settlements (which now exceeded 150) had 
grown by some 80,000. Accusations were widespread of 
corru ption within the PA and of human rights abuses by its 
leaders. An Israeli-Palestin ian summit meeting sponsored by 
the United States in July 2000 failed to resolve outstanding 
issues, and a second intifada erupted. Violence would continue 
to ebb and flow in the early twenty-first cemury, sometimes 
reaching the level of full-scale war, and the victory of Hamas in 
elections for the Pa lestinian Legislative Council in 2006 would 
cause a major political upheaval. 
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The Iranian Revolution, 1978-9 

In little more than a generation, under the Shah, Iran changed 
from a traditional, conservative, and rural society to one that 
was industrial, modern, and urban. There was a sense, how
ever, that too much had been attempted too soon and that the 
government, either through corruption or incompetence, had 
failed to deliver all that was promised, and this provoked 
demonstrations against the regime in 1978. 

The resistance gathered around the figure of Ayattolah 
Ruhollah Khomeini, a Shi'ite cleric who was to lead the 
revolution that overthrew Mohammad Reza Shah Pahla vi 
in 1979 and become Iran's rel igious and political authority 
for the next ten years. His denunciations of Western influences 
and his uncompromising advocacy of Islamic purity had won 
him his initial following in Iran, and by the early 1960s he had 
received the title of grand ayatollah, thereby making him one 
of the supreme religious leaders of the ShI'ite community in the 
country. In 1962-3 Khomeini spoke out against the Shah's 
reduction of religious estates in a land-reform programme and 
against the emancipation of women. His ensuing arrest 
sparked anti-government riots, and, after a year's imprison
ment, Khomeini was forcibly exi led from Iran. He fi rst settled 
in the Shi'ite holy ci ty of AI-Najaf, Iraq, from where he 
continued to call for the Shah's overthrow and the establish
ment of an Islamic republic in Iran. 

Forced to leave iraq, he moved to Neauphle-Ie-Chateau, a 
suburb of Paris. From there his supporters relayed his tape
recorded messages to an increasingly aroused Irania n popu
lace. In January 1978, incensed by what they considered to be 
slanderous remarks made against Khomeini in a Tehran news
paper, thousands of young madrasah studen ts took to the 
streets. They were followed by thousands more Iranian youths 
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who began protesting the regime's excesses. The Shah, weak
ened by cancer and stunned by the sudden outpouring of 
hostility against him, vaci llated, assuming the protests to be 
part of an international conspiracy against him. Many people 
were killed by government forces in the ensuing chaos, serving 
on ly to fuel the violence in a Shi'ite country where martyrdom 
played a fundamental role in rel igious expression. 

In January 1979, in what was officially described as a 

"vacation", the Shah and his family fled Iran; he died the 
following year in Cairo. The Regency Cou ncil established to 

run the cou ntry during the Shah's absence proved unable to 
function, and Prime Minister Shah pur Bakhtiar, hastily ap
pointed by the Shah before his departure, was incapable of 
effecting compromise with either his former National Front 
colleagues or Khomeini . Crowds in excess of one mill ion 
demonstrated in Tehran, proving the wide appea l of Khome

ini, who artived in Iran amid wild rejoicing on February 1. Ten 
days later Bakhtiar went into hiding, eventually to find exile in 
France, where he was assassinated in 1991. 

On April I , following overwhelming support in a national 
referendum, Khomein i declared Iran an Islamic republ ic. Ele
ments within the clergy promptl y moved to exclude their 
former left-wi ng, nationa list, and intellectual allies from any 

positions of power in the new regime, and a return to con
servative social va lues was enforced. The Family Protection 

Act, which had provided gua rantees and rights to women in 
martiage, was declared void, and mosque-based revolutionary 
bands known as komitehs (Persian: "committees") patrolled 
the streets enforcing Islamic codes of dress and behaviour and 
dispatching impromptu justice to perceived enemies of the 
revolution . Throughou t most of 1979 the Revolutionary 
Guards, then an informal religious militia formed by Khomeini 
to foresta ll another CIA-backed coup - such as the one that 
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deposed Moha mmed Mosaddeq and restored the Shah to 
power in 1953 - engaged in similar activity, which was aimed 
at intimidating and repressing political groups not under 
control of the ruling Revolutiona ry Council and its sister 
Islamic Republican Party (both clerical organizations loyal 
to Khomeini ). The violence and bruta lity often exceeded that 
of SA VA K, the Shah's secret po [ice. 

The main thrust of Khomeini's foreign policy was the 
complete aba ndonment of the Shah's pro-Western orientation 
and the adoption of an a ttitude of unrelenting hostili ty to
wards both the United States and the Soviet Un ion. The 
militias and the clerics made every effort to su ppress Western 
cultural influence - e.g. Western music and alcoho[ were 
banned - and punishments prescribed by Islamic law were 
reinstated . Facing persecution and violence, many of the 
Western-educated el ite fled the coumry. 

This anti-Western sentiment eventually manifested itself in 
the November 1979 seizure of the U.S. embassy by a group of 
Iran ian protesters demanding the extradition of the Shah, who 
at the time was undergoing medical treatmem in the United 
States. Through the embassy takeover, Khomeini's supporters 
could claim to be as "anti-imperia[ist" as the political left. This 
ultimately gave them the ability to suppress most of the 
regime's left-wing and moderate opponents. The Assembly 
of Experts (Majles-e Khobregan), overwhelmingly dominated 
by clergy, rarified a new constitution the following month. 

The raking of 66 U.S. hostages at the embassy, however, 
highlighted the frac tures that had begun to occur within the 
revolutionary regime. Moderates, such as provisional Prime 
Minister Mehdi Bazargan and the republic's first president, 
Abolhasan Bani-Sadr, who opposed holding the hostages, 
were steadily forced from power by conservatives within the 
government who questioned thei r revolutionary zeal. Iran also 
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tried to export its brand of Isla mic revivalism to neighbouring 
Muslim countries. Khomeini refused to countenance a peace
fu l solution to the Iran- Iraq War, which had begun in 1980 
and which he insisted on prolonging in the hope of over
throwing Saddam Hussein. Khomeini finally approved a 
ceasefire in 1988 tha t effectively ended the war. 

Iran 's course of economic development foundered under 
Khomeini's rule, and his pursuit of victory in the Iran-Iraq 

War ultimately proved futile. Khomeini, however, was able to 

retain his charismatic hold over Iran's Shi'ite masses. H is gold
domed tomb in Teh ran's Behesht-e Zahra' cemetery has since 

become a shrine for his supporters. Ideologically, he is best 
remem bered for having developed the concept of vilayat-e 
faqih ("guardianship of the jurist") in which he argued for 
the establishment of a theocratic government admin istered by 
Islamic jurists in place of corrupt secular regimes. The Iranian 

constitution of 1979 embodies articles uphold ing this concept 
of juristic amhority. 

Khomeini's death in June 1989 was followed by a period of 
reform. The Assembly of Experts appointed President 'Ali 
Khamenei rahbar, or leader, but the election of Hojatoleslam 
'Ali Akbar Hashemi Rafsanjani brought a policy of economic 
liberalization, privatization of industry, and rapprochement 

wi th the West that would encourage much-needed foreign 
investment. 

In the mid-1990s, the philosopher Abdolkarim Soroush 
attracted thousands of Iranians to his lectures, in which he 
advocated a type of reformist Islam that went beyond most 
liberal Muslim thinkers of the twentieth century. He called for 
a re-examination of a ll tenets of Islam, insisting on the need to 
maintain the religion's original spirit of social justice and its 
emphasis on caring for other people. In 1997 his supporter 
Mohammad Khatami was elected as Rafsanjani's successor. 
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Khatami had campaigned on a platform of cu rbing censorship, 
fighdng religious excess, and allowing greater wlerance. 

Less than one year later some 900 new newspapers and 
journals had received authorization w publish, adding their 
voices to earlier reformist pu bl ications such as Zanan and 
Kiyan. However, Iran's leader, Ayatollah Khamenei, contin
ued w exercise sweeping executive powers, which he did not 
hesitate w use to thwart Khatami's reforms. Reformist news
papers were accused of offending Islamic principles and shut 
down, and agents of the Iranian intelligence services assassi
nated six prominent intellectuals, including secular national
ist leader Dariyush Farouhar and his wife Parvaneh 
Eskandari. 

In the 1999 elections for roughly 200,000 seats on vi llage, 
wwn, and city councils, reformers once again won overwhel
mingly, electing many women to office in rural areas. Vigor
ously debated was the anti-democratic nature of the office of 
the rahbar, and calls for its removal from the constitution now 
began w appear in the press. In Ju ly 1999 student protests at 
Tehran University against the closing of the Salam newspaper 
and restrictions on the press provoked retaliation by police 
and a vigi lante group known as Ansar-e Hezbollah; four 
students were reported killed, and hundreds more were injured 
or detained. On the day after the attack, 25,000 students 
staged a sit-in a t the university, and within 48 hours demon
strations demanding justice for the murders had erupted in at 
least 18 major cities. Demonstators called for freedom of the 
press, an increase in personal liberty, an end w vigilante 
attacks on universities, and the release of 13 Iranian Jews 
who had been arrested by the government on allegations they 
were spying for Israel. This was the first major student 
demonstration since the 1979 revol ution, and it lasted for five 
days. 
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In 2001 President Khata mi was re-e1ected by an overwhelm
ing majority, bur successive elections in the early twenty-first 
century would see a return to revol utionary Islamic va lues and 
hard-line conservatism, including enforcement of the dress 
code, limited recognition of huma n rights, con(inued restric
tions on the media, and antagonism toward the West. 



8 

ISLAM 1ST FUNDAM ENTALISM 

Islamic fundamentalism came (0 worldwide accention in the 
West after the Ira nian Revol ution of 1978-9 and especially 
after the 2001 September 11 attacks 0 11 the United States by a l
Qaeda, an internationa l lslamisr terrorist network. Islamic 
fundamental ism has swept across much of the Musl im world , 
from Non h Africa to 50mh-east Asia . Contemporary Islamic 
fundamental ism has manifested itself in personal and po litica l 
life, from greater emphasis on religious observances such as 

prayer, fast ing, and Islamic dress, and on fam ily values, to the 
reassertion of Islam in po lit ics. 

Islamist fundamentalists generally believe that they are 
engaged in a holy wa r, or jihad, against thei r evil enemies. 
Messianism, which plays an important role in Shi'ire Islamic 
fundamental ism, is less important in the fundamentalism of 
the Sunni branch of Islam. 

Islamism has as its goal the reordering of government and 
society in accordance with the law of Islam. Isla mist parties 
can be found in nations throughout the Musl im world, in
cluding Algeria, Egypt, Pakistan, Afghanistan, and Tu rkey. 
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Although there are regional differences among the various 
Islamisr groups, there are a number of common traits, espe~ 
da lly the belief that Islam is a comprehensive ideology that 
offers a blueprint for social and political order. lslamism is 
primari ly an urban phenomenon and one brought on by the 
urbanization of the Muslim world. It is not, however, moti
vated by the discontent of the poor or o f displaced peasants 
but is rather a movement of lower-middle- and middle-class 

professionals. Many Islamists are university graduates, some 
wi th degrees from Western institutions. Among the ranks of 
the Isla mist parties arc doctors, educarors, engineers, lawyers, 
and scientists. There are also 'lilama' ("the learned", or 

religious teachers) in the leadership, and all Islamists possess 
at least some knowledge of the holy texts. 

Islamism is characterized by a number of shared val ues. The 
most important trait is a rejection of Western models of 

government and economics, both capiralism and communism. 
Islamisrs tend to believe that Muslim society has been cor
rupted by the secularism, consumerism, and materialism of the 
West. As a consequence, Islamists genera lly advoca te a new 
Hijrah (emigration), a flight from the corrupting influence of 
an alien, Western culture. Islamism is not a completely nega
tive ideology, however, and the Hijrah itself can be seen as a 

flight toward a better Muslim society. Islamists look back to 
the golden age of Islam, before the arrival of the Westerners, 
and hope to restore the trad itional values and social relations 
that characterized that period. 

It is Islam itself that holds the key to societal reform, because 
it is not just a collection of beliefs and rituals, but an all
embracing ideology to gu ide public and private life. Isla mists, 
therefore, look to the teachings of Islam and, especially, to 

Islamic law (Shari'ah) as the key to the crea tion of a better 
social o rder. 
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Among the economically and politically di saffected popu
lations of the Islamic world a radica l Islamism has emerged. 
The more well-known radical groups include Hamas in 
Palestine, Hezbollah in Lebanon, and the Tal iban in Afgha
nistan. Lesser-known organisations include Egypt's al-Ja ma'a 
al-Islamiya (Islamic Group), which ba rrles the government 
and attacks and kills Coptic Christians and foreign tourists, 
and Saudi Arabia's Sunni Islamist Committee fo r the Defence 
of Legitimate Rights (CDLR), which organized mass Islamist 
demonstrations and was connected to bombings; su bse
quenrl y outlawed by the Sa'ud family, whose legitimacy it 
threatened, it thereafter operated in London, until it broke 
apart in 1996. Although these groups have been accused of 
terrorist acts, however, Islamism itsel f is not intrinsically 
violent and can be a movement of peaceful social and 
political reform. 

Origins of Contemporary Fundamentalism 

Muslim belief and history have provided the sources for the 
world view of Islamic activists. A Muslim's du ty is obedience 
and submission (is lam) to the will of God. However, the 
submission incumbent upon the Muslim is not mere passivity 
or acceptance of a set of dogmas or rituals; rather, it is 
submiss ion to the divine command, to strive (jihad ) to actively 
realize God's wi ll in history. Thus, the Qur'an declares that 
Muslims are God's vicegerents, or representatives, on earth; 
that God has given creation to humankind as a divine trust; 
and that realization of God's wi ll leads to eterna l reward or 
punishment. Islamic activists believe that religion is integral to 
evety aspect of life: prayer, fasting, politics, law, and society. 
This belief is reflected not only in Islam's doctrine of tawhid 
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(oneness of God, or monotheism) but also in the development 
of the Islamic State and Shar'iah. 

The resurgence of Islam has many and varied causes. Wide
spread failures (the 1967 Arab-Israel i war, Malay-Chinese 
riots in 1969, Bangladesh's war of succession from Pakistan 
in 1971, and the Lebanese civiJ war in the mid-1970s) served as 
catalysts. As a result of such events, Muslims experienced a 
sense of impotence and loss of self-esteem, as well as disillu

sionment with the West and with governments that failed to 
respond to the needs o f their societies. The 1973 Arab-Israeli 
wa r and Arab oil embargo and the Iranian revolution of 1978-9 

produced a newfound sense of pride and power. 
The negative effects of modernization are equa lly important 

in understanding the Islamic resurgence. They include massive 
migration from villages and rapid urbanization of over
crowded cities; the breakdown of traditional family, rel igious, 

and social values; and the adoption o f a Western lifestyle, 
enthusiastically pursued as a symbol of modernity bur also 
criticized as a source of moral decl ine and spiritual malaise, 
corru ption , unemployment, and maldistri bution o f wealth. 

For the vast majority of M uslims, the resu rgence o f Isla m is 
a reassertion of cultural identity, fo rmal religious observance, 
family values, and morality. The establishment of an Islamic 

society is seen as requiring a personal and social tran sforma
tion that is a prerequisite for true Islamic government. Effective 
change is to come from below through a grad ual socia l 
transformation brought about by implementation of Islamic 
law. 

On the other hand, a sign ificant minority views the societies 
and governments in Muslim countries as hopelessly corru pt. 
T hey believe that un -Islamic societies and their leaders are no 
better than infidels and that the religious establish ment has 
been co-opted by the government. Such critics bel ieve that 
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both established political and religious el ites must be over
thrown and a new Islamically committed leadership chosen 
and Islamic law im posed. These radical revolutiona ry groups, 
though relatively small in membership, have proved effective 
in political agitation, disruption, and assassination. They have 
not, however, been successful in mobilizing the masses. 

By the late 1980s and early 1990s, a number of diverse 
Islamic movements were evident. A minority of radica l ex
tremists, with names like Islamic Jihad, Hezbollah, the Islamic 
Liberation Front, and the Islamic Group, existed in many parts 
of the Muslim world. Islamically inspi red organiza tions also 
ran schools, cl inics, hospitals, banks, and publishing houses 
and offered a wide array of social welfare services. 

Where governments opened up their politica l systems, Isla
mic organ iza tions participated in elections and emerged as the 
leading opposition, as in Egypt, Tunisia, and Jordan. In 
Algeria the Islamic Salvation From swept municipal and 
parliamentary elections in the early 1990s and seemed poised 
to come to power when the Algerian military intervened . The 
successes of Islamic movements in electoral politics led gov
ernments such as those in Algeria, Tunisia, and Egypt to 
engage in political repression, charging that rel igious extre
mists threaten to " hijack democracy" - that is, to use the 
political system to come to power and then impose their will 
and undermine the sta bility of society. Iran and The Sudan are 
often cited to support concerns about democracy and plura l
ism, in particular as governments that deny the rights of 
minorities and women. 

Islamist movements have been politically sign ificant in most 
Muslim countries primarily because they articulate political 
and social grievances better than do the established secular 
parties, some of which (the lefti st parties) were discredited 
following the collapse of communism in eastern Europe and 
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the Soviet Union in 1990-91. Although the governments of 
Saudi Arabia and other oil -producing countries of the Persia n 
Gulf region have represented themselves as conforming strictly 
to Islamic law, they continue to face internal opposition from 
Isla mist movements for their pro-Western political and eco
nomic policies, the extreme concentration of their countries' 
wealth in the hands of the ruling fam ilies, and, in the Islamists' 
view, the ru lers' immoral lifestyles. 

To some exrent, the Isla mists' hostility toward the West is 
sym ptomatic of the rejection of moderni ty. But another imp
ortant factor is the !s]a misrs' resentment of Western political 
and economic domination of the Middle East. This is well 
illustrated by the writings of Osama bin Laden, the founder 
and leader of al-Qaeda, which repeatedly condemn the United 
States for enabling the dispossession of the Palestinians, for 
orchestrating internationa l sanctions on Iraq that contributed 
to the deaths of hundreds of thousands of Iraq i citizens in the 
1990s, and for maimaining a military "occupation" of Saudi 
Arabia during the Persian Gulf War (1990-91). Bin Laden also 
condemned the Saudi regime and most other governments of 
the Middle East for serv ing the interests of the United States 
rather than those of the Islamic world. Thus, the fundamen
talist dimension of bin Laden 's world view is interwoven with 
resentment of Western domination. 

Hamas 

Among the Islamist movements that have attracted the most 
attention in the West is the militant Pa lestinian movement 
Hamas, which is formally dedicated to the destruction of Israel 
and the creation of an Islamic state in Palestine. Th is position 
brought it into con flict with the PLO, which in 1988 
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recogn ized Israel 's right to exist. There is clearly a nationalist 
dimension to this movement, though it is also committed to the 
creation of a strictly Islamic state. 

Hamas opposed the idea of a Palestinian state in the West 
Bank and Gaza and insisted on fighting a jihad to expel the 
Israelis from all of Palestine - from the Jordan River to the 
Mediterranean and from Lebanon to Egypt. It justified its 
terrorist attacks on Israel is as legitima te acts of war against an 
occupying power. Like some other Islamist movements in the 
Middle East, Hamas provides basic social services - including 
schools, clinics, and food for the unemployed - that are not 
provided, or are inadequately provided, by loca l authorities. 
These charitable activities are an important source of its appeal 
among the Palestin ian population. 

From the late 1970s, Islamic activists connected with the 
pan- Islamic Muslim Brotherhood (see below) established a 
network of charities, clinics, and schools and became active in 
the Gaza Strip and West Bank territories occupied by Israel 
after the 1967 Six-Day War. The M uslim Brotherhood's 
activities in these areas were generally non-violent, bur a 
number of small groups in the occupied territories began to 
call for jihad, or holy war, against Israel. In December 1987, at 
the beginning of the Palestinian intifada against Israeli occu
pation, Hamas was established by members of the Muslim 
Brotherhood and religious factions of the PLO, and the new 
organ ization quickly acquired a broad following. 

Hamas's armed wing, the ' Izz ai-Din al-Qassam Forces, 
began a campaign of terrorism against Israel. Israel responded 
by imprisoning the founder of Hamas, Shaykh A~mad Yasin, in 
1991 and arresting and deporting hundreds of Hamas activists. 
Hamas denounced the 1993 peace agreement between Israel 
and the PLO and, along with Islamic J ihad, subsequentl y 
intensified its terror campaign usi ng suicide bombers. The 
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PLO and Israel responded with harsh securi ty and punitive 
measures, although PLO chairman Yasir 'Arafat, seeking to 
include Hamas in the political process, appointed Hamas 
members to leadership positions in the Pa lestinian Authority 
(PA). The collapse of peace tal ks between Israelis and Palesti
nians in September 2000 led co an increase in violence that came 
to be known as the Aqsa intifada. Thatconfl ictwas marked by a 
degree of violence un seen in the first intifada, and Hamas 
activists further escalated their attacks on Israelis and engaged 

in a number of suicide bombings in Israel itself. 
In early 2005 Mahmoud Abbas, president of the PA, and 

Israeli Prime Minister Ariel Sharon announced a suspension of 
hosrilities as Israel prepared to wi thdraw troops from some 
Pa lestinian territories. After much negotiation, Hamas agreed 
to the ceasefire, a lthough sporadic violence continued. In the 
2006 elections for the Pa lestinian Legislative Council, Hamas 

won a surprise victory over rhe moderare Fatah, capruring rhe 
maj ority of seats. The twO groups eventually formed a coali
tion government, though clashes between Hamas and Farah 
forces in the Gaza Strip intensified, prompting Abbas to 
dissolve the Hamas-Ied government and declare a state of 
emergency in Ju ne 2007. A new Palestine-Israel peace initia
tive was launched, the negotiating process aimed at reaching a 

fi nal peace deal by the end of 2008. Throughout 2007, 
however, Hamas persisted in its refusal to recognize Israel, 
and on Seprember 19 Israel declared Gaza an "enemy entiry". 

Muslim Brothe rhood 

The Muslim Brotherhood (AI-i kh wan AI-muslimu n) was 
founded in 1928 at Isma'i liyah, Egypt, by Hasan al-Banna'. 
It advoca ted a return to the Qur'an and the Hadith as 
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guidelines for a health y, modern Islamic society. The brOther
hood spread rapidl y throughom Egypt, the Sudan, Syria, 
Palestine, Lebanon, and Norrh Africa. 

Aher 1938 the Muslim Brotherhood began to politicize its 
outlook. It demanded purity of the Islamic world and rejected 
Westernization, secularization, and modernization. The 
brotherhood organized a terrorist arm, and when the Egyptian 
government seemed to weaken in the mid-1940s, the brother
hood posed a threat to the mona rchy and the ruling Wafd Party. 
With the advent of the revolutionary regime in Egypt in 1952, 
the brotherhood retreated underground. An arrempt ro assas
sinate Egyptian presidentGamal Abdel Nasser in Alexandria on 
Ocrober 26 1954 led to the Muslim Brotherhood's forcible 
suppression. Six of its leaders were tried and executed for 
treason, and many others were imprisoned. In the 1960s and 
1970s the brotherhood's activities remained largely clandestine. 

In the 1980s the Muslim Brorherhood experienced a renew
al as part of the general upsurge of religious activity in Islamic 
countries. Its new adherents aimed to reorganize society and 
government according to Islamic doctrines, and they were 
vehemently an ti -Western. An uprising by the Muslim Brother
hood in the Syrian city of Hamah in February 1982 was 
crushed by the government of Hafiz ai-Assad at a cost of 
thousands of lives. The Brotherhood revived in Egypt and 
Jordan in the same period and, begin ning in the late 1980s, its 
political arm, the Political Action From, emerged to compete in 
legislative elections in those countries. 

Hezbollah 

Hezbollah (Hizb Allah; ' 'Party of God") is a militia group and 
political party that first emerged as a faction in Lebanon 
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following the Israeli invasion of that country in 1982. Shi'ite 
Muslims, traditionally the wea kest religious group in Leba
non, first found their voice in the moderate, and largely 
secular, Amal movemem. Following the Islamic Revolution 
in Shi'ite Iran in 1979 and the Israeli invasion in 1982, a grou p 
of Lebanese Shi'ite clerics formed Hezbollah with the goa l of 
driving Israel from Lebanon and establishing an Islamic state 
there. Based in the predominately Shi'itc areas of the Biqa' 

Valley, southern Lebanon, and sou thern Beirut, Hezbollah 
coordinated its efforts closely with Iran, whence it acq uired 
substanti al logistical support, and drew its manpower largely 
from disaffected younger and morc radical members of Amal. 

Throughout the 1980s Hezbollah engaged in increasingly 
sophisticated attacks against Israel and fought in Lebanon's 
civil war (1975-90), during which it repeatedly came to blows 
with Amal. Although Hezbollah allegedly engaged in terrorist 

attacks, including kidnappings and car bombings, directed 
predominantly against Westerners, it also established a com
prehensive social-services network for its supporters. Hezbol
lah was one of the few mil itia groups not disarmed by the 
Syrians at the end of the civil war, and it continued to fight a 
sustained guerrilla campaign against Israel in southern Leba
non unti l Israel's withdrawal in 2000. Hezbollah emerged as a 

lead ing political party in post-civil-war Lebanon. 
On July 12 2006, Hezbollah, in an attempt to pressure Israel 

into releasing three Leba nese jailed in Israeli prisons, launched 
a military operation against Israel, killing a number of Israel i 
soldiers and abd ucting two as prisoners of war. This action 
prompted Israel to launch a major military offensive against 
Hezbollah. The 34-day wa r between Hezbollah and Israel 
resulted in the deaths of 1,000 Lebanese and the displacement 
of some one million. Fighting the vaunted Israeli Defence 
Forces to a standstill - a feat no other Arab militia had 
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accomplished - Hezbollah and its leader, Hassan Nasrallah, 
emerged as heroes throughout much of the Arab world. With
in Lebanon, Hezbollah used its prestige to attempt to topple 
the government, with Hezbollah's members (a long with those 
of the Amal militia) resigning from the cabinet in the months 
following the war. 

AI-Qaeda 

AI-Qaeda ("the Base"), a broad-based Islamic terrorist orga
nization founded by Osama bin Laden, began as a logistica l 
network to support Muslims fighting agai nst the Soviet occu
pation of Afghanistan; members were recruited throughout the 
Islamic world. Like thousands of other Muslims, bin Laden, 
one of more than 50 chi ldren of one of Saudi Arabia's 
wealthiest families, joined the Afghan resistance shortly after 
the Soviet Union invaded Afghanistan in 1979, viewing it as 
his M uslim duty to repel the occupation. After the Soviet 
withdrawal in 1989, he returned home as a hero, but he 
was quickly disappointed with what he perceived as the 
corruption of the Saudi government and of his own family. 
His objection to the presence of u.s. troops in Saudi Arabia 
during the Persian Gulf War led to a growing rift wi th his 
country's leaders. 

By 1993 bin Laden had purportedly formed the early al
Qaeda network, which consisted largely of militant Muslims 
he had met in Afghanistan. The group continued to oppose 
what its leaders considered corrupt Islamic regimes and for
eign (particu larly U.S .) presence in Islamic lands. With active 
members and sympathizers in dozens of countries, the group 
eventually re-established its headquarters in Afghanistan 
(c. 1996), where it received the patronage of the country's 
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Taliban government and merged with other Islamic extremist 
organiza tions, including Egypt'S Islamic Jihad and the Islamic 
Group. Aided by bin Laden's considerable wealth, al-Qaeda 
established traini ng camps for Muslim militants from through
out the world and funded and organized several attacks in the 
1990s, including truck-bombings of American targets in Saudi 
Arabia (1996), the killing of tourists in Egypt (1997), the 
simultaneous bombings of the U.S. embassies in Nairobi, 
Kenya, and Dar es Sa laam, Tanzania (1998 ), and a suicide 
bomb attack against the U.S. warship Cole in Aden, Yemen 
(2000). 

In 1996-8 bin Laden, a self-styled scholar, issued a series of 
fatwas ("religiolls opinions") declaring a jihad against the 
United States, which he accused, among othet things, of 
looting the natu ral resources of the Musl im world and aiding 
and abetting the enemies of Islam. Bin Laden's apparent goal 
was to draw the United States into a large-scale war in the 
Islamic world that would eventually lead to the overthrow of 
moderate Islamic governments and the re-establishment of the 
Cali phate. 

In 2001, 19 militants associated with al-Qaeda staged the 
September 11 attacks against the United States (see Chapter 9). 
In response, the United States led an interna tional military 
coalition that attacked Taliban and al-Qaeda forces in Afgha
nistan, overthrowing the Taliban government, killing and 
capturing thousands of militants, and driving the remainder 
and their leaders (including bin Laden) into hiding. Despite the 
subseq uent capture of several key al-Qaeda members (includ
ing the militant who allegedly planned and organ ized the 
September 11 attacks), the organ ization and its sympathizers 
purportedly continued to stage acts of terrorism throughout 
the world. 
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The Taliban 

The Taliban (Persian: Taleball , "Students") IS an ultra
conservative pol itical and religious faction that emerged in 
Afghanistan in the mid-1990s following the withdrawal of 
Soviet troops, the collapse of Afghanistan's communist re
gime, and the subsequent breakdown in civil order. The 
group took its name from its membership, which consisted 
largely of students trained in madrasahs (religious schools) 
that were established for Afghan refugees in the 1980s in 
northern Pakistan. In a shorr time the students were joined 
by others, including members of the mll;ahideen and fighters 
formerly associated wi th the communists - many of whom 
were induced to switch sides by generous payments funded 
by the government of Saudi Arabia, then a major Tali ban 
supporter. 

The Taliban emerged as a force for social order in 1994 in 
the somhern Afghan province of Kandahar and quickly sub
dued the local warlords who controlled the somh of the 
country. The movement's spiritual and political leader was 
a former ntujahideell fighter, Mullah Mohammad Omar, who 
was best known for his displays of piety and participation in 
the fight against the Soviet occupation. 

By late 1996 popular support for the Taliban among Afg
hanistan's southern Pashtun ethnic group, as well as assistance 
from conservative Islamic elements abroad , particularly from 
Pakistan, enabled the facrion to seize the capital, Kabul, and 
gain effective control of the country. Resistance to the Taliban 
continued, however, particularly among non-Pashrun ethnic 
groups - namely the Tajik, Uzbek, and Hazara - in the north , 
west, and central parts of the country, who saw the power of 
the predominantly Pashrun Taliban as a contin uation of the 
trad itional Pashtun hegemony of the country. By 2001 the 
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Taliban controlled all bur a small section of northern Afghan i
Stan. 

Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, and the United Arab Emirates gave 
formal recognition to the Taliban government, but the move
ment was denied Afghanistan's seat at the UN. World opinion 
largely disapproved of the Tal iban's social policies - including 
the near-tota l exclusion of women from public life (incl uding 
employment and education), the systema tic destruction of 
non-Islamic artistic relics (as occurred in the town of Bamian), 

and the implementation of harsh crimina l punishments. More 
significa nt was the fact that the Taliban allowed Afghanistan 
to become a haven fo r Islamic militants from throughout the 
world, including Osama bin Laden, the leader of a[-Qaeda. 
The Taliban's refusal to extradite bin Laden to the Uni ted 
States following the 2001 September 11 attacks prompted a 
military confrontation with the United States and a llied 

powers as described above (see also Chapter 9). The Taliban 
was subsequently driven from power. In the early twenty-fi rst 
century, however, Ta li ban resistance wou[d increase, with 
growing support particu[arly in the Pashtun tribal areas, 
and there would be an upsurge in targeted attacks and suicide 
bombings in Kabu[ and across the cou ntry. 
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THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY 

September II Attacks and Their Aftermath 

During the late twentieth century the radica l Islamic funda
mentalism that had swept across much of the Muslim world 
erupted in militancy and terrorism aga inst the West. While 
many fundamentalists maintained their fight for peaceful, 
albeit radical, reform, Islamist terrorist networks used violent 
means . Perhaps the most extreme example was the 2001 
September 11 attacks by al-Qaeda on the World Trade Center 

and the Pentagon in the Uni ted States, which shocked the 
world. These attacks initia ted a flood of events that affected all 
aspects of life in all corners of rhe world. Yet seven years later, 
in 2008, Osama bin Laden, the leader of al -Qaeda and the man 
held responsible for the September 11 attacks, remained at 
large, his Taliban supporters in Afghanistan were still active, 
and many of the issues between islamist extremists and Wes
tern democracies were unresolved. 

On September 11 2001, groups of attackers boarded four 
domestic aircraft at three East Coast airports in the United 
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States and, soon after take-off, disabled the crews and took 
control of the planes. The hijackers, most of whom were from 
Saudi Arabia, had previously established themselves in the 
United States, many well in advance of the attacks. The air
craft, all large and bound for the West Coast, had full loads of 
fuel. At 8.46 a.m. (local time ) the terrorists piloted the first 
plane, which had originated from Boston, in(O the north tower 
of the World Trade Center in New York City. A second plane, 
also from Boston, struck the south tower rough ly 15 minutes 
later. Each structure was badly damaged by the impact and 
erupted into flames. A th ird plane, from the Washington, D.C. 
area, struck the south-west side of the Pentagon JUSt outside 
the city at 9.40, rouching off a fi re in that section of the 
structure. Within the next hour the fourth aircraft (from 
Newark, New Jersey) crashed in the Pennsylvania countryside 
after its passengers - informed of events via cellular phone -
attempted to overpower their assailants. 

At 9.59 the World Trade Center's heavily damaged south 
rower collapsed; the north rower fell about half an hour 
later. A number of other bui ldings adjacent to the twin 
towers suffered serious damage, and several subsequently 
fe ll. Rescue operations began almost immediate ly, as the 
country and the world sought to come to gr ips with the 
enormity of the losses. Some 2,750 people were killed in 
New York, 184 at the Pentagon, and 40 in Pennsylva ni a; all 
19 terrorists died; more than 400 police officers and fire
fighters were killed. 

The emotional distress caused by the attacks - particu larly 
the collapse of the twin rowers, New York Ci ty'S most visible 
landmark - was overwhelming. Hundreds of thousands of 
people witnessed the attacks first-hand, and millions watched 
the tragedy unfold on television. World markets were badly 
shaken; the rowers were at the heart of New York's fi nancia l 



Domes of a mosque silhouetted against the sky, Malaysia.



The Prophet's Mosque in Medina, Saudi Arabia, contains the tomb of 
Mu~ammad and is one of the three holiest places of Islam. 



(above) Nearly one million 
pilgrims in prayer at the Great 
Mosque in Mecca, Saudi Arabia. 
The Ka'bah is a small shrine 
located near the centre of the 
Great Mosque and is considered 
by Muslims everywhere to be 
the most sacred spot on Earth. 
Muslims orient themselves 
towards this shrine during the 
five daily prayers, bury their 
dead facing its meridian, and 
cherish the ambition of visiting 
it on pilgrimage, or hajj. 

(left) The angels decorat ing 
the Ka'bah at the birth of 
Muhammad. This miniature 
is by Lufti Abdullah, master 
painter at the court of the sultan 
Murat III (1546- 95), and dates 
from 1594. 



The Great Mosque of Damascus, Syria, also known as the Umayyad Mosque. It is the earliest surviving 
stone mosque, built between AD 705 and 715 by the Umayyad Caliph al-Walīd I. The mosque was 
destroyed by Timur in 1401, rebuilt by the Arabs, and damaged by fire in 1893. Although it could not 
be restored to its original splendour, the mosque is still an impressive architectural monument.



- (above) Interior of the Blue Mosque of 
Ottoman sultan Ahmed I, designed and 
built by Mehmed Aga, royal architect to the 
Ottoman court, between 1609 and 1616. 
Probably the most well known of all the 
mosques in Istanbul, it has six minarets 
instead of the customary four. 

(left) Ivory casket (15 em in height) made 
for al-Mughirah, son of'Abd al-Ral,1man JII 
(AO 891-961), the emir of C6rdoba, Spain, 
dating from AD 968. Now in the Louvre, 
Paris, it is a fine example of early Islamic 
decorative art. 



An early nineteenth-century prayer rug from the town ofGhiordes (G6rdes), 
western Anatolia (now in Turkey). Prayer rugs are used by Muslims primarily 
to cover the bare ground or floor while they pray and are characterized by the 
prayer niche, or miizrnb, an arch-shaped design at one end of the carpet. The 
mihrnb must point toward Mecca while the rug is in use. 



An example of Ishlmic calligraphy. Because representation of living beings 
is prohibited in Islam, the centre of the Islamic artistic tradition lies in work 
like this, and the word as the medium of divine revelation is a distinguishing 
feature of Islamic culture. 



The con frontat ion between radicallsl:i.mic groups and government fo rces at 
Lal Masjid (Red Mosque) il1 1slambad, Pakistan, 2007. 
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district, and damage to Lower Manhattan's infrastructure, 
combined with fears of stock market panic, kept New York 
markets closed for four trading days. Markets afterwa rds 
suffered record losses . 

Countries a ll ied with the United States ra llied to its sup
port. Evidence gathered by the United States soon convinced 
most governments that al-Qaeda was responsible for the 
attacks. The group had been implicated in previous terrorist 
stri kes against Americans, and its leader, Osama bin Laden, 
had made numerous anti-American statements. Al-Qaeda 
was headquartered in Afgha ni stan and had forged a close 
relationship with that country's ruling Taliban militia, which 
subsequently re fused U.S. dema nds to extradite bin Laden 
and to terminate al-Qaeda activity there. In early October, 
U.S. and all ied milita ry forces launched an attack that, 
within months, killed or captured thousands of militants 
and drove Ta liban and al-Qaeda leaders into hiding (see 
below). 

Other nations rushed to America's side, offering condo
lences and active assistance. The North Atlantic Treaty Orga
nization (NATO) invoked Article 5 of its founding trea ty, 
declaring that the terrorist actions constituted an arrack 
against all NATO members, which would respond - as re
quired by the treaty - as if they had been attacked themselves. 
Article 5 had never before been invoked. President Putin of 
Russia phoned the U.S. president and pledged his country's 
cooperation in a war against terrorism. As a demonstration 
of suppOrt, Austral ia invoked the Australia- New Zealand
United States (ANZUS) Treaty, putting elements of its armed 
forces on a higher state of readiness in case they were called 
upon to assist the United States. On September 19 the Orga
nization of American States agreed by acclamation to invoke 
the Rio Trea ty, a mutual defence pact. 
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The near unanimity of suppOrt fo r America among political 
leaders was n Ot so evident on the streets of the world's cities, 
towns, and villages. Wi thin hours of the attacks, cameras 
caught Palestinians on the West Bank exulting over the ter
rorists' successes . Posters carrying the likeness of Osama bin 
Laden blossomed throughout the Muslim world . Public opi
nion polls and questioning reporters found that citizens of 
many lands felt sympathy for the terrorists and antipathy for 
the United Sra tes. In China, government officials censored 
Internet discussions that incl uded much cheering fo r a blow 
struck agai nst America n arrogance. A poll taken in Bolivia 
found that bin Laden was the most ad mired man in that 
Andean nation. 

Anti-American ism was nothing new, of course, bur this 
latest stra in had special cha racteristics related to America's 
overwhelming power and the way it had been used and 
perceived through the 1990s. By 2001 the new U.S. ad min
istration under President George W. Bush was infuriating allies 
and riva ls alike with its unilateral approach to international 
affairs and its reluctance to join other countries in collective 
action. 

Bush spent most of the fi rst days after the attacks speaking 
and meeting with foreign leaders, building what he ca lled a 
new global coalition against terrorism. On September 24 the 
House of Representatives voted to release $582 mill ion of the 
$819 million in dues that the United States had been with
holding from rhe Uni ted Na tions. Concerns that just before 
September 11 dominated American pol icy suddenly disap
peared. So, fo r example, Uzbekistan, with its corrupt and 
authoritaria n regime that had been held at arm's length by 
the United States before September 11 , became an important 
ally and a base for American military operations soon after
wards. 
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The United States declared a "war on terrori sm" and 
promptly focused on al-Qaeda and its Taliban prOtectors 
in Afghanistan. At home, security measures were tightened at 
such places as airports, govern ment build ings, and spo rts 
venues. In 2002, President Bush signed into law the Home
land Security Act, which created the Department of Home
land Security, merging the functions of 22 existing agencies, 
including the U.S. Coast Guard, the Secret Service, and the 
Border Patrol. In January 2002 Bush secretly authorized the 
National Security Agency (NSA) to monitor the international 
telephone calls and e-mail messages of American citizens and 
others in the United States without fi rst obta ini ng an order 
from the Foreign Intelligence Surveilla nce Court, as required 
by the Foreign Intell igence Surveillance Act of 1978. When 
the spy ing programme was revea led in news reports in 
December 2005, the admin istration insisted that it was jus
tified by a September 2001 joint Congressional resolurion 
that authorized the president to use "all necessary and 
appropriate force" against those responsible for the Septem
ber 11 attacks. 

In September 2002 Bush announced a new Nationa l Secur
ity Strategy of the Uni ted States of America . It was notable for 
its declaration that the United States wou ld act "pre
emptively", using military force if necessary, to foresta ll or 
prevent threa ts to its security by terrorists or "rogue states" 
possessing biological, chemical, or nuclear weapons - so-called 
weapons of mass destruction. 

Several other states also began taking tough measures to 
eradicate terrorist groups. Following a mass hostage-taking 
incident in Moscow in October 2002, the Kremlin announced 
that it was prepared to strike pre-emptively across interna
tional borders in order to stop terrorist actions. Australian 
Prime Minister John Howard put Australia 's security forces on 
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high a lert after a terrorist bombing in Bali, Indonesia in which 
nearly 200 people, including 90 Australian citizens, were 
killed, and in December 2002 he announced that he was 
prepared (0 order pre-emptive strikes against terrorists any
where in the region. 

Afghanistan: Operation Enduring Freedom 

Blaming bin Laden for the September 11 attacks, the U.S. 
turned its military wrath agai nst the Taliban for continuing to 
protect him. On September 19 2001, the U.S. dispatched more 
than 100 combat and support aircra ft to various bases in the 
Middle East and the Indian Ocean. A large naval task force 
was sent to join what was first ca lled Operation Infinite Justice 
but was later renamed Operation Endu ring Freedom, after 
complaints were received from Muslims. The anti-terrorist 
coal ition constituted for the U.S. war on terrorism included 
contributions from Germany and Japan, countries that were 
largely able to overcome their post-Second World War reluc
tance to deploy a rmed forces abroad. 

Allied air strikes by U.S. and British forces in Afghanistan, 
aimed a t Taliban military targets, began on October 7. Later, 
U.S. special forces lau nc hed ground raids inside the country. 
The United States enlisted as an ally the anti-Taliba n North
ern Alliance, the principal remaining opposition ro the 
Taliban in Afghanista n, relying on them ro provide the bu lk 
of gro und troops for the campaign. The northern city of 
Mazar-e Sharif fe ll one month later, and on November 13 the 
Northern Alliance entered Kabul as Taliban forces fled 
the capita l. 

On December 9, with the fall of the Taliba n's principal city of 
Kandahar imminent, American B-S2s began carpet bombing a 
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network of caves in the Tora Bora mou ntains of eastern 
Afghanistan, the last stronghold of forces loya l to Osama bin 
Laden and the Ta liban. Many Ta liban disappeared into the 
countryside, fled to Pakistan, or shifted their allegiance. On 
December 15 anti-Taliban Afghan troops, backed by British 
and American commandos, su rrounded a cave where bin Laden 
and a dwind ling force of al-Qaeda fighters were thought to be 
hiding, but bin Laden was not found. 

Afghanistan's Interim Administration 2001-D3 

International moves to solve the resulting political crisis foc
used on avoiding the chaos and destruction that had followed 
the mlljahideen takeover from the communist government of 
Mohammad Najibullah in 1992. On November 27 a UN
sponsored conference in Bonn, Germa ny, convened to settle on 
an interim government to replace the Taliban. The largest 
sha re of delegates represented the Northern Alliance. Suppor
ters of former king Zahir Shah also pa rticipated. It was agreed 
that Hamid Karzai, a Pashtun tribal leader and supporter of 
the former king, would lead an interim administration for six 
months, when a loya jirga, a traditional Afghan assembly of 
notables, wou ld choose a new government. 

Warlorcl ism and ethnic rivalry were prominent in Afghan i
stan throughout 2002, yet important steps were taken toward 
building a stable, democratic social structure based on trad i
tional Afghan values. Karzai sought to maintain balance 
among the country's ethnic and tribal groups whi le la ying a 
foundation for national institutions. Security in Kabul was 
maintained by an International Security Assistance Force 
(ISAF) of 4,000 to 5,000 troops contributed by 31 countries 
whose command was rotated among them. U.S. troops did not 
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participate in the ISAF, but they operated throughout the 
country in an ancmpt to rOOt our fighters loyal to the ousted 
Taliban regime or al-Qaeda. Meanwhile, growing numbers of 
Afghan civilian casuahies from American military activity 
provoked criticism from those who opposed Karzai's friendly 
relations with the United States. 

In March Karza i took initial s(Cps toward the creation of a 
national army not dependent on tribal or ethnic loyal ties. Its 
projected strength was 50,000, but only a few hundred recruits 
could be found. Beyond Kabul, Karzai's government depended 
for support on Tajik militias, led by Karzai's defence minister, 
Muhammad Qasim Fahim; tough Uzbek fighters in northern 
Afghanistan; and the powerful governor of Herat, Ismail 
Khan, also a Taj ik . In the southern and eastern provinces, 
Pashtun tribes from which the Taliban had drawn the core of 
its strength, and who constituted more than half of the 
country's population, expressed dissa risfaction wi rh their 
sha re in the government. 

In June the country's former king, Mohammad Zahir 
Shah, returned to Kabul and officially opened an emergency 
loya jirga, as prescribed by the Bonn agreement. The body's 
most importan t task was to choose a president of the 
Transitional Authority that, according to the Bonn agree
ment, should replace the Interim Authority. Challenges from 
former presidenr Burhaneddin Rabbani, a Tajik, and from 
supporters of rhe former king were avoided when borh men 
withdrew in a demonstration of nationa l unity, and Karzai 
was elected. His administration included four vice presidents, 
one each from Afghanistan's Pashtun, Tajik, Uzbek, and 
Hazara ethnic groups. However, persistent violence, incl ud
ing the assassination of the Pashtun vice president, Haji 
Abdul Qadir, a bombing in Kabul killing more than two 
dozen Afghans, and an attempted shooting of Karza i in 
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Kandahar, demonstrated the government'S continued vulner
abili ty to breakdowns in public security. 

In 2003, preparations began to register Afghans for a 
general election in June 2004, when a fully representative 
government was to be formed under the Bonn agreement 
timetable. In November the government announced the draft 
of a ncw constitution that was submiucd to a spccialloya iirga. 
Some Afghans criticized the government for having invited 
public debate only after the constitution was drafted, and 
many advocated strict accordance wi th Shari'ah. 

In the meantime, Kabul experienced a boom with the in
crease of reconstruction projects paid for with international 
assistance. Much of the $4.5 billion previously pledged to 
Afghanistan'S reconstruction, however, had not arrived or had 
already been used for humanitarian aid . In the summer the 
United States said it would increase its reconstruction aid by 
$900 million. More than 2.5 million refugees and internally 
displaced persons had returned to their homes, but many were 
faced with food shortages and an increased cost of living. 
When the country's school system reopened in March , five 
million students, boys and girls, enrolled. 

The most serious worry to those working for a stable, 
democratic Afghanistan was the general deterioration of sec
urity in parts of the country beyond the reach of the central 
government. U.s. Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld visi ted 
Kabul in May and declared that major combat activity by u.s. 
forces there was over. Still, a U.S.-led coalition of 12,500 
soldiers battled against terrorist and Taliban opposition 
throughout the remainder of the year. 

The ISAF, for whom responsibility passed to NATO in 
August 2003, was the security guarantOr for areas directly 
under the control of the central government. In October the 
UN Security Council authorized NATO to send ISAF troops 
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anywhere in Afghanistan. This was intended as support for 
President Karzai. Tension had grown between Pakistan and 
Afghanistan a fter exchanges of fire between Pakistani troops 
and Afghans on the Afghan border and the ransacking of 
Pakistan's embassy in Kabul. Reports of raids and bomb 
attacks by Ta liban fighters also increased. In the summer 
the Ta liban reportedly set up a new command structure for 
southern Afghanistan, its traditional base of support, and 
weeks later the establishment of another Taliban command 
for northern Afghanistan was claimed. Lack of countrywide 
security caused some, including UN special representative 
Lakhdar Brahimi, to doubt the possibility of conducting fair 
elections on schedule. Despite these concerns and cominuing 
instability, a new constitution was ratified on January 4 2004. 
Nine months later, in October, democratic elections were held 
in which women were granted (he right to vote, and Karza i 
was elected president. 

Th e Iraq War 

The con flict in Iraq consisted of two phases. The first was a 
brief, conventionally fought war (March-April 2003), in 
which a combined force of troops from the United States 
and Britain (with smaller contingents from several other 
countries) invaded Iraq and rapidly defeated iraqi military 
and paramilitary forces. It was followed by a longer second 
phase in which a U.S.-led occu pation of Iraq was opposed by 
an increasingly intensive armed insurgency. The war was 
preceded by repeated statements by leaders of the United 
States and (he United Kingdom that Iraq was manufacturing 
and stockpiling weapons of mass destruction and that it was 
lending support to terrorist groups, including al-Qaeda. 
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Ahhough no weapons of mass destruction were found in Iraq, 
the perceived threa t of such weapons falling into the wrong 
hands was enough to create confrontations between the inter
national community and both Iran and North Korea and to 
inspire the creation of a new multinational partnersh ip to 
combat proliferation of such weapons. Bush's decision to start 
the Iraq War remains controversial. 

After Iraq's defeat by a U.S.-led coal ition in the Persian Gulf 
War (1990-91), the Iraqi Ba'th Parry, headed by Saddam 
Hussein, managed ro retain power by harshly suppressing 
uprisings of the commy's minority Kurds and its majority 
ShT'ite Arabs. To stem the exodus of Kurds from Iraq, the allies 
established a "safe haven" in northern Iraq's predominantly 
Kurdish regions, and allied warplanes patrolled Iraqi aircraft 
"no-fly" zones . To restrain future Iraqi aggression, the United 
Nations (UN) also implemented economic sanctions against 
Iraq in order to, among mher things, hinder the progress of its 
most lethal arms programmes. UN inspections during the mid-
1990s uncovered a variety of proscribed weapons and tech
nology. In 1998 U.S. President Bill Clinton ordered the bomb
ing of several Iraqi mil itary installations (Opera tion Desert 
Fox). After the bombing, however, Iraq refused to allow 
inspectors to re-enter the coun try. 

In November 2002 the Bush administration successfully 
lobbied for a new Security Council resolution providing for 
the return of weapons inspectors ro Iraq. Although Iraq 
appeared to comply, Bush soon declared that the country 
had offered less than full compliance and that it continued to 
possess weapons of mass destruction. For several weeks, the 
United States and Brita in tried to secure support fro m other 
Security Council members for a second resolution explicitly 
authorizing the use of force against Iraq (though officia ls of 
both countries insisted that earlier resolutions provided suf-
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fieient legal justificatio n for military action}. In response, 
France and Russia, while agreei ng that Iraq had failed to 

cooperate fully with weapons inspectors, argued that the 
inspections regime should be continued and strengthened 
and that a second resolution, which they did not support, 
would be necessary to just ify military action under interna
riona l law. 

As part of the administration's diplomatic campaign, Bush 
and o ther officials frequently warned that Iraq possessed 

weapons of mass destruction, that it was attempting to acq uire 
nuclear weapons, and that it had longstanding ties to al-Qaeda 
and mher terrorist organizations. In his State of the Un ion 
address in January 2003, Bush a nnounced that Iraq had 
attempted ro purchase enriched uranium from Niger for use 
in nuclea r weapons. The subsequent determinacion that some 
intell igence reports o f the purchase had relied on forged 

documents complicated the administration's diplomatic efforts 
in the United Nations. Meanwhile, massive anti-war demon
strations rook place in several major cities a round the world. 

Finally, Bush announced the end of U.S. diplomacy. On 
March 17 he issued a n ultimatum ro Hussein, giving him and 
his immediate family 48 hours ro leave Iraq or face removal by 
force; he also indicated that, even if H ussein relinq uished 

power, U.S. military forces would enter the country to search 
for weapons of mass destruction and to stabilize the new 
government. After Hussein's public refusal to leave and as 
the 48- hour deadline approached, Bush ordered the invasion 
o f Iraq, ca lled Operation Iraqi Freedom, to begin on March 20 
(local time). 

The assau lt began when U.S. aircraft dropped several 
precision-guided bombs on a bunker complex in which the 
Iraq i president was believed to be meeting with sen ior staff. 
T his was followed by a series of air strikes directed against 
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government and military installations. U.S. and British ground 
forces then invaded from Kuwait. In southern Iraq the greatest 
resistance to U.S. forces as they advanced northward was from 
irregular groups of Ba'th Party supporters, known as Sad
dam's Fedayeen. British forces - wh ich had deployed around 
the southern city of Basra - faced similar resistance from 
paramilitary and irregular fighters. In central Iraq units of 
the Republican Guard - a heav ily armed paramilitary group 
connected wi th the ruling party - were deployed to defend the 
capital of Baghdad. 

Baghdad fell to U.S. troops on Apri l 9, and the focus of 
action then moved to nonhern Iraq, where U.S.-backed Kurd
ish forces took control of Kirkuk and Mosul before Hussein's 
home town of Tikrit fell to U.S. forces on April 14. Bush 
declared an end to "major combat operations" on May 1. 
Iraqi leaders fled into hiding and were the object of an intense 
search by U.S. forces. Saddam Hussein was capmred on 
December 13 2003, and was mrned over to Iraqi authorities 
in June 2004 to stand trial for various crimes; he was su bse
quently convicted of crimes against humanity and was exe
cuted on December 30 2006. 

In the wake of the invasion, hundreds of si tes suspected of 
producing or housing weapons of mass destruction within Iraq 
were investigated. As the sea rch continued without success 
into the following year, Bush's critics accused him of having 
misled the country into war by exaggerating the threat posed 
by Iraq. In 2004 the Iraq Survey Group, a fact-finding mission 
comprising American and British experts, concluded that Iraq 
did nor possess weapons of mass destruction or the capacity to 
produce them at the time of the invasion, though it found 
evidence that Hussein planned to reconstitute programmes for 
producing such weapons once UN sanctions were lifted. In the 
same year the bipartisan 9/11 Commission (the National 
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Commission on Terrorist Attacks Upon the United States) 
reponed that there was no evidence of a "collaborarive opera
tional relationship" between Iraq and al-Qaeda . 

Iraq Government and Insurgency, 2004-08 

As occupying powers, the United Sta tes and the United 
Kingdom esta blished the Coalition Prov isional Authority 

(C PA). Irs primary goal was to mainta in security and rebu ild 
Iraq's bad ly damaged and deteriorated infrastructure, but its 
efforts were widely ha mpered by an escalat ing insurgency 
involving a variety of groups comprisi ng both Iraq is and 
non-Iraqi fighters fro m other Arab and Islamic co untries. 
Prominent among them were remnants of the former Ba'thisr 
regime and a group under the contro l of Abo Mus'ab a l

Z a rq awi, a Jordanian-born terrorist linked to al-Qaeda. By 
J uly 2003 a provisional Iraq i Interim Govern ing Council 
(IGC) had been established under the direction o f the CPA. 
In the months following Bush's declaration of an end to 

hostil ities, attacks on coal ition forces became bloodier and 
more frequent, often numbering more than 30 a day . Civ i
lians and Iraqi police were also increasi ngly targeted by anti
coalit ion forces, a nd the UN and the International Commit

tee of the Red Cross pulled out most of their sta ffs a fter fata l 
bomb attacks. 

Following the collapse of the Ba'th ist regime, Iraq's major 
cities eru pted in a wave of looting that was directed mosrly at 
government offices and other pu blic institutions, and there 
were severe o utbreaks of violence - both common criminal 
violence a nd acts of reprisal against the former ruli ng clique. 
Restoring law and order was o ne of the most arduous tasks for 
the occupying forces, one that was exacerbated by continued 
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attacks against their troops that soon developed into full-scale 
guerrilla warfare; increasingly, the conflict came to be identi
fied as a civil war. 

After 35 years of Ba'thist rule, three major wars, and a 
dozen yea rs of economic sanctions, the economy was in a 
shambles and only slowly began to recover. Moreove r, the 
country remained saddled with a ponderous debt that vastly 
exceeded its annual gross domestic product, and oil produc
tion - the country's single grea test source of revenue - was 
badly hobbled. In the Shi'ite regions of southern Iraq, many 
of the local religious leaders who had fled Hussein's regime 
returned to the country, and Sht'ites from throughout the 
world we re able to resume the pilgrimage to the holy cities of 
AI-Najaf and Karbala' that had been banned under H ussien. 
The sectarian violence that engulfed the country caused 
enormous chaos, however, with brutal killings by riva l 
Shi'ite and Sunni militias. The militia group of Muqtada 
al-Sadr, a radical Shi'ite cleric, the Ma hdi Army, was parti
cularly deadly in its battle against Sunnis and U.S. and Iraqi 
forces and was considered a major destabi lizing force in the 
country. 

Although some European leaders voiced their condi tional 
support for the war and none regretted the end of the violent 
Ba' thist regime, public opin ion in Europe, the Middle East, 
and other parts of the world remained overwhelmingly against 
the war. Many viewed it as an act of aggression by the United 
States intended to secure American access to Iraq's oil re
sources, and most Arab leaders decried the occupation of a 
fellow Arab country by foreign troops. 

Reacrion to the war was initia lly mixed in the United States, 
but as violence continued and casualties mounted, more 
Americans began to criticize the Bush administration for what 
they perceived to be misleading statements about the threat 
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posed by Iraq in the momhs leading lip [0 the war, and the 
mishandling of the subsequent occupation of the CQunrry. 

In 2004 the appearance in the news of photographs of U.S. 
sold iers a busing Iraqis at Abu Ghraib prison west of Baghdad 
- a facil ity notorious for brutality under the Ba'rh regime -
further damaged world opinion of the United States. The 
photographs and other evidence indicated that prisoners held 
by the U.S. at Abu Ghraib and various other locations had 

been beaten, sexua lly assaulted, deprived of sleep and medical 
attention, frightened by dogs, and subjected to other forms of 
intimida tion, humiliation, and abuse. They were kept naked 
for days at a time, photographed in that state, and forced to 
pose in sexually explicit positions. These actS were part of 
interrogations, supposed ly to get prisoners to reveal useful 
information about terrorist activities . The existence of "ghost 
detainees" - so called because their identities and locations 

were being kept secret, potentially in comravemion of inter
national law - was also reported. 

Th is treatment violated international humanitarian law, 
specifically the Geneva Conventions, which prohibited the 
humiliating or degrading treatment of prisoners of war. Ac
cord ing to investigators from the International Committee of 
the Red Cross, some of the abuses could be classified as torture 
and therefore violated not only the Geneva Conventions but 

also the International Covenant on Civil and Poli tical Rights, 
the Convention Against Torture, and the Universal Declara
tion of Human Rights. 

Several U.S . soldiers were to be jai led for their part in the 
incidents, and Brig. Gen. Janis Karpinski, the officer in 
charge of the prison, was suspended. Prisoner abuse scandals 
also rocked the British, Danish, and Pol ish contingents in 
Iraq. 

Meanwh ile, efforts to hand over control of the government 
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to the Iraqis continued. In June 2004 the CPA and the 
governing counci l were dissolved and political authority 
passed to an interim government headed by Ghazi al-Yawar. 
Subsequendy Ayad 'Allawi was selected prime minister. On 
January 30 2005, despite the ongoing violence, general elec
tions were successfully held for Iraq's new 275-member Trans
itional National Assembly. A draft constitution approved by a 
national referendum in October 2005 called for a new legis
lature, the members of which would largely be elected from 
constituent districts. Sunni Arabs voted overwhelmingly 
against the new constitution, fear ing that it would make them 
a perpetual minority. 

In a general election on December I S, the ShI'ite United 
Iraq i Alliance (UIA) gained the most seats bur not enough 
to call a government. After four months of political wran
gling, Nu ri Kamal al-Maliki of the Shi'ite party Islamic 
Da'awah formed a coalition government that included both 
Arabs and Kurds. Kurdish leader Jalal al-Talabani, who was 
re-elected as president in April 2006, nominated al-Maliki 
as head of the new government, which included Shi'ite, 
Sunni, and Kurdish ministers. AI-Maliki vowed to curb 
violence, restore law and order, and fight corruption in 
the country, stressing that he was the prime minister of all 
Iraq is. At the end of June, he presented an ambitious 24-
point plan of national reconciliation. While the Kurds and 
most ShT'ites welcomed the plan, the Sunnis gave only 
conditional approval, and some Sunnis rejected it outright. 
They demanded that any such plan include unconditional 
amnesty for insurgents and a scheduled withdrawal of U.S. 
and other foreign troops from Iraq before negotiations for 
reconciliation began. 

Political violence continued to grow, especia lly between 
ShT'i te and Sunni militia and terror groups and against coali-
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rion forces and rhe police, bringing the country to the brink of 
civil war and leading to the deaths of tens of thousands of 
people, including many civilians, on all sides of the struggle. 
Most of the killings were carried out by armed militias 
belonging to M uqtada al-Sadr's Shi'ite Jaysh al-Mahdi and 
the Firqat-Badr mi litia of the Supreme Council for the Islamic 
Revolution in Iraq. These two militias were able to infiltrate 
the police force and organize death squads, which carried out 

violence a nd reta liation against Sunnis. The Suno i militants 
were mainly armed terrorist Islamic groups, such as a l-Qaeda, 
which fought alongside secular SUllll i nationalist contingents, 
such as former Ba'rhisrs. Many Iraqis believed that some 
neighbouring countries were helping to fuel the violence. 
The Sunnis accused Ira n of intervening to help the Shi'ites, 
while the Shi'ites accused Syria and some Arab Gulf countries 
of helping Sunni insurgents and Islamists . 

In October 2006, the National Assembly adopted by a very 
thi n margin a law that would allow the establishment of 
federal regions in Iraq. While one of the major Shi'ite parties 
and the Ku rds supported this law, Sunn i leaders and a 
number of Shi'ite deputies opposed it bitterly, saying it would 
allow the estab lish ment o f a semi-autonomous Shi'ite pro
vince in the south, which wou ld lead to more vio lence in the 

country and weaken the authori ty of the cen tral government. 
The Kurd ish community in the north remained more peacefu l 
than the rest of the counrry and began building up its 
own institutions and enacting legis la ti on to create a semi
autonomous region. 

Five years after the start of the Iraq War, the absence of a 
sha red vision for the future of Iraq continued to be a major 
problem in achieving effective government in the country. 
Acts of violence by Sunni insurgents, a l-Qaeda partisans, and 
Shi'i te militias against the U.S. and Iraqi government forces 
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continued throughout 2007, as did confrontations between 
ShI'i te militias in many parts of the country. After a con
frontat ion , in August, between the Mahdi Army of Muqtada 
al-Sadr and forces belonging to the Islamic Supreme Counci l 
of Iraq in Karbala', Sadr withd rew his group from the United 
Iraqi All iance, the main Shi'ite bloc in the parliament. The 
action was the most dramatic sign of political trans formation 
in Iraq, signa lling the fraying of old alliances and the pos
sibility of new groupings. The main Sunni group in the 
government, the Iraqi Accord Front, wi thdrew its six min
isters to protest, among other things, an alleged "genocide 
campaign" against the Sunnis. Key legislation remained 
hostage to protracted negotiations in an unwieldy parliament 
that could barely muster a quorum. 

By the end of 2007, ethnic and sectarian change in Baghdad 
had left eastern parts of the city with mainly Shi' ite inhabitants 
(with pockets of Sunni areas mainly in the north and down
town Baghdad). Iraqis (mostly Sunnis) continued to flee to 
neighbouring countries, mainly Syria and Jordan. In August 
Turkey and Iraq agreed to clear Tu rkish Kurdish rebels from 
northern Iraq, and Turkey threatened to halt cross-border 
guerrilla attacks by these Kurdish rebels by force if necessa ry. 
U.S. and Iraqi official s accused Iran of interfering in Iraq's 
internal affairs and attempting to destabilize the country by 
supplying arms and training to militias. In Ma rch 2007, talks 
were held between Iranian, U.S., and Iraqi officials, and the 
parties agreed to set up a comminee to work on Iraq's 
stabilization. 

In late 2006 the Iraq Study Group, an independent biparti
san panel co-chaired by former U.S. Secreta ry of State James A. 
Baker III and former U.S. Congressman Lee Hami lton , had 
issued a report that found the situation in Iraq to be "grave and 
deteriorating". It advocated region-wide diplomatic efforts to 
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resolve the conflict and called for the U.S. military role to 
evolve into one that provided diminishing supporr for an Iraq i 
government that should assume responsibility for the cOLln

try's security. In 2007, however, seeking to stabilize Iraq, Bush 
announced a controversial plan to increase the number of U.S. 
troops there. Some success was achieved in reducing violence 
in AI-An bar province, where Sunni Arab tribes, supported by 
the United States, had formed a unified fron t called the Anbar 
Sa lvation Council ro fight al-Qaeda, and in Diyala province, 
where the United States tried to bring about some reconcilia

tion between Shi'ite and Sunni tribes, urging them ro cooperate 
in the fight against insurgents and a l-Qaeda groups . There was 
a decrease in the number of attacks a nd casualties in Baghdad 
and western Iraq. 

In September 2007, however, the commander of the U.S. 
forces in Iraq told the U.S. Congress that he envisioned a 

grad ual withdrawal of 30,000 troops from Iraq sta rting in 
the spring of 2008. The same month the British government 
reduced its troop levels and began to withdraw those that 
remained from the city of Basra to bases outside the city. 
These moves were aimed at paving the way for a complete 
withdrawal in the future. Iraqi security forces took over 
positions previo usly held by the British. The U.S. Senate 

also passed a non-binding resol ution aimed at partitioning 
Iraq along eth nic and sectarian lines - Ku rdish, Sunni, and 
Shi'ite; these units, however, would be kept in side Iraq in a 
loose federation. Though the Kurds welcomed the resolu
tion, the pla n was met with criticism by other Iraqis and by 
Arab countries . 
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Norms of International Law 

229 

The appl icabil ity of the accepted rules of war to the conflict in 
Afghanistan and to the war on terrorism generally came under 
special scrutiny . Once the invasion of Afghanistan began in 
Octobcr 2001, the Bush administration dcclared that capturcd 
members of the al-Qaeda tcrrorist organization wcrc "unlaw
ful combatants" who had no right to protection under intcr
national law. Furthermore, such persons cou ld be held 
indefinitely without formal charges under powers that Con
gress granted the president to fight terrorism. The adminis
tration also said it would apply the Geneva Conventions to 
soldiers of Afghanistan's deposed Taliban regime but wou ld 
not grant them status as prisoners of war. 

In January 2002, as the paci fication of Afghanistan con
tinued, the United States began transferring captured Taliban 
fighters and suspected al-Qaeda members from Afghanistan to 
a special prison at the country's permament naval base in 
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. Eventually hundreds of prisoners 
from more than 30 coun tries - including the United Kingdom, 
France, and Australia - were held at the facility without charge 
and without the legal mca ns to cha llcnge their detcntions 
(habeas corpus). 

Under the Geneva Conventions, parties to an armed conflict 
have the right to capture and intern enemy combatants as well 
as civi lians who pose a danger to the security of the state. The 
detaining power has the righ t to punish enemy soldiers and 
civilians for crimes committed prior to their capture as well as 
during captivity, but only after a fai r trial in accordance with 
applicable international law. The Geneva Conventions stipu
late that prisoners of war should be tried in a mil itary court 
unless the existing laws of the detaining power permit trials of 
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its own military personnel in a civil court for the sa me offence. 
Prisoners of war have the right to defence by a qualified 
advocate or counsel of theif own choice, to the ca lling of 
witnesses, and, if they deem it necessary, to the services of a 
competcm interpreter. According to rhe International Com
mittee of the Red Cross (Je RC), all detainees taken in wa r are 
protected by the Geneva Conventions, and violations of the 
accords may constitute either war crimes or crimes against 
humanity. 

The prison at Guantfmamo became the focus of interna
tional controversy in June 2004, after a confidentia l report by 
the JeRe found that significant numbers of prisoners had been 
interrogated by means of techniques that were "tantamount to 
torture". The leak of the report came just two months after the 
publication of the photographs of abusive treatment of prison
ers by U.S. soldiers at Abu Ghraib . In response to the Abu 

Ghraib revelations, the U.S. Congress evem ually passed the 
Detainee Treatment Act, which banned the "cruel, inhuman, 
or degrading" treatment of prisoners in U.S. mil itary custody. 
Although the measure became law with Bush's signatu re in 
December 2005, he added a "signing statement" in which 
he reserved the right to set aside the law's restrictions if he 
deemed them inconsistent with his consti tutional powers as 
commander-in-chief. 

In June 2006 the U.S. Supreme Court declared that the 
system of military commissions that the administration had 
intended to use to try selected prisoners at Guantanamo on 
charges of war crimes was in violation of the Geneva Con
ventions and the Uniform Code of Military J ustice, which 
governs American rules of courts martial. Later that year, 
Congress passed the Military Commissions Act, which gave 
the commissions the express statutory basis that the court had 
found lack ing; the law also prevented enemy com batants who 
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were not American citizens from challenging thei r detention in 
the federal courts. 

In separate programmes run by the Cemral Imelligence 
Agency (CIA), dozens of individua ls suspected of involvemem 
in terrorism were abducted outside the United States and held 
in secret prisons in eastern Europe and elsewhere or trans
ferred for imerrogation to countries th at routinely practised 
torture. Although such extrajudicial transfers, or "extraord in
ary renditions", had taken place during the Clinton adminis
tration, the Bush administration greatly expanded the practice 
after the September 11 attacks. Press reports of the renditions 
in 2005 sparked controversy in Europe and led to offic ial 
investigations imo whether some European governmems had 
knowingly permitted rendition flights through their coumries' 
territories, an apparem violation of the human rights law of 
the European Union. 

In February 2005 the CIA confirmed that some individuals 
in its custody had been subjected to "enhanced imerrogation 
techniques", including waterboarding (simulated drowning), 
which was generally regarded as a form of torture under 
imernational law. The CIA's position that waterboarding 
did not constitute torture had been based on the legal opinions 
of the j ustice Department and specifically on a secret memo 
issued in 2002 tha t adopted an unconventiona lly na rrow and 
legally questionable definition of torture. After the memo was 
leaked to the press in june 2004, the j ustice Department 
rescinded its opinion. In 2005, however, the department issued 
new secret memos declaring the legality of enhanced inter
rogation techniques, including waterhoarding. The new 
memos were revealed in news reports in 2007, prompting 
outrage from critics of the administration. In j uly 2007 Bush 
issued an executive order that prohibited the CIA from using 
torture or acts of cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment, 
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though the specific interrogation techniques it was allowed to 
lise remained classified. In March 2008 Bush vetoed a bill 
directed specifically at the CIA that would have prevented the 
agency from using any interroga tion technique, such as water
board ing, that was not included in the U.S . Army's field 
manual on interrogation. 

Islamic Republic of Afghanistan 

Under the new constitution rarified 0 11 January 4 2004, 
Afghanistan was declared an Islamic republic. The constitu
tion prohibited laws that were contrary to the tenets of Islam, 
bur it also promised that fo llowers of other religions would be 
free to exercise their faiths and specified ind ividual rights of the 
kind found in many Western democratic constitutions . It 
guaranteed women equal rights with men and made specific 
provision for women's education and social welfare. Interna
tional reaction was generally positive; the U.S. ambassador to 

Afghanistan, Zalmay Khalilzad, called the results "one of the 
most enlightened constitutions in the Islamic world." 

Security fears and the threat of violence from terrorist 
groups, as well as armed disputes over regional and ethnic 
issues, posed a continuing problem, however. As elections 
approached, NATO pledged ro increase its International Sec
urity Assistance Force (ISAF) to 8,500 troops. U.S.-led forces 
charged with hu ming down the Taliban and capturing a l
Qaeda leader Osama bin Laden were enlarged ro 18,500, and 
their brief was expanded to include economic, political, and 
social development. U.S . military officia ls promised an ex
panded programme of " provincial reconstruction teams" to 

strengthen central and local government th rough vi llage dev
elopment. 
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Security fears and difficu lties in registering Afghanista n's 
estimated 10 million voters forced a postponemem of the 
elections until October 2004. The Pashrun Hamid Karza i 
won the election and was sworn in as president on December 
7. His choice of running ma tes - A~mad Zia Masoud, the 
brother of assassinated Taj ik mujahideen hero A~mad Shah 
Masoud, and Hazara leader Karim Kh alili - demonstrated 
the importance of ethn ic ba lance in the country's new 
democracy. 

In 2005 Afghanistan appeared to move toward constitu
tional sta bi lity and economic growth, bur widespread inci
dents of violence made it clear that the Tali ban and other 
fundamentalist guerrilla s remained a serious threat to Karzai's 
government. Violence by the Taliban escalated; in June a 
su icide bomber killed 20 people in Kandahar's main mosque, 
includ ing Kabul's security chief, who was attending the funera l 
of an anti-Taliban cleric killed three days earlier. Anti
American demonstrations in several locations were sroked 
by press repOrts that claimed that U.S . authorities at the prison 
in Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, had desecrated the Qur'an. At 
least 14 deaths were reported. 

The process outlined in the Bonn agreement of December 
2001, by which Afghanistan's state structure would be rebuilt, 
approached completion with the September 18 election of the 
Wolesi Jirga, the lower house of Afghanistan's National 
Assembly, and provincial and local coullciis across the coun
try. The constitution required at least twO female delegates 
from each of Afghanistan's 34 provinces, and election officials 
sa id that almost 350 of some 2,900 candidates were female. 
Though Taliban guerrillas had promised not to disrupt the 
polling, they carried out a deadly campaign of violence leadi ng 
up to the elections and killed severa l candidates and election 
workers. 
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Afghan istan'S economic progress was stymied by bad roads, 
land mines, lack of electricity, and a poor educational system, 
as well as security concerns and the weakness of the centra l 
government. The greatest threat co economic recovery, how
ever, remained the nationwide economic dependence on 
opium production. Relations with neighbouring Pakistan were 
strained as Kabul officials continued to assert that madrasahs 
and camps in Pakistan were providing training and refuge for 
fighte rs ca rrying out anti-government attacks and killings 

inside Afghanistan. India, which had traditionally sought good 
relations with Afghanistan, directed its assistance at education, 
health care, power sectors, and training for civil servants and 
police. Besides seeking to moderate Pakistan's influence, India 
viewed Afghanistan as its ga teway to trade and communica
tion with Central Asia. 

In 2006, five years a fter the overthrow of the Taliban, the 
government of President Karzai remained dependent upon 
international military assistance to face the threat of growing 
armed resistance. With no fighting force at his own command, 
Karzai was compelled to seek support from ethnic and pro
vincial leaders supported by militias with little loyalty to the 
central government. A U.S.-trained Afghan National Army 
undertook its fi rst serious engagement in the 2006 summer 
offensive, but its reliability remained uncertain. In add ition to 
esca lating violence, opium production, which had increased by 
50 per cent since 2005, threatened to undermine the cou ntry's 
economy and reinforced local support for the Taliban. 

By early spring it was obvious that Helmand province in the 
south had become an effective base ofTaliban operations, with 
as many as 5,000 Taliban fighters in the area. In May, U.S. and 
NATO units together with the Afghan army opened a massive 
offensive, Operation Mountain Thrust, using armoured vehi
cles and air cover to back up a combined force of more than 
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10,000 fighters. Fighting continued throughout the summer, 
and hundreds of Taliban militants were reported ly killed. In 
July the command of this operation was transferted to ISAF. 

President Karzai worked to extend the reach of government 
authority whi le balancing the need for international assistance 
against the appearance of favouring fore ign imerests over 
Afghan ones. Opponents who accused Karzai of cooperating 
with the enemies of Afghanistan and Islam gave support and 
sanctuary in the Pashtun tri ba l areas along the Afghanistan
Pakistan border to Taliban fundamentalists sympathetic to al
Qaeda and bin Laden. Heavy fighting continued in 2007, but 
by midsummer a new Taliban strategy was unfolding: suicide 
bombing, kidnapping, and other tactics simila r to those used 
by al-Qaeda in Iraq were becoming typical of the resistance. 

Many ordinary Afghans had become disillusioned when the 
hopeful op(imism that followed the fall of the Taliban pro
duced so little positive change in their lives. In an attempt to 
ease factionalism, the parliament passed, and in March 2007 
Karzai approved, a controversial national reconciliation bill 
granting amnesty to all Afghans involved in the coumry's 25 
yea rs of occupation and conflict - Taliban as well as mttja
hideell. Critics of the bill feared chat it would allow those 
responsible for war crimes to go unpunished, but others 
insisted that national reconciliation was necessary to secure 
the country's future. 

Islam , Religious Pluralism, and the West 

At the end of 2007, despite several years having passed since 
the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq, U.S. and coal ition counter
insurgency forces remained in both countries, and anti
Western attacks, sometimes sparked by civilian casua lties, 
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continued. Since September 11 2001 there have been further 
attacks by lslamist terrorists on the West. On October 12 
2002, a massive bomb blast at a nightclub on the Indonesian 
island of Ba li killed 184 people, the majority of whom were 
Western tourists. Under intense international pressure, the 
Megawati government of Indonesia supported a United Na
tions motion to ban the Jemaah Islamiyah terrorist network 
and faced growing demands to act against radical Isla mist 
grou ps. On Ma rch 11 2004, Madrid suffered a devastati ng 
series of terrorist attacks when ten bombs, detonated by 
Isla mist militants, exploded on four trains ar three different 
rail stations during rush hour. The attacks killed 191 people 
and injured some 1,800 others. Then on July 7 2005, London 
suffered a series of coordinated terrorist attacks, believed to 
have been carried out by Muslim extremists, on Underground 
tra ins and a double-decker bus, killing more than 50 people 
and injuring some 700 others. 

There were also, however, efforts to reconcile Islam with 
secula r societies and religious plural ism. In an unprecedented 
letter to world Christian leaders in October 2007,138 Muslim 
scholars issued an appeal for peace and understanding be
tween the two religions, say ing that "the very surviva l of the 
world itself is perhaps at stake". Signers of the letter included 
the grand muftis of Egypt, Palestine, Oman, Jordan, Syria, 
Bosnia and Herzegovina, and Ru ssia, as well as representatives 
of both Shi'ite and Sunni communities in Iraq. The message 
was addressed to Pope Bened ict XVI, Orrhodox Ecumenical 
Patria rch Barrholomew I, Anglican Archbishop Rowan Wil
liams, Orthodox Christian patriarchs, and leaders of the 
World Council of Churches and the world a lliances of the 
Lutheran, Methodist, Baptist, and Reformed churches. The 
appeal was welcomed in a response issued by Vatican Secre
tary of State Tarcisio Bertone on behalf of Pope Benedict, 
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noting its "positive spirit" and praising its "ca ll for a common 
commitment to promoting peace". The appeal was also 
pra ised in a response drafted by four schola rs at Yale Divinity 
School and endorsed by nearly 300 Christian leaders. 

In June 2007 the Los Angeles-based Muslim Public Affairs 
Council said that prejudice and discrimination against Mus
lims was a "root cause" of radicalism. The organization issued 
a report that called for "fighting bad theology with good 
theology" through such means as forming a u.s. government 
advisory board of young Muslims and placing Muslim cha
plains on every American college campus. In an effort to 
improve intra faith relations, Shj'ite and Sunn i leaders in Costa 
Mesa, California, Detroi t, Mich igan, and Washington, D.C. 
signed a Muslim Code of Honour that denounced takfir - the 
labell ing of another Muslim as a heretic - and hateful speech 
about the practices and leaders of other Muslim groups. The 
Washington Post newspaper reporred in September that the 
U.S. military had created religious tra ining programmes for 
Iraqi detainees, led by moderate Muslim clerics, to attempt to 
persuade them to adopt a moderate, non-violent form of Islam. 

Meanwhile, outgoing Prime Minister Tony Blair announced 
that the Bri tish government had created a fund to help train 
Muslim imams in British universities in an effort to reduce the 
reliance of mosques in the United Kingdom on religious leaders 
from abroad who might not understand British society. Islamic 
studies were designated as "strategically important" to the 
British national interest. In May, security officials from coun
tries in the European Union announced a plan to profile 
mosques on the continent and to identify extremist Muslim 
leaders. 

Turkish Foreign Min ister Abdu llah Gul won parliamentary 
election as Turkey'S presiden t after having campaigned with 
the Islamic-in fl uenced Justice and Development Party. Gul 
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affirmed Turkey's status as a secu lar democracy, and he 
pledged [0 "defend and strengthen" the country's values. 

The early twenty-first century also saw renewed attempts 
at peace talks between Israel and the Palestinians, but 
despite the pull-out of Israel i soldiers and settlers from parts 
of the West Bank and from all of the Gaza Strip in 2005, 
tensions continued. In the wa ke of the war with Lebanon in 
2006, Israeli Prime Minister Ehud Olmerr, who had pro
mised to pull back to permanent borders by 2010, an
nounced that his plan for further withdrawa ls from the 
West Bank was "no longer relevant", On Jan uary 25 
2006, in a major political upheaval, Hamas won a landslide 
victory in elections for the Palestinian Legislative Council. 
Although there was a renewal of the peace process benveen 
Israel and the Palestinians the foll owing year, armed groups 
of Hamas and Fatah supporters within the Gaza Strip fought 
a series of internecine battles and the region continued to be 
an area of conflict. 

Tensions between extremist factions and reformists or West
erners surfaced again in 2007. In Islamabad, Pakista n, more 
than 100 people were killed during eight days of conflict that 
began with street battles between militants and secu rity forces 
and ended with a raid on the compound of the Red Mosque. 
The mosque's leaders and the radica l students who su pported 
them wanted to impose Shari'ah in rhe capital ci ry. In August 
about 100 Muslim protesters disrupted a news conference in 
Hyderabad, India, and assau lted exiled Bangladesh i novelist 
Tasli ma Nasrin . Nasrin's writings accused Islam and other 
religions of denying women's rights and provoking conflict. 
Gillian Gibbons, a British teacher, was convicted in November 
in Khartoum, Sudan, of having insulted Islam by a llowing her 
predominantly Muslim students to name a teddy bear Mu
J:tammad. Sentenced to 15 days in prison, she was pardoned 
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after twO prominent British Muslims appealed to Sudan's 
president, Omar al-Bashir. 

Despite continuing efforts to deter extremists and promote 
reconciliation, there is little to suggest that tensions between 
Isla mist fundamentalists and their perceived enemies will 
diminish. Rather, support for organisations such as al-Qaeda 
may have been strengthened among the many young Muslims 
who have been radicalised by U.S.-led military actions in Iraq 
and Afghanistan. 



PART 4 

-THE ISLAMIC ARTS 
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ARCH ITECTURE 

Early Mosques and Other Religious Buildings 

Architecture is by far the most important expression of 
Islamic art, particula rly the architecture of mosques, or 
masjids, w hich were created OLUside Arabia in every centre 
taken over by the new faith d uring its first decades . These 
were not simply or even primarily religious centres. They 
were rather the community centres of the faithful, in which all 

social, political, educational, and individual affairs were 
transacted. 

As well as large mosques for the whole commu nity, such as 
those erected at Kufa h and Basra in Iraq and at al-Fustat in 
Egypt, tribal mosques and mosques for various quarters of a 
town or city are also known. In older urban centres taken over 
by Muslims, there were two variants. In some places, such as 
Jerusalem and Damascus, and perhaps in most cities con
quered through formal treaties, the Muslims took an available 
unused space and erected on it some shelter, usually a very 

primitive one. Alternatively, they forcibly transformed 
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sanctuaries of older faiths into Muslim ones. This was the case 
at Hamah in Syria and at Yazd-e Khvas( in Iran. 

The new faith's requirement for centralization, or a space 
for a large and constantly growing community, seems to have 
demanded the creation of a new architectural rype, developed 
in Iraq: the hypostyle mosque (a building with the roof resting 
on rows of columns). A hypostylc structure could be square or 
rectangu lar and could be increased or diminished in size by the 

addition or subtraction of columns. The single religious or 
symbolic feature was a minbar (pulpit) for the preacher, and 

the direction of prayer was ind icated by the greater depth of 
the colonnade on one side of the structure. 

During the rule of the Umayyad caliph al-Waiid I (705-15l, 
a number of complex developments within the Muslim com
munity were crystallized in the construction of three major 
mosques at Medina, Jerusalem, and Damascus. The very 

choice of these three cities is indicative: they comprise the city 
in which the Muslim state was formed and in which the 
Prophet was buried; the city held in common holiness by Jews, 
Christians, and Muslims, to which was rapidly accruing the 
mystical hagiography surrounding the Prophet's Nocturna l 
Ascent into heaven; and the ancient city that became the 
capital of the new Islamic empire. Thus they were to symbolize 

the permanent establishment of the new faith and of the state 
that derived from it. 

At first gla nce the three buildings appear in plan to be quite 
different from each other. The Medina mosque was essentially 
a large hypostyle with a courtyard, with colonnades on all four 
sides. AI-Aqsa Mosque in Jerusa lem consisted of an undeter
mined number of parallel naves but no courtyard, because the 
rest of the huge esplanade of the former Jewish temple served 
as the open space in front of the building. The Umayyad 
Mosque of Damascus is a rectangle whose outer limits and 
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three gates are parts of a Roman temple, with an interior 
consisting of an open space surrounded on three sides by a 
portico and a covered space of th ree equal long naves parallel 
to the qib/ah wall (in the direction to which Muslims offer 
prayers), which are cut in the middle by a perpendicu lar nave. 

The three buildings, however, share important cha racter
istics. They are all large spaces with a multipl icity of internal 
supports; and although only the Medina mosque is a pure 
hypostyle, the Jerusalem and Damascus mosques have the 
flex ibility and easy internal communication characteristic of 
a hypostyle building. All three exhibit a number of distinctive 
new practica l elements and symbolic meanings. The mihrab, 
a heavily decorated niche in the qib/ah wall, probably com
memorates the symbolic presence of the Prophet as the first 
imam. It is in Damascus only that the ancient towers of the 
Roman building were first used as minarets to call the faithful 
to prayer and to indicate from afar the presence of Islam 
(initially minarets tended to exist only in predominantly non
Muslim cities). All three mosques are also provided with an 
axial nave, a wider aisle unit on the axis of the building, 
which served both as a formal axis for compositional pur
poses and as a ceremonial one for the prince's retinue. Finally, 
all three buildings were heavily decorated with marble, 
mosaics, and woodwork. 

The hypostyle tradi tion was to dominate mosque archi
tecture from 715 to the temh century. As it occurs at Nisha
pur in north-eastern Iran , Siraf in southern Iran, al
Qayrawan (Ka iro uan) in Tunisia, and Cordoba in Spain, it 
can indeed be considered as the classic early islamic type. Its 
masterpieces occur in Iraq and in the West. The monumen
ta lization of the early Iraqi hypostyle is illustrated by the two 
ruined structures in Samarra' and by the mosque of Ibn Tulun 
at Cairo (876-9). 
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In al-Qayrawan, the Great Mosq ue was buih in stages 
benveen 836 and 866. Its most striking fearure is the fo rmal 
emphasis on the bui ld ing's T-like axis punctu ated by two 
domes, one of which hovers over the earl iest preserved en
semble of mihrab. minbar, and maqsurah (arched facade), At 
Cordoba, the Great Mosque was built over two centuries from 
785 to 988. It was enlarged twice in length - from 961 to 965 
the celebrated mihrab and maqsllrah, comprising one of the 
great a rchitectural ensembles of early Islamic art, were con
structed - and then given an extension to the east. The 
extensive and heavily decorated mihrab area exemplifies a 
development that started with the Medina mosq ue and wou ld 
continue: an emphasis on the qiblah waiL 

Although the hypostyle mosq ue was the dominant plan, a 
fa irly la rge number of o thers occur, most built in smaller 
urban locations or as secondary mosques in la rger M uslim 
cities. Since a simple type of sq uare subdivided by four piers 
into nine-domed uni ts occurs at Ba lkh in Afghanistan, at 
Ca iro, and at Toledo, it may be considered a pan-Islamic 
type. Other types, a single square hall surrounded by an 
am bulatory, or a single long barrel-vault para llel or perpen
dicular CO the qiblah, are rarer and should perhaps be 
considered as purely local. 

Th ree other types of early Islamic building can be de fined 
architecturally, and a fourth one fu nctionally. The firs t type, 
the Dome of the Rock in Jerusalem, completed in 691 and a 
masterwork of Islamic architecture, is the ea rl iest major 
Islamic monu ment. Its octagonal plan, use of a high dome, 
and building techniques are ha rdly original, although its 
decora tion is unique. Its pu rpose, however, is what is most 
remarkable. Since the midd le of the eighth century, the Dome 
of the Rock has become the focal centre of the most mystical 
event in the life of the Prophet: his ascension into heaven from 
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the rock aro und which the bui lding was erected. According to 

an inscription preserved since the erection of the dome, 
however, it would seem that the building did not originally 
commemorate the Prophet's ascension but rather the Chris
tOlogy of Islam and its relations hip to Judaism. It seems 
preferable, therefore, to interpret the Dome of the Rock as 
a victOry monument of the new fa ith's ideological and re
ligious claim on a holy ci ty and on all the religious traditions 
attached to it. 

The second distinctly Islamic type of religious building is the 
ribii~. As early as in the eigh th century, the Muslim empire 
entrusted the protection of its frontiets to warriors for the faith 
(a/-ml/riibi~l/n, "the people of the retreat") who lived in special 
institutions known as rihiits. Evidence fo r these exist in Central 
Asia, AnatOlia, and North Africa. The best preserved is at 
Susah, Tun isia: it consists of a sq uare fortified build ing with a 
single fairly elabora te entrance and a central courtyard. It has 
twO stories of private or communal rooms. 

The last type of religious building to develop before the end 
of the tenth century is the mausoleum. Originally Islam was 
strongly opposed to any formal commemoration of the dead, 
but three factors slowly modified this attitude. First, the 
growth of the Shi'ite heterodoxy led to an actual cult of the 
descendants of the Prophet through his son-in-law 'Ali. Sec
ond, as Islam strengthened its hold on conq uered lands, loca l 
practices and especially the worship of certain sacred places 
resu lted in the Islamization of ancient holy places by associat
ing them with deceased Muslim heroes and holy men or with 
prophets. Third, as more or less independent local dynasties 
began to grow, they sought to commemorate themselves 
through mausoleums. The masterpieces of early funerary 
architecture occur in Central Asia, such as the royal mauso
leum of the Samanids at Bukhara (before 942). For their 
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mausoleums the Muslims took over or rediscovered the an
cient tradirion of the centrally planned bui lding as the char
acteristic commemorative structure. 

The fou rth kind of Muslim building is the madrasah, an 
institution for religious trai ning set up independently of mos
ques. It is known from texts that such privately endowed 
schools ex isted in the north-eastern Iranian world as ea rl y 
as in the ninth century, but no description exists of how they 
were planned or looked. 

Early Secular Architecture 

With the d isappearance of Sasanian kingship. the pre-Islamic 
Iran ian imperial tradition ceased, and elsewhere conquered 
minor kings and governors left their pa laces and castles. A new 
imperial power, first in Damascus, then briefly in the northern 
Syrian tOwn of al-Rusafah, and eventually in Baghdad and 
Samarra' in Iraq, was accompanied by a new secula r M uslim 
architecture. 

Th ree factors contri buted to its evol ution. One was that the 
accumulation of an immense wealth of ideas, workers, and 
money in the hands of the Muslim princes settled in Syria and 
Iraq gave rise to a uniq ue pa lace a rchitectu re. The second 
factor was the impetus given to urban life and to trade. New 
cities were founded from Sijilmassah on the edge of the 
Moroccan Sahara to Nishapur in north-eastern Iran, and 
ninth-century Arab merchants traded as far awa y as China. 
The third fac tor is that, for the first time since Alexander the 
Grea t, a world extending from the Med iterranean to India 
became cultura lly unified. As a result, decorative motifs, de
sign ideas, structural techniques, and artisans and architects 
were avai lable in the sa me places. 
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Early Islamic princely architecture has become the best 
known and most original aspect of early Islamic secular 
buildings. There are basically three kinds of these princely 
structures . The first type consists of ten large rural princely 
complexes found in Syria, Palestine, and Transjordan dating 
from around 710 to 750, erected by Umayyad princes. Private 
palaces were built, notably at al-Rusafah, Qasr al-Hay r West, 
Khirbat al-Mafjar, Qa~r 'Amrah, and Mshatta. All of them 
derive their architectural vocabulary from that of pre-Islamic 
times. Unique to the Umayyad dynasty in Syria and Palestine, 
they share a number of features that can best be illustrated by 
Khirbat al-Mafjar, the richest of them all. 

Khirbat al-Mafjar contained a residential unit consisting of 
a square building with an elaborate entrance, a porticoed 
courtyard, and a number of rooms or halls arranged on 
two floors. Few of these rooms seem to have any identifiable 
func tion, ahhough at Khirbat al-Mafjar a private oratory, a 
large meeting hall, and an anteroom leading to a cool under
ground pool have been identified. The main throne room was 
on the second floor above the entrance. Its plan is not known 
but probably resembled the preserved throne rooms or recep
tion halls at Qa~r 'Amrah and Mshatta, which consisted of a 
three-aisled hall ending in an apse. 

Next to an official residence, there usually was a small 
mosque, generally a miniaturized hypostyle in plan. The 
most origina l feature of these esrablishmems was the bath, 
wh ich had its own elaborate entra nce and contained a large 
hall that, at least in the instance of Khirbat al-Mafjar, was 
heavi ly decorated. It wou ld appea r that these halls were for 
pleasure - places for music, dancing, and probably occa
siona l orgies. In some instances, as at Qa~r 'Amrah, the same 
sening may have been used for both pleasure and formal 
receptions. 
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A second type of princely architecture - the urban palace -
has been preserved only in texts or literary sources, with the 
exception of the palace at Kufah in Iraq. Datable from the very 
end of the seventh century, it seems to have functioned both as 
a residence and as the dar al-imarah, or centre of government. 
T his dual func tion is reflected in the use of separate building 
units and in the absence of much architectural decoration. The 
construction of smaller palaces, probably pavilions in the 
midst of gardens in or around major cities, seems to have 
begu n with the 'Abbasids during the last decades of the eighth 

century. 
The third type of early Islamic princely architecture is the 

palace-city. Several of these huge pa laces are part of the 
enormous mass of ru ins at Samarra', the temporary 'Abbasid 
capita l from 838 to 883. Jawsaq al-Khaqan i, for instance, is a 
walled architectural complex of nearly one square mile that in 

reali ry is an entire ci ry. It contains a formal succession of large 
gates and courtS leading ro a cross-shaped throne room, a 
group of smaller living un its, basins and fountains, and even a 
racetrack. These structures may have been settings for the very 
elaborate ceremonies developed by the 'A bbasid princes. 
When a Byzantine envoy arrived in 914, for instance, he 
was given a formal presentation (described in Khatib al-Bagh

dadi's Ta'rikh Baghdad l1071; " History of Baghdad"J) in
tended to impress the ambassador with the Muslim ruler's 

wealth and power. Treasures were laid down, rhousands of 
sold iers and slaves in rich clothes guarded them, lions roared in 
the gardens, and on gilded artificial trees mechanical devices 
made silver birds chirp. These pa lace-cities with their walled 
enclosures, in which thousands lived a life unknown to others 
and into which simple mortals did not penetrate without 
bringing their own shroud, was transformed into the myster
ious City of Brass of The Thousand and One Nights. 
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The systematic urbanization of early Muslim civili zation 
was one of its mOst characteristic featu res. There does nOt seem 
to have been any idealized master plan for the internal ar
rangement of these urban sites, even mosques or palaces being 
often located eccentrically and not in the middle of the town. 
Extraordinary attention was pa id to water distribution and 
conservation, as demonstrated by the magnificent ninth
century cisterns in Tun isia; the ninth-centu ry Nilometer (a 
device to measure the Nile's level) in Cai ro; and the elaborate 
dams, canals, and sluices of Qasr al-Hayr in Syria. The 
construction of commercial buildings on a monumental scale 
also occurred. The most spectacular example is the caravan
serai of Qasr al -Hayr East, with its magnificent gate. 

The concern for pa laces and cities that characterized early 
Islamic secular architecture shows itself most remarkably in 
the construction of Baghdad between 762 and 76617 by the 
'Abba sid caliph ai-Ma nsur. It was a walled round city whose 
ci rcu lar shape served to demonstrate Baghdad's symbolic 
identity as the navel of the universe. A thick ring of residentia l 
quarters was separated by four axial, commercial streets 
entered through spectacular gates. In the centre of the city 
there was a large open space with a palace, a mosque, and a 
few administrative buildings. By its size and number of in
habitants, Baghdad was unquestionably a city; however, its 
plan so strongly emphasized the presence of the caliph tha t it 
was also a palace. 

Early Materials and Decoration 

The early Islamic period, on the whole, did not innovate much 
in the realm of bu ilding materials and technology but utilized 
what it had inherited from older traditions. The most 
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important novelty was the rapid development in Iraq of a 
baked brick a rchitectu re in the late eighth and ninth centuries, 
a method later used in Syria at al-Raqqah and Qasr al-Hayr 
East and in Egypt and Iran . 

As supports for roofs and ceilings, early Islamic a rch itectu re 
used wa lls and single supports. Most columns and capitals 
were either reused from pre-Islamic buildings or were directly 
imitated from older models. In the ni nth century in Iraq a brick 

pier was used, a form tha t spread to Iran and Egypt. Columns 
and piers were covered with arches. The most extraordinary 
technical developmenr of arches occurs in the Great Mosque at 
Cordoba, where, in order to increase the height of the building 
in an area with only shon columns, the a rchitects created twO 
rows of superimposed horseshoe arches. Almost immediately 
they realized that such a succession of superimposed a rches 
constructed of alternating stone and brick could be modified to 
create a variety of parrerns that would alleviate the inherent 
monOtony of a hypostyle building. 

The majority of early Islamic ceilings were flat. Gabled 
wooden roofs, however, were erected in the Muslim world 
west of the Euphrates, and simple barrel va ults to the east. 
Vaulting, either in brick or in stone, was used, especially in 
secular architectu re. Domes were em ployed frequently in 
mosques, consistently in mausoleums, and occasionally in 
secular build ings. Almost all domes are on squinches (su pports 
carried across corners to act as structura l transitions to a 
dome). The most extraordinary use of the squinch occurs in 
the mausoleum at T im, where the surface of this structura l 
device is broken into a series of smaller three-dimensional units 
rearra nged into a son of pyramidal pa ttern. This rearrange
men t is the ea rl iest extant example of muqarnas, a stalactite
like decoration that would later be an important element of 
Islamic a rchitectural ornamentation. 
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Early Islamic architecture is most original in its decora
tion. Mosaics and wall paintings followed the practices of 
antiqu ity and were primarily employed in Syria, Palestine, 
and Spain. Stone sculpture existed, bU( stucco sc ulpture, 
first limited to Iran, spread rapidly thro ughou t the ea rly 
Islamic world. A variety of techniq ues borrowed from the 
industria l arts were used for architectura l ornamentation. 
The mihrab wall of al-Qayrawan's Grea t Mosque, for 
example, was covered with ceramics, wh ile fragmen ts of 
decorative woodwo rk have been preserved in Jer usa lem and 
Egypt. 

The themes and motifs of early Islamic decoration can be 
divided into three major groups. The first emphasizes the 
shape or contour of an architectural uni t. The themes used 
were vegetal bands for vertical or horizontal elements, marble 
imita tions for the lower parts of long wa lls, chevrons or other 
types of borders on floors and domes, and even whole trees on 
the spandrels or soffits (undersides) of arches, as in the 
Umayyad Mosque of Damascus or the Dome of the Rock; 
all these motifs tend to be quite traditional, being raken from 
the rich decorative vocabularies of pre-Islamic Iran or of the 
ancient Mediterranean world. 

The second grou p consists of decora tive motifs for which a 
concrete iconographic meaning can be given. The huge archi
tectural and vegetal decorative motifs at Damascus were 
meant ro symbolize a sort of idealized paradise on earth, while 
the crowns of the Jerusalem sanctuary are thought ro have 
been symbols of empires conquered by Islam. This use of visual 
forms in mosques for ideological and symbolic purposes was 
not easily accepted, however, and most later mosques are 
devoid of iconographica ll y significant themes. The only ex
ceptions fu ll y visible are the Qur'anic inscriptions in the 
mosq ue of Ibn T ulun at Cairo, which were used both as a 
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reminder of the faith and as an ornamental device to em pha
size the structura l lines of the building. 

Like religious architecture, secular buildings seem ro have 
been less richly decora ted at the end of the early Islamic period 
than at the beginning. The paintings, sculptures, and mosaics 
of Qasr al-Hayt West, Khirbat al-Mafjar, Qa~r 'Amrah, and 
Samarra' primarily illustrated the life of the prince. There were 
official iconographic com positions, such as the monarch en
throned, or ones of pleasure and luxury, such as hunting 
scenes or depictions of the prince surrounded by dancers, 
musicians, acrobats, and unclad women. Most of these sub
jects were not iconographic inventions of the Muslims bur can 
be traced back to the classical world or to pre-Islamic Iran and 
Central Asia. 

The third type of architectural decoration consists of large 
ornamental panels, most often in stucco, for which no meaning 
or interpretation is yet known. The most importanr examples 
are at Mshatta and Sa marra', although striking examples are 
also to be found at Kh irbat al-Mafjar, Qasr al-Hayr East and 
West, a l-Fustat, Sira f, and Nishapur. Two decorative motifs 
were predominately used on these panels: vegetal moti fs and 
geometric forms. Copied consistently from Morocco to Cen
tra l Asia, the aesthetic principles of this latter type of a 
complex overa ll design in fluenced the development of the 
principle of arabesque ornamentation . 

Fatimid Architecture 

The midd le period in the development of Islamic art extends 
roughly from the yea r 1000 to 1500, when a strong centra l 
power was replaced by a mosaic of overlapping dynasties. 
Tu rki sh and Mongol invasions brought into the Muslim world 
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new peoples and institutions; Berbers, Kurds, and Iranians 
began to play more effective cultura l roles; and new Islamic 
provinces were established in AnatOlia and the Balkans, the 
Crimea, much of Central Asia and northern India, and parts of 
eastern Africa. The immense variety of impulses that affected 
the Muslim world during these five centuries was one of the 
causes of the artistic explosion among the various dynasties. 
The five divisions of Fatimid, Seljuq (the most important), 
Western Islamic, Mamluk, and Mongol Iran (I1-Khanid and 
Timurid) art, however, are partly arbitary and to a large extent 
tenrative. 

The Fatimids (909-1171 ), an Arab dynasty professing with 
missionary zeal the beliefs of the Isma'i liyah sect of the Shi'ites, 
were established in Tunisia and Sicily in 909. In 969 they moved 
to Egypt and founded the city of Cairo. They soon controlled 
Syria and Palestine. During its heyday in the eleventh century, 
Cairo was the only wealthy Islamic cenrre and could thus easily 
gather artisans and an objects from all over the world. 

The great Fatimid mosques of Cairo - al-Azhar (started in 
970) and ai-Hakim (c. 1002-03) - were designed in the 
trad itional hypostyle plan with ax ial cupolas. It is only in 
such architectura l details as the elaborately composed facade 
of aI-Hakim, with its corner towers and vaulted portal, that 
innovations appear. The originality of Fatimid architecture 
does not lie in works sponsored by the caliphs themselves but 
in rhe patronage of lower officials and of the bourgeoisie, if not 
even of the humbler classes, which was responsible for the 
most inreresting Fatimid buildings. The mosques of al-Aqmar 
(1125) and of al-Salih (c. 1160) are among the first examples 
of monumental small mosques constructed to serve loca l 
needs. These mosques were elaborately decorated on the 
exterior, exhibiting a conspicuousness absent from large 
hyposty le mosques. 
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A second innovation in Fatim id architectu re was the tre
mendous development of mausoleums. This may be explained 
partially by Shi'ism's emphasis on the succession of holy men, 
but the development of these buildings in terms of both quality 
and quantity indicates that other influential socia l and rel i
gious issues were a lso involved. Most of the mausoleums were 
simple square bui ldings surmounted by a dome. Many of these 
have survived in Cairo and Aswan . Only a few are somewhat 

more elaborate, with side rooms. The most original is the 
Juyushi Mosque (lOSS) overlooking the city of Cairo. 

The Farimids introduced, or developed, only two major 
constructional techniques: the systema tization of the four
centred "keel" arch and the squinch. A peculiarly Egyptian 
development was the IIluqarnas squinch, which became an 
architectural element in itself used fo r windows; it consisted of 
four units: a niche bracketed by tWO niche segments, su per

imposed with an additional niche. Farimid domes were smooth 
or ri bbed and developed a cha racteristic "keel" profile. 

Stone sculpture, stucco work, and carved wood were uti
lized for architectural decorations. The Fatimids a lso em
ployed mosaicists, who mostly worked in places like 
Jerusalem, where they imitated or repaired earlier mosaic 
mura ls. Many fragments of Fatimid wall paintings have sur

vived in Egypt. Most notable is the mid-twelfth-century Cap
pella Pala tina at Palermo, buil t by the Norman kings of Sicily, 
where the facets in the muqamas ceiling were painted with 
ornamental vegetal and zoomorphic designs but also with 
scenes of daily life and o ther subjects. Stylistically influenced 
by Iraq i 'Abbasid art, these paintings a re innovative in their 
more spatially aware representation of personages and of 
animals . Very similar tendencies appear also in the stucco 
and wood sculptures of Fatimid decoration . Another decora
tive trend is especially used on twelfth-century mihrabs: 
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explicitly complicated geometric patterns, usually based on 
Sta rs, which in turn generate octagons, hexagons, triangles, 
and rectangles. Geometry becomes a sort of network in the 
midst of which small vegetal units continue to remain, often as 
inlaid pieces . Long inscriptions written in very elaborate 
ca lligraphies also became a typical form of architectural dec
oration on most of the major Fatimid buildings. 

Se ljuq Arch it ect ure 

During the last decades of the tenth century, at the Central 
Asian frontiers of Islam, a migratory movement of Turkic 
peoples began that was to affect the whole Muslim world. The 
Seljuq empire consisted of a succession of dynasties, all but one 
of which (the Ayyubids of Sy ria, Egypt, and northern Meso
potamia ) were Turkic and seem to have created a compara
tively unified culture from India to Egypt. Cities were 
established or expanded, particularly in western Iran, Anato
lia, and Syria. Militant Muslims, the Seljuqs also sought to 
revive Muslim orthodoxy. 

The functions of monumental architecture in the Scljuq 
period were considerably modified. Large congrega tional mos
ques were still built. The earliest Seljuq examples occur in the 
two major new provinces of Islam - Anatolia and north
western India - as well as in the esta blished Muslim region 
of western Iran. In some areas, such as the Esfahan region, 
congregational mosques were rebuilt, while in other parts of 
Islam, such as Syria or Egypt, where there was no need for new 
large mosques, older ones were repai red and small ones were 
built. Minarets became extraordina rily plentiful, particularly 
in Iran , where dozens are preserved from the twelfth and 
thirteenth centuries. 
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Small or large, ma usoleums increased in numbers and 
became at this time the ubiquitOus monument they now appear 
to be. Most, such as the tomb tower of Abu Yazid al-Bisrami 
(died 874) at Basram, were dedica ted to holy men - both 
contemporary Musl im saints and all sorts of holy men dead for 
centuries. The most impressive mausoleums, however - like 
the one of Sanja r at Merv - were built for royalty. Pilgrimages 
were organ ized and, in many places hardly mentioned until 

then as holy places (e.g. Meshed, Bastam, Mosul, Aleppo), a 
whole monastic establishment serving as a cenrre for the 
distriburion of alms was erected, with hostels and kitchens 
for the pi lgrims. 

Although enormously expanded, mosques, minarets, and 
mausoleums were not new types of Islamic architecrure. The 
madrasah, however, was a new building type. Although early 
examples have been discovered in Iran, such as the eleventh

century madrasah of Khargird and at Samarkand, it is from 
Anarolia, Syria, and Egypt that most of the information about 
the madrasah has been derived. In the latter regions it was 
usua lly a priva tely endowed establishment reserved fo r one or 
two of the schools of jurisprudence of orthodox Islam. Often 
the tomb of the founder was attached to the madrasah. Later 
madrasahs were buil t for two or three schools of jurispru

dence, and the Mustansiriyah in Baghdad was erected in 1233 
to be a sort of ecumenical madrasah for the whole of Sunn i 
Islam. In the Seljuq period there occurred a revival of the ribii~ 
inside cities. Khiillqiihs (assembly halls), monasteries, and 
various esta blishments of learning other than forma l madra
sahs were also built. 

The most impressive development of secular architecture of 
the time was the citadel, or urban fortress, through which the 
new princes controlled the usually alien city they held in fief. 
T he largest citadels, like those of Cairo and Aleppo, were 
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whole cities with palaces, mosques, sanctuaries, and baths. 
Others, like the Citadel of Damascus, were simpler construc~ 
tions. Occasionally, as in the Euphrates valley, single castles 
were built, possibly in imitation of those constructed by the 
Christian Crusaders. Walls surrounded most cities, and all of 
them were built or rebuilt during the Seljuq period. 

Little is known about Seljuq palaces or private residences in 
general. Anatolian palaces are on the whole rather small, vi lla~ 

like establishments; but, in Afghanistan and Central Asia, 
excavations at Tirmidh, Lashka ri Bazar, and Ghazni have 
brought to light a whole group of large royal palaces erected 
in the eleventh and early twelfth centuries. 

Commercial architecture became very im portant. Individual 
princes and cities probably were trying to attract business by 
erecting elaborate caravanserais on the main trade routes such 
as Ribat-i Malik, built between Samarkand and Bukhara in 
Uzbekistan. The most spectacular caravanserais were built in 
the thirteenth century in Anatolia. Equally impressive, how~ 

ever, although less numerous, are the caravanserais erected in 
eastern Iran and northern Iraq . Bridges also were rebuilt and 
decorated, like the one at Cizre in Turkey. 

The forms of architecture developed by the Seljuqs were 
remarkably numerous, and they varied considerably from 
region to region. The justly celebrated Great Mosque of 
Esfa han was one of the most influential of all early Seljuq 
religious structures. Probably completed around 1130 after a 
long and complicated history of rebui lding, it consisted of a 
large courtyard on which opened four large va ulted halls 
known as eyvii lls. On the side of the qibfah the hall of the 
main eyvii ll was followed by a huge cupola. The area between 
eyviins was subdi vided into a large number of square bays 
covered by domes. The Esfahan mosque also had a unique 
feature: on the norch side a single domed hall posi tioned on the 
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main axis of the building was in all probability a formal ha ll 
for princes to cha nge their clothes before entering into the 
sanctuary of the mosq ue. 

The two features of the Great Mosque at Esfahan that 
became characteristic of Scljuq mosques were the eyvan and 
the dome. T he eyvcln was an architectural element known 
already in Sasanian a rchitecture that had been used in resi
dential buildi ngs from Egypt to Central Asia before the elev

enth century. In the mosques of the twelfth century, four 
eyviins were used, with two principal effects. One was that 
the eyvJlIs centralized the visual effect o f the mosque by 
making the courtyard the cenrre of the building. The eyviins 
also broke up into four areas what had for centuries been a 
characteristic of the mosq ue: its single, un ified space. Whether 
large or small, cupolas or domes were used in mosques, 
carava nserais, and palaces. They were the main architectural 
features of a lmost a ll mausoleums, where they were set over 
circu lar or polygonal rooms. 

Two characteristic Irania n architectural forms are not pre
sent in the Grea t Mosque of Esfahan but occur elsewhere in the 
city. One is the tower. Those narrow and tal l (up to about 150 
feet 150 metres}) were minarets, of which several dozen have 
been preserved all over Iran and Central Asia (such as the one 
at Jam). Shorter and sq uatter towers were mausoleums. These 
were particularly typical of northern Iran . The other charac
teristic architectural type exists only in Esfahan in a much
damaged state. It is the pishtaq, or a formal gateway tbat 
served to empbasize a building's presence and importance. 

Va ulting in baked brick became the main veh icle for monu
mental construction in the Seljuq period. A large octagonal 
base developed the mllqarnas sq uinch from a purely orna
mental feature into one wherein both structural and decorative 
functions com bined. In some later buildings, such as the 
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mausoleum of Sanjar at Merv, a system of ribs was used to 
vault an octagonal zone. Seljuq architects sought to make their 
domes visible from afar and for this reason invented the double 
dome, thus raising the exterior height without mak ing the 
exterior dome too heavy. The outer shell was raised on a high 
drum, while the interior kept the traditional sequence: squa re 
base, zone of transi tion , and dome. Domes along the eyVtlllS 

and the construction of tall circular or polygonal minarets and 
high facades also enhanced visibility of a building from the 
exterior. 

Architectural decoration was intimately tied to structure. 
Two mediums predominated. One was StuCCO, which contin
ued to be used to cover large wa ll surfaces. The other was 
brick. Originating in the tenth-century architecture of north
eastern Iran, brick came to be employed as a medium of 
construction as well as a medium of decoration. The complex 
decorative designs worked our in brick often had a rigidly 
geometric effect. Specially cur shapes of terraCotta and brick, 
frequently produced in unusual sizes, served to soften these 
geometric patterns by modifying their tactile impact and by 
introducing add itional curved or bevelled lines to the straight 
lines of geometry. 

Paintings were used for arch itectu ral decoration, especially 
in palaces. From the second half of the twelfth century col
oured tiles began to be utilized to emphasize the contour of a 
decorative area in a structural unit; riles were not used, 
however, to cover whole walls. There are also examples of 
architectura l sculptu re of animals and people. Most of the 
decorative designs tended to be subordinated to geometry . 

In Iraq, northern Mesopotamia, Syria, and Egypt (after 
11 71), the architectura l monuments do not, on the whole, 
appear as overwhelmingly impressive as those of Iran, largely 
because the taste of Umayyad and 'Abbasid ti mes continued to 
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dominate mosque arch itectu re. It is in the construction of new 
building types, particularly the madrasah, that most originality 
is apparent, while the use of eyviins and the construction of the 
many mina rets found in Mosul or on the Euphrates certainly 
attest co the influence of Iranian Seljuq design . 

The main achievement of Ayyuhid, Zangid, or Seljuq archi
tecture in [he Fertile Crescent, however, was the translating 
into stone o f new structural systems first developed in brick. 

The most impressive instance of this lies in the technically 
complex nmqamas domes and half domes or in the nmqarnas 
pendentives of Syrian buildings. Elaborate mihrabs were also 
made of multicolou red stones that were carefully cut to create 
impressive patterns. 

In the new Islamic province of Seljuq Anatolia, in the 
thirteenth centu ry, the assimilation of influences from 
througho U( the Musl im world - introduced by immigrants, 

as well as from the several native Anatolian tradi tions of 
Byzantine, Armenian, and Georgian architecture - resul ted 
in an overwhelmingly original architecture. T hree uniq uely 
Ana tolian architectural fea tures can be dis(inguished. One was 
limited to Kon ya at this time but would have an important 
widespread development later on. As it appears in the Ince or 
Karatay madrasahs, it consists of the transformation of the 

central courtyard into a domed space while maintaining the 
eyviin. Thus the centralized aspect of the eyviin plan becomes 
architecturally explicit. The second feature is the creation of a 
facade tha t usually consisted of a high central portal - often 
framed by nvo minarets - with an elaborately sculpted dec+ 
orative composition that extended to two corner towers. The 
third feature is the complexity o f the types of funerary monu+ 
ments tha t were constructed. 

Most Anatolian architecture is of stone. In Konya and a 
number of eastern Anatolian instances, brick was used. Barrel 
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vaults, groin va ults, mllqamas va ults, sq uinch domes, penden
tive domes, and the new pendemive known as "Turkish 
triangle" were a ll used by Anacolian builders, thereby initiat
ing the grea t development of vault construction in Ottoman 
architecture (see below). 

Architectural decoration consisted primarily in the scone 
sculpture found on the facades of religious and secular bui ld
ings. Although influenced by Iran and Syria in many details, 
most Ana tolian themes were original. The exuberance of 
Ana tolian architectura l decoration can perhaps be best dem
onstrared in the facades of Sivas' G6k Medrese and of Konya's 
Ince Minare. In addition co the tradi tional geometric, epi
graphic, and vegetal motifs, a decorative sculpture in the round 
or in high relief was created that incl uded many representa
tions of human figures and especially animals . There are few 
examples of wall painting from Anarolia. Especially in Konya, 
however, a major arr of painted-ri le decoration did evolve, 
possibly developed by Iranian arrists who fled from the Mon
gol onslaught. 

The Moorish Period 

Two rypes of structures characterize the Almoravid (1056-
1147) and Almohad (11 30-1269) periods in Morocco and 
Spain. One comprises the large, severely designed Moroccan 
mosques such as those of Tinmel, of Hasan in Ra bat, or of the 
Kutubiyyah (Kouroubia) in Marrakech. They are a ll austere 
hypostyles with tall, massive, square minarets. The other dis
tinctive type of architecture was that built for military purposes, 
includ ing fort ifications and, especially, massive city gates with 
low-slung horseshoe arches, such as the O udaia Gate a t Rabat 
and the Rabat Gate at Marrakech (both twelfth centu ry). 
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In North Africa the artistic milieu did not change much in 
the fourteenth and fifteemh centuries. Hyposryle mosques 
sllch as the Great Mosque of Algiers continued to be built, 
while madrasahs were constructed with morc elaborate plans; 
the Bu ' Inan iyah madrasah at Pes is onc of the few monu
mental bu ildings of the period. A few mausoleums were 
erected, such as the so-called Marinid tombs ncar Fcs (second 
half of the fourteenth century) or the com plex of Chella at 
Rabat (mostly fourteenth centu ry). Architectural decoration in 

stucco or sculpted stone was usually limited to ela borate 
geometric pa rrern s, epigra phic themes, and a few vegeta l 
motifs. 

A stunning exception to the austerity of North African 
architecture exists in Spain in the Alhambra pa lace complex 
at Granada, constructed in the fourteenth century by two 
successive princes, Yusuf I and Mu~ammad v. Apart from 

a number of gates built like triumphal arches and severa l 
ru ined forecourts, only three parts of the palace rema in intact. 
First there is the long Court of the Myrtles leading to the huge 
Ha ll of Ambassadors located in one of the exterior towers. 
This was the part of the A[hambra built by Yusuf I. Then there 
is the Court of the Li ons, with its celebrated [ion fountain. 
Numerous rooms open off this court, incl uding the elaborately 
decorated Hall of the Two Sisters and the Hall of the Aben

cerrajes. The third parr, sligh tl y earlier than the first two, is the 
Genera[ife; it is a summer residence builr higher up the hill and 

su rrounded by ga rdens with founta ins, pavilions, and portico 
walks. 

The Alhambra, one of the few palaces to have su rvived from 
medieval Islamic times, illustrates superbly a number of a rch i
tectural concerns documented in literary references: the con
trast between an unassuming exterior and a richly decorated 
interior to achieve an effect of secluded or private brilliance; 
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the constant presence of water, either as a single, static basin or 
as a dynamic fountain; the inclusion of oratories and baths; 
and the lack of an overall plan (the units are simply attached to 

each other ). 
The architectural decoration of the Alhambra was mostly of 

stucco. Some of it is flat, but the extraordinarily complex 
cupolas of mllqamas, such as in the Hall of the Two Sisters, 
appear as huge multifaceted diadems. Much of the design and 
decoration of the Alhambra is symbolica lly oriented. The 
poems that adorn the Alhambra as ca lligra phic ornamentation 
celebrate its cupolas as domes of heaven rotating around the 
prince sitting under them. 

Islamic art as such ceased to be produced in Spain after 
1492, when Granada, the last Moorish kingdom in Spain, fe ll 
to the Christians; but the Islamic tradition continued in North 
Africa, which remained Musl im. In Morocco the so-called 
Shari fian dynasties from the sixteenth century onward devel
oped ornamentally the artistic fo rms created in the fourteenth 
century. 

Mamluk Architecture 

The Mamluks were chiefl y Turks and Circassians from the 
Caucasus and Central Asia who during the th irteenrh century 
took over power as non-heredita ry sultans in Syria and Egypt. 
They succeeded in arresting the Mongol onslaught in 1260 and 
managed to maintain themselves in power in Egypt, Palestine, 
and Syria until 151 7. 

During the Mamluk period, Egypt and Syria were rich 
commercial emporiums. This wea lth ex plains the quality 
and quantity of Maml uk art. Most of the existing monuments 
in the old quarters of Cai ro, Damascus, Tripoli, and Aleppo 
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are Mamluk; in Jerusalem almost everything visible on the 
Haram ai -Sharif, outside the Dome of the Rock, is Mamluk. 

Driven in part by the desire of parvenu rulers and their 
cohorts to be remembered, a rchitectural patronage flou
rished because of the institutionalization of the waq(. an 
economic system in which investments made for holy pur
poses were inalienable. T his law a llowed the wealthy to 

avoid confisca ti on of their properties a t the whim of the 
caliph by investing their funds in religious institutions. In the 

Mamluk period, th erefore, there was a multiplication of 
madrasahs, khanqiihs, riba~s, a nd masjids, often with tombs 
of founders attached to them. T he Mamluk establishmenr 
also repaired and kept up all the inst itutions, rel igio us or 
secu lar, that had been in herited by them, as can be demon
strated by the well-documented repairs carried on in Jeru
salem and Damascus. 

Nearly 3,000 major monuments have been preserved or are 
known from texts in cities from the Eu phrates to Cairo. The 
hypostyle form contin ued to be used for mosques and ora
tories, as in the Cairene mosques of Baybars I (1262-3), Nasir 
(1335), and Mu'ayyad Shaykh (1415-20). Madrasahs used 
eyVtlllS, and the justly celebrated madrasah of Sultan Hasan in 
Cairo (1356-62) is one of the few perfect four-eyvan madra
sahs in the Islamic world. Mausoleums were squares or poly
gons covered with domes. 

Characteristic of Mamluk buildings is the tendency to build 
structu res of different fu nctions in a complex or cluster. Thus 
the Qala'un mosq ue (1284- 5) in Cairo has a mausoleum, a 
madrasah, and a hospital erected as one architectural unit. 
Mamluk patrons also tended to bu ild their major monuments 
near each other, as in certain streets of Cairo, such as Bayn a l
Qasrayn. From the second half of the fourteenth century 
onward, bu ilding space for mausoleums began to be limited 
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in Cairo, and a vast complex of commemorative monuments 
was created in the city's western cemetery. In Aleppo and 
Damascus similar phenomena can be observed. 

Originality is evident in the constructional systems used, 
although traditional structural features continued to be em
ployed. The main innovations are of three kinds . First, minar
ets became particularly elaborate and, toward the end of the 
period, almost absurd in their ornamentation. Facades were 
huge, with overwhelming portals 25 to 35 feet high. A second 
characteristically Mamluk featu re was technica l virtuosi ty in 
stone construction. At times this led to a superb purity of form, 
as in the Gate of the Cotton Merchants in Jerusalem or the 
complex of the Barquq mosque in Cairo. At other times, as in 
the Mamluk architecture of Baybars and Qa'it Bay, there was 
an almost wi ld playfulness with forms. Another aspect of 
Mamluk masonry was the alternation of stones of different 
colours to provide variations on the surfaces of buildings. The 
third element of change in Mamllik art was perhaps the most 
important: almost all formal artistic achievements rapidly 
became part of the common vocabulary of the whole culture, 
thus ensu ri ng high quality of construction and decorative 
technique th roughout the period. 

With the exception of porta ls and qiblah walls, architectural 
decoration was usually subordinated to the architectural ele
men ts of the design. Genera lly the ma teria l of construction 
(usually stone) was carved with ornamenta l morifs. Stucco 
decora tion was primarily used in early Mamluk architecture, 
while coloured tile was a late decorative device that was rarely 
employed. 
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Mongol Iran: II-Khanid and Timurid Periods 

As the Mongol army swept through Iran in the thirteenth 
century, such cit ies as Balkh, Nishapur, and Rayy, which had 
been centres of Islamic culture for nearly six centuries, were 
eradicated. The turning point toward some sort of stability 
took place in 1295 with the accession of Mahmud Chazan to 
the Mongol thronc. Under him and his successors (the 11-

Khanid Dynasty), order was fe-estab lished throughout Iran, 
and cities in north-eastern Iran, especially Tabriz and 501ta
niyeh, became the ma in creative centres of the new Mongol 
regime. 

Stylistically, I1-Khanid architecture is defined best by bui ld
ings such as the mosque of Varamin (1322-6) and the mau

soleums at Sarakhs, Merv, Rad-Kan, and Maragheh. Elements 
of architectural composition, decoration, and construction 

that had been developed earlier were refined by Il-Khanid 
architects. Eyvii lls were shallower but better integrated with 
the courts, facades were more thoughtfully composed, the 
muqamas became more linear and va ried, and coloured tiles 
were used (Q enhance the buildi ng's charaC(er. 

The architectural masterpiece of the Il-Kh anid period is the 
mausoleum of Oljeitii at Soltaniyeh. With its double system of 

galleries, eight mi narets, large blue-tiled dome, and an interior 
measuring 80 feet (25 metres), it is clear that the building was 
intended to be imposing. II-Khanid attention to impressiveness 
of scale also accounted for the 'Ali Shah mosque in Tabriz, 
whose eyviin measuring 150 by 80 by 100 feet (45 by 25 by 30 
metres) was meant (Q be the largest ever built. In the regions of 
Esfahan and Yazd numerous smaller mosques (often with 
un usual plans) and less pretentious mausoleums, as well as 
palaces with elaborate gardens, were built in the fourteenth 
century. 
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The Timurid period began architecturally in 1390 with the 
sanctuary of Atunad Yasavi in Turkistan. Between 1390 and 
the last works of Sultan Husayn Bayqara almost a century 
later, hundreds of buildings were constructed at Herat. The 
most spectacular examples of Timurid architecture are found 
in Samarkand, Herat, Meshed, Khargird, Tayabad, Baku, and 
Tabriz, although important Timurid structures were also 
erected in southern Iran. 

Architectura l projects were well patronized by the Timur
ids as a means to commemorate their respective reigns. Every 
ruler or local governor constructed his own sanctuaries, 
mosques, and, especially, memorial buildings dedicated to 
holy men of the past. While the Shah-e Zendah in Samar
kand - a long street of mausoleums comparable to the 
Mamluk cemetery of Cairo - is perhaps the most accessible 
of the sites of Timurid commemorative architecture, more 
spectacular ones are ro be seen at Meshed, Torbat-e Sheykh 
Jam, and Mazar-e Sharif. The Timurid princes also erected 
mausoleums for themselves, such as the Gur-e Arnir and the 
' Ishrat-Khaneh in Samarkand. 

Major Timurid buildings, such as the so-called mosque of 
Bibi Kh anom, the Gur-e Amir mausoleum, the mosque of 
Gowhar Shad in Meshed, and the madrasahs at Kh argird 
and Hera t, are characterized by strong axial symmetry. 
Often the facade on the inner court repeats the design of 
the outer facade, and minarets are used ro frame the com
position. Changes rook place in the technique of dome 
constructi on. The mllqarnas was nOt enti rel y abandoned 
bur was often replaced by a geometrically rigorous net of 
intersecting arches that could be adapted to vario us shapes 
by modifying the width or span of the dome. The Khargird 
madrasah and the ' Ishrat-Khaneh mausoleum in Samarkand 
are particularly strik ing examples of this structura l 
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developmenr. The Timurids also made use of double domes 
on high drums. 

In the Timurid period the lise of colour in architecture 
reached a high point. Every architectural unit was divided, 
on both the exterior and interior, into panels of brilliandy 
coloured tiles that sometimes were mixed with stucco or 
terracotta architectu ral decorations. 

Ottoman Architecture 

Originally one of the small Turkmen principalities (beyliks) that 
sprang up in Anarolia after the collapse of Seljuq rule, by 1520 
the Ottomans had taken control of almost the whole of the Arab 
world. The grand tradition of Ottoman architecture, estab
lished in the sixteenth century, was derived from two ma in 
sources. One was the rather complex development of new 
architectural forms that occurred all over Anatolia in the four
teenth and early fifteenth centuries. In addition to the usual 
mosques, mausoleums, and madrasahs, a number of buildings 
ca lled tekkes were constructed to house dervishes and other holy 
men. The tekke (or ziiwiyah) was often joined to a mosque or 
mausoleum. The entire complex was then called a kiilliye. AU 
these buildings continued to develop the domed, central-plan 
structure, constructed by the Seljuqs in Anatolia. 

The other source of Ottoman architecture is Byzantine, 
especially as embodied in Hagia Sophia. Byzantine influence 
appears in such features as stone and brick used together or in 
the use of pendentive dome construction. Also influential were 
the contacts tha t the early Ottomans had with Italy: in severa l 
mosques at Bursa in Turkey there are stylistic parallels in the 
designs of the exterior facade and of windows, gates, and roofs 
to features found in Italian archi tecture. 
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The apogee of Ottoman architecture was achieved III the 
great series of kiilfiyes and mosques that still dominate the 
Istanbul skyline: the Fatih kiifliye (1463-70), the Bayezid 
Mosque (after 1491 ), the Selim Mosque (1522), the Sehzade 
kiilliye (1548), and the SOleyman kiilliye (after 1550). The 
Sehzade and SOleyman kiilliyes were built by Sinan, the great
est Ottoman architect, whose masterpiece is the Selim Mosque 
at Edirne, Turkey (1569-75). All of these buildings exh ibit 
total clarity and logic in both plan and elevation; such sim
plicity of design is often attributed to the fact that Sinan and 
many Ottoman architects were fi rst trained as military en
gineers. In these buildings descending half domes, va ults, and 
buttresses and minarets lead the eye up the exterior to an 
imposing central dome. 

Ottoman architecture never managed to renew its sixteenth
century brilliance, and throughout the eighteenth and nine
teenth centuries, a consistent Europeanization occurred. Later 
buildings, such as the impressive Sultan Ahmed mosque in 
Istanbul, were mostly variations on Sinan's architecture, and 
sometimes there were revivals of older building types, espe
cia lly in the prov inces. Occasionally, as in the early eighteenth
century NO ruosman mosque in Istanbul , interesting new var
iants appear, illustrating the little-known Turkish Baroque 
style. 

While mosq ues and kiilliyes arc the most characteristic 
monuments of Ottoman architecrure, important secular bu ild
ings were also built: baths, caravanserais, and especiall y the 
huge palace complex of Topkapi Saray at Istanbul, in which 
300 years of royal architecture are preserved in its elaborate 
pavilions, ha lls, and fountains. 

Architectural decoration was generally su bordinated to the 
structural forms or architectonic featu res of the building. A 
wide variety of themes and techniques originating from many 
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different sources was used. The Ottoman version of colour-tile 
decoration deserves particular mention, for it succeeds in 
transforming smaller buildings such as the mosque of Rlisrem 
Pasa in Istanbul into a visual spectacle of brilliant colours . 

Safavid Architecture 

The art of the Safavid Dynasty reached its zenith du ring the 
reigns of Tahmasp (1524-76) and of 'Abbas I (1588-1629) 
and represented the last significant development of Islamic 
arch itecture in Iran. The Safavid period, like the Ottoman era, 
was an imperial age, and therefore there is hardly a part of 
Iran where either Safavid buildings or major Safavid restora
tions cannot be found. The main centres were Tabriz and 
Ardabil in the north-west, Kazvin in the central region, and, 
especially, Esfahan in the west, where the best known Safavid 
monuments are located. T here 'Abbas I built a whole new city. 
According to one description, it contained 162 mosques, 48 
madrasahs, 1,802 commercial buildings, and 283 baths. What 
remains constitutes some of the fi nest monuments of Islamic 
arch itecture. 

At the centre of Esfahan is the Meydan-e Shah, a la rge open 
space, about 1,670 by 520 fee t (5 10 by 158 metres), originally 
surrounded by trees. Used for polo games and parades, it could 
be illuminated with 50,000 lamps. Each side of the meydan 
was provided with the monumental facade of a building. On 
one of the smaller sides was the entrance to the celebrated 
Masjed-e Shah mosque. On the other side was the entrance 
into the bazaar or marketplace. On the longer sides were the 
sma ll funerary mosq ue of Sheykh Lotfollah and, facing it, the 
'Ali Qapu, the "high gate", the first unit of a succession of 
palaces and gardens that extended beyond the meydan, most 
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of which have now disappeared except for the Chehel Sorun, 
the palace of the "Forty Columns". The 'All Qapu was, in its 
[ower floors, a semi-public place to which petitions cou ld be 
brought, while its upper floors are a world of pure fantasy - a 
succession of rooms, halls, and balconies overlooking the city, 
which were purely for the prince's pleasure. 

Thc Mcydan-c Shah unitcs in a singlc composition all thc 
conccrns of mcdieval Islamic architccture: praycr, commem
oration, princely pleasurc, tradc, and spatial cffect. No othcr 
rcmaining Safavid monumcnt can match its historical impor
tance, and in it are found the major traits of Safavid construc
tion and decoration. The forms are traditional, for the most 
part, and even in vau lting techniques and the use of coloured 
tiles it is to Timurid art that the Safavids looked for their 
models . The Persian architects of the early seventeenth century 
sought to achieve a monumentality in exterior spatial compo
sition; a logical precision in vau lting, and a colouristic bril
liance that has made the domes and portals of Esfahan justly 
famous. 

Mughal Architecture 

Like Ottoman art, the art of the Mughals was a late imperial 
art of Musl im princes. It success fully fused Persian, Indian, and 
various provincial influences to produce works of unusual 
refinement and quality. From the thirteenth cemury onward 
there can be seen an ada ptation of Islamic functions to 
indigenous forms. The earliest Islamic tomb to survive is the 
Sultan Ghari, bui lt in 1231, but rhe finest is the tomb of 
Iltutmish, who ruled from 1211 to 1236. The interior, covered 
with Arabic inscriptions, in its richness displays a strong 
Indian quality. 
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It was in the fourteenth-century architecture of South 
Asian si tes such as Tughluqabad, Gaur, and Ah madabad 
that a uniquely Indian type of Islamic hyposryie mosque was 
created, with a triple axia l nave, corner towers, axia l minar
ets, and cupolas . In Ahmadabad the Jami' Masjid (c. 1424) is 
a masterly exposition of the sty le, while dating from the 
second half of the fifteenth cen tury a rc the small but ex
quisite mosques of Muhafiz Khan (1492) and Rani Sabra'j 
(1514). 

It was also during these centu ries that the first mausoleums 
set in scenicall y spectacular locations were built. By then the 
conquering Muslims had fully learned how to utilize local 
methods of construction, and they ada pted South Asian dec
orative techn iques and motifs. At Bijapur is the Dol Gunbad 
(built by Muhammad 'Adil Shah), a tomb of exceptional 
grandeur, with one of the largest domes in existence. 

Wha t Mughal architecture brought ro the Islamic tradition 
(other than traditional Indian themes, especially in decoration) 
was technical perfection in the use of red sandsrone or marble 
as building and decorative materials. The mausoleum of 
Humayun in Delh i (1565-9) is built entire ly of sandsrone 
and red marble; the city of Fatehpur Sikri (from 1569 onward) 
and the Taj Mahal at Agra (1631-53) summarize the devel
opment of Mughal architecture. 

At Akbar's Fatehpur Sikri is the Jami' Masjid (1571 ), with 
its colossal gateway, one of the fi nest mosques of the Mughal 
period and one that served as a model fo r later congregational 
mosques; other notable buildings on the site are the exquisitely 
carved Turkish Sultana's house; the Panch-Mahal; the DTvan-e 
Kha~~ and the so-called hall of private audience. 

ShahJahan (1628-58) built theTaj Mahal as a romb for his 
wife, Queen Mumtaz Mahal. The five principal elements of the 
complex - main gateway; garden set out along classica l 
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Mughallines (a square quartered by long watercourses, with 
paths, fountains, and ornamental trees); mosque; jawiih (l it
erally "answer"; a building mirroring the mosque); and mau
soleum (including its four minarets) - were conceived and 
designed as a unified entity accord ing to the tenets of Mughal 
building practice, wh ich allowed no subsequent addition or 
alteration. The marble mausoleum rises up from a tall terrace 
(at the four corners of which are elegant minarets ) and is 
crowned by a graceful dome. The southern end of the complex 
is graced by a wide red sandstone gateway with a recessed 
central arch inlaid wi th black Qur'an ic lettering and flora l 
designs. Two nota ble decorative features are repeated 
throughout the com plex: pietra dura and Qur'anic verses in 
Arabic calligraphy. One of the inscriptions in the gateway 
invites the faithful to enter paradise. 

Later architectural monuments, during the reign of Aur
angzeb, represent a distinct decl ine. The tom b of Safdar Jang at 
Delhi (e. 1754) was among the last important works to be 
produced under the M ughal dynasty and had already lost 
the coherence and balance characteristic of mature Mughal 
architecture. 

European Influence and Contemporary Trends 

Much of the Muslim world was first introduced to " modern" 
European architecture through its adaptation in Istanbul or 
in other major Ottoman cities like Smyrna or Alexand ria. 
Nineteenth-century European engineers and architects 
adapted modern structural technology and decorative styles 
to local Islamic needs or idioms: the Suq al-Hamidiyah bazaar 
in Damascus was built with steel roofing; the Hejaz railway 
station at Damascus was decorated in a sort of Oriental Art 
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Nouveau style. Much of the Europeanized architecture, how
ever, was drab and pretentious. 

In the 19405 and 19505, extensive planning programmes 
and building projects were undertaken in even the poorest 
countries, and the wealthy Arab states, as well as pre
revolutionary Iran, transformed their traditional cities and 
countryside with spectacular modern complexes ranging from 
housing projects to universit ies. Many of these buildings were 

planned and constructed by Western firms and architects, and 
some are mere copies of European and American models, ill
adapted to the physical conditions and visual traditions of the 
Muslim world. Others are interesting and even sensitive 
projects: spectacular and technically innovative, such as the 
Intercontinental Hotel in Mecca (Frei and Otto) and the Haj 
Terminal of the King Abdul Aziz International Airport at 
Jidda, Saud i Arabia (the U.S . firm of Skidmore, Owings & 
Merrill); or intelligent and imaginative, such as the govern
ment buildings of Dhaka, Bangladesh (designed by the late 
Louis Kahn of the Un ited States ) or the numerous bu ildings 
designed by the Frenchman Andre Ravereau in Mali or 
Algeria. 

In the early twenty-first century, virtually all six Gulf Co
operation Cou ncil {Gcq cou ntries - Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, 
Qatar, Saudi Arabia, and the United Arab Emirates (U.A.E.)

showcased levels of economic development and infrastructure 
expa nsion not seen since the 1970s oil boom. At this time a 
range of transporration and construction projects was under
way in Dubai, including lighr- and urban-rail systems, a sporrs 
complex, luxury hotels, and island developments. In 2007 the 
mixed-use Surj ("Tower") Dubai, the final height of which 
was expected to exceed 2,640 feet (800 metres), was officially 
designated the world's tallest structure, despite the fact that it 
was still under construction. 
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Led by an increase in the number of foreign firms in the 
region and the profusion of world-class banking institutions, 
together with a great concentration of Arab investment capital 
and liquidity, infrastructure projects were being financed on a 
scale not hitheno experienced. Nakheel ("The Palms"), a 
Dubai propeny-development company with government ties, 
cla imed to have some $30 billion in projects under way in 
2007, most notably a trilogy of palm-shaped man-made 
archipelagoes, to include residences for more than 250,000 
people, and the World, which comprised some 300 small man
made islands arranged to look from the air like a map of the 
world. Saadiyat Island, just off the coast of Abu Dhabi, was at 
the centre of a reclamation project that would expand a 
natural island half the size of Bermuda into a much larger 
complex of hotels, golf courses, marinas, and private resi
dences. It was expected to house as many as 150,000 full-time 
residents, as well as a 670-acre (270-hectare) cultural district. 
Bahrain, Oman, and Qatar had similar islands under con
struction or in the planning stages. 

On the tourism front, in addition to the dozens of luxury 
hotels planned for the new islands, hotels containing more 
than 7,000 rooms and suites opened in 2007, with plans to 
double the hotel "bed stock" in Dubai alone to at least 80,000 
within a decade. Dubai already boasted the Surj AI Arab, a 
$1 billion, 1,052-foot (321-metre) sail-shaped "seven-star" 
hotel, and the $500 million Hydropolis, the region's first under
water hote!. Not to be outdone, Abu Dhabi welcomed guests to 
its $3 billion Emirates Palace Hote!. Loca l and foreign demands 
have also spurred an expansion of spas and swimming pools, 
ice-skating rinks, and golf courses, as well as expanded facilit ies 
for camel and horse racing (in Dubai construction began on the 
76 mill ion squa re-foot [7.1 million square-metre] Meydan 
racecourse complex). One of the most remarkable projects 
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was Dubailand, a massive complex of enterta inment and tourist 
amenities that included the Mall of Emirates (the largest indoor 
shopping mall o Li tside Nonh America) and a 1 sq uare-mile 
(2.25 square-kilometre), 25-srorey indoor ski resort. Ski Dubai, 
which opened in late 2005, was a winter wonderland in the 
desert, with "real" man-made snow, ski slopes of varying 
difficulty, a snowboard quarterpipc, and other facilities. 

The arts WCfe not ignored, especially in Abu Dhabi, which 
announced that the cultu ral district on Saadiyat Island wou ld 
include a performing arts cen tre by Iraqi-born London-based 
architect Zaha Hadid and two art museums; a Frank Gehry
designed Guggenheim Museum, and LO Llvre Abu Dhabi, the 
Paris icon's first international OutpOSt. 

Zaha Hadid, known for her radical deconstructivist designs 
characterized by a sense o f fragmentation, instabil ity, and 
movement, in 2004 became the first woman to be awa rded 

the Pritzker Architecture Prize. Her previous work included 
the Vitra Fire Station (1989~93) in Weil am Rhein, Germany, 
composed o f a series of sharply angled planes and resembling a 
bird in flight, and the Lois & Richa rd Rosenthal Center for 
Contemporary Art in Cincinnati, the first American museum 
designed by a woman. 

Wi thi n the Islamic world emerged several schools of archi

tects that adopted modes of an international language to suit 
local conditions. The oldest of these schools were in Turkey, 
where architects such as Eld hem and Cansever, among many 
others, built highly successful works of art. Other major 
Muslim contributors [0 a contemporary Islamic a rchitecture 
were the Iranians Nader Ardalan and Kemzan Diba, the Iraq is 
Rifat Chaderji and Muhammad Makkiya, the Jordanian Ras
sem Badran, and the Bangladeshi Mazha r ul-Islam. Finally, a 
unique message was being transmitted by the visionary Egyp
tian architect Hassan Fathy, who, in eloquent and prophetic 
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terms, urged that the traditional forms and techniques of 
vernacu lar architectu re be studied and adapted to contempor
ary needs. Directly or indirectly, his work inspired many 
young architects in the Muslim world and led to a host of 
fascina ting private houses, mosques, and educational facilities. 
The Aga Khan Award for Architecture was instituted to 
encourage genuine and contemporary architectural in novation 
in Islamic lands. 



I I 

VISUAL AN D DECORATIVE ARTS 

From the very beginning of Islam there occurred a major art of 
trade and of the city. More than any other culture and 
certainly earlier than any o ther, the Islamic world created a 
number of secular taStes and sponsored techniques of secular 
beautification. This gave an impetlls to techniques of ceramics, 
textiles, and mcwiwork, raising the quality of a ll decorative 
arts. This particu lar feature o f the Islamic tradition survived all 
political misfortunes. Remarkably beautiful objects were made 
as late as the early nineteenth century, and the techniques and 

trad itions were often revived in the twentieth century with 
considerable success. New techniques in the decorative arts 
were invented and spread throughout the Muslim world. The 
amount and intensiry of crearive energies spent on rhem 
transformed the decorative arcs into major artistic forms of 
Islamic culrure. 

The emphasis has always been on anists' technical skill, on 
their ability to do visual tricks, or on the speed and efficiency 
with which they created. The artist was regarded not as a 
prophet or a genius but as a technically equi pped individual 
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who succeeds in beautifying the surroundings of all peop le. 
There is a hedonistic element in Islamic art, therefore, but this 
hedonism is intellectually and emotionally mitigated by the 
conscious knowledge of the perishable character of a ll things 
human. Islamic art is thus a curious pa radox, for as it softened 
and embellished life's activities, it was created with destructible 
materials, thereby reiterating Islam's conviction that on ly God 
remallls. 

Although Islamic art is strictly an iconic, and Muslims are 
not permitted ro make images of God or of the Prophet, many 
forms of Islamic art celebrate Mu~ammad's name and pre
sence. There are calligraphic representations of his various 
names, especially Mul:13mmad, found everywhere in the Isla
mic world and preserved in many mosques, especially those of 
the Ottoman Empire, in which they held a prominent position. 
There are also many Persian, Turkish, and Mughal miniatures 
in which his figure is represemed in a stylized fash ion, though 
his face is usually hidden or effaced. Miniatures of the Mi'raj 
(Nocturnal Ascent) represent some of the grea test masterpieces 
of this genre of painting. 

The Islamic visual arts were created by the confluence of two 
phenomena: a number of earlier artistic traditions and a new 
faith. Technically, as well as ideologically, the Islamic world 
took over an extremely sophisticated system of visual forms, 
but remained resistant to influences from Arabia itself. The 
pre- Islamic sources of Islamic art are thus entirely extraneous 
to the milieu in which the new faith was created. In this respect 
the visual arts differ considerably from most other aspects of 
Islamic culture. 

What did happen during early Islamic times, however, was 
the establishment of a dominant new taste. It occurred fi rst in 
Syria and Iraq, the two areas with the largest influx of Muslims 
and with the two successive capitals of the empire, Damascus 
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under the Umayyads - who ruled from 661 to 750 - and 
Baghdad under the early 'Abbasids - whose rule extended as 
[ate as 1258 bur whose princes ceased to be a significant 
cultural factor after the second decade of the tenth century. 
From Syria and Iraq this new taste spread in all directions and 
adapted itself (0 local conditions and local materials, thus 
creating considerab le regional and chronological variations in 
early Islamic a rt. 

Early Decorative Arts 

Very li n le is known about early Islamic gold and silver 
objects, although their existence is mentioned in many texts 
as well as suggested by the wealth of the Muslim princes. 
Except for a large number of silver plates and ewers, prob
ably made for Umayyad and 'Abba sid princes and belonging 
to the $asanian tradition, nothing has remained. Dating from 
the tenth century are a large number of Buyid silks, a group 
of fune ra ry textiles with plant and animal motifs as well as 
poetic texts. One of the characteristic features of early Islamic 
textiles is their use of writing for identifying and decorative 
purposes. 

The most important medium of early Islamic decorative arts 
is porrery. Ini tially Muslims continued to sponsor whatever 
varieties of ceramics had existed before their arrival. Probably 
in the last quarter of the eighth century new and more 
elaborate types of glazed pottery were produced. The area 
of initial technical innovation seems to have been Iraq. Trade 
with Central Asia brought Chinese ceramics to Mesopotamia, 
and Islamic ceramicists sought to imitate them. It is probably 
in Iraq, therefore, that the technique of lustre glazing was first 
developed in the Islamic world. Egypt also played a leading 
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part in the crea tion of the new ceramics; a glass goblet is the 
earliest darable lustre object. Early pottery was also produced 
in north-eastern Ira n, where excavations at Samarkand and 
Nishapur have brought to light a new art of painted under
glaze pottery. Its real novelty lay, however, in the variety of 
subjects employed. 

While new ceramic techniques may have been sought to 
imitate other mediums (mostly metal) or other styles of pottery 
(mostly Chinese), the decorative devices rapidly became purely 
and unmistakably Islamic in style. A wide variety of motifs 
were combined: vegetal arabesques or single flowers and trees; 
inscriptions, usually legible and consisting of proverbs or of 
good wishes; animals that were usually birds drawn from the 
vast fo lkloric past of the Middle East; occasionally human 
figures drawn in a strikingly abstract fashion; geometric des
igns; all-over abstract patterns; single motifs on empty fields; 
and simple splashes of colour, with or withour underglaze 
sgraffito designs (i.e. designs incised or sketched on the body 
or the slip of the object). 

Crafts in other mediums also developed. Glass was as 
important as pottery, but examples have been less well pre
served. A tradi tion of ivory carving developed in Spain, and 
the objects dating from the last third of the tenth century 
onward attest to the high quality of this uniq uely Iberian art. 
Many of these carved ivories certainly were made for princes; 
their decorative themes were drawn from the whole vocabu
lary of princely art known through Umayyad painting and 
sculpture of the early eighth century. These ivory carvings are 
also imponam in that they exemplify the fact that an art of 
sculpture in the round never totally disappeared in the Islamic 
world - at least in small objects . 
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Fatimid Arts 

The middle period (1000-1500) was a time of expansion, 
when the art of various dynasties becomes evident. The 
Fatimid caliphs (909-11 71) both sought and produced dec
orative arts within thei f empire. Little has been preserved of 
the former, notably a sma ll number of superb ewers in rock 
crystal. A text has survived, however, that describes the im
perial treasu res looted in the middle of the eleventh century by 
dissa tisfied mercenary troops. It lists gold, silver, enamel, and 
porcelain objects that have all been lost, as well as texti les 
(perhaps (he cape of the Norma n king Roger II is an example 
of the kind of textiles found in this treasure). The inventory 
also records that the Fatimids had in their possession many 
works of Byzantine, Chinese, and even Greco-Roman proven
ance. Altogether, then, it seems that the imperial art of the 
Fatimids was part of a sort of international royal taste that 
downplayed cultura l or political differences. 

Ceramics, on the o ther hand, were primarily produced by 
loca l urban schools and were not an imperia l a rt. The most 
celebrated type of Fatimid wares were lustre-paimed ceramics 
from Egypt itself. A large number of artisans' names have been 
preserved, thereby indica ting the growing prestige of these 
craftsmen and the aesthetic importance of thei r pottery . Most 
of the surviving lustre ceramics are plates on which the 
decoration of the main surface has been emphasized . The 
decorative rhemes used were quire varied and incl uded all 
the traditional Islamic ones - e.g. calligraphy, vegetal and 
animal motifs, and arabesq ues. The most distinguishing fea
ture of these Fatimid ceramics, however, is the representation 
of the human figure. Some of these ceramics have been 
decorated with simpl ified copies of illustrations of the pri ncely 
themes, but others have depictions of scenes of Egyptian daily 
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life. The style in which these themes have been represented is 
simultaneously the hieratic, ornamental manner tradi tional to 
Islamic painting combined wi th what can almost be ca lled 
spatial illusionism. Wheel-cut rock crystal , glass, and bronze 
objects, especially an imal-shaped aquama niles (a type of water 
vessel) and ewers, are also attributed to the Fatimids. 

Manifestations of non-princely Fatimid art include the art of 
book illustration. The few remaining fragments illustrate that 
probably after the midd le of the eleventh century there devel
oped an art of represen tation other than the style used to 

illustrate princely themes. This was a more illusionistic style 
that still accompanied the traditional ornamental one in the 
same manner as in the paintings on ceramics. 

Seljuq Arts 

The artS of the Seljuq period demonstrate an extraordinary 
artistic energy, a widening of the social patronage of the arts, 
and a hitherto unknown variety of topics and modes of 
expression. Glass and textiles continued to be major mediums 
during the Seljuq period. Ceramics underwen t many changes, 
especially in Iran, where lustre painting became widespread 
and where new techniques were developed for colouring 
pottery. The growth of tile decora tion created a new dimen
sion for the art of ceramics. Inlaid metalwork became an 
important techn ique. First produced at Herat in Iran (now 
in Afghanistan) in the middle of the twelfth century, this type 
of decoration spread westward, and a series of local schools 
were established in va rious regions of the Seljuq domain . In 
this technique, the surfaces of utilitarian metallic objects 
(ca ndlesticks, ewers, basins, kettles, and so forth) were en
graved, and then silver was inlaid in the cut-out areas to make 
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the decorative design more clearly visible. Manuscript illus
tration also became an important art. Scientific books, includ
ing the medical manuals of Dioscorides and of Galen, or 
literary texts such as the picaresque adventures of a verbal 
genius known as the Maqamat, were produced with narrative 
illustrations throughout the text. 

All of the technical novelties of the Scljuqs seem to have had 
onc ma in purpose: to animate objects a nd books and to provide 
them wi th clea rly visible and identifiable images. Even the 

austere art of calligraphy became occasionally an imated with 
letters ending in human figu res. The main centres for producing 
these arts were located in Iran and the Fertile Crescent. It wou ld 
seem from a la rge number of art objects whose patrons are 
known that the main ma rket fo r these works of art was the 
mercantile bourgeoisie of the big cities . Thus the decorative arts 
and book illustration reflect an urban taste. 

The themes and motifs used were particularly numerous. In 
books they tend to be illustrations of the text, even if a 
manuscript such as the Schefer Maqamat (1237) sought to 
combine a strict narrative with a fairly na turalistic panorama 
of contemporary life. Narrative scenes taken from books or 
reflecting folk stories are also common on Persian ceramics. In 
all mediums, however, the predominant vocabulary of images 

is the one provided by the older art of princes; however, its 
mean ing is no longer tha t of illustrating the actua l life of 
princes but rather that of symbolizing a good and ba ppy life. 
Next to princely a nd na rrative themes, there are depictions of 
scenes of dai ly life, astronomica l motifs, and myriad tOpics 
that can be described but not understOod. 

While it is possible within certa in limits to genera lize a bout 
the subject matter o f Seljuq art, regional stylistic definitions 
tend to be more val id. Thus the bronzes produced in north
eastern Iran in the twelfth cen tury are characterized by simple 
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decorative compositions rather than by the very elaborate ones 
created by the so-called school of Mosul in Iraq during the 
thirteenth century. In genera l, the art of metalwork exhibits a 
consistently growing intricacy in composition and in details to 
the point that individual subjects are at times lost in over
lapping planes of arabesques. 

Ceramic pieces from Iran have usually been classified accord
ing toa more or less fictitious provenance. Kashan ware exh ibits 
a perfection of line in the depiction of moon-faced personages 
wi th heavily patterned clothes, while Rayy ceramic work is less 
sophisticated in design and execurion but more vividly co
loured. Saveh and Gu rga n are still other Iranian varieties of 
pottery. In Syria, Raqqah pottery imitated Ira nian ceramic 
wares bur with a far more limited voca bulary of designs. 

The ma in identifiable group of mi niature painters was the 
so-called Baghdad school of the first half of the thirteenth 
century. The miniatures painted by these artists are character
ized by the colourful and often humorous way in which the 
urbanized Arab is depicted. The compositions are documen
tary carica tures in which the artist has recorded the tell ing and 
recogn izable gesture or a known and common setting or 
activity. In many images or compositional devices one can 
recognize the impact of the richer Christian Mediterranean 
trad ition of ma nuscript illumination. A greater atten tion to 
aesthetic considerations is apparent in the illustrated manu
script of the Persian epic Varqeh o-Go/shah, unique in the 
Sel juq period. 

Western Islclmic Arts 

Although a very original ca ll igraphy was developed, the other 
western Islamic arts cannot be compared in wealth and 
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importance either with what occurred elsewhere in Islam at the 
same time or with earlier objects created in Spain. There are 
some important examples of metalwork, wood inlaid with 
ivory, and a lustre-glaze pottery known as H ispa no-Moresque 
ware. T he fact that the latter was made in Valencia or Malaga 
after the termination of Muslim rule demonstrates that Islamic 
trad it ions in the decorative arts continued to be adhered to. 

The term Mudcjar, therefore, is used to refer to all the things 

made in a Muslim style but under Christian rule. Numerous 
exam ples of Mudejar art exist in ceramics and textiles. 

Mudejar an must be carefu lly distinguished from Mozara

bie art: the art of Christians under M uslim rule. Mozarabic art 
primarily flourished in Spain during the earlier periods of 
Muslim ru le. Its major manifestations are architectural dec
orations, decorative objects, and illu minated manuscripts. 
Dating mostly from the tenth and eleventh centu ries, the 

celebrated illumina tions for the commentary on the Revelation 
to John by an eighth-century Spanish abbot, Seatus of Lieb
ana, are purely Christian su bjects trea ted in styles possibly 
influenced by Muslim miniature painting or book illustration. 
The most celebrated example, known as the "Saint-Sever 
Apocalypse", is in the collection of the Bibliotheque Nationale 
in Paris. 

Mamluk Arts 

Egypt and Syria were wealthy during the Mamluk period and 
museum collections of Islamic art generally abound with 
Mamluk metalwork and glass. Some of the o ldest remai ning 
carpets are Mamluk. T he arts of the Mamluk period achieved 
a high level of techn ical perfection but were often lacking in 
originality, however. The so-ca lled "Baptistere de Saint Louis" 
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(c. 1310) is the most im pressive example of inlaid metalwork 
preserved from this period. Several Mamluk ill ustrated manu
scripts, such as the Maqamat (1334) in the Nationalbibliothek, 
Vienna, display an amazing ornamenta l sense in the use of 
colour on gold backgrounds . Mamluk mosque lamps provide 
some of the finest examples of medieval glass. The wooden 
objects made by Maml uk craftsmen were widely celebra ted for 
the quality of their painted, inlaid, or carved designs. And the 
bold inscriptions that decorate the hundreds of remaining 
bronzes testify to the Maml uks' mastery of ca lligraphy. 

Persian Painting 

A new period of Persian pain ting began in the Mongol era, 
and, even th ough here and there one can recognize the impact 
of Seljuq painting, on the whole it is a limited one. Although 
the new style was primarily expressed in miniature painting, it 
is known from li terary sources that mural painting flourished 
as well . Masterpieces of Persian llterature were ill ustrated: fi rst 
the Shah-nameh (Book of Kings) by the eleventh-century poet 
Ferdowsi and then, from the second half of the fourteenth 
century, lyrical and mystical works, primari ly those by the 
twelfth-century poet Nezami. Historical texts or chronicles 
such as the jami' a/-tawarikh (Universa/ History of Rashid a/
Din ) were also ill ustrated, especia lly in the early Mongol 
period. 

The fi rst major monument of Persian painting in the Mon
gol period is a group of ma nuscripts of the jami' al-tawarikh. 
The miniatures are historical narrative scenes. Stylistica lly they 
are rela ted to Chinese painting - an in fl uence introduced by 
the Mongols duri ng the Il-Khanid period. Chinese influence 
can still be discovered in the masterpiece of fourteenth-century 
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Persian pamtlng, the so-called Demone Shiih-Iliimeh, illu
strated between 1320 and 1360, with its 56 preserved minia
tures. The compositional complexity of these pa intings can be 
attributed to the fact that several painters probably were 
involved and that the artists drew from a wide variety of 
different stylistic sources (e .g. Chinese, European, and loca l 
Iran ian traditions). It is the earliest known illustrative work 
that sought to depict in a strikingly dramatic fash ion the 
mean ing of the Iranian epic. Its battle scenes, its descriptions 
of fights with monsters, and its enthronemen t scenes are all 
powerful representations of the colou rful and ofren cruel 
legend of Iranian kingship. The artists a lso tried to express 
the powerlessness of humanity confronted by fa te in a series of 
mourn ing and death scenes. 

The Demotte Shiih-wimeh is but the most remarkable of a 
whole series of fourteenth-centu ry manuscripts, all of which 
suggest an art of paiming in search of a coherent style. Ar the 
very end of the period a manuscript such as that of the poems 
of Sultan A~mad still exhibi ts an effective variety of estab
lished themes, while some of the miniatures in the Deutsche 
Staatsbibliothek, Berli n, and in the Topkapi Sa ray, Istanbul, 
illustrate the astoundi ng variety of styles studied or copied by 
Persian masters. 

A more organized and stylistically coherent period in Per
sian pa inting began around 1396 with the Khwaju Kermani 
manuscript and culminated between 1420 and 1440 in the 
paintings produced by rhe Herar school, where the emperor 
Saysunqur created an academy in which classical Iranian 
literature was codi fied, copied, and illustrated . Although sev
eral Shiih- Iliimehs are known from this time, the mood of these 
manuscripts is no longer epic but ly rica l. Puppet-li ke figures 
a lmost unemotionally engage in a va riety of activities always 
set in an idealized garden or palace depicted against a rich gold 
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background. It is a world of sensuous pleasure that also 
embodies the themes of a mystically interpreted Iyrica[ poetry, 
for what is represented is not the real world bur a divine 
paradise in (he guise of a roya l pa lace or garden. At its best, as 
in the Metropolitan Museum Nezami, this style of Persian 
painting succeeds in defining someth ing more than mere 
ornamental colourfu[ness. It expresses in its controlled lyricism 
a fascinating search for the divine, similar to the search of such 
epic characters as Nezami, Rumi, or Hafezt; at times earthly 
and vulgar, at other times quite ambiguous and hermetic, but 
often providing a language for the ways in which human 
beings can talk about God. 

Another major change in Persian painting occurred during 
the second half of the fifteenth century at Herat under Husayn 
Bayqara. This change is associated with the first major painter 
of Islamic art, Behzad and his school. In the Garrett Zafar
nameh (c. 1490), the Egyptian Cairo National Library'S Bu
stan (1488), or the British Museum's Neza mi (1493-4), the 
stereotyped formu las of the earlier lyric style were endowed 
with new vitality. Behzad's interest in observing his environ
ment resulted in the introduction of more realistic poses and 
numerous details of dai ly life or genre elements. His works also 
reflect a concern for a psychological interpretation of the 
scenes and events depicted. It is thus not by chance that 
portrai ts have been attributed to Behzad. 

Ottoman Arts 

During the late period of Is[amic art, Ottoman., Safavid, and 
Mughal painters moved from one empire to the other, espe
cia lly from Iran to India, and there is some interplay between 
the work of the three empires. 
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There are several distinctive Orroman schools of porrery: 
Iznik, Rhodian, and Damascus ware. Their development is 
intimately tied to that of architectural ceramic decoration, 
such as that which transformed Istanbu l's ROstem Pasa mos
que. Both in technique and in design, Orroman ceramics are 
the only major examples of pottery produced in the la te 
Islamic period. 

Ottoman miniature pain ting does not compare in quality 
with Persian painting, which origina lly influenced the Turkish 
school. Yet Orroman minia tures do have a character of their 
own, ei ther in the almost folk-art effect of religious images or 
in the precise depicrions of such dai ly events as military 
expeditions or great festivals . Among the fi nest examples of 
the larrer is the manuscript Surname-i Vehbi, painted by 
AbdOlceli l Levni in the early eighteenth century. 

The production of metalwork, wood in laid with ivory, Usak 
carpets, and textiles flourished under the Orromans, both in 
Istanbul workshops sponsored by the sultan and in numerous 
provincial centres. 

Safavid Painting 

The Safavid period marks the last significant development of 
Islamic art in Iran, for after the middle of the seventeenth 
century original creativity disappeared in all mediums. Rugs 
and objects in silver, gold, and enamel continued to be made 
and exhibited a considerable technical virtuosity, even when 
they were lacking in inventiveness. 

In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, possibly for the 
first time in Islamic art, painters were conscious of historica l 
styles. Miniatures from the past were collected, copied, and 
imitated. Patronage, however, was fickle. A royal whim would 
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gather painters together or exile them. Many names of painters 
have been preserved, and there is little doubt that the whim of 
patrons was being countered by the artists' will to be socially 
and economically independent as well as ind ividually recog
nized for thei r artistic talents . 

Three major painting styles, or schools (exclud ing a number 
of interesting provincial schools), existed in the Safavid period. 
One school of miniature painting is exemplified by such 
masterpieces as the Houghton Shiih-niimeh (completed in 
1537), the Jami' Haft owrang (1556-1665), or the illustra
tions to stories from Hafez. These large, colourful miniatures 
were all executed in a grand manner. Their compositions are 
complex; individual faces appear in crowded masses; there is 
much diversification in landscape; and, despite a few ferocious 
detai ls of monsters or of strongly caricaturized poses and 
expressions, these book illustrations are concerned with an 
idea lized vision of life. The sources of this school lie with the 
Timurid academy. Behzad, Sultan Mu~ammad, Sheykhzadeh, 
Mir Sayyid 'A ll, Aqa Mirak, and Mahmud Musavvir contin
ued and modified, each in his own way, the ideal of a balance 
between an overall composition and precise rendering of de
tails. 

The miniatures of the second trad ition of Safavid painting 
seem at first to be like a detail out of the work of the previous 
school. The same purity of colour, elegance of poses, interest in 
detai ls, and assertion of the individual figu re is found. Aqa 
Reza and Reza 'Abbasi (both active around 1600) excelled in 
extraord inary portrayals of poets, musicians, courtiers, and 
aristocratic life in general. 

In both traditions of painting, the beautiful personages 
depicted frequently are satirized; this note of satirical criticism 
is even more pronounced in portra itu re of the time. But it is in 
pen or brush drawings, mostly dating from the seventeenth 
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century, that the third aspect of Safavid painting appeared: an 
interest in the depiction of minor events of daily life. With 
stunning precision Safavid artists showed a whole society 
falling apart with a cruel sympa thy totally absent from the 
literary documents of the time. 

While arch itecture and painting were the main anistic 
vehicles of the Safavids, the making of textiles and carpets 
was also of great importance. It is in the sixteenth century that 
a hitherto primarily nomadic and folk medium of the dec
orative arts was transformed in to an expression of royal and 
urban tasks by the creation of coun workshops. The predo
minantly geometric themes of earl ier Iranian carpets were nOt 

abandoned entirely but tended to be replaced by vegetal, 
animal, and even occasional human motifs. Great schools 
of ca rpet-making developed particularly at Tabriz, Kashan, 
and Kerman. 

Mughal Arts 

Mughal art was in continuous contact with Iran or, rather, 
with the Timu rid world of the second half of the fifteenth 
century. The models and the memories were in Herat or 
Samarkand, but the artists were raided from Safa vid Iran, 
and the cominuous flow of paimers from Iran to the Mughal 
Empire is a key facto r in understanding Mughal paiming. 
There appears to have developed what can on ly be called an 
Indo-Persian style, based essentially on the schools of Iran bur 
affected by the individual tastes of the Indian rulers and by 
loca l styles. 

The kind of subject tha t tended to be illustrated was re
markably close to those used in Safavid history books -
legendary stories, local events, portraits, and genre scenes. 
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What evolved quickly was a new ma nner of execution, and 
this style can be seen as early as about 1567, when the 
celebrated manuscript Dastan-e Amir Hamzeh (Stories of 
Amir Hamzeh) was paimed (some 200 miniarures rema in 
and are found in most major collections of Indian miniarures). 
Also notable are the Khamseh (Quintet) of Amir Khosrow of 
Delh i, and a manuscript of the Ne'mat-nameh (Book of 
Ne'mat) painted for a su ltan of Malwa in the opening years 
of the sixteenth century. Its illustrations are derived from the 
Tu rkmen style of Shiraz but show clear Indian features 
adapted from the local version of the western Ind ian style. 

Traditiona[ Iranian themes - batrles, receptions, and feas ts 
- acq ui red monumental ity, not only because of the inordi
nate size of the images but also because almost all of the 
objects and figures depicted were seen in terms of mass 
rather than line. Something of the colourful ness of Iranian 
painting was lost, but instead images acquired a greater 
expressive power. Mugha[ portraiture gave more of a sense 
of the individual than did the portraits of the Safavids. As in 
a celebrated represemation of a dying courtier, Mughal 
drawings cou ld be poignantly naturalistic. Mood was im
portant to the Mughal artist - in many paintings of animals 
there is a playful mood; a sensuous mood is evident in the 
first Muslim images to glorify the female body and the 
erotic. 

By the opening years of the sixteenth century, a new and 
vigorous style had come into being. Among the fines t examples 
of th is are a series illustrating the Bhagavaia- Plirana and the 
Caurapaiicasika of Bilhana. A technically more refined variant 
of this style, preferring the pale, cool colours of Persian 
deriva(ion, a fine line, and meticu lous ornamentation, is best 
illustrated by a man uscript of the ba llad Candamyana by 
Mulla Daud (c. first half of the sixteenth cen tury). 
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Although the Mughal dynasty came to power in India with 
Bahur's great victory at Panipar in 1526, the M ughal style 
was almost exclusively the creation of Akbar (1556-1605), 
who created a large atelier which he staffed with artists 
recruited from all parts of India. The work covered a wide 
variety of subjects: histories, romances, poetic works, myths, 
legends, and fables, of both Indian and Persian origin. The 
earliest paintings (c. 1560-70) arc illustrations of Tllti-lIameh 

(Parrot Book) and the Dastan-e Amir Hamzeh. The Tuti
nnmeh shows the Mughal style in the process of formation: 
the hand of artists belonging to the various non-M ughal 

trad itions is dearly recognizable, bur the style also revea ls an 
intense effort to cope with the demands of a new patron. The 
transi tion is achieved in the Dastan-e Amir Hamzeh, quite 
unlike Persian work in its leaning toward naturalism and 
filled with swift, vigorous movemem and bold colou r. The 

forms are individually modelled; the figures are superbly 
interrelated in closely unified com posi tions, in which depth 
is indicated by a preference for diagonals; and much atten
tion is paid to the expression of emotion. 

Immediately following were some very importam histor
ica l manuscripts, including the Tarikh-e Khandan-e Tinlllr
iyeh (History of the Holtse of Timur, c. 1580-85) and other 

works concerned with the affairs of the T imurid dynasty, to 
which the Mughals belonged. Each of these contains severa l 
hundred illustrations, and the painter provides a picture of 
contemporary life and of the rich fauna and flora of India. 
It was in the illustrations to Persian translations of the 
Hindu epics the Mahabharata and the Ramayana that 
the Mughal paimer revealed to the full the richness of 
his imagination, and the Razm-nameh, as the Mahabharata 
is known in Persian, is one of the outstand ing masterpieces 
of the age. 
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In addi tion [0 such large manuscripts, books, generally 
pONic works, with a sma ller number of iIIuS[ralions done 
by a single master anist were produced. In style the works 
tend co be finely detailed and exqu isitely colou red. Represent
ing some of the most delicate and refined works of the reign of 
Akbar are the Baharistall of Jiimi' (1595), a Khamseh of 
Nezami (1593), a Khamseh of Amir Khosrow (1598), and 
an Anwar-e 5uhay/i (1595-6). 

Among the most elaborate works of the emperor Jehangir 
(1605-27), who preferred portraiture co books, are the great 
court scenes showing him surrounded by courtiers. The com
positions have lost the bustle and movement so evident in the 
works of Akbar's reign; the figures are more fo rmally ordered, 
their componment in keeping with the strict ru les of etiquette 
of the Mughal coun. Though many have magnificent borders 
decorated with a wide variety of floral and geometrica l des
igns, the colours are subdued and harmonious, the bright 
glowing palerre of the Akbari artist having been abandoned. 
Jahangir honoured his painters, designating his favourite Abu 
ai-Hasan Nadi r-uz-Zaman ("Wonder of the Age"); among his 
works is a perceptive study of Jahangir looking at a portrait of 
his father. Ustad Mansur, designated Nadir-ul -'Asr ("Wonder 
of the Time" ), produced studies of birds and animals which are 
unparalleled. 

Under Shah Jahan (1628-58), the style becomes noticeably 
rigid. The best work is found in the Shah;ahannameh (History 
of Shah Jahan) and in several albums assembled for rhe 
emperor. Subjects include genre scenes, showing gatherings 
of ascetics and holy men, lovers in a garden or on a terrace, 
musical parties, and carousals. From the reign of Aurangzeb 
(1659-1707), the standard of workmanship decl ined, how
ever, and Mughal painting essentially came to an end during 
the reign of Shah 'Alam II (1759-1806). 
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Traditions of craftsmanship established in the decorative 
artS came to full flower during the Mughal dynasty, the finest 
objects being made in the imperia l workshops. An important 
contribution to carpet weaving was the landscape carpet that 
reproduced pictorial themes inspired by miniature painting. 
Metal objects of sumptuous qual ity were also made, a unique 
exam ple of which is a splendid, elaborately chi selled sixtccnth
century cup. Jade or jadeite was used together with crystal to 

make precious vessels as well as sword and dagger hilts. The 
greatest period for jade carving seems to have been the 

seventeenth century; a few outstanding examples associated 
with the emperors Jaha ngi r and Shah Jahan are of singular 
delicacy and perfection. The practice of inlaying jade, and also 
srone, wi th precious or semi-precious srones became more 
popular with the reign of Shah Jaha n. 

The range of ornamental patterns used reflected a rchitec

tura l decoration. They consisted mainly of arabesques and 
varied geometric patterns together with floral scrolls and other 
designs adapted from Indian traditions. From the seventeenth 
century, a type of floral spray became the most favoured motif 
and was found on almost every decorated object. 

European Influence and the Modern Period 

There had been European influence prior to Europea n occu
pation: in Mughal India, European landscapes and Western 
spatial concerns in fl uenced painting in the eighteenth century; 
and Persian painting has exhibited constant Western influence 
since the seventeenth century. Du ring European occupation of 
Muslim territory, there was a conscious revival of traditiona l 
decorative arts, but new techniques were often employed. This 
especially occurred in India and Morocco, where the retail 
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success of an art object depended less on the local trad ition 
than on the taste of the Europeans. Traditiona l techniques and 
designs of the decorative ans often had to be maintained 
anificially through government subsidies, for the local market, 
except in Morocco or India, was more easily seduced by 
second-rate European objects. 

During the period of occupation it was questioned whether 
alien techniques necessa rily brought with them new forms. As 
various schools based on the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Paris 
were formed, however, the facult ies and the students suffered 
from constant uncertainry as to whether they should preserve 
an art that was mostly anisanal or revolurionize it altogether. 
The results of dozens of new art schools and of a more 
enlightened patronage than during the nineteenth century 
are less than spectacular, however, especially in painting. In 
spite of several interesting attempts to deal with calligraphy, 
with geometric designs, or with local folk artS, successes so far 
have not been dearly identified. Bur Turkey, Jordan, Egypt, 
Morocco, Iraq, Pakistan, and Indonesia have all produced 
talented artists. 



12 

LITERATURE 

Isla mic literatures exist over a vast geographical and linguistic 
area, for they were produced wherever the Muslims went. This 

chapter focuses on the literatures of Iran (Persia), a major 
centre of Islam; Turkey and the Tu rkic-speaking peoples of 
Central Asia; and Arabic, the language of the Qur'an. Many 
Indian vernaculars nevertheless contain almost exclusively 
Isla mic literary subjects; a number of classical themes in 
Isla mic lore were elaborated in Kashm iri lyric and epic poetry, 
and Muslim India can boast a fi ne heritage of Arabic poetry 

and prose. Some fine M uslim short stories have been produced 
in modern Malayalam. There is also an Islamic content in the 
literature of Malaysia and in that of some East African 
languages, including Swahili, while in modern rimes the dia
spora of Muslims has seen Islamic literatures produced widely 
throughout the world. 
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Arabic Poetry 

The tradition of Ara bic literature stretches back some 16 
centuries in the Arabian Peninsula and began within the 
context of a tri bal, nomadic culture. With the advent and 
spread of Islam, that tradition was carried far and wide during 
the course of the seventh to the tenth century. It initially sought 
to preserve the values of chival ry and hospitality while ex
pressing a love of animals and describing the stark rea lities of 
nature, bur it proceeded to absorb cultural influences from 
every region brought wi thin the fold of Dar ai-Islam, or the 
Islamic world. 

Arabic script was used by all who fo llowed Islam. The 
Qur'an was considered to be the highest manifestation of 
literary beauty, and its imagery permeates all Islamic poetry 
and prose. During his lifetime, the revelations to Mu~ammad 

were memorized and recorded in written form, bu t it was only 
during the reign of the third caliph to ru le after Mu~ammad's 

death, 'Uthman ibn 'AHan, that the Muslim community es
tablished a canonica l version of the Qur'an. Within the realm 
of Arabic literature, the Qur'an has played a founda tional role 
and continues to serve as the major sty listic yardstick for 
literary expression in the Arabic language. 

From the very earliest stages in the Arabic literary tradition, 
the role of the poet has been of major significance. In the pre
Islamic period the tri bal poet's performances of his odes were a 
powerful tool, arousing the group's heroes to ba rrIe, extolling 
the chival ry and generosity of its men and the beaury of its 
women, and pouring scorn on the foibles of opposing tribes. 
Fallen heroes were commemorated in the marthiyyah, or elegy, 
and it is in this role that the voice of the female poet is 
prominently hea rd , as, for example, in the verses of the 
seventh-century poets al-Khansa' and Lay la al-Ak hya liyyah. 
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in contrast to the tribal POCtS were the su'/lik ("brigand") 
poets, who were depicted as living a life of solitude and 
hardship in the desert, such as Ta'abbata Sharran (" He 
Who Has Put Evil in His Armpit") and al-Shanfara. 

Th is trad ition of poetry emerged in the seventh century as 
the primary linguistic precedent to the Arabic of the newly 
recorded text of the Qur'an. Thereafter, poetry came to occupy 
a central place within the courts of the caliph and of the 

sultans, emirs, governors, and o ther potentates who ruled over 
the Islamic world, often being commissioned by the ruling 
authorities for public reci tation on "state occasions" (espe
cia lly panegyrics). 

The earliest-known Arabic poetry reveals a variety of types 
of poem marked by particular patterns of rhyme and syllabic 
pulse . The qit'ah ("segment") was a relatively short poem 
devoted (Q a single theme or else composed and performed for 
a parricular occasion; the marthiyyah is an example of such a 
poem. While many qit'ahs are complete in and of themselves, 
the structure of others suggests they are segments from length
ier poetic performances. That lengthier type is the qasidah, a 
poly thematic poem with a tripartite structure that might 
extend to 100 lines or more. It constitutes an elaborate 
celebration of the tribe and its way of life. In the opening 
lIasib, the poem's speaker comes across a deserted encamp
ment and muses nostalgically about times past and his absent 
beloved. A second section (the rahil) recoums a desert journey, 
thus affording the opportunity for descriptions of animals that 
are among the most famous and beloved within the emi re 
tradition of Arabic poetry. A section in praise of the tribe (the 
madih) comes third, in which one of several possible "pur
poses" is proclaimed: boasts concerning the heroism and 
endurance of the tribe's fighters, the generosity and hospitality 
of its people, the beauty of its women, or the feats of its 
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animals. Descriptions of wine drinking, ga mbl ing, jouStS, and 
horse races all contribute to the overall pictute through which 
the performance of the qasidah presents a ritualized liturgy in 
praise of community. 

Initially seven and later ten of the longer examples of the 
qasidah were recognized as outstanding representatives of the 
large corpus of longer poems that had been recorded in written 
form. They were collected as AI-Mu'allaqat (also known 
variously as the seven (or ten) "long poems" and the Seven 
Long Odes). The open ing of the nm'allaqah of sixth-century 
poet lmru' al-Qays is probably the most famous line of poetry 
in Arabic: "Halt, you twO companions, and let us weep for the 
memory of a beloved and an abode mid the sand-dunes 
between Al-Dak hu l and Hawmal." 

These qit'ah and the qasidah were the predominant forms of 
Arabic poetry but not the only ones. The ra;az served severa l 
functions, for example, as camel drivers' songs, known as al
hida'. The ur;uwh (a poem composed in ra;az) was also 
utilized for verba l display and other types of didactic and 
even obscene poetry. Some poetic forms utilized the colloquial 
form of the Arabic language (the qllma, for example, and the 
kan wa kan). In the Iberian Pen insula, the w;al and the 
muwashshah provide a wonderfully accura te picture of Al
Andalus during the Islamic period (eighth-fifteenth centuries), 
and, following thei r migration across North Africa to the 
Mashriq, contributed significantly to both the elite and pop
ular traditions of Arabic poetry. 

A major change in the form of the Arabic poem occurred in 
the late 1940s, when two Iraqi poets, Nazik al-Mala'ikah and 
Badr Shakir al-Sayyab, adopted a poetic system that used 
variable line length and patterns of assonance and repetition 
in place of end rhyme. They ushered in a new era of the prose 
poem and other experiments in form and poetic discourse. 
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However, the traditional form of the qasidah continued at the 
hands of certain poets - among them AI+Akhtal al -Saghir (rhe 
pen name of Bishara al-Khuri), Badawi ai-Jabal (the pen name 
of Muryammad al-AJ:lmad l, and MuJ:lammad al-jawahiri - to 
hold an important place in the hearts of many Arabs . 

In genre, there were three types of public performance 
poetry: panegyric (madh), the praise of the tribe and its elders, 
a genre that was to become the primary mode of poetic 
expression during the Islamic period; the lampoon (h ija '), 
whereby the poet rakes verbal aim at the community's enemies 

and impugns their honour (most often at the expense of 
women); and praise of the dead, or elegy (ritha '). 

The great master of the panegyric, and arguably Arabic's 
most illustrious poet, is al-Mmanabbi ("He Who Claimed to 
Be a Prophet" ), who composed a famous ode in pra ise of the 
great tenth-century ruler of Aleppo, 5ayf a l-Dawlah. Panegyric 

was adopted immediately in the cause of Islam. The sixth- and 
seventh-century poet Hassa n ibn Thabit, often referred to as 
"the Prophet's poet", composed panegyrics in praise of Mu
I:tammad, initiating a tradition of poems in praise of the 
Prophet that continued throughout the ensuing centuries. 

With the first dynasty of caliphs, the Umayyads, panegyric 
became a major propaganda device. The public performance 

of poems that record the policies and victories of rulers 
con tinued into the 'Abbasid period. With Abu Tammam 
the panegyric became the supreme manifestation of a trend 
in poetic creativity toward elaboration in imagery and diction 
that was subsumed under the heading of badi' (innovative use 
of figurative language). As an important source of pa tronage, 
the panegyric - now extolling both the sta te of the people 
ruled and the glory of the ruler's own personage - became the 
major mode of expression in qasidah form until the twentieth 
century. 
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The themes of hija' ("lampooning") and {akhr ("boasting") 
often occur tOgether. AI-Muranabbi is also famous for his 
withering attacks on Aba al-Misk Kafur, the Ethiopian slave 
who was regent in Egypt in the tenth century. While defeat in 
battle is, of course, a primary focus of derision in this type of 
poetry, the honour of the community and the family has 
resided to a major extent in the protection of its women, 
and they were also thus impugned. The AI-Naqa'id (Flytillgs), 

which record poetic jousts between poets in Al-Mirbad, the 
central square of the ci ty AI-Basrah (Basra), during the 
Umayyad caliphate, rook the level of invective to new heights 
(or depths): "AI-Farazdaq's mother gave binh ro a fornicator; 
what she producedlWas a pygmy with stubby legs." The 
instinct for lam poon found no shonage of ta rgets in the 
ensuing centuries. The great poet Aba Nuwas even teases 
the caliph Harun aI-Rashid over a scandal concerning the 
caliph's sister. The realities of life in the Ara bic-speaking world 
from the twentieth century, however, rendered most attempts 
at lampoon dangerous, though this did nOt prevent the Iraqi 
poet Muza ffar al-Nawwab from taking pot shots at the rulers 
of Saudi Arabia: "The son of Ka'bah is having sex.ffhe 
world's prices are on hold." 

The celebration of the life and courage of a tribal comrade 
fallen in battle is the occasion for the earliest elegies in Arabic. 
The elegy also became a means of public affi rmation of the 
strength of Islam and irs rulers. A particular topic of commu
nal mourn ing is the fall of an enrire city ro enemy forces, such 
as the renowned elegy of the ninrh-cenrury poet Ibn al-Rumi 
on the fa ll of Al-Basrah to an army of slave la bourers. Through 
the twentieth century and into the twenty-first, the elegy 
continued to fulfil its purpose as an expression of personal 
sorrow and broader communal grief and steadfastness; 
"Wa-'ada ... fi kafan" (1964; "And He Came Home ... 
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in a Shroud"), by the Palestinian poet Mahmud Darwish, is a 
modern example. 

To these three poetic genres was added at an early stage a 
very vigorous Arabic poetic tradition: description (wasfJ. Its 
emphasis was on how poets depiC(cd animals and other 
aspects of nature and often indulged in complex pauerns of 
imagery that likened attributes of one animal to those of 
another. The images of camels and horses of the pre-Islamic 
poets, such as Imru ' al-Qays, are justifiably well known. The 

strong link in Islam between the garden and paradise ensu red 
that elaborate descriptions of attempts by tempora l ru lers to 
replicate within their own palaces the pleasures of the life to 
come would become, and remain, a prominent theme of 
Arabic poetry. The theme and the imagery were later adopted 
by the romamic poets of the twentieth centu ry, as in 'Ali 
Mahmud Taha 's poem Ughlliyah rifiyyah (Rustic SOllg). 

As the ceremonial qasidah during the Islamic centuries 
became more and more the realm of panegyric, other themes 
within the pre-Islamic tradition - wine, hunting, love, and 
maxims - emerged as separate genres in their own right. 
Although the Qur'an made injunctions aga inst wine drink
ing, the sheer number of poetic di vans (collected works) that 
contain sections devoted to khamriyyat (w ine poetry) illus

trates the extent to which poetty could be used to confron t 
religious orthodoxy. This reached its height with Abu Nu
was: " Ho, pour me a glass of wine, and confirm that it's 
wine!lDo not do it in secret, when it can be done in the 
open." The imagery of the wine poem also provides the 
framework for the poetry of the Sufi (mystical) poets, sLich as 
that of the Egyptian Ibn a l-Farid. His mystica l khamriyyah 
memions not only wine (now acting as a sy mbol for the 
achievemem of a transcendem state) but a lso the anciem 
theme of the absent beloved. 
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A separate type of hunt poem (tardiyyah) also emerged, to 
be taken up enthusiastically by the Umayyad and 'Abbasid 
cal iphs. In these poems the scene of the morn ing departure is 
still present, having been carried over from the opening section 
(llasib) of the qasidah, and the speaker's companions are the 
saker falcon (saqr) and the hunting dog. Abo Nuwas's divan 
contains many examples of this category, and a noted practi
tioner was the caliph, poet, and critic Ibn al-M u'tazz. 

The proclivity often indulged in by the Arab poet for 
homiletic advice and contemplation found a fruitful source 
in not only the Qur'an's pointed comments on the ephemer
ality of th is li fe in comparison with the next, but also in the 
Islamic commun ity's quest for a more individual mode of 
access to the transcendent. While many poets contributed to 

the genre, it is Abo al-'Atahiyah whose name is most closely 
associated with the ascetic poem (zuhdiyyah). In poem after 
poem he concentrates on the mortali ty of humanity, asking 
what has happened to the great historical figu res of yesteryear 
and pointing to their common abode in the grave: "Note well! 
All of us are dust. Who among huma nity is immortal?" With 
the poetry of al-Ma'arri, the homi letic aspect is blended with 
philosophical contemplation and pessimism: for him life is an 
experience of sheer misery. 

The theme of love has been present in the Arabic poetic 
trad ition since the ea rl iest poems committed to written form. 
The desert environment, the nomadic lifestyle, and the need for 
constant travel all contribute to a poetic vision that focuses on 
absence, departure, lack, and nostalgia. During the Islamic 
period, this desert-inspired approach to love was adapted and 
transformed into a strand of love poetry called 'UdhrT, named 
for the tribe to wh ich the poet Jamil, one of its best-known 
practitioners, belonged. In these poems the lover spends a 
lifetime of absence and longing, pining for the beloved, who is 
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tyrannical and cruel (aiming arrows at the heart and eye) and 
yet remains the object of worship and adoration. The early 
centuries of recorded Arabic poetry are replete with collections 
of poetry written by 'Udhri poets, a ll of whom are known by a 
name that incorporates their beloved's: Jamil BU(haynah, 
Majnun Lay la, Kuthayyir 'Azza h. 

Another strand of love poetry, 'Umari, named for the poet 
'Umar ibn Abi Rabi'ah - whose poems reveal much closer 
con tact with the beloved and reflect a strongly narcissistic 
attitude on the part of the poem's speaker - emerged in 
Arabia's urban cemres early in the Islamic era. With the 
passage o f time, elements from these twO strands were blended 
into a un ified tradition of the Arabic love poem (ghazal). AI
Bashshar ibn Surd's divan contains love poems of both types, 
while Abu Nuwas composes verses involving homosexual and 
bisexual relationsh ips. The genres of za;al and mllwashshah 

that originated in Muslim Spain blended 'Umari and 'Udhri 
themes with songs and popu lar poems in Romance dialects. 
The ghazal has remained popu lar into the modern period. 

The twentieth century produced significant change in Arabic 
love poetry. The Syrian diplomat and poet Nizar Qabbani 
managed in a single career to become the Arab world's 
primary love poet and a commentator on political controver
sies: "Ah, my love!lWhat is this na tion of ours that can treat 
love like a policeman?" New initiatives in imagery and mood 
were fostered by romantic poets such as Khalil Jubran (more 
commonly known in the West as Khalil Gibran l, Iliyya Abu 
Madi, Abu al-Qasim al-Shabbi, and 'Ali Mahmud Taha. 

The major break with tradition came in the aftermath of the 
Second World War. The metrical experiments undertaken by 
the Iraqi poets Nazik al-Ma la'ikah and Badr Shakir al-Sayyab 
in the 1940s, the translation into Arabic of the Middle Eastern 
segments of Sir James Frazer's The Golden Bough: A Study in 
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Comparative Religioll (1890) and T.S. Eliot's poem The Waste 
Lalld (1922), and political events, especially rega rding Israel 
and Palestine, stimulated the development of an entirely new 
outlook on the form and content of the poem and the role of 
the poet. Tawfiq Zayyad, Fadwa Tuqan, Samih al-Qasim, and 
Rashid Husayn all addressed themselves to the injustices they 
saw in Palestinian daily life, wh ile Mahmud Darwish's work 
encapsu lated the fate of his fellow Palestinians through vivid 
depictions of their losses, their defiance, and their aspirations. 
Other poets, such as the Iraq i 'Abd al-Wahhab al-Baya ti, 
expressed their commitment to the cause of revolutionary 
change on a broader canvas. 

Beirut in the 1950s witnessed the creation of the poetry 
grou p Shi'r ("Poetry") . At its core were Yusuf al-Khal and 
Adonis (the pen name of ' Ali AJ:lmad Sa'id), arguably the most 
influential figure in modern Arabic poetry. In its radica l 
approach to poetic form (including the prose poem) and its 
experiments with language and imagery, this grou p was em
blematic of the many new directions that Arabic poetry was to 
follow. Poets such as the Lebanese Khalil Hawi and the 
Egyptian Salah 'Abd al-Sabur left behind them divans that 
are already acknowledged as twen tieth-century classics of 
Arabic poetry. Among the notable poets tak ing poetry in 
new directions at the turn of the twenty-first century were 
the Syrian MuJ:lammad al-Maghut, the Moroccan MuJ:lam
mad Bannis, the Iraqi Sa'di Yusuf, and the Egyptia ns Mu
J:lammad 'Afifi Matar and Amal Dunqul. 

Arabic Prose Literature and Drama 

The emergence of Arabic prose literature began in the eighth 
century. Some of the earliest extant Arabic materials consist of 
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the utterances of soothsayers (kuhhall ), which are in the 
characteristic form of a pre-Islamic discourse known as saj' 

(usua lly translated as "rhyming prose" but almost certain ly a 
very early form of poetic expression) a lso used in the Qur'an. 
There were also accounts of the pre-Islamic peninsula r tribes 
and their great battles, the so-called Ayyam al-'Arab ("Battle 
Days of the Arabs"), characteristic of the genre of the khabar 
("rcport"). Along with the collections known as Had ith (ac
counts of the Prophet's sayings and actions) and Sahih (the 
second most important source of Islamic law and practice after 
the Qur'an itself), these reports also became part of the 
collections of maghiizi (accounts of the Prophet's raids during 
his lifetime) and sirah (biographies of the Prophet). 

A major feature of premodern prose literature in Arabic was 
adab, a term that in modern usage is translated as "li terature" 
but which also implies a close linkage between the act of 
writing and the manners and norms of a community. In the 
case of Arabic, that community consisted of functiona ries of 
the Islamic court, especially bureaucrats and chancery offi
cia ls. With the elaboration of caliphal and other varieties of 
court life, the adib ("litterateu r"), the practitioner of adab, 
joined fo rces wi th the lladim ("boon compa nion") and the 
zarif ("arbiter of taste and fashion") in providing both enlight
enment and entertainment for the ruler. The adab prepa red 
codes of conduct and practice for the secretariat, which was 
growing in conjunction with the ad mi nistrative needs of the 
ever-expanding Islamic dominions, and produced useful (a nd 
often diverting) materials. 

The arts and subgenres of adab were brough t to new levels 
of soph istication in the nimh century by one of Arabic litera
ture's greatest figures, 'Amr ibn Bahr, whose physical ugliness 
led him to be forever known by the nickname al-Jahiz ("The 
Man with Boggling Eyes"); and during the ten th and eleventh 
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centuries by Abu Hayyan al-Tawhidi, one of Arabic's greatest 
stylists. A prodigious polymath, al-Jahiz compiled anthologies 
of poetry and anecdote about animals (Kitah al-hayawan) and 
misers (Kitah al-hllkhala'), wrote essays (rasa'il) on every 
conceivable topic, and produced a highly influential work 
of criticism, Kitab al-bayan wa al-tabyin (Book of Clarity 
and Clarification). What sets his work apart is his total 
mastery of a clear and concise Arabic style and his great 
predilection for digression. Abu Hayyan al-Tawhidi wrote a 
renowned anthology of anecdotes, Kitab al-imta' wa al
ml/'QnQsah (Book of Enjoyment and Bonhomie), and an often 
scurrilous commentary on cultural and political infighting, 
Kitab mathalib al-wazirayn (Book on the Foibles of the Two 
Ministers). 

Many other court officials, bureaucrats, and arbiters of 
public discourse also contributed to a continuing process 
whereby information, opinion, and entertainment - manuals, 
discourses on the Qur'an, collections of anecdotes and poetry, 
and essays on specialist topics - were placed at the disposal of 
the educated elite of the cou rts wi thin the Islamic dominions. 
Ibn Qutaybah's Kitab 'uyun al-akhbar (Book of Springs of 
Information, or Book of Choice Narratives), which made 
available to its readers information and anecdote on a wide 
variety of topics (eloquence, fr iendshi p, asceticism, and a final 
section on women), is one of the earliest examples of the 
curious yet engaging variety of materials that was character
istic of the court's literary salons (majalis). The Kitab al
aghani (Books of Songs) of Abo. aI-Fa raj al-Isbahani (a l
Isfahan i), was a major source on Arabic poetry and poets 
as well as performance practice. Among the rasa'il (essays) 
devoted to particular topics were al-Jahiz's Risalat al-qiyan 
(The Epistle all Singing-Girls of Jahiz) and Dhamm al-hawa 
(Condemnation of Passion), a preacher's warning concerning 
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the perils of passion - the theme of love was especially 
popular. Sheikh a!-Nafzawi's Al-Rawd al·'atir fi nuzhat a/
khatir (The Perfumed Garden COllcemillg the Heart's De
lights) is, thanks to the interest of Sir Richard Burton (who 
translated it under the title The Perfumed Cardell of the 
Cheikh Ne(zaoui), widely known in the English-speaki ng 
world as a classic among sex manuals. 

Speakers and writers of o ther languages who became Mus
lims and worked in the various offices of the court also trans
lated works into Arabic. The eighth-century Persian scholar 
Ruzbih, who adopted the Arabic name Ibn al-Muqaffa', trans

lated a collection of a nimal fables about kingship, Kalifah wa 
Dimllah (Kalilah alld Diffmah). Much of the Hellenistic heritage 
was also translated from Greek into Arabic and stored in the 
great Baghdad library Bayt a l-Hikmah (" House of Wisdom"). 
There was also a tradition of historical and geogra ph ical writ
ing. Especiall y notable is al-Mas'udi's Mumj al-dhahab wa 
ma'adill al-jawahir (The Meadows of Gold alld Mines of Gems), 
in which he traces the history of the world up to his own time. 
The tradition of writing histories of enormous scope continued 
throughout the ensui ng centuries, with famous contributions by 
Ibn M iskaway h, Ibn al-Achir, Ibn Kathir, and Ibn Khaldun, 
whose in troduction to his history AI-Mttqaddimah, which 

sought to explain the basic factors in the historical development 
of the Islamic countries, is generally acknowledged as a major 
milesrone in hisrorical studies. 

The hajj has been the inspi ra tion for a school of travel 
narrative, a genre for which the Arabs are well known (and of 
which the series of tales recounted by Sindbad the Sailor, a late 
addition to The Thol/sand and One Nights, is an apt reflec
tion). Some of the best known are Ibn Jubayr's Rihlah (Tra
vels), a somewhat hyperbolic account of the curiosities he 
encountered on his journey from Grenada to Mecca, a nd Ibn 
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Ba!!u!ah's narrative of his travels from Tangier to Mecca and 
on to China and back, Tuhfat al-Iluzzar fi ghara'ib al- amsar 
wa 'aja'ib al-asfar (Beholder's Delight COllcemillg Strange 
Cities and lllcredible Travels). Others composed narratives 
involving travel into the worlds of the imagination. The 
eleventh-century Andalusian poet Ibn Sh uhayd, for example, 
utilized his Risalat al-tawabi' wa al-zawabi' (Epistle 011 Famil
iar Spirits and Demons) to converse with the spirits of his 
poetic forebears. 

One genre tha t is specific to the Arabic li terary tradition is 
the maqamah, a form of narrative that emerged during the 
tenth century our of several already existing trends. It was a 
visitor ro the court of Rayy in Iran, al-Hamadhani, who 
managed to combine the new aesthetics of style - especially 
the adoption of sa;' - with attractive vignettes of social and 
intellectua l life into a totally new genre. Developed by his great 
successor al-Hariri into a vehicle for tremendous feats of 
stylistic virtuosity, the maqamah genre was a much-favoured 
mode of prose expression for the intellectual elite of the 
Arabic-speaking world until the latter half of the twentieth 
century. 

Attitudes wi thin Arab societies toward appropriateness of 
language use and performance mode long excluded popular 
narra tive from the Arabic literary canon. Until the advent of 
broadcast media, the hakawati (storyteller), who would recite 
episodes from some of the great sagas of Arab lore (in Arabic, 
siyar sha'biyyah), remained a major fixture of Arabic-speaking 
cOllntries. These included the exploits of the legendary poet
cava lier 'Antar, the much-travelled tribal confederacy of the 
Banci Hilal, the warrior-princess Dha t al-Himma h, and the 
wily 'Ali Zaybaq. These types of story have served as inspira
tion and as models not only for writers of modern fiction but 
also for numerous experiments in drama. 
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The development of modern Arabic fiction rook place with
in a cultural context in which two major forces were in play: an 
interest in the products and critical methods of Western 
literary traditions and a search for inspiration in the Arabic 
literary heritage. The shan story was the first to adapt itself. 
Early Egyptian pioneers such as 'Abd Allah Nadim and 
Mustafa Lutfi al-Manfaluti published vignettes that cast a 
critical eye on the habits and foibles of their fellow country
men, wh ile in Lebanon Khalil Jubran (Khalil Gibran) and later 
Mikha'iJ Nu'aymah analyzed the problems of family life and 

broader societal issues, such as the role of the clergy and 
problems of emigration. A major advance in short-story 
writing occurred in the early and mid-twemieth cemury with 
a group of Egyptian writers, the jama'at al-Madrasah Ha
dithah ("New School Group"), of whom Yahya Haqqi and 
Mahmud Tahir Lashin were the most accomplished. 

Writers in other regions developed their own local trad i
tions; these include the Palestinian Khalil Baydas, the Tunisian 
'All al-Du'aji, the Iraqi Dhu aI-Nun Ayyub, and the Lebanese 
Tawfiq Yusuf 'Awwad. Women writers also began to con
tribute short stories that prov ided new insights into issues of 
family and society; among such pioneers were Suhayr al
Qalamawi of Egypt, Ulfat Idi lbi of Syria, and Samira h 'Azzam 
of Palestine. 

Two writers, by their concentration on the art of the short 
story, came to be widely acknowledged as masters of the craft: 
Yusuf Idris of Egypt and Zaka riyya Tamir of Syria. Beginning 
a writing career in the 1950s, Idris recounted the realities of the 
life of the poor and, as politica l oppression grew, added 
symbolic portrayals of oppression and alienation that encap
sulated an entire era in contempora ry Arab societies . Zakar
iyya Tamir's contributions to the genre tended to be concerned 
wi th a high ly terse and symbolic representation of the callous 
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indifference of authority and bureaucracy, often expressed 
through nightmarish visions of violence. 

At the beginning of the twenty-first centu ry, the short story 
was by far the most popular literary genre in the Arab world . It 
was also frequently adapted for film and television. Distin
guished contributors to the genre included A~mad Suzufur 
(Suzfur ) of Morocco, Hasan Nasr of Tunisia, Haydar Haydar 
of Syria, Fu 'ad al-Tikirli and Mu~ammad Khudayy ir of Iraq, 
Layla al-'Uthman of Kuwait, and Yahya ai-Tahir 'Abdallah, 
Mu~ammad al-Sisa ti, Salwa Bakr, and Ibrahi m AsIan of 
Egypt. 

Th rough the popularity of early translations into Arabic of 
works of Eutopean fiction and imitations of them by Arab 
writers, the novel rapidly established a place for itself in the 
Islamic world . Among the earliest examples in Arabic were 
Chahat al-haqq (1865; Forest o f Truth), an idealistic allegory 
about freedom, and AI-Huyam fi iillall aI-sham (1870; Passion 
in Syrian Carde1lS), a work set during the seventh-century 
Islamic conquest of Syria, by Salim al-Bustani. The latter work 
appeared in seria l form in the Bustani famil y's journal, Al
Jinan, and this publication mode established a pattern tha t was 
to be followed by writers of Arabic fiction for many decades. 
Premodern history also came to be frequently in voked in the 
Arabic novel. Jurji Zaydan's series of novels, for example, set 
key events in Islamic history against local backgrounds. 

At the same time, a neoclassical strand became evident that 
focused in particular on the classical genre of the maqamah. 
Nasif al- Yaziji's Maima' al-Bahrayn (1856; The Meeting Place 
of the Two Seas) is a conscious revival of the style, while 
Ahmad Faris al-Shidyaq's Al-Saq 'ala al-saq fi ma hllwa al
Faryaq (1855; One Leg over AI/other [or The Pigeon on the 
Tree Branch]. Concerning al-Faryaq [Faris al-Shidyaq]), which 
con tai ns a set of maqamat, looks to the futu re in its use of the 
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autobiographical travel narrative as a means to compare and 
criticize cOntemporary societies . Those cri tical features are 
even more marked in Mu~ammad al-Muwaylihi's Hadith 
'lsa ibn Hisham (1907; Isa ibn Hisham's Tale), a highly 
sa rcastic account of rurn-of-the-cenrury Egypt under British 
occupation. 

The novel in Arabic developed at a different pace in different 
regions. An important moment in the Egyptian tradition was 
the 1913 novel Zaynab by "a peasant Egyptian". It presents 
the reader with a nostalgic picture of the Egyptian countryside, 
which serves as the backdrop for the fervent advocacy of the 
need for women's ed ucation. The author, Mll~ammad Husayn 
Haykal, wrote the work while studying in France, and the 
influence of European Romantic narrative traditions is clear. 
Elsewhere, novel writing was initiated at a later date: in Iraq by 
Mahmud Al:tmad al-Sayyid with Fi sabil al-zawa; (1921; On 
the Marriage Path); in Algeria by Ahmad Rida Huhu with 
Ghadat umm al-qura (1947; Maid of the City); and in Mor
occo by 'Abd aI-Maj id ibn Jallun with Fi al-tufl/lah (1957; III 
Childhood). 

The development of nationalism coupled with developments 
in education and interest in other literary traditions spurred 
the novel's development during the 1930s. Early publications 
were Taha Husayn's fictionalized autobiography, AI-Ayyam 
(3 parts, 1929-67; The Days), and the republication of Hay
kal's ZaYlwb in 1929. The following decade saw the appear
ance of works by Tawfiq aI-Hakim (notably 'Awdat al-ruh 
[1933; Retl/ rI/ of the Spirit] and Yawmiyyat lIa'ib fi al-aryaf 
[1937; Diary of a COUlltry Prosecutor; English translation. 
The Maze of justice]) , Ibrahim al-Mazini, 'Abbas Mal:tmCid al
'Aqqad, Ma hmud Taymur, and Ma hmud Tahir Lashin. Much 
in fl uenced by these important litera ry figures, a young philo
sophy graduate from Cairo University began to explore the 
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novel genre, and in 1939 the first novel of Nagu ib Mahfouz 
(Najib Mahfuz) appeared: 'A bath al-aqdar (Fates' Mockery) . 

Mahfouz, who in 1988 became the first Arab writer to win 
the Nobel Prize for Literature, is acknowledged as the writer 
who brought the Arabic novel to a stage of complete maturity 
and acceptance within the Arabic-speaking world . The socia l 
realism of his early "quarters" novels, each one set in a 
different section (quarter) of the old city of Cairo, culminated 
in the justly famous Cairo Trilogy (1956-7). He then turned to 

a more symbolic mode (with examples such as AI-Liss wa al
kilab [1961; The Thief and The Dogs1 and Thartharah fawq 
ai-Nil [1966; Chatter on the Nile]). Thereafter he panicipared 
with the members of a younger novelistic generarion in a 
variety of explorations of newer modes and styles, while srill 
casting a critical eye on developments in his homeland and 
reflecting on the major issues confront ing the citizens of the 
developing world. Today, the novel genre flourishes through
our the Arab worl d; indeed, to the Egyptian critic Jabi r 'Us fur, 
the beginning of the nventy-first century marked "the era of 
the novel", to cite the tirle of his book Zamall al-riwayah 
(1999). 

The dramatic tradition in Arabic began with the hakawati 
(storytellers) and enactments of shadow plays (khayal al-zill) 
in cafes and other ven ues, which regularly poked fun at the 
foibles of politicians and bureaucra ts. Written texts for some 
thineemh-cemury bawdy farces by the Egyptian oculist Ibn 
Daniyal also provide evidence that a performance trad ition 
had been in existence for some rime. The 1847 Syrian produc
tion by Marun al-Naqqash of AI-Bakhil, a play inspired by 
Moliere's drama L'Avare (1669; The Miser ), is generally 
regarded as the beginning of the modern Arabic tradition of 
staged drama. When the Syri an civi l war eru pted in the 1860s, 
many thea tre troupes moved to Egypt, where the theatrical 
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scene was lively and varied. Drama spread to other regions 
through the visits of troupes from both Western coumries and 
Egypt itself. Slapstick and singing and dancing were popular, 
but there were few plays of a morc literary or textua l aspect. 
T he Egyptian writer Tawfiq ai-Ha kim, who published his 
earliest plays under the pseudonym Husayn Tawfiq, answered 
this need, publishing a series of lengthy plays based on themes 
culled from Greek legend, the Qur'an, and Middle Eastern 
history in the 1930s. 

The first of the plays was Ahl al-kahf (English translation 
Tawfiq al-Hakim's The People of the Cave), based 0 11 the 

legend of the Seven Sleepers of Ephesus, who emerge from a 
prolonged period of sleep to find themselves living in the 
Christian era. Ahl al-kahfis probably based on the interpreta
tion o f this story in the Qur'an. Attempts to perform th is play 
revea led at once a tension between a quest for a "litera ry" 

trad ition of Arabic drama based on the form of the language 
that is standard throughout the Arab world, and the natural 
desire to employ colloquial dialects and po rtray the immediate 
and pressing socia l and political issues o f the day - a tension 
that has continued to dog Arabic d rama ever since. As a l
Hakim's career proceeded, he undertook a number of experi
ments in an attempt to reconci le these tensio ns. H is most 

memorable experiment was his attempt to forge what he 
termed a "third language", which achieved a cleverly crafted 
level between the literary and the colloquial through the use of 
syntactic and lexical elements common to both . T he result 
allowed a play to be read on the page as a literary text and to 

be acted on stage as a somewhat lofty version of the colloquial. 
AI- Hakim was one of the favourite authors of Egyptian 

President Gamal Abdel Nasser, and the two decades after 
1952, when Nasser came to power, have come to be reg
arded as a kind of "golden era" for not merely Egyptia n 
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drama but Arabic drama as a whole. Beginning in the 1950s 
and 1960s with Nu'man 'Ashur, who presented the Egyptian 
public with insightful analyses of its class structure and 
values, a series of dramatists, among them Sa'd ai-Din 
Wahbah, Mahmud Diyab, and 'Ali Salim, penned in the 
colloquial dialect of Cairo dramatic texts that were highly 
successful on stage. Another contributor in this period was 
Yusuf Idris, whose celebra ted play AI-Farafir (1964; The 
Farfoors, or The Flipflap) combined elements of tradi tional 
comic forms of dramatic presenta tion with such Brechtian 
effects as the presence of an "author" as a stage character 
and the use of theatre-in-the-round staging. Alfred Faraj 
took a somewhat different course, invoking tales and in
cidents from history and folklore (and especially from The 
Thousand and One Nights) in order to illustrate contem
porary political and social realities. H is works, in a more 
literary Arabic than that adopted by his fe llow dramatists, 
gained a broad audience throughout the Arabic-speaking 
world. Even within the less- fertile environment of the 1980s 
and 1990s, a younger generation of Egyptian drama tists 
made notable contributions to the genre, among them Mu
hammad Sa lmawi and Lenin al-Ramli. 

These patterns of development were echoed elsewhere in the 
Arab world. In Syria the lead ing dramatist was Sa'dallah 
Wannus, whose works made important contributions to the 
development of experimental theatre in the Arab world, in 
particular the rela tionship of stage to audience. Staged in the 
aftermath of the Arab-Israeli Six-Day War of June 1967, 
Haflat samar mill ail al-khamis mill Hm:ayrall (1968; Soiree 
for the Fifth of jlllle) was a devasta ting commentary on the 
Arab defeat. Mughamarat ra's al-mamlllk jabir (1971; The 
Adventure of Mamlllk jabir's Head) and AI-Malik huwa al
malik (1977; The King's the King) continued his ongoing 
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experiments with theatre dynamics th rough what he termed 
masrah al-tasyis ("theatre of poliriciz3rion"). 

In Palestine, there were plays that reflected the trials and 
confliC(s tha t were part of daily life, such as Mu'in Basis u's 
Thawrat al-Za llj (1970; The Zan; Revolt) and the poet 
Samih al-Qasim's Qaraqash (1970). The tightly controlled 
circumstances in which the Palestin ians lived also led to the 
appearance of the Hakawati theatre troupe, which toured 
villages and performed its own plays in a variety of public 

spaces th rough the turn of the twenty- first century. The 
Tunisia n writer ' Jzz at-Din aI-Madani, one of the most 

fruitful contri butors to the hisrory of modern Arabic d ra
ma during the twentieth century, composed a series of 
plays that were both experimenta l and popular; they in
cluded Thawrat sahib al-himar (1971; The DOl/key OWI/

er's Revolt ) and Diwal/ al-Zanj (1973; The Zanj 
Collection ). Moroccan thea tre was represented at the turn 
of the twenty-first century primarily by the multi-talented 
al-Tayyib a i-Siddiqi, who ada pted textual materials culled 
from the heritage of the past, as in Diwal/ Sidi 'Abd 
a/-Rahman a/-Majdhl/b (1966; The Collection of Sidi 
'Abd a/-Rahman al-Majdhub) . 

Most prominent among twentieth-cen tury Iraq i playwrights 
was Yusuf al-'Ani, whose Ana ttmmak ya Shakir (1955; 
Shakir, I'm Your Mother) graphically portrays the misery of 
the Iraqi people in the period before the downfall of the 
monarchy in the revolution of 1958. Elsewhere in rhe Arabian 
Gulf, theatre remained, where it existed at a ll, a very young 
cultural phenomenon. Arabic drama seems likely to remain a 
problematic genre in the twenty-first century, but one fulfill ing 
an important cultura l function. 
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Persian Poetry 

In 641 the Muslims entered Iran, and Persian influence on 
li terary taste becomes apparent in Arabic literature from the 
mid-eighth century onward. Soon Iran could boast a large 
literature in its own tongue. Persian literature was more varied 
in its forms and conten t th an that written in classica l Arab ic, 
and new genres, including epic poetry, were introduced. The 
lyric reached its finest exp ression in the Persian language. 

During the 'Abba sid period, a distinct Modern Persian 
literature came into existence in norrh -eastern Iran. The first 
famous representative of this new literatu re was the poet 
Rudaki (died 940/41), of whose qasidahs only a few have 
survived. He also worked on a Persian version of Kalilah wa 
Dimnah, and on a version of the Sendbad-nameh . Rudak i's 
poetry points ahead to many of the characteristic features of 
later Persian poetry. The imagery in particula r is sophisticated. 

From the tenth century onward, Persian poems were written 
at almost every courr in the Iran ian areas, sometimes in 
dialectical variants. The first important centre of Persian 
literature existed at the court of Mahmud of Ghazna (died 
1030) and his successors, who eventually extended their 
empire to north-western India. Hi mself an orthodox warrior, 
Mahmud in later love poetry was transformed in to a symbol of 
" a slave of his slave" because of his love for a Tu rkmen officer, 
Ayaz. Under the Ghaznavids, lyric and epic poetry both 
developed, as did the panegyric. Class ical Iranian topics be
came the themes, resulting in such diverse works as the love 
story of Vameq and 'Azra (possibly of Greek origin ) and the 
Shtih-ntimeh (Book of Kings). A number of gifted poets praised 
Mahmud and his successors, among them Farrokh i of Seistan 
(died 1037), the author of a powerful elegy on Mahmud's 
death. 
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The mam literary achievement of the Ghaznavid period, 
however, was that of Ferdowsi (died 1020). He compi led the 
inherited tales and legends about the Persian kings in the epic 
Shiih-niimeh, which deals with the history of Iran from its 
begin ni ngs and contains between 35,000 and 60,000 verses in 
short rhyming couplets. A large part of the work centres on 
tales of the hero Rostam and the struggle between Iran and 
T uran (the central Asian steppes). The poem is often consid
ered the masterpiece of Persian national1iterarure. Numerous 
attempts have been made to emulate it in Ira n, India, and 
Tu rkey. 

Other epic poems, on a variety of subjects, were com posed 
during the eleventh century. The tales of Alexander the Great 
and his journeys and poetical romances were popular themes. 
T hese were soon superseded, however, by the grea t romantic 
epics of Nezami of Ganja (died c. 1209), in Caucasia. The first 
work of his Khamseh (Quilltet), Makhum o/-asrar (Treasury 
of Mysteries), is didactic in intention; the subjects of the 
following three poems are traditional love stories. The last 
part of the Khamseh is Eskalldar-llameh, which relates the 
adventures of Alexander in Africa and Asia, as well as his 
discussions with the wise philosophers. Nezami's abi lity to 
present a picture of life through highly refined language and a 
wholly apt choice of images is quite extraord inary. Unsurpris
ingly, Nezami's work inspired countless poets' imitations in 
different languages - including Turk ish, Kurdish, and Urdu
while pa inters constantly illustrated his stories fo r centuries 
afterward. 

In addition to epic poetry, the lesser forms, such as the 
qasidah and ghazal, developed during the eleventh and twelfth 
centu ries. Many poets wrote at the courts of the Seljuqs and also 
at the Ghaznavid court in Lahore, where the poet Mas'ud-e 
Sa'd-e Salman (died 1121) composed a number of hea rtfelt 
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qasidahs during his political imprisonment. They are outstand
ing examples of the category of habsiyah (prison poem). Other 
famous examples include those written by the Arab knight Abu 
Firas (died 968) in a Byzantine prison; and in modern times, 
those by the Urdu poets Ghalib in the nineteenth century and 
Faiz in the twentieth century, and by the contemporary Turkish 
poet Nazim Hikmet (died 1963). 

The most complicated forms were mastered by poets of the 
very early period, the limits of artificiality being reached in 
Azerbaijani qasidahs by the poet Qatran (died 1072). Anvari 
(died c. 11 89), whose patrons were the Seljuqs, is considered 
the most accomplished writer of panegyrics in the Persian 
tongue. His Tears of Khorasall, mourning the passing of Seljuq 
glory, is among the best known of Persian qasidahs. in rhe west 
of iran, Anvari's contemporary Khaqani (died c. 11 90), who 
wrote mainly at the court of the Shirvan-Shahs of Transcau
casia, is the outstand ing master of rhe hyperbolic style, best 
known perhaps for his verses on the ruined Taq Kisra at 
Ctesiphon on the Tigris. His qasidahs on the pilgrimage to 
Mecca, which also inspired his maSllavi ("the doubled one", or 
rhyming couplet, and by extension a poem consisting of a 
series of such couplets) Tlfhfat al- 'Jraqayll ol-'Eraqeyll (Gift of 
the Two Jraqs'), transla te most eloquently the feel ings of a 
Muslim at the fest ive occasion. 

The Ghaznavid and Seljuq periods also produced first-rare 
scholars. Naser-e Khosrow (died 1087/8), who acted for a time 
as a missionary for the Isma'ili branch of Shi'i te Islam, wrote a 
book about his journey to Egypt, Safar-Ilameh. The work done 
in mathematics by early Arabic scholars was continued by 
Omar Khayyam (died 11 22). Bur Omar has become famous in 
the West through the free adaptations by Edward FitzGerald 
of his raba'iyat, which has been translated into almost every 
known language. 
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From the eleventh century onward what was to be one of the 
most common types of Persian literature came into existence: 
the mystical poem. Sana'j (d ied 113t?), at one time a court 
poet of the Ghaznavids, composed the first mystical epic, the 
didactic Hadiqat al-haqiqat wa shari 'at-a!arfqah (The Carden 
of Truth and the Law of the Path), which has some 10,000 
verses. In thi s poem, the pattern fo r alliatcr mystical masnQvis 

is established: wisdom is embodied in stories and anecdotes; 
parables and proverbs are woven into the texture of the story. 
Among Sana'i's smaller masnavis, Sayr al-'ihad ila al-ma'ad 
(The Journey of the Servallts to the Place of Return ) deserves 
special mcmion. Its theme is the journey of the spirit through 
the spheres, a subject dear co the mystics and sti ll employed in 
modern times as, for example, by Iqbal in his Persian Javid
nameh (1932). Sana' i's epic endeavours were continued by one 
of the most prolific writers in the Persian congue, Farid od-Din 

'A~~ar (died c. 1220). The most famous among his masnavis is 
the Mantiq IIt-tayr (The Conference of the Birds ), the story of 
30 birds who, in search of their spiritual king, journey through 
seven valleys. 

The most famous of the Persian mystical masnavis is by 
Mawlana ("Our Lord") Jalal ad-Din ar-Rumi (died 1273) 
and is known simply as the Masnavi. It comprises some 

26,000 verses and is a complete encyclopaedia of all the 
mystical though t, theories, and images known in the thir
teenth century. It is regarded by most of the Persian-reading 
orders of Sufis as second in importance only to the Qur'an. 
Jalal ad-Din was also the author of love lyrics - inspired by 
love for the wandering mystic, Shams ad-Din of Tabriz -
whose beauty surpasses even that of the tales in the MaSllavi. 
His dithyrambic lyrics, whose vocabulary and imagery are 
taken directly from everyday life, a re vivid, fresh, and con
vincing, and the sincerity of his love and longing is never 
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overshadowed, nor is his personality veiled . In these respects 
he is unique in Persian literature. 

During the thirteenth century, when Islamic literatures 
reached their zenith, Mosleh od-Din Sa'di (died 1292) re
turned in about 1256 to his birthplace, Shiraz, after years of 
journeying; his Bustan (The Orchard) and Golestan (Rose 
Garden) have been popular ever since. The Bllstan is a 
didactic poem written in polished, easy-flowing style and a 
simple metre; the Golestan, completed one year later, in 
1258, and dealing with different aspects of human life and 
behaviour, has been judged "the finest flower that cou ld 
blossom in a Sultan's garden" (Johann Gottfried von Her
der). Sa'di may also have been the first writer in Iran to 
compose the sort of love poetry that is now thought of as 
characteristic of the ghazal. 

The influence of mysticism, on the one hand, and of the 
elaborate Persian poetical trad ition, on the other, is apparent 
during the later decades of the thirteenth century, both in 
Anawlia and in Mus[im India. The Persian mystic Fakhr-ud
Din ' Iraqi (died 1289), a master of delightful love lyrics, lived 
for almost 25 yea rs in Multan (in present-day Pakistan), 
where his livel y ghazals are still sung. While in Mu[tan he 
may have met the young Amir Khosrow of De[hi (died 1325), 
who was one of the most versatile authors to write in Persian, 
not only in India but in the entire realm of Persian culture. 
Khosrow wrote panegyrics of seven successive kings of Delhi 
and, imi rating Nezami's Khamseh, introduced a novelistic 
strain into the masnavi by recollnting certain events of his 
own time in poetical form. His ghazals contain many of the 
elements that in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries were 
to become characteristic of the " Indian" style . Khosrow's 
poetry surprises the reader in its use of unexpected forms 
and un usual images, complica ted constructions and verbal 
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plays, all handled fl uently and presented in tech nica lly perfect 
language. 

Epics, panegyrics, and mystico-didactical poetry had all 
reached their finest hour by the end of the thirteenth century; 
the one genre to attain perfection slightly later was the ghazal, 
of which Mohammad Shams od-Din Hafez (died 1389190) is 
the incontestable master. Hafez li ved in Shiraz, and his small 
collection of work - his divan contains about 400 ghaza/s -
was soon acclai med as the finest lyrical poetry ever written in 
Persian. He is an outstanding exponent of the ambiguous and 
oscilla ting style that makes Persian poetry so attractive. The 
different levels of experience are all expressed through the 
sa me images and symbols: the beloved is always cruel, whether 
a chaste virgin or a professiona l courtesan, or (as in most 
cases) a handsome young boy, or God himself - or even, on the 
political plane, the remoee despot. The human beloved cou ld 
effortlessly be regarded as God's manifesra rion; rhe rose be
came a symbol of highest divine beauty and glory; the night
ingale represented the yea rning and complaining soul; wine, 
cup, and cupbearer became the em bod iment of enrapturing 
divine love. No other Persian poet has used such complex 
imagery on so many different levels with such harmonious and 
well-balanced lucidity. 

Hafez's contemporary in Sh iraz was ehe sa tirist 'Obeyd-e 
Zakani (d ied 1371), noted for his obscene verses and for his 
shorr masltavi called Mush o-gorheh (Mouse and Cat), an 
amusing political satire. With few new forms or means of 
expression open to them, 'Obeyd and other poets began 
rid iculing the classic models of literature: thus, Boshaq (died 
c. 1426) composed odes and ghaza/s exclusively on the subject 
of food . 

The last great centre of Islamic arr in the region of Iran was 
the Timurid court of Herat, where Dowlatsha h (d ied 1494) 
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composed his much-quoted biographica l work on Persian 
poets. The leading figure in this circle was 'Abd or-Rahman 
Jami (died 1492), who wrote an excellent imitation of Neza
mi's Khamseh, enlarging it by the addition of two mystical 
masnavis into a septet ca lled Haft OlvrQng (The Seven Thrones, 
or Ursa Major) . Among his other works are biographies of the 
Sufi sain ts and, in imitation of Sa'di, the Baharestan (Orchard 
of Spring), written in prose interspersed with verses. Jami also 
wrote treatises about literary riddles and various kinds of 
intellectual games, of wh ich Muslim society in the late fi fteenth 
century was very fond and wh ich remain a fearure of erudi te 
Persian and Turkish poetry. His influence on the work of later 
poets, especia lly in Ottoman Turkey, was very powerful. 

During the first five centuries of Modern Persian literary life, 
a multitude of prose works were written. Among them, the 
" Mirror fo r Pri nces" deserves special mention. This genre, 
introduced from Persian into Ara bic as early as the eighth 
century, flourished once more in Iran during the late eleventh 
century. One important example is the Qabus-nameh by the 
Zeyarid prince 'Onsor ol-Ma'ali Keykavus (died 1098), which 
presents "a miscellany of Islamic cultu re in pre-Mongol 
times ." At the same time, Nizam al-Mulk (died 1092), the 
grand vizier of the Seljuqs, composed his Seyasat-nameh (Book 
of Government), a good introduction to the statesman's craft 
according to medieval Islamic standards. In the same period 
and environment, even a mystic like al-Ghazali felt disposed to 
write a Nasihat al-muluk (Counsel for Kings). Others, espe
cially in Ind ia, exhorted rulers in their writings. 

Belles lettres proper found a fertile soil in Iran . The fables of 
Kalilah wa Dinmah, for example, were retold several times in 
Persian. The most famous version, called Anvar-e soheyli 
(Lights of Canopus), was composed by a famous mystic, 
Hoseyn Wa'ez-e Kashefi of Herat (died 1504). The "cyclic 
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story" form (in which several unconnected tales are held 
together by a common framework or narrator device), inher
ited from India, became as popular in Iran as it had been in the 
Arabic-speaking countries. The Selldbad-nameh and the Tuti
Ilameh (Parrot Book), which is based on Indian tales, are both 
good examples. The fi rst comprehensive collection of enter
taining prose is Jawami' al-hikayat (Collections of Stories), by 
'Owfi (died c. 1230). 

Anecdotes were an important feature of the biographical 
literature that became popular in Iran and Muslim India. 
Biographies of the poets of a certain age or of a specified area 
were collected together. One of the most remarkable works in 
this field is Chahar maqaleh (Follr Treatises) by Nezami-ye 
'Aruzi, a writer from eastern Iran. Wrinen in abom 1156, this 
littie book is an excellent introduction to the ideals of Persian 
literature and its writers, discussing in detai l what is required 

to make a perfect poet. This tendency toward "anecdotal" 
writing can also be observed in the cosmographica l books and 
in some of the historical books produced in medieval Iran. The 
cosmography N llz;hat al-qulub (Pleasure of the Hearts), by 
Hamdollah Mostowfi (died after 1340), underlined the mys
terious aspects of the marvels of creation and mixed folklor
istic and scientific material. 

Historical writing proper had been begun by the Persians as 
early as the lare tenth century, with Ba l'ami's abridged trans
Iarion of rhe vasr Arabic chronicle by a!-Tabari (d ied 923). Irs 
heyday in Iran, however, was the I1-Khanid period (mid
thirteenth to mid-fourteenth century). Iran was then ruled 
by the successors of Genghis Khan, spurring interest in the 
history of pre-Islamic Central Asia, whence the rulers had 
come. Tarikh-e ;ehan-goshay (History of the World Conquer
or), by 'A~a Malek Joveyni (died 1283), and Jami' at-tawarikh 
(Collector of Chronicles), by the ph ysician and vizier Rashid 
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ad-Din (executed 1318), are outstanding examples of histories 
filled with valuable information. 

In addition to poetry and serious prose work, Islamic 
literature also conta ins a great quanti ty of popular litera
ture, of which the most famous expression is Alf laylah wa 
laylah (The ThaI/sand and One Nights), first translated into 
Persian as Hazar afsanak (Thousand Tales). These fanciful 
fairy tales were later expanded wi th stories and anecdotes 
from Baghdad. Subsequen tl y, some tales about rogues, 
tricksters, and vagabonds were added in Egypr. Independent 
series of stories, such as that of Sindbad the Sailor, were also 
included. 

From pre-Islamic times the Arabs had recounted tales of the 
ayytim al- 'Arab ("Days of the Arabs"), which concerned their 
tribal wars, and had dwelt upon tales of the heroic deeds of 
certain of their brave warriors. In Iran, many of the historical 
legends and myths had been borrowed and turned inro high 
literature by Ferdowsi . Accounrs of the glorious adventures of 
heroes from early Islamic times were afterwards retold 
throughout Iran, India, and Turkey. Thus, the Dastan-e Amir 
Hamzeh, a story of MuJ:tammad's uncle Hamzah ibn 'Abd al
Muttalib, was slowly enlarged by the addition of more and 
more fantas tic detail s. The epics of Koroglu are common to 

both Iran ian and Turk ish tradition; he was a noble warrior
robber who became one of the central figures in folk literature 
from Central Asia to Anatolia. 

Some popular epics were composed in the late Midd le Ages, 
having as their basis local traditions. One such epic was based 
on the Turco-Iranian legend of an eighth-century hero, Abu 
Muslim. Apart from heroic figures, the Muslim peoples further 
share a comic character - basically a type of low-class theo
logian, ca lled Nasreddin Hoca in Tu rkish, Juha in Arabic, and 
Mushfiqi in Tadzhik. 
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Shortly after the introduction of the printing press, Turkey 
and Iran began to produce cheap books, sometimes illustrated, 
containing popular romantic love stories or fairy tales. Ac
cording to Persian tradition, the last classic author in literature 
was Jami, who died in 1492. The beginning of the sixteenth 
century was crucial in the history of the Muslim East. In 1501, 
the young Isma'i ll founded the Safavid rule in Iran, and the 
Shi'i te persuasion of Islam was declared the state religion. 
Safavid Iran lost most of its artists and poets to the neighbour
ing countries: there were no great masters of poetry in Iran 
between the sixteenth and eighteenth centuries. While the 
Persian Shah Isma'il wrOte Turkish mystical verses, his con
temporary and enemy, Sultan SeHm I of Turkey (died 1520), 
composed quite elegant Persian ghazals. And while some 
accomplished poets were co be found writing in Persian in 
Mughal lndia in th is period, Babur (died 1530) composed his 
autobiogra phy in Eastern Turkic. 

For Islamic countries, the nineteenth century marked the 
beginning of a new epoch. While the last "classical" poet, 
Qa'ani (died 1854), had been displaying the traditional gla
morous anistry, his contemporary, the satirist Yaghma (died 
1859), had been using popular and comprehensible language 
to make coarse criticisms of contemporary society. As in the 
other Islamic countries, a move toward simplicity is discernible 
during the last decades of the nineteenth century. The members 
of the polytechnic college Dar ol-Fonun (founded 1851), led by 
its erudite principal Reza Qoli Khan Heda yat, helped to shape 
the "new" style by making translations from European lan
guages. Shah Naser od-Din himself described his journeys to 

Europe in the late 1870s in a simple, unassuming style and in 
so doing set an example to future prose writers. 

At the turn of the twentieth century, literature became for 
many younger writers an instrument of modernization and of 
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revolution in the largest sense of the word. The feelings and 
situation of women were stated and interpreted; their oppres
sion, their problems, and their grievances were a major theme 
of literature in the first decades of the twentieth century. The 
works of the " King of Poets", Bahar (died 1951 ), though 
highly classical in form, were of great influence; they dealt with 
contemporary events and appealed to a wide public. 

One branch of modern Persian literature is closely con
nected with a group of Persian authors who lived in Berl in 
after the First World War. There they established the Kaviani 
Press, and among the poems they primed were several by 'Aref 
Qazvini (died 1934), one of the first genuinely modern writers. 
They also published the first short stories of Mohammad 'Ali 
Jamalzadeh, whose outspoken social criticism and complete 
break with the traditional inflated and pompous prose style 
inaugurated a new era of modern Persian prose. Many young 
writers adopted this new form, among them Sadeq Hedayat 
(died 1951 ), whose stories - which describe the distress and 
anxiety of a hopeless youth, and are written in a direct, 
everyday language - have been translated into many lan
guages. 

As in neighbouring coun tries, women played a considerable 
role in the development of modern Persian literature. The 
lyrics of Parvin E' tesami (died 1940) are regarded as near 
classics, despite a trace of sentimentality in their sympathetic 
treatment of the poor. Some Persian writers whose left-wing 
political ideas brought them into conflict with the government 
left for the Soviet Union. Of these, the gifted poet Lahuti (died 
1957) is the most important representative. 

The new attitudes that have informed literature are even 
more conspicuous in poetry, where there has been a loosening 
of tradition, and imagery has been used in new ways. One 
notable poet was Forugh Farrokhzad, who wrote powerful yet 
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very feminine poetry. Her free verses, interpreting the insecu
rities of the age, are full of longing. Poems by such critically 
minded writers as Seyavush Kasra'j also borrow the classica l 
heritage of poetic imagery, transforming it into expressions 
that win a response from modern readers. 

Turkish Literatu re 

The ea rliest Turk ish literature was produced in Mongol
controlled Anatolia during the later thirteenth cemury. From 
the fourreenth century, writing in Turkish flourished in the 
Ottoman Empire. The oldest genre of Turkish literatu re is the 
heroic epic, of which the prime example is the Kitab-i Dede 
Korkllt (The Book of My Grandfather Korba; English crans
lation The Book of Dede Korkllt); sources suggest that the 
tales date from the ninth and tenth centuries. Originally 
created by an oral bard, or o;zan, there is no overall narrative 
framework, bur most of the 12 tales revolve around legendary 
Oghuz heroes. Much of the style of the Korkllt predates the 
heroic tradition of the Oghuz T urkish poet-musician known as 
the asik, who emerged in the sixteenth century in Anatolia, 
Iran, and the southern Caucasus. The classical .1sik of the 
Ana tolian Turkmen tribes was Karacaoglan, who flourished in 
the later sixteenth centu ry or possibly the mid-seventeenth 
century. His poetry is closely related to folk verse, and he 
genera lly treats lyrical themes without the mystica l subtext 
that was common in courtly verse of the period. 

During the seventeenth century the popular urban song 
(sark i ) was taken up by court poets and musicians. The great 
seventeenth-century poet Na'i li was the first to include such 
songs in his divan, a practice that reached its culmination in 
the following century with Ahmed Nedim. The outstanding 
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asik of the later seventeenth century was Asik bmer, who 
wrOte both fo lkloric qosma poems and courtly lyrics, or gaze/s 
(Persian: ghaza/s). 

By the middle of the thirteenth century, mystical (Sufi) 
poetry had become a major branch of Turkish literature, with 
Sufi poets working primarily in Anatolian Turkish. One of the 
two well-known poets of the thirteenth and fourteenth cen
turies was Asi k Pasa, author of the Garibnameh (The Book of 
the Stranger ), a didactic poem of some 11 ,000 couplets that 
explores philosophical and moral themes. It is considered 
among the fines t mesnevls (Persian: masnavis ) of the era. 
Yunus Emre, author of a diva n and of the didactic mesnevI 
Risalet'iin 1lltshiyye (Treatise of COlt1lSel), was the period's 
Other well-known poet. 

Later in the thirteenth century Seyid Imadeddin Nesimi, 
probably of south-east Anatolia, created brilliant Sufi verse in 
Persian and in a form of Turkish rather closer to Azerbaijani . 
The fi fteenth century saw a split between heterodox Sufi 
tendencies, as seen in the verse of Kaygusuz Abdal, and the 
orthodox Sufism of Esrefoglu Rumi, whose verse, like tha t of 
Emre, commun icates his sacerdotal authority to his disciples. 
By the early sixteenth century, th is style of poetry, generally 
known as HaM ("divine" ), was practised by such sheikh-poets 
as Ibrahim Giilseni and his son Giilsenizade Hayal i. The 
growth during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries of this 
type of poetry, which was intended to be sung in the dhikr 
ceremony, was a function of the monopoly over mysticism 
held by the Sufi brotherhoods of that era. The most out
standing representative of this tradition is Niyazi Misri, a 
seventeenth-century poet of the Halvetiye tarikat. 

The forms, genres, and themes of pre-Ottoman and Otto
man Turk ish poetry - those works written between about 
1300 and 1839 - were generally derived from those of Persian 
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literature. The dominant forms were the gazel and the kastde 
(originally from the Arabic qasidah). The images of the gazel 
cast the poct as the lover singing to his beloved - that is, as the 
nightingale singing to the rose. The speaker, addressee, and 
theme might change from couplet to couplet. Originally, it was 
mainly religious gazels that retained a single speaker and 
theme, but by the mid-seventeenth century, with the work 
of poets Cevri, Na'ili, Fchim, and Nesad, gaze/s of all sorts 

became largely monothema tic. 
The kaside was an encomium whose object was to praise its 

subject, and cou ld be secular or religious. The religious kasfde 
had as its ostensible subject God, the Prophet MlI~ammad, or 
'All, Mu~ammad's son-in-[aw and the fourth caliph. Secular 
kasides usually took as their subject individuals - a sultan, a 
vizier, a pasha, or a high member of the secular bureaucracy
or specific events, such as a mi litary victory. 

The Onomans' principal narrative poetic form, the mesnevi, 
was a lso made up of couplets. During the [ate fourteenth and 
early fifteenth centuries, Ottoman writers achieved distinction 
by writing original mesnevls, such as the (:engllame (Tale of 
the Harp), a mystical allegory by Ahmed-i Dai, and the 
satirical Harname (Tale of the Donkey), by Sinan Seyhi. A 
century later, Lami]' Celebi of Bursa, influenced by the 

fifteenth-century Persian scholar and poet Ja mi, initia ted 
translations of the major Persian mesnevls into Turkish . 
The acknowledged Onoman master of the genre in the late 
fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries, however, was Nev'],

zade Atay!, who broke up the narrative into small unconnected 
tales. A[so notable is the Leyla it MeClIlln (Leyla alld Me;mm) 
of Mehmed bin Suleyman Fuzu li, written in the sixteenth 
century. 

By the seventeenth century both the Persian and the Cha
gatai mesnevi forms had gone into decline, and Ottoman 
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writers generally ceased to treat the genre as one of first-rate 
literary significance. Nevertheless, the final two major works 
of Ottoman literature were written in the mesnevi form: HiiSll 
ii ask (1782; Beauty and Love), a mystica l allegory by Seyh 
Galib, and Mihlletkesan (1822; The Sufferers), a self-satirizing 
autobiography by Ke~ecizade Izzet Molla. 

While the gazel was the Ottoman lyric form par excellence, 
stanzaic forms, including the elaborate tercibend and terkib
bend, were also in limited use. Poems that use these forms are 
frequentl y elegies, in which case they are called mersiyes. A 
masterpiece of the terkibbend genre is the elegy for Sultan 
Suleyman I written by Bakl in the sixteenth century. Other 
Ottoman stanza ic fo rms utilize varying numbers of couplets, 
such as the miiseddes, which has three, exemplified by the fine 
Miiseddes der ahvJI-i hod (Six-Line Poem on His Own State), 
by Na'ill. 

Patronage for Ottoman poets in the classical age varied: 
poets were attached to the imperial household in Bursa or, 
later, Istanbul , or they were supported at the provincia l 
Anatolian courts of the Ottoman princes. Aside from the 
sultan, the leading ministers of state might also contribute 
toward the upkeep of poets. A major basis for this structure of 
poetic patronage was the bureaucratization of the lflema (the 
Tu rkish spelling of 'ttlama'). A talented poet who was a 
graduate of a madrese (madrasah ) could expect an appoint
ment first as a miilJzim (assistant professor) and eventually as 
a miiderris (professor). 

From the beginning of the reign of Sultan SeUm I in 1512 
until the 1539 reorganization of the bureaucracy (following 
the execution of Ibrahim Pasa in 1536), the Ottoman state 
seemed able to support leading poets. But after this time 
the state began to view its bureaucratic and fiscal needs as 
holding priority over its literary ones. The real and apparentl y 
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inexorable decline in sta te patronage for poetry set in with the 
accession of Murad Il1 as sultan in 1574. 

Ottoman poetry of the later fifteenth and sixteenth centuries 
represents a mature synthesis of the three major Islamic 
languages - Turkish, Persian, and Arabic - within a secure 
matrix of Turkish symax. The literary production of the 
Ottoman court, however, remained predom inantly Turkish. 
Stylistica lly, the sixteenth century was marked by two major 
trends: further elaboration of the Turkish courtly style of the 
later fifteenth century and rhe creation of a new synthesis of 
Sufi and secular concerns. The foremost representative of the 
former movement was Saki; the latter was Hayali Bey. 

In the second half of the sixteenth century, the courdy style 
asserted itself by way of the brilliant poetry of Baki, a ranking 
member of the ulema, and in the first half of the seventeenth 
century by Yahya Efendi, who rose to the position of seyhii

Iisltim, the highest rank within the ulema. However, this style 
was challenged by Nef'i, an aristocrat from the eastern Ana
tolian provinces and a master of the kasfde, who emphasized 
his outsider identity by perfecting his satirical verse (hicilJ; 

Arabic: hija') and by adopting features of the new Indo
Persian style of the Mughal court. In doing so, he initiated 
a major stylistic movement in Ottoman poetry. The principal 
poets of this school were Cevri, Na'ili, Fehim, and Nesati, all 
of whom wrote some of the very finest verse in Ottoman 
Tu rkish. 

In the seventeenth century this newer style of poetry was 
termed taze-gli'; ("fresh speech") or tarz-i nelJ ("new style"). 
(By the early twentieth century it had come to be known as 
poetry of the Indian school, o r Sabk-i Hindi. ) This period also 
saw Persian poets such as Kalim Kashani and Saib-i Tabrizi, 
encouraged by the Mughal court, develop their meditations on 
the poetic imagination . Much of this new ph ilosophy of 
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literature and poetic style infl uenced an important group of 
seventeenth -century Ottoman poets. The Mawlawiya h (Turk
ish: Mevleviyah), an order of dervishes who were followers of 
the thirteenth-century Sufi mystic and poet Rumi, exerted a 
major influence on poetry. Cevri and Nesati are the prime 
examples of leaders of the "fresh speech" who were committed 
Mawlawiyah. In the Ottoman capital the order began to create 
an alternative structure of literary evaluation that was inde
pendent of the courtly tradition, which had by th is time 
become largely dominated by the higher IIlema. The leading 
poet of the later seventeenth century was Nabi, whose fame 
rests mainly on his didactic mesllevi Hayriyye, which contains 
moral maxims for his SOIL 

The eighteenth century witnessed significant changes in style 
and genre that led ultimately to the dissolution of the classic 
form of Ottoman poetry. The first third of the eighteenth 
century was dominated by Ahmed Nedim, who rose to pro
minence under the gra nd vizier Damad Ibrahim Pasa between 
1718 and 1730. Nedim's fame rests largely on his kasides, and 
on his work in two lesser genres. Nedim's tarihs (chrono
grams) display an entirely new awareness of the physical 
characteristics of the buildings being praised and thus mark 
a shift from formal, highly stylized techniques of literary 
representation to ones based partly on observation of worldly 
phenomena. Similarly, his sarkis (a form of urban popular 
song) revel in the physical surroundings of the pleasure 
grounds of Sa'adabad Pa lace in Tehran. 

The leading poet of the middle of the eighteenth century was 
Koca Ragib Pasa, whose gazels shows a happy synthesis of the 
canonical tradition of Baki with the " fresh" (or " Indian") style 
of N:i'ili. In the last third of the eighteenth centu ry poets 
turned from lyricism toward colloquial speech, sometimes also 
embracing a new form of poetic subversion by which the praise 
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characterizing the traditional lyric was replaced by its trad i
tional opposite - hiciv, the poetry of satire. Fazil Enderunl 
went even further in his sehrengiz (city-description) genres, of 
which Huballname (The Book of Beallties), ZenQllllame (The 
Book of Womenl, and (:ellginame (The Book of Dancing 
Boys) were part. All of these are replete with dialogue and 
descriptions that arc both satirical and vulgar. These tenden
cies took a morc ma ture fo rm in the Mihnetkesan (1823-4) of 
Ke~ecizade Izzer Malia, who wrote a humorous autobiogra
phica l mesnev/ of his trials and misfortunes as he was sent into 
exile from the capital which has been hailed by some as the 
first work of modern Ottoman literature. 

One of the mOst important Ottoman literary classics was 
created at the end of the eighteenth century, when Seyh Galib, 
a sheikh of the Ga lata Mawlawiyah dervishes, wrote his highly 
Persianate language mesnevi Hiisn ii ask (1782; Beauty and 
Love), an allegorical narrative poem, which is perhaps the 
greatest mesnevI ever written by an Ottoman poet. The last 
chapter of traditional Ottoman verse was written in the mid
and late nineteenth century within a burea ucratic circle, the 
EncOman-i Suara ("Council of Poets") group of Leskof~al i 

Galib Bey, which also included Arif Hi kmet Bey and Yenise
hirli Avni Bey. The Indian-style poets of the mid-seventeenth 
century, especia lly Na'ili, Nesati, and Fehim, furnished the 
models for these late Ottoman poets, who rejected the type of 
change that began engulfing Ottoman literature in the 1840s. 

The lack of faith in tradi tional literary models that had 
emerged during the later eighteenth century rook a drastic new 
turn for the generation tha t experienced the Tanzimat reforms 
which began in 1839, aimed at modernizing the Ottoman 
state . The most radical new voice was that of Ibrahim Sinasi, 
who started the newspaper Tasvir-i Efkar (Descrip tion of 
Ideas). He subsequentl y became the first modern Ottoman 
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playwright with his Sair evlenmesi (1859; The Wedding of a 
Poet). At mid-century Sinasi succeeded in winning both Ziya 
Pasa and Namik Kemal over from Leskof~ali Galib Bey's 
group (0 the cause of modernization. In exile in Geneva in 
1870, Ziya Pasa wrote the Zafername (The Book of Victory ) 
as a satire on the grand vizier Mehmed Emin Ali Pasa and as a 
genera l attack on the state of the empire; it was a far-reaching 
modern development of the type of satire used by Vasif 
Enderuni in the previous generation. Namik Kemal in the late 
1860s left Turkey for London, where he devoted himself to 

poetry and theatre that carried a strong nationalist and mod
ern izing message. His most famous play was Vatan; yahut, 
Silistre (1873; The Motherland; or, Silistria). After the acces
sion of Abdiilhamid II as su ltan in 1876, the increasingly strict 
censorship, which lasted until the revolution of the Young 
Turks in 1908, limited the possibilities for the development of 
new Ottoman literature. 

The novel made its appea rance in Turkish in the late nine
teenth century, mOst notably with the works of Ahmet Mithat, 
who published prolifica lly between 1875 and 1910. During 
Mithat's lifetime, both the novel and poetry assumed a 
strongly public, didactic orientation that wou ld prove highly 
influential among ma ny writers well into the twentieth cen
tu ry. Tevfik Fikret became a major li terary voice of the late 
Ottoman era through his editorship of the litera ry journal 
Servet-i ft"imm (1896-1901; The Wealth of Knowledge ) and 
his leadership of the literary circle of the same name. His 
poetry displays a shift from the romanticism of his early works 
(such as Riibab-i sikeste [1900; The Broken Viol]) to social 
and poli tical criticism after 1901. 

Despite the numerous political problems of the Young Turk 
era (1908-18), the easing of censorship allowed writers a 
greater freedom of expression. Refik Halid Karay became 
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one of the lead ing short-story writers in Turkey, his work 
characterized by a highly nuanced ear for the local speech of 
various social grou ps and a keen eye for detail in locations 
within Istanbu l. Among his best short stories are Sertati 
bahryeleri (1919; The Peach Orchards), a half-ironic descrip
tion of the placid lives of an earlier generation of provincial 
bureaucrats, and Saka (1913; The Joke), a more jaundiced 
view of the same class during his own time. 

Other writers who emerged during the early twentieth 
century, such as Memduh Sevket Esendal, Orner Seyfeddin, 
Yakup Kadri Karaosmanoglu, and Resat Nuri Giintekin, 
employed the short story mostly as a vehicle for social edifica
tion and commentary. One of the period's more striking 
figures was Halide Edib Adivar, who wrote some of her 
best-known works in English and was the first T urkish female 
writer to attain widespread recognition. Among her works are 
The Clowll alld His Daughter (1935), which later became a 
bestseller in Turkish as Sillekfi bakkaf. Sevket Sureyya Ayde
mir's autobiographical novel Suyu arayall adam (1961; The 
Man ill Search of Water) displays a brilliant style and reveals a 
deep search for a personal and national self that was rare in 
T urkish prose. 

In poetry the outstanding figure of tha t generation was 
Yahya Kemal Beyatli. Although he supported republican 
principles, much of Beyatli's poetry glorifies the Ottoman past. 
His lasting arristic achievement was his synthesis of classical 
Ottoman and contemporary French poetry. One of the most 
multifaceted figures of nventieth-century Turkish literatu re 
was Ahmed Hamdi Tanpinar, who wrote scholarly works 
on modern Turkish literature, shorr stories, lyrical poetry 
and novels - the last giving him a reputation as the founder 
of modernist fiction in Tu rkey. Saatleri ayarlama enstitiisii 
(serialized 1954, published in book form 1961; The Time 
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Regl/lation II/stitl/te), the most complex novel written in 
Turkish until the 1980s and 1990s, was his mOSt important; 
it is the autobiography of Hayri Irdal, a poorly educated petit 
bourgeois born in Istanbul in the 1890s. 

Most poets of the 1930s and 1940s rejected Beyatli's neo
Ottomanism and preferred a much simpler style reminiscent of 
folk poetry. The outstanding figure of the era was the com
munist Nazim Hikmet. Much influenced by the modernist 
style of the Russian poets Aleksandr Siok and Vladimir 
Mayakovsky, his Seyh Bedreddin destani (1936; The Epic 
of Sheikh Bedreddill) is an unprecedented work that blends a 
folk ballad style with poetic modernism. A political prisoner 
for long periods in Turkey, Hikmet's later poetry was nOt 
published in Turkey until 1965 and so affected only a much 
younger generation. He went on to become the most widely 
known and translated Turkish poet of the twentieth century. 
His major works include Moskova senfonisi (1952; The Mos
cow Symphony) and Memfeketimden illsan manzarafari 
(1966-7; Human Lalldscapes from My Country). 

In 1941 three poets - Orhan Veli Kanik, Oktay Rifat, and 
Melih Cevdet Anday - initiated the Garip ("Strange") move
ment with publication of a volume of poetry by the same 
name. In it they emphasized simplified language, folkloric 
poetic forms, and themes of alienation in the modern urban 
environment. Later, Anday broke with this style, treating 
philosophical and aesthetic issues in his poetry in a more 
complex manner. One of his best-known collections is G{j~ebe 
dellizin iistiinde (1970; On the Nomad Sea). The Garip group 
had immense influence on Turkish poetry. 

Beh~et Necatigil chose a distinct poetic path, eventually 
creating poems that are models of brevity and wit. Sevgilerde 
(1976; Among the Beloveds) is a collection of his earlier 
poetry. Fazil Hiisnii Daglarca, who wrote modernist poetry, 
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became one of Turkey's most influential poets during the post
Second World War era. Choosing a simplified and modernist 
literary form, Necip Fazil Kisakurek turned his critique of the 
alienation of the individual in modern society into a conser
vative Islamist political message . Collections of his poetry 
include SOllSUZlllk kervalli (1955; The Caravan of Eternity) 
and Siirlerim (1969; My Poems). 

The two outstanding short-story writers of the mid
twentieth century were Sait Fa ik Abasiyan ik and Sabahattin 
Ali. Abasiyanik revolu tionized the Tu rkish short story by 
choosing a stream-oF-consciousness style in which plot is 

de-emphasized. His many collections of short stories include 
Semaver (1936; The Samovar) and Mahkeme kapisi (The 
Court-House Gate), published posthumously in 1956. Saba
hattin Ali addressed social themes. H is short story Ses (1937; 
The Voice) is represema tive of his thematic concerns: it de

scribes an encounrer between two educated urbanites and a 
village troubadour, through which Sabahattin Ali points to

ward the incompatibility of the aesthetic idea ls of the West and 
those of a Turkish vi llage. 

As literacy spread to the countryside after the founding of 
the Turkish republic in 1923 and the output of urban writers 
became more varied, Turkish writers expanded their thematic 

horizons. Among the most influential novel ists of the genera
tion born in the 1920s is Yashar Kemal, who in 1955 pub
lished the novella Teneke (The Till Pan) and his firs t full-length 

novel, lnce Memed (Thin Memed; English tra nslation Memed, 
My Hawk), both of which brought him immedia te recogn i
tion. The latter, later made imo a film, is set in the rural eastern 
Anarolia of his youth and portrays the glaring social contra
dictions there, often aggravated by the process of moderniza
tion under the capitalist system. Kemal subsequently publ ished 
novels at frequen t intervals, including Yer demir gok bakir 
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(1963; Iron Earth, Copper Sky), Binbogalar efsanesi (1971; 
The Legend of a Thol/salld Bulls), and Demirciler yarsisi 
cinayeti (1974; Murder in the lronsmiths Market), as well 
as highly acclaimed collections of short stories. 

Adalet Agaogl u portrayed life from a more personal and 
introverted perspective. Her novels deal with a broad spectrum 
of the social changes and repression that occurred wi thi n the 
Turkish republic, and she was among the first Turkish writers 
to treat sexual themes in depth. Her firs t novel, 61meye 
yatntak (1973; Lying Down to Die), brought her considerable 
success. Another writer who treated sexual issues was (he 
promising young novel ist Sevgi Soysal, whose career was 
cm short by her death in 1976. Her first novel, Yiiriimek 
(1970; To Walk), features a stream-of-consciousness narrative 
and a keen ear for local dialogue. 

Although he wrote prolifically in every genre, Necati Cumal i 
is known primari ly as a short-story writer; he explored the end 
of Tu rkish life in the Balkans in his collection Makedonya 
1900 (1976; Macedonia 1900). The poet Attila llhan also 
wrote severa l successfu l novels. His poems on the Balkan Wars 
focus on the pol itical catastrophes that led to the fa ll of the 
Ottoman Empire and the emergence of modern Turkey, a 
theme that he also developed in several of his novels, including 
Dersaadette sabah eWlIlari (1982; Morning Calls to Prayers at 
the Sublime Port). 

Among the poets of the latter half of the twentieth century, 
Sezai Kara ko~ blended European and Ottoman sensibilities 
wi th a right-wing Isla mist perspective. His poetry collections 
incl ude Korfez (1959; The Gu/f) and Siirler VI (1980; Poems 
VI). The poet Ismet Ozel began his career as a Marxist, bm by 
the 1980s his writing had become strongly Islamist. Ozel's 
volumes of poetry include Evet isyan (1969; Yes, Rebellion) 
and Celladima giiliimserken {1984; While Smiling at My 
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Executioller). Ataol Behramoglu merged political themes and 
folkloric forms in his poetry, volumes of which include Ku
satmada (1978; Durillg the Siege) and Tiirkiye iizgiin yurdum, 
giizel yurdlln/ (1985; Turkey My Sad Home, My Beautiful 
H ome). In Hilmi Yav uz's poems the aesthetics of Ottoman 
civ il ization become the object of deep, at times nostalgic, 
reflection within a thoroughly modernist framework. His 
volumes of poetry include Dogu siirleri (1977; Poems of the 
East); Seasons of the Word (2007) is a collection of his poetry 
in English translation . 

The twO best-known novelists in Turkey at the rum of the 
twenty-first century were Orhan Pamuk and Latife Tekin. In 
very distinct ways, both expa nded the scope of the novel in 
Turkish and opened up modern Turk ish literature to readers in 
Europe and Noreh America. Pamuk gained international fame 
with Beyaz kale (1985; The White Castle), the fi rst of his 
novels to be translated imo English . This work, set in the mid
seventeenth centu ry, is a med itation on the oppositions bet
ween East and West. He returned to these themes in his 
subsequent novels, including Kara kitap (1990; The Black 
Book ) - which, set in con temporary Istanbul, alludes to Otto
man mystica l literature while playfully deconstructing the 
Turki sh cu ltural present - and Kar (2002; Snow). Pam uk 
won the Nobel Prize for Literature in 2006. 

Tekin's first novel, Sel/gili arsiz oWm (1983; Dear Shameless 
Death ), depicts many of her own experiences as a displaced 
villager from Anarolia in the metropolis of Istanbul. Berci 
Kristin ~op masallari (1984; Berii Kristin: Tales from the 
Garbage Hills ) focuses on female characters living in a new 
shanty town. Tekin's deconstruction of narrative duplicates 
the deconstruction of every element of the life of the former 
villagers, which does not spa re any pare of their former 
religious and socia l belief system. The manner in which her 
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novels use the Turk ish language sets her critique of modernity 
apart from and beyond earlier attempts to treat simi lar themes 
in Turkish literature. 

The works of Pamuk and Tekin mirrored Turkey'S identity 
at the turn of the twenty-first century, when the country was 
the heir to, on the one hand, a sophisticated urban civilization 
wi th a history of both confronting the West and desiring to 
assimi late its values and, on the other hand, a rural culture that 
remained embedded in the developing world and vulnerable to 
a predatory modernity. 



PART 5 

-
PLACES - THE ISLAMIC 

WORLD TODAY 



Islamic Secularism and Nationalism 

In 2007, 1,387,454,500 people praC[ised Is lam in 210 
countries throughout the world. The majority were in Asia 
(96 1,961,000) and Africa (378,135,700), with large popu
lations in the Middle East, India and Malaysia, and a 
significan t diaspora throughout Eu rope (39,691,800). 
North America had 5,450,600 Muslims, Latin America 
1,777,000, and Oceania JUSt 438,400. The sections on 
regions and countries of the world below focuses on places 
where there is a significant presence of Muslims or a 
Muslim state. 

While some modern states, such as Turkey, have taken a 
secular route, separating religion from government (see Chap
ter 6; Secular Nationalism in the Twentieth Century, for the 
history of the Turkish secular state), others, such as Iran and 
Saudi Ara bia, have adopted an Islamic stare, supporting 
Shari'ah law (see Chapter 6; Islamic nationalism, for the 
format ion of Saudi Arabia as an Islamic state). 

More than nine-tenths of the popu lation in Turkey is 
Muslim. In 1928 Islam ceased to be the official state religion, 
and since tha t time the state has found itself periodically at 
odds wi th religion. Turkey's strong secularism has resulted in 
what have been perceived by some as strictures on the freedom 
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of religion: for example, the headscarf has long been prohib~ 

ired in a number of public venues. In addition, the armed forces 
have mainta ined a vigi lant watch over Turkey's politica l 
secula rism, which they affirm to be a keystone among Turkey's 
founding principles. The military has not left the maintenance 
of a secular political process to chance, however, and has 
intervened in politics on a number of occasions. The harshness 
of Turkey's penal code, particularly article 301, wh ich pun
ishes insults to the Turki sh state and Tu rkish iden tity, was also 
seen as an obstacle to the country joining the European Un ion 
lEU). 

In 1995, the Welfare Party, an Islamic party, polled a 
majority in national elections bur was unable co fi nd a coali
tion parener; the fo llowing year it formed a short-lived coali
tion government. Six years later, in 2002, the Justice and 
Development Pa rty (Ada let ve Kalkinma Pa rtisi; AKP), a party 
with Islamist roOtS, swept to power. Galvanized by an amend
ment to Turkey's constitution eliminating a ban on wearing 
the headscarf on univers ity campuses in February 2008, op
ponents of the AKP renewed cha rges that the party's Islamist 
agenda threatened Turk ish secular order. In March 2008 the 
constitutional cou rt voted unanimously to hear a case that 
ca lled for the disbanding of the AKP and a fi ve-year ban of its 
leader, Recep Tayyip Erdogan, and dozens of other party 
members from Turkish politics. 

Saudi Arabia , the birthplace of Islam, adheres to the ideol
ogy of Wahhabism, an austere fo rm of Islam that was em
braced by early Sa'ud family leaders and that became the state 
creed. Most Saudi Arabians are adherents of the majority 
Sunni branch of Islam. In modern times, the WahhabI inter
pretation of Sunni Islam has been especially influential, and the 
views of important members of the 'ulama' (religious scholars) 
are important in government. The cu rrent government of 
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Saudi Arabia has largely relied on religion - including its close 
and continuing ties to Wahha:bIsm and its StatuS as the 
custodian of Mecca and Medina, the two holy cities of Islam 
- to bolster its political legitimacy. The king is supposed to 
uphold Islam and apply its precepts and, in turn, is subject to 
its constra ints. 

Shi'ites make up a sma ll ponion of the population and arc 
found mostly in the oases of Al-Hasa and AI-Qatif in the 
eastern part of the country. Most are Ithna 'Ashariyah, 
although there remain small numbers of Isma'ilis. Public wor
ship and display by non-Muslim faiths is prohibi ted. Public 
displays by non-WahhabI Muslim groups, including by other 
Sunni sects, have been limited and even banned by the govern
ment. Sufism, for instance, is nor openly practised, nor is 
celebration of the Prophet's birthday (mawlid). Shi'ites have 
suffered the greatest persecution. 

Most Saudis continue to dress in a traditional fashion. In 
public women are expected to be fully veiled, and a long black 
cloak known as an 'abayah is worn. A veil called a hijab covers 
the head, and another known as a niqab covers the face. In 
accordance with the Wahhabi interpretation of Islam, only 
two religious holidays are publicly recognized, 'Id al-Fitr and 
' Id al-A9~a. The celebration of other Islamic holidays, such as 
mawlid and 'Ashura ' - an important holiday to Shi'ites - are 
tolerated only when celebrated on a small scale at the local 
level but are otherwise condemned as dangerous innovations. 
Public observance of non-Islamic religious holidays is prohib
ited, with the exception of September 23, which celebrates the 
unification of the kingdom. 

The country's international trade and its willingness to 
purchase arms from the West (in 2007 it was the largest 
purchaser in a $20 billion arms deal between the Gulf states 
and the United States) may enable it to combat extremism. In 
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2006 there were clashes between the government and Islamic 
extremists, and a half dozen al-Qaeda operatives were killed. 
Some Islamists were unhappy about Riyadh's proclamation 
that it would make major changes to the educationa l system in 
an effort to emphasize the spiri t of moderniry, non-violence, 
and coopera tion with non-Muslims that was dictated by 
Islamic teachings. The following year liberals welcomed a 
royal decree overhauling the kingdom's judicial system. The 
reforms would preserve the central ity of Shari'ah but wou ld 
take away many powers exercised by the Supreme Judicia l 
Council, which was controlled by conservative clerics. In lare 
September Saud i Ara bia's grand mufti, Sheikh 'Abd al-'Azlz 
ai-Sheikh, issued a fatwa prohibiting Saudi youth from travel
ling abroad under the pretext of jihad. 

The Sunni-Shi'ite Division Within Islam 

The division of Islam into two major groups, Sunni and Shi'ite, 
has its origins in the struggles over the proper line of succession 
to the Prophet Mu~ammad (for the history of the schism and 
their beliefs, see Chapter 3). The Sun nis consti tute approxi
mately nine-tenths of the worldwide Muslim population. 
Empire builders from the beginn ing, their first caliph, Abu 
Bakr, ensured that Islam would be a religion of conquest as he 
extended the M uslim state's sway over all of Syria and eroded 
the power of the Byzantines. The Ottoman Em pi re, defeated in 
the First World Wa r, was the last grea t Sunni stronghold. In 
the early 1990s Osama bin Laden, the leader of a l-Qaeda, 
launched a jihad against what he saw as the insidious forces of 
secularism, including Europe and the United States, which he 
held responsible for subjecting and hu mi liating the once-proud 
Sunni Muslims. 
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The Shi'ites live mostly in Iran, southern Iraq, Lebanon, and 
Bahrain. For Shi'ites perhaps the mOSt significant leader in 
modern times was Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini, whose sup
porters overthrew the Shah of Iran in 1979 and ushered in the 
reign of the supreme ayatollah and the Islamic Republic of 
Iran. A powerful, charismatic leader who exercised extraor
dinary political as well as spiritual power, Khomeini was 
referred to by Irania ns as well as Shi' ites worldwide as " the 
Imam". 

Rela tions between Sunni and Shi'i te Muslims fell to a low 
point in Iraq in 2003 after the U.S.-led in vasion and 
occupation of the country. When elections were held in 
2005, Sunni panies boycotted them, and the Shi'i te parties 
won overwhelmingly, gaining control of the govern ment 
after more than a mi llennium of perceived oppression by 
the Sunni majority. For their part, the Sunni majority 
resented what it perceived to be the arrogant policies of 
the Shi'ites in power and worried about revenge against 
their ranks. 

The Shi'ites filled posts within the police and mil itary, 
raising accusations from Sunni neighbourhoods of abuses of 
power and of killings. Some Sunnis, including those dis
placed from jobs in the security forces and police, responded 
by forming militias. Attacks took the form of bombings; one 
group in 2006 blew up a Shi'ite mosque and holy place at 
Samarra'. The repercussions fo r Sunnis were bloody. The 
two groups continued to exchange violent attacks in 2007. 
In the broader Middle East, ethn ic tensions rose as Arab 
leaders from nearby states saw ShI'ite Iran as having the 
ambition to control Iraq and gain wider influence over the 
Middle East. 
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The Middle East 

Islam originated in Saudi Arabia and it was with conquest of 
the surrounding states that the faith spread. The dominance of 
the religion varies, as indicated above with regard to Saudi 
Arabia and Turkey, and is also influenced by the history and 
ethnicity of the communities. 

In Cyprus, Tu rkish Cypriots - roughly one-fifth of the 

population descendan ts of the soldiers of the O n oman army 
that conquered the island in 1571 and of immigrants from 
Anarolia brought in by the sul tan's government - are Sunni 
Muslims. The remainder of the population are Greek CypriOts, 
primarily Eastern Onhodox Christians. In 1974 Turkey in
vaded the island, defeating Greek forces, and established an 
independent Turkish Federated State of Cyprus in the north. 
Since then add itional immigrants from T urkey, brought in to 

work vacant land and increase the total labour force, and more 
recently refugees from Lebanon, have increased Muslim re+ 
presentation. In May 1983 Rauf Denktash, president of the 
new state, broke off all intercommunal ta lks, and in November 
he proclaimed the Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus 
(TRNC); the repu bl ic's independence was recognized only 
by Turkey. 

The culture of Cyprus is divided between the northern 
Turkish and the southern Greek sections of the country. 
The Turkish comm un ity in northern Cyprus has promoted 
its own Turkish and Islamic cu lture, su pporting its own news
papers and periodicals and cha nging many place names to 
Turkish . The anniversary of the proclamation of the TRNC 
(November 15) is celebrated in the north, as are traditiona l 
Muslim holidays. 

The Syrian people have a long and varied history but are 
predominantly Arab in character. In the first half of the 
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seventh century, Syria was absorbed into the Muslim cali
phate. 

After the First World War and the collapse of the Ottoman 
empire, Syria became a French mandated territory, along with 
Lebanon. A treaty establishing its independence was signed in 
1936, but the country did not gain complete self-determination 
until 1946. 

Some ethnic groups have been partially assimilated by the 
Arab majority, which includes the Bedouins. Second in 
number to the Arabs are the Kurds. The Armenians may 
be divided into two groups - the early settlers, who have 
been more or less Arabized, and the later immigrants, who 
arrived after the First World War and retain their identity 
and language. Islam is practiced by a majority of the popula
tion . The Sunni sect accounts for about three-quaners of the 
Muslim population and is in the majority everywhere except 
in as-Suwayda' 11/uha{azah (governorate) in the sourh and the 
Latakia muha{azah in the north. The 'Alawites (an extreme 
Shi'ite subsect) are the next largest group, and mOst live in 
the Latakia I1Il1ha{azah or in the I1Il1ha{azat of Hims and 
Hamah. Most of the Druzes, the third largest group, live in 
as-Suwayda' I1Il1ha{azah; the rest in Damascus, Aleppo, and 
al-Qunaytirah. 

The constitution of 1973 declares that Syria constitutes an 
integral part of the Arab homeland, that all legislative power 
lies with the people, and that freedom of expression and 
equal ity before the law are guaranteed. However, the enforce
ment of these principles has nOt been thorough: especially from 
the late 1970s, constitutionally guaranteed rights were increas
ingly suppressed under President Assad's rule. The regiona l 
(Syrian) leadership of the Arab Socialist Ba'th (Renaissance) 
Party elects the head of state, who must be a Muslim. The 
principles of Syrian law and equity derive basically from 
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Islamic jurisprudence and secondarily from the French civi l 
code. 

In March 2006, Najah aI-A ttar was appointed a vice pre
sident, the first woman and first non-Ba'ch Party member to 

hold the post. T he fo llowing year, a prominent figure in Syria's 
Isla mist movement, Sheikh Ma hmoud QuI Aghasi, known as 
Abu al-Qa'qa, was assassinated. He had urged his fo llowers, 
the Strange Ones of Syria, to fight against U.S. intervention in 
the Muslim world. 

The Arab republic of Lebanon came into being in 1920, 
when France, which admi nistered Lebanon as a League of 
Nations mandate, established the state of Greater Lebanon. 
Lebanon then became a repu bl ic in 1926 and achieved in
dependence in 1943. It had to struggle to define its position in 
rela tion to Israel, to its Arab neighbours, and to Palestinian 
refugees living in Lebanon. T he Lebanese pluralistic commu
nal structure evemually collapsed under the pressu res of this 
struggle. 

Lebanon has a heterogeneous society composed of numer
ous ethnic, religious, and kinship groups. Since the seventh 
centu ry it has served as a refuge for persecuted Christian and 
Muslim sects. T he population is estimated to consist of a 
majority of Muslims and a large minority of Christians. Shi'ite 
Muslims are the most numerous group, followed closely by the 
Sunnis; the Druzes constitute a small percentage. 

Modern Lebanon is a republic with a parliamentary system 
of government. Its consti tution provides for a un icameral 
National Assembly elected for a term of four years by universal 
adu lt suffrage. According to the 1989 "fa'if agreement, par
liamentary seats are apportioned equa lly between Christian 
and Muslim sects. Th is secta ria n distribu tion is also to be 
observed in appointments to pub lic office. By an unwritten 
convention, the presiden t must be a Maronite Christian, the 
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premier a Sunni Muslim, and the speaker of the National 
Assembly a ShI'ite. The president, in consultation with the 
speaker of the National Assembly and the parliamentary 
depU(ies, invites a Sunni Muslim (0 form a Cabinet, and the 
Cabinet members' portfol ios are organized to reflect the 
sectarian ba lance. 

The main problem for Lebanon was (0 implement the 
unwritten power-sharing National Pact of 1943 between the 
Christians and Musl ims. A second factor, the role of Lebanon 
in the Arab world, was also a complex issue. Many Syrians sti ll 
felt that the French decision to separate Lebanon from Syria in 
1920 was inval id; many in Lebanon agreed. Lebanon's non
involvement in the Arab-Israeli wars of 1967 and 1973, its 
strong and often heavy-handed securi ty policies, and rumours 
of its secret understandings with Israel all directed attention to 
this issue. After the ruinous Jordanian campaign against 
Palestinian militias in September 1970, Pa lestinians thought 
of Lebanon as their last refuge, and by 1973 rough ly one-tenth 
of the population of Lebanon was Palestinian. 

Under an agreement announced in Cairo on November 3 
1969, the Lebanese government gave the Palestinians virtually 
a free hand in the refugee camps and at forward posts in the 
south along the Israeli frontier. In return, the PLO promised 
not to intervene in Lebanese politics. By 1975 the mostly 
Muslim Lebanese National Movemen t led by Kamal Jumblatt 
sought political reform and support for the Palestinian guer
rillas. Into this arena stepped the relatively deprived Shi'ite 
Muslims, by now the most numerous religious community in 
Lebanon. Maron ite Christians, intent on preserving their 
concept of Lebanon, frantically sought to keep their politica l 
dominance by crushing the power of the Lebanese leftists and 
particularly the Pa lestine Liberation Organization (PLO), 
whose actions seemed (from the perspective of many 
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Maronites) to threaten the unity and safety of the nation. In the 
civil war that began in April 1975 the country was rom apart, 
and the central government virtually ceased to exist. On 
October 22 1988, most members of the Lebanese parliament 
(last elected in 1972) met in Ta'i f, Saudi Arabia, and accepted a 
constitutional compromise that adjusted the parliament, pre
sidency, and cabinet so that Christian and Muslim represen
tatives would share power equally. 

The war that had engulfed the Lebanese exposed the vu l

nerability of the pol itical system. Control of the official central 
government is precarious; sectarian militi as and foreign coun
tries exert great influence. Hezbolla h replaced the PLO as 
Israel 's principa l antagonist in southern Lebanon, waging a 
vigorous war against the Jewish state even after that country's 
final withdrawal from Lebanon in mid-2000. In 2006 Hez
bollah launched a military operation against Israel, and the 

UN brokered a ceasefire in August. The following year, the 
Lebanese army seized full control of the Nahr ai-Bared Pales
tinian refugee camp after 105 days of fighting the extremist 
organiza tion Fata h ai-Islam. 

Iraq, Iran, and Pa lestine have been, and remain, some of the 
most contested areas in the world in the late twentieth and 
early twenty-first cen turies (for the history of the wars in these 

regions see Chapters 7 and 9; for the creation of Palestine, see 
Chapter 6). 

Palestine, also known as the Holy La nd, is held sacred 
among Jews, Christians, and Muslims. Since the twentieth 
century it has been the object of conflicting claims of Jewish 
and Arab na tional movements, and the conflict has led to 

prolonged violence and, in several instances, open warfare. 
In the early twenty-first century, Israeli Jews constituted 

roughly half of the popu lation west of the Jordan River, while 
Arabs - Muslim, Christian, and Druze - and other sma ller 
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minorities accounted for the rest. The Arab popula tion is 
descended from Arabs who lived in the area during the 
mandate period and, in most cases, for centuries before that 
time. Pa lestinian nationalists usually emphasize that their 
sha red identity as Arabs transcends the religious diversity of 
their community: thus, both Muslim Arabs, constituting about 
16 per cent of the Israeli population, and Christian Arabs, 
about 2 per cent, identify themselves in the first instance as 
Arabs. 

Baghdad became the capital of the 'Abbasid Caliphate in the 
eighth century. The modern narion-stare of Iraq was created 
following rhe First World War (1914-18) and gained indepen
dence in 1932. Roughly two-thirds of Iraq's people are Arabs, 
about one-fourth are Kurds, and the remainder consists of small 
minority groups. Iraq is predominantly a Muslim country, in 
which the two major sects of Islam are represented more equally 
rhan in any other state. Shi'ites are almost exclusively Arab 
(with some Tutkmen and Kurds), while Sunnis are divided 
mainly between Arabs and Kurds but include other, smaller 
groups, such as Azerbaijanis and Turkmen. 

Since the inception of the Iraqi state in 1920 the ruling el ites 
have consisted mainly of minority Sunni Arabs. Iraq's Shi'ites, 
like thcir co-religionists in Iran, fo llow the Ithna 'Asha riyah, or 
Twclvcr, rire, and, despire the prc-emincncc of Iran as a Shi'ire 
Islamic rcpublic, Iraq has tradi tionally becn thc physical and 
spi ritual centre of Shi'ism in the Islamic world. Shi'ism's twO 

most important holy cities, Al-Najaf and Karbala', are locared 
in southern Iraq, as is Al- Kufa h, sanctified as the site of the 
assassination of 'All, the fourth caliph, in the seventh century. 
Samarra', nea r Baghdad, is also of great cultural and religious 
significance (0 Shi'ites as the site of the life and disappearance 
of the twel fth, and eponymous, imam, MuJ:tammad al-Ma h
dial-Hujjah. In premodern times southern and eastern Iraq 
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formed a cultural and religious meeting place between the 
Arab and Persian Shl'ire worlds, and until relatively recent 
times, large numbers of notable Iranian schola rs could be 
found studying or teaching in the great madrasahs in AI-Na;af 
and Karbala'. 

The fundamental cultural milieu of Iraq is both Islamic and 
Arab. Over the course of the twentieth century, rapid urban 
growth accelerated social change, as a higher proportion of the 

population was exposed to modern, largely Westernized, life
styles. Alcoholic beverages and Western-style entertainment 

became freely available, a circumstance much deplored by 
devour Muslims. Although the number of Muslims in Iraq 
embracing a fundamentalist interpretarion of Islam grew, 
Islamic extremism did not present a major social o r politica l 
problem until the start o f the Iraq War in 2003. The role of 
women gradually changed, with a higher proportion partici

pating in the labour force in spite of encouragement from the 
government to stay at home and raise large families. 

Although Iraqis generally are a religious and conservative 
people, there are strong secular tendencies. This is reflected in 
the dress, which, while conservative by Western standards, is 
quite relaxed by the standards of the region, particularly 
compared with neighbouring Saudi Arabia and the Persian 
Gulf states. Men will frequently wear Western-style sui ts or, in 

more casual surroundings, the long shirtlike thawb. The 
trad it ional chador and veil, the hijab, is common among 
conservative women, but Western arrire is also common. 

Iran - trad itionally known as Persia - which has been 
influenced by waves of indigenous and foreign conquerors 
and immigra nts, was conquered by the M uslim Arabs in the 
seventh century. The region fell under the sway of successive 
waves of Persian, Turkish, and Mongol conquerors until the 
rise of the Safavids, who introduced Ithna 'Ashariyah Shi'ism 
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as the official creed in the ea rly sixteenth century. Over the 
following centuries, with the state~fostered rise of a Persian
based Shi'ite clergy, a synthesis was fo rmed between Persian 
culture and Shi' ite Islam. The rise of the Qajar line in 1796 was 
marked by the growing influence of the European powers in 
Iran's interna l affairs, and by the growing power of the Shi'ite 
clergy in social and political issues. 

The country 's difficulties led to the ascension in 1925 of the 
Pahla vi line, whose ill-planned efforts to modernize Iran led to 

widespread dissatisfaction and the dynasty's subsequent over
throw in the revolution of 1979 (see Chapter 7). This revolu
tion brought a regime to power that uniquely combined 
elements of a parliamentary democracy with an Islamic theoc
racy run by the country's clergy. At the head of both the state 
and oversight institutions is the leader, or rahbar, a ranking 
cleric whose duties and authority are those usuall y equa ted 
with a head of state. Reformist elements rose within the 
government during the last decade of the twentieth century, 
opposed both to the ongoing rule of the clergy and to Iran's 
continued political and economic isolation from the interna
tional community. 

The vast majority of Iran ians are Muslims of the Ithna 
'Ashariyah, or Twelver, Shi'ite branch, which is the officia l 
state religion. The Kurds and T urkmen are predominantly 
Sunni Muslims, but Iran 's Arabs are both Sunni and Shi'ite. 
Religious toleration, one of the characteristics of Iran during 
the Pahlavi monarchy, came to an end with the Islamic 
revolution in 1978-9. Participation in spOrts was also re
stricted as the government regarded the sports stad ium as a 
rival to the mosque. Since the 1990s there has been a reviva l of 
athletics in Iran, including women's activities. Spon s have 
become inextricably bound up with demands for pol itical 
liberalization, and nearly every major event has become an 
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occasion for massive public celebrations by young men and 
women expressing their desire fo r reform and for morc amic~ 
able relations with the West. 

Despite constitutional guarantees of freedom of (he press, 
censorsh ip by conservative elements within the government is 
widespread. 

Part of the Ottoman Empire unti l 1918 and later a mandate 
of the United Ki ngdom, Jordan has been an independent 
kingdom since 1946. It is among the most politically libera l 
countries of the Arab world. Amman is one of the region's 
principal commercial and tra nsportation centres as well as one 
of the Arab world's major cultural ca pitals. 

The overwhelming majority of the people are Arabs, prin
cipa lly Jordanians and Pa lestinians; there is a lso a significant 
minority of Bedouin. Although the Palestinian population is 
often critical of the monarchy, Jordan is the only Arab country 
to grant wide-scale citizenship ro Palesti nian refugees. Other 
minorities include a num ber of Iraq is who fled to Jordan as a 
resu lt of the Persian Gulf War and Iraq War. Islam is the 
official rel igion, and Jordan is declared to be part of the Arab 
zlt1l11zah ("nation"). T he king remains the country's ultima te 
authority and wields power over the executive, legislative, and 
judicial branches. As well as regular courts, Shari'ah (Islamic) 
courts and other religious courts for non-Muslims exercise 
jurisdiction over matters of personal status. 

Political parties were banned before the elections in 1963. 
Between 1971 and 1976, when it was abolished, the Arab 
National Union was the only poli tical organization allowed. 
Al though not a poli tical party, the transnational Muslim Broth
erhood contin ued, with the tacit approval of the government, ro 
engage in socially active functions, and it captu red over one
fourth of the lower house in the 1989 election. In 1992 politica l 
parties were legalized - as long as they acknowledged the 
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legitimacy of the monarchy. Since then, the Brotherhood has 
mainta ined a significant minority presence in Jordanian politics 
through its political arm, the Islamic Action Front. 

In 1993, King H ussein expressed public reservations over a 
PLO-Israel i accord but nonetheless stated his wi lllngness to 
support the Palestin ian people. One year later, Jordan and 
Israel signed a peace treaty in which Hussein was recognized as 
the custodian of the Muslim holy sites in East Jerusa lem. In 
January 1995 Hussein signed accords with the PLO pledging 
support for Palestinia n autonomy and the establishment of a 
Pa lestinian state that incl uded East Jerusalem. He al so played a 
central role in brokering a deal benveen Israel and the PLO 
regarding Israeli withdrawal from Hebron in the West Bank in 
early 1997, and subsequentl y acted as a mediator between the 
Israelis and Palestinians. 

His son and successor, King 'Abdullah II, continued his 
father's political pol icies and economic reforms as well as 
improving the status of women. In recent yea rs, Jordan has 
struggled to contain the growing political influence of Islamist 
grou ps and to address issues sparked by the war in neighbour
ing Iraq. 

Egypt was part of the Roman Republic and Empire and then 
the Byzantine Empire, until its conquest by Arab Muslim 
armies in A D 639-42. Under the Fatimid dynasty (969-
1171 ) it espoused the official doctrine of lsma' ili Shi'ism 
but Saladin, who founded the Ayyubid dynasty, restored 
Egypt to Sunni rule in 1171. In 1517 the Ottoman Empire 
established control over Egypt; French control fo llowed and 
then that of the Uni ted Kingdom. In 1952 a military coup 
installed a revolutionary regime tha t promoted a combination 
of socia lism and pan-Arab na tional ism. During the Cold War, 
Egypt's central role in the Arabic-speaking world increased its 
geopol itical importance as Arab nationalism and inter-Arab 
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relations became powerful and emotiona l political forces in the 
Middle East and North Africa. Egypt led the Arab states in a 
series of wars against Israel but was the first of those states to 

make peace with the Jewish state, which it did in 1979. 
The population of the Nile valley and the delta, which are 

home to the overwhel ming majority of Egyptians, derives from 
the indigenous African population and those of Arab ancestry. 
The inhabitants of the Sin ai and the northern section of the 
Eastern Desert are all fairly recenr immigrants from Ara bia . 

The inha bita nts of the Western Desert, outside the oases, are of 
mixed Arab a nd Amazigh (Berber) descent. In addition to rhe 
indigenous groups, there are in Egypt a number of sma ll 
foreign ethnic groups, the largest co mmunity being the Greeks, 
fo llowed by the Italians, British, and French. 

Following the Muslim conquest, urban and rural cu lture 
began to adopt elements of Arab culture. Since that time, 

Egypt's histo ry has been part of the broader Islamic world, and 
the country's cultural milieu remains predominantly Arab. 
Lifestyles in the la rger cities are, in many ways, akin to patterns 
found in urban culture worldwide. Although modesty is 
maintained in urban modes of d ress - pa rticularly given the 
tendency from the early 1980s onward for women to return to 
wearing the hiiab - urban clothing styles differ only marginally 

from th ose found in many European cities. In rural areas life is 
more traditional; women over age 16 do not work in the field, 
and seldom appear in public except with a hijab. 

Islam is the official religion of Egypt, and most Egyptians 
adhere to its Sunni branch. The country has long been a centre 
of Islamic scholarship, and al-Azhar University in Cairo is 
widely considered the world's pre-eminent institu tion of Isla
mic learning. Likewise, many Muslims, even those outside 
Egypt, consider al-Azha r's sheikhs to be among the highest 
religious a uthorities in the $unni world. The M usli m Brother-
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hood, a transna tional religio-political organization that seeks 
to expand conservative Muslim values, was founded in Egypt 
in 1928. Sufism is also widely practised. 

Egypt has operated under several constitutions, both as a 
monarchy and, after 1952, as a republic. At the heart of the 
post-revolutionary regime was a commitment to pan-Arabism, 
and during the following decades Egypt engaged in severa l 
abortive attempts to forge transnational unions wi th other 
Arab countries. In 1977, however, deteriorating relations 
between Egypt and other Arab states over Egypt'S peace 
negotiations with Israel led to Egypt's suspension from the 
Arab League, a regional organization of which it had been a 
founding member. The current constitution, of 1971, pro
cla imed the Arab Republic of Egypt to be "a democratic, 
socialist state", with Islam as its state religion and Arabic 
as its national language. Egypt was the fi rst Arab country to 
abolish the Shari'ah court system (1956). The civil and penal 
codes as well as court procedure are based on French law, but 
these are influenced by Sharl'ah. 

Since the 1990s, under President Hosni Mubarak the regime 
has been increasingly authoritarian. While the pre-revolution
ary Wafd Party has been re-formed, and the moderate religious 
groups have establi shed an Islamic Alliance, the Muslim 
Brotherhood is banned. However, dozens of candidates 
who were elected as " independents" in the 2005 election 
for People's Assembly were actually members of the Muslim 
Brotherhood. There has been growing censorship by the 
Islamic courtS, and the rector of al-Azhar University tempered 
freedom of speech and the press. In its struggle against Islamist 
terrorism, the regime resorted to preventive detention and, 
allegedly, torture. As Muslim fundamentalism was allowed to 
flour ish, tensions between Egypt's Christian Coptic and Mus
lim populations increased. 
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In 2007, the government intensified its campaign to co ntain 
political dissent led by the banned Muslim Brotherhood, the 
[argesropposirion group in the parliament, and initiated a series 
of arrests and a freeze on the group's funding sources . In Ma rch 
President M ubarak passed a referendum to amend 34 articles of 
the constitution. The controversia l amendments included a new 
anti-terrorism law, which wou ld prov ide the police with in
creased powers of arrest and su rveilla nce, and a ban on the 

creation o f political parties based on religio n (widely viewed as 
aimed at the Muslim Brotherhood). 

Amo ng the various states of Arabia proper, Islam dominates 
in Yemen, Kuwait, Oman, Ba hrain, Qatar, and the United 
Arab Emirates. The present Republic of Yemen ca me into 
being in M ay 1990, when the Yemen Arab Republic (North 
Yemen) merged with the People's Democratic Republic of 
Yemen (South Yemen). The people overwhelmingly consider 

themselves Arabs; Yemenis of northern origin are said to be 
descended from Mesopotamians who entered the region in the 
first millennium Be, and they claim ancestry of the biblical 
figure Isma'il (Ishmael). The southern group, which represents 
the o ld South Arabian stock, claims descent from Qahtan, the 
biblical Joktan. 

Th roughout Yemeni society, the broadest distinctions be

tween population groups are based not on ethnicity but on 
religious affi liat ion. Islam is the state religion, a nd the Sunni 
branch o f Islam, represented by the Shafi'i school, predomi
nates. The Shi'ite minority comprises rhe Zaydi school (see 
below), which has long been politically dominant in the moun
tainous highlands of the north, and the lsma'il is, now a rela
tively small group found in the H araz region o f northern Yemen 
and in Jabal Manakhah, the mounta inous area west o f Sa naa . 

Under the constitution, Shari'ah is the source o f a illegisla
tion. The composition and membership of poli tica l parties are 
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regulated by law. Panies based on such factors as regional, 
tribal, sectarian, or ethnic persuasion are expressly prohibited. 
Both the major Muslim sects operate religious institutes for the 
preparation of judges and other religious personnel. By the 
early twenty-fi rst century the number of small religious schools 
associated with foreign Islamic groups had proliferated. Sev
eral thousand sma ll religious academies were closed in 2005, 
and all non-Yemen is matriculating in unregistered schools 
were asked to leave the country for fear such institutions were 
involved in religious extremism. 

Islam spread readily and quickly in Yemen after its intro
duction in the seventh century. For the histOry of Yemen, 
however, the most important event after the triumph of Islam 
was the introduction in the ninth century of the Zaydi sect 
from Iraq - a group of Shi'ites who accepted Zayd ibn 'Ali, a 
direct descendant of Mu~ammad, as the last legitimate suc
cessor to the Prophet. Much of Yemeni culture and civilization 
for the next 1,000 years was to bear the stamp of Zaydi Islam. 
That same span of time was host to a confusing series of 
factiona l, dynastic, local, and imperial rulers contesting 
against one another and against the Zaydis for control of 
Yemen. 

From the fifteenth century Yemen and the Red Sea 
became an arena of conflict between the Egyptians, the 
Ottoma ns, and various European powers seeking control 
over the emerging market for Coffea arabica (a species of 
coffee) as well as over the long-standing trade in condiments 
and spices from the East. The British tOok over Aden in 
1839, and in the mid-nineteenth century the Ottoman 
Empire moved back into North Yemen, from which it 
had been driven by the Yemen is two centuries earlier. 
The north became independent at the end of the First World 
War in 1918; the imam of the Zaydis, Yahya Mahm ud 
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al-M utawwakil, became the de faero ruler. The British 
retained comrol of the south umil 1967. 

In rhe north, the Yemen Arab Republic (North Yemen) was 
declard by the imam Mu~ammad ai-Bah t in 1962. The new 
government in Aden in the south renamed the country the 
People's Republic of South Yemen. The two parts were united 
after political and armed struggle between various factions in 
1990. Disagreement between the two pol itical regions esca
lated into armed conflict in the spring of 1994. The Yemeni 
civil war resul ted in the defeat of the southern a rmed forces 
and the fligh t into exi le of most of the Yemen Socialist Party 
(YSP) leaders and other southern secessionists. Comro] of the 
state in uni ted Yemen lay in the hands of a General People's 
Congress (G PC)-lslah coa lition dominated by 'Ali 'Abd Allah 
Salih. The politica l conflict and unrest that accompanied and 
followed the civil war led to a revival of the power of the 
security forces and to the curta ilment of the freedom of 
opposition parties, the media, and non-governmental organ i
zations, although, by the turn of the twenty-first century, 
democracy and human rights were more secure than they 
had been in either of the two Yemens. 

During the 1990s, Sunni Isla mist groups gravitated to Ye
men, and preaching and teaching at many Yemeni mosques 
and madrasahs took on a clearly anti-American tone. In 2000 
Muslim mili tants associated with al-Qaeda bombed the U.S. 
warship Cole in Aden's harbour. The group, whose leader, 
Osama bin Laden, was of Yemeni ancestry, enjoyed substan
tial support among Yemeni Isla mists. Following the September 
11 attacks on the United States in 2001, the Sa lih government 
moved against al-Qaeda by arresting dozens of militants and 
freezing assets of those believed to have supported the orga
nization. In 2004 a Zaydi rebellion protesting the govern
ment's close ties with the Uni ted States erupted in extreme 
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nonh-western Yemen. The rebels sought a return of the 
imamate, and, although their leader, Husayn al-Hawthi , 
was killed at the end of the year, the rebellion continued. 
The country continues to be subject to terrorist attacks. In 
2007 two fore ign students were killed by Shi'ite rebels in an 
attack on a religious school , and a suicide bomber attacked a 
convoy of Spanish tourists in Mar'ib. 

In the eighteenth century, Bedouin from the interi or 
founded a trading post at Kuwait Ba y; the emirate's ruling 
fami ly, the AI Sabah, formally established a sheikhdom in 
1756. in rime and wirh accumulated wealrh, the small fort 
grew to become Kuwait City, which now conrains most of 
the country's popu lation. A British protectorate from 1899 
until 1961, Ku wait drew world attention in 1990 when Iraqi 
forces invaded and attempted to annex it. A milita ry coali
tion led by the United States drove Iraq's army out of 
Kuwair within days of launch ing an offensive in February 
1991. 

Nearly two-thirds of the population are expa triate workers, 
formerly from other Arab states bur now largely from South 
and South-east Asia. Arabs - either Bedouin, sedentary, or 
descendants of immigrants from elsewhere in the region -
constitute the largest ethnic group, and a small number of 
ethnic Persians have resided in the coun try for centu ries. 
Kuwaiti citizens are almost entirely Muslim, and a law passed 
in 1981 limits citizenship to Muslims. The majority are Sunni , 
but about one-third are Shi'ite. Both the iran ian revolution of 
1979 and the Kuwaiti government's subsequent discrimina
tion against $hI'ites fos tered a heightened sense of community 
among the country's ShI'ite population in the 1980s and 
1990s, and th is led to political tension between the two 
grou ps . Personal and civil law (roughly, family law and 
probate law) are based largel y on Shari'ah. 
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The country remains culturally conservative and its Arab
Islamic heritage permeates dai ly life. The rise of Islamic 
fundamentalism in the 1970$ and 1980s was reflected in a 
general return to traditional customs, as seen in the public 
dress of women, who began wearing the hijab, or vei l, far morc 
than in the past. The right of women to drive cars and to work 
outside the home is genera lly accepted and has not been a 
matter of public debate, yet the question of granting women 
the right to vote - women were not enfranchised until 2005 -
has divided Isiamists, some of whom seek to enforce even more 
conservarive Islamic standards such as those fou nd in neigh
bouring Saudi Arabia. 

In recent years, clashes between the parliamem and the 
cabinet have increased. In May 2006, the emir dissolved the 
parl iament before its term expired and called for new elections 
after demands from lawmakers for democratic reforms and 
electoral re-d isrricting. After an imense cam paign, the Islamist 
and reformist cand idates (that is, the opposition) won 33 of 
the 50 elected seats . 

Renowned in anciem times for its frankincense and meta l
working, Oman occupies a strategica ll y important location, 
for which it has long been a prize for empire builders. During 
the eighteenth century the AI Bu Sa'id dynasty expelled a 
Persian occupation and established Omani control over much 
of the Persian Gulf. The AI Bu Sa'id weathered much politica l 
turbulence but preserved its hold on power into the twenty
first century. 

More than half of Oman's population is Arab and the 
overwhelming majority are Muslims. The Ibadi branch of 
Islam, a moderate Kharijite group, cla ims the most adherents. 
In belief and ritual, Ibadism is close to Sunni Islam, differing in 
its emphasis on an elected, rather than a heredita ry, imam as 
the spiritua l and tempora l leader of the Ibadi community. 
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Non- Ibad i Arabs and the Baloch are mostl y Sunnis. Those in 
the South Asian communities are mainly ShI'ite, although a 
few are Hindus. 

Oman has Islamic cou rts, based on the Ibadi interpretation 
of the Shari'a h, which handle personal status cases. Its pre
dominantly Ibad i Muslim population observes social customs 
that - though still conservative by Western standards - are 
markedly less strict th an those of neighbouring Saudi Arabia. 
Women in particular have enjoyed relatively more freedom in 
Oman than elsewhere on the Arabian Pen insula. 

Bahrain Island has been settled and colon ized by various 
groups, including the Khalifah family (AI Khali fah ), a native 
Arab dynasty that has ruled Bahra in since the late eighteenth 
century. It was a British protectorate from 1861 to indepen
dence in 1971. After independence, tensions mounted between 
the predominantly Shi'ite population and Sunni leadershi p -
especiall y following the 1979 revolution in Iran. 

Roughly two-th irds of the population is Arab. More than 
four-fifths is Muslim and includes both the Sunni and ShT'ite 
seC(s, with the latter in the majority. The ruling family and 
many of the wealthier and more influentia l Bahrainis are 
Sunni, and thi s difference has been an underlying cause of 
local tension, particularly during and after the Ira n-Iraq War 
(1980-88). In 2006 conflict arose between Islamic conserva
tives and liberals over the rea lm of personal freedoms. Li beral 
intellectuals, professional associations, and women's groups 
denounced efforts by Islamic conservatives in the parliament to 
pass legislation aimed at enforcing strict Shari'ah rules, such as 
the imposition on society of a " morals police" and the segre
gation of the sexes at the university and in commercial stores. 

In 2002, the emir, Hamad ibn ' Isa Al Khalifa h, who had 
succeeded his father in 1999, brought in a new constitution. 
This established a constitutional monarchy, called for equality 
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between Sunnis and Shi'ites, and guaranteed civil and property 
rights to all citizens. The execmive is composed of a prime 
minister, who is head of government, and a council of min
isters, a ll of whom are appointed by the king. Bahrain 's lega l 
system is based on Shari'ah and English common law. There 
are separa te courts for members of Sunni and Shi'ite sects. 
Ahhough still at heart an Arab-Islamic country, Bahra in has 
been more accepting of modernization and Westernization 
than many of its neighbours and Western-style cloth ing is 

common. 

Both Qatar and the United Arab Emirates arc states where 
the Arab population is in the minority because of the presence 
of foreign workers. Following the rise of Islam, Qatar became 
subject to the Islamic caliphate; it was later ru led by a number 
of local and foreign dynasties before falling under the control 
of the AI Tha ni (Thani dynasty) in the nineteenth century. The 

AI Than i sought British patronage against competing triba l 
groups and against the Ottoman Empire, and in exchange 
Britain controlled Qatar's foreign policy until the latter's 
independence in 1971. Thereafter, the monarchy continued 
to nurture dose ties with Western powers. The coun try's daily 
life is thoroughly modern, and its rulers have sought to 
enhance civil liberties. 

Qa tar was originally settled by Bedouin nomads from the 
centra l part of the Arabia n Peninsu la. Qarari citizens, how
ever, constitute only one-seventh of the total population today, 
the remainder being foreign workers - mostly from Pakistan, 
India, and Iran. Isla m is the official religion, and Qa taris are 
largely Sunni Muslims. There is a small Shl'ite minority. The 
rul ing Al Thani adheres to the same Wahhabl interpretation of 
Islam as the rulers of Saudi Arabia, though not as stricdy. 
Women, for example, have grea ter freedom in Qatar than in 
Saudi Arabia. Personal status law is governed largely by the 
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Shari'ah. Qatari society tends to be conservative In most 
respects and is heavily influenced by Islamic cuStOms. The 
press is among the freest in the region, and though they are 
religious and traditional, Qataris pride themselves on their 
tOlerance for the cultu res and bel iefs of others. 

HistOrica lly the domain of individual Arab clans and fam
ilies, the United Arab Emirates is a federation of seven emirates 
along the eastern coast of the Arabia n Pen insula. Following a 
series of truces with Brita in in the nineteenth cen tury, the 
emirates united to form the Trucial States. The states gained 
autonomy following the Second World War (1939-45), when 
the trucial states of Bahrain and Qatar declared independent 
statehood; the rest were formally united in 1971. 

Only about one-fi fth of the residents are citizens. The 
remainder are mostly foreign workers and their dependants, 
with South Asians constituting the largest of these groups. 
Arabs from countries other than the United Arab Emirates and 
Iran ians account for another sign ifica nt portion. About three
fourths of the popu lation is Muslim, of which roughly four
fi fths belong to the Sunni branch of Islam; ShI'i te minorities 
exist in Dubayy and AI-Shariqah. The constitution calls for a 
legal code based on Shari'ah, but in practice the judiciary 
blends Western and Islamic legal princi ples. The cultural 
trad itions of the United Arab Emirates are rooted in Islam, 
though changes in attitudes toward marriage and the employ
ment of women are discernible. 

Ind ones ia 

Indonesia is the fourth most populous country in the world. 
The majority of Indonesians are related to the peoples of 
eastern Asia, although over the cen turies there has also been 
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considerable mixing with Arabs, Indians, and Europea ns; 88 
per cent of citizens a re Muslim, according to the mOst recent 
census. Formerly known as the Dutch East Indies (or Nether
lands East Indies), after a period of occupation by the Japanese 
(1942-5) during the Second World War Indonesia declared its 
independence from The Netherlands in 1945. It was not umi! 
the United Nations acknow ledged the western segment of New 
Guinea as pa rt of Indonesia in 1969 tha t the country took on 
its present form . The former Portuguese territory of East 
Timor was incorporated into Indonesia in 1976, bu t following 
a UN-organ ized referendum in 1999, it declared its indepen
dence and became fully sovereign in 2002. 

The major rel igions of Indonesia were all imroduced on the 
coast and , except in such open areas as Java and southern 
Sumatra (which were free of natu ral impedimems), penetrated 
slowly inland. The early Indonesian states that centred on Java 
or Sumatra evolved through ma ny forms of Hinduism and 
Buddhism. In the fourteenth century Islam, brought by Mus~ 
lim traders primarily from South Asia, emerged as the domi
nant religion along the coasts of Java and Sumatra. By the 
fifteemh century, Islam had gained a firm foot ing in coasta l 
areas of other islands of the arch ipelago as well. Aceh became 
a sel f-consciously Musl im state by the sixteenth century, with 
contacts with Muslim India and its own heterodox school of 
Muslim mysticism. With the spread of Islam came an expan
sion of its power structure. Mataram, the great Muslim king
dom of seventeenth-century Java, lashed out against the 
princes and Muslim nmables of the northern coast. 

The fall of Malacca (now M elaka) on the Ma lay Peninsula 
to the Portuguese in 1511 was a turning point in Indonesian 
history. By the end of the cemury, the level of M usl im 
Indonesian trade with the Middle East, and thence with 
Europe, was the greatest it had ever been. Dutch and British 
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interests in the region increased: in 1602 the Durch East India 
Company received its charter, two years after the formation of 
the English East India Company. All sought commercia l 
monopoly and a period of colonial rule followed. 

The Islam that came to Indonesia from India, perhaps from 
southern India, brought the heterodox mystic sects of Sufism, 
the character of which was probably not foreign to the 
Javanese ascetics. Both a Sufi "saint" (waif) and a Javanese 
guru likely understood and respected each other's yearning for 
personal union with God. The Javanese tradition, by which 
sma ll groups of disciples were initiated by a teacher inro higher 
wisdom, was paralleled in the Sufi teaching methods. For 
Muslim theologian and Javanese scholar alike, the concern 
was always less with the nature of the divine than with skills 
for communicating with God. Arabic texts, moreover, tended 
eventually to be recited as meditative aids, just as the Tantric 
manrras had been. 

Throughout all the religious changes on the court level, the 
common people adopted part of each new religion as an 
additional layer on top of their traditiona l local beliefs. Con
sequen tl y, Islam is expressed differently in Indonesia from the 
way it is in the Midd le East. The rel igion is most strictly 
practised in Aceh, western Sumatra, western Java, south-east
ern Kalimantan, and some of the Lesser Sunda Islands. On 
Java, Muslims who follow orthodox practices are referred to 
as the santri. By contrast, the abangan adhere to a more 
syncretic trad ition, strongly influenced by ancestral beliefs 
and practices. With the growth of a more religion-conscious 
middle class, especially since the late twentieth century, the 
abangan way of believing has been in retreat, while more
orthodox Muslim practices have been on the rise. However, 
the many local ritua ls connected with birth, death, and mar
riage are carefully observed by people at all levels, and 
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ceremomes (selamatall ) are held on all special occasions. 
Muslims may choose to lise Islamic law in some civil cases; 
since the mid-1970s religious law has applied to all civi l 
matters dealing with marriage . 

In the late 1990s inter-ethnic conflicts, wh ich up to that 
point had been suppressed successfull y, began to resurface. 
These conflicts, too, manifested to some degree along political 
lines. Large-scale deadly uprisi ngs broke out in Sanggau Lecla, 
in West Kalimantan, and the unrest spread to other parts of the 
province just prior to the May 1997 general election. The 
violence erupted between the [ocal Da ya k groups, who gen
erally supported the non-Muslim POI, and the Madurese, who 
mostly belonged to the Muslim PPP. This agi tation in West 
Kalimantan soon triggered uprisings in other regions, most 
notably in West Java. The decline of the economy also pre
cipitated public unrest accompanied by violence and riots. 

The country also came under the international spodight for 
the activities of terrorists in its domains. In 2002, US. officials 
as well as the Singaporean and Malaysian governments claimed 
tha t Indonesia had become a major regional base for interna
tional terrorist groups. Particu lar attention was given to the 
leadership role that a small number of Indonesians had played 
in the Jemaah Islamiyah network. In itially the government of 
Megawati Sukarnoputri was criticized for being tardy in acting 
against terrorism, but Indonesian officials in 2002 were co
operating closely with the CiA and mher regional intelligence 
forces in investigating and apprehending suspected terrorists. 
Events took a dramatic and tragic turn on October 12, when a 
massive bomb blast at a nightclub on the resort island of Bali 
killed 184 people, the majority of whom were Western tourists. 
This was the worst terrorist attack since September 11 2001. 
T he Indonesian government allowed several hundred foreign 
police and intelligence officia ls to join the investigation into the 
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bombing. The clandestine a[-Qaeda-[inked Jemaah Is[amiyah 
movemenr was quickly idenrified as having carried Out the 
bombing, and more than 80 members were subsequendy ar
rested . Several of the key figures were tried and senrenced to 
death . Although the Megawati govern ment supported a UN 
motion to ban Jemaah Islamiyah, it gave little leadership in the 
public debate over Islamic radicalism. Mcgawati repeatedly 
maintained that responsibility for combating terrorist ideology 
rested with Islamic leaders rather than with the government. 
Jemaah Islamiyah and other extremist groups remained a 
significant threat and other bombings followed. 

In 2007 the issue of the role of Islamic law came to the fore. 
In recenr years, there had been a growing trend in some 
strongly Is[amic regions to introduce more comprehensive 
Shari'ah-inspi red regulations, such as dress codes, bans on 
alcohol and gambling, and mandatory Islamic knowledge 
requirements for officials. At least 22 districts had such reg
u[ations, even though control of religious affairs rested with 
the central governmenr. Many women's groups and 11011-

Muslims objected to these regulations on the grounds of 
discrimination and the undermining of human rights. The 
Shari'ah issue became even more controversial when Islamic 
parties introduced in the parliament an anti-pornography bill 
that, in addition to outlawing sexually expl ici t materials, also 
sought to proscribe a wide range of social and personal 
activities, including kissing in public, homosexuality, and 
cultural performances in which artists were not fully clothed. 
The bill drew a storm of protest from cultural groups, regions 
with traditions of semi-naked performance (Ba li and Papua 
were such areas), and secular nationalists and liberal Muslims 
who claimed that Islamists were instituting Shari'ah by stealth. 
Islamic parties responded that the bill was primarily concerned 
with publ ic morallty rather than religion, but they nonetheless 
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agreed to withdraw the legislation. The revised bill had most of 
the contentious clauses removed, and secula rists claimed this 
as a defeat for lslamism and a reassertion of Indonesia's 
religiously neutra l traditions. 

Malaysia 

Malaysia, composed of Malaya (now Peninsular Malaysia), 

Singapore, Sarawak, a nd Sabah, was established on September 
16 1963. In August 1965 Singapore seceded from the federa
tion and became an independent republic. Al though the Ma
laysian constitution established a secular state, it recognizes 
Islam as the officia l religion. 

The Malay Peninsu la, situated at one of the great maritime 
crossroads of the world, con tai ns the Orang AsH (aborigi nes), 

M ala ys, Chinese, and South Asians. In addi tion, there are 
sma ll numbers of Europeans, Americans, Eurasians, Arabs, 
and Thai. The Orang AsH are primarily adherents of tradi
tional rel igions, but a number have been converted to Islam. 
T he Malays constitute about two-thirds of the population and 
adherence to Islam is regarded as one of the most important 
factors distinguishing them from a non-Malay; the number of 

Malays who are not Muslim is negligible. The Chi nese make 
up about one-third of the peninsular population. The peoples 
from South Asia - India ns, Pakistan is, and Tamils from Sri 
Lanka - constitute about 10 per cent of the population of 
Peninsular Malaysia. Most of the Indians and Sri Lankans are 
Hindu, while the Pa kistanis are predominantly Muslim. The 
Sikhs, from the Punjab, adhere to their own religion, Sikhism. 

The main ethn ic groups in Sarawak are the Chinese and the 
Iban . The Malays of Sarawak, although ethnically diverse, are 
culturall y homogeneous, spea king a common language and 
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practising Islam. The Bidayuh live in hill country, and the 
majority practise traditional religions, bur Christian mission
aries have made some converts among them. 

The great majority of Melanau are Muslim, with the rest 
(except for a sma ll number of Christians) following traditional 
religions. Sabah also has a kaleidoscopic mixture of peoples. 
The largest groups arc the Kadazan (of whom a small number 
arc Muslim), Chinese, Bajau (most of whom arc Muslim), and 
Murut. 

The introduction of Western cultu ral infl uences in the nine
teenth cenrury affected many aspects of Malaysian life. Con
temporary Malaysian culture is thus multifaceted, consisting 
of many strands - an imistic, early Hindu, early and modern 
Islamic, and, especially in the cities, Western - and the col
lective pattern is distinct from other cultures and recognizably 
Malaysian. The state legislatures retain responsibi lity for 
issues pertaining to Islamic law and for matters regarding 
persona l and family laws affecting Muslims, as well as for land 
laws. Malaysian political life is dominated by the National 
Front (Barisan Nasional), a broad coalition of ethnically 
oriented parties that long has been controlled by the United 
Malays Na tional Organization. The main opposition panies 
are the Democratic Action Party (consisting primarily of 
Chinese), the Muslim Unity Movement (a coali tion of pro
Islamic parties), and the Sabah People's Union. 

Islam, introduced to Malacca (now Melaka) in the fifteenth 
century by Arab and Indian merchants, soon became the 
dominant religion of the Malays. From the thineenth the 
seventeenth century, Sunni Islam spread widely, coming from 
the Middle East via India. The spread of Islam was intimately 
linked to the florescence of the great Indian Ocean maritime 
trad ing routes that connected China through the Strait of 
Malacca to India, the Middle East, and East Africa. The arrival 
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of Islam coincided with the rise of the great port of Malacca. 
The lndian ized king converted to Islam, becoming a "sultan" 
and hence attracting Muslim merchants. Soon Ma lacca be
came South-east Asia's major trading entrepor, while at the 
same time it gained suzerainty over much of coastal Malaya 
and eastern Sumatra. Malacca served as the main centre for 
the propagation of Islam as well as the eastern terminus of the 
Indian Ocean trading network. Malacca's poli tical and rel i

gious influence rcached its height under Tu n Perak, who 
served as prime minister (1456-98) after defeating the ex

panding Thai in a fierce naval battle; during his service Islam 
became well entrenched in such districts (and subsid iary 
su lta nates) as Johor, Kedah, Perak, Pahang, and Terengganu. 

The mostly Islamicized people of the Malacca area began 
calling themselves "Malays" (a likely el ice reference to 

earlier Srivijayan origins). The reafter the term Malay ap

plied to those who practised Islam and spoke a version of 
the Malay language. Over time a loose cultu ral designation 
became a coherent ethn ic group spread throughout Malaya, 
northern and western Borneo, eastern Sumatra, and the 
smaller islands in between, a region tha t can be termed 
the "Malay world". Islam, however, came to overlay the 
earlier beliefs so that, before the rise of religious reform 

movements in the nineteenth centu ry, few Malays were 
orthodox Muslims. H indu-influenced ritual remained im

portam for the elite, and anim ist spirits were richly incor
porated into Islamic folk beliefs. Islam reached Sarawak and 
Sa bah in the fifteenth and sixteemh centuries; many coastal 
peoples converted, but the interior remained la rgely animist 
un til the twentieth century. 

In the sixteenth century the region came under Eu ropean 
control. The Portuguese arrived at Malacca in 1509, capturing 
it two years later. Since fewer merchants chose to endure the 
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high taxes and the conquerors' intolerance of Islam, Malacca 
languished under Portuguese control. The Dutch seized Ma
lacca in 1641. In 1786 the English East India Company 
acqui red Penang (or Pinang) Island, off Malaya's north-west 
coast. By 1824 it had acquired interests in Singapore Island 
and Malacca. The British Colonial Office took direct control 
in 1867. By 1914 the British had achieved fo rmal or informal 
colonial contro l over nine sultanates, but pledged not to 
interfere in ma tters of rel igion, customs, and the symbolic 
political role of the su ltans. The various states were increas
ingly integrated to form British Malaya. Sabah (North Borneo) 
was the last region to be brought under British control. 

Post-war negotiations resu lted in the creation in 1948 of 
the Federation of Malaya, and on August 31 1957 it 
achieved independence (merdeka). Singapore, with its pre
dominantly Chinese population, remained outside the federa
tion as a British crown colony. Beginning in the late 1970s, 
an Islamic fundamentalist revival, or dakwah movement, 
increasingly attracted the support of young Malays who 
had become al iena ted by the growth of a Western ized, 
materialistic society. 

Long considered a model of ethnic and religious tolerance, 
Malaysia showed signs in 2006 that its carefully maintained 
social fabric was beginning to fray as tensions mounted 
between conservative Muslims and their non-Muslim country
men. Some local governmenrs enacted bans on couples kissing 
and holding hands in public and on owning dogs (considered 
unclean by conservative Muslims). A coalition of non-govern
memal grou ps known as Article 11 ca lled on the government 
to enforce constitutional guarantees of religious equality and 
freedom of worship against creeping Islamization, but the 
prime minister instead accused Article 11 of endangering 
Malaysia's social harmony by focusi ng attention on sensitive 
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issues. Critics warned that the government's weak response to 
the encroachments of Islamic fundamentalism might lead to 
the further erosion of rel igious freedom a nd inter-ethnic har
mony in Malaysia. The following year, Malaysia's Federal 
Court ruled that only the Islamic Shari'ah court had the power 
to rule on a woman's petition to have her religio us designation 
cha nged from Muslim to Christian on her government identity 
card; the ruling was effectively a final refusa l, since a request 
before the Shari'ah court to leave Islam would be equivalent 

to admi tting apostasy, an o ffence punishable by fine or 
imprisonment. 

India, Pakistan , and Afghanistan 

India's Muslim popu lation is greater than that found in any 

country of the Middle East and is on ly exceeded by that of 
Indonesia and, slightly, by that of Pak istan or Bangladesh . 

In Islamic India, Sunni Muslims a re the majority sect almost 
everywhere. There are, however, in fluential Shi'ite minorities 
in Gujarat, especia ll y a mong such Muslim trading commu
nities as the Khojas and Bo hras, and in large cities, such as 

Lucknow and H yderabad, that were former capital s of pre
independence Muslim states in which much of the gentry was 
o f Persian origin. In 1947, with the partition o f the subconti
nent, perhaps ten million Muslims left for Pakistan. Muslims, 
however, are still the largest single minority faith (more than 
one-ninth of the total population), with large concentrations in 
many areas of the co untry, including Jammu and Kashmir, 
where Muslims represent two-fifths of the populatio n and 
outnum ber H indus, western Uttar Pradesh, West Bengal, 
Kerala, and many cities. 

India is a diverse, mul ti-ethnic country that is home to 
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thousands of small ethnic and tribal groups. This complexity 
developed from a lengthy and involved process of migration 
and intermarriage. Throughout its history, India was inter
mittently disturbed by incursions from beyond its northern 
mountain wall. Islam was brought from the north-west by 
Arab, Turkish, Persian, and other raiders beginning early in 
the eighth century AD. The significant and permanent military 
movement of Muslims into northern India, however, dates 
from the late twelfth cen tury and was carried our by a Turkish 
dynasty rhat arose indirectly from the ruins of the 'Abbasid 
ca liphate. Sultan Mahmud of Ghazna (now Ghazni, Afghan i
stan) conducted more than 20 raids into north India between 
1001 and 1027 and established in the Punjab the easternmost 
province of his large but short-lived empire. 

By 1186 the Ghurids had destroyed the remnants of Ghaz
navid power in the north-west and moved against the northern 
Indian Rajpur powers. By the th irreenth century they had 
established the foundation of an Indian Musl im state. Delhi, 
no longer subordinate to Ghazna, was to become a proud 
centre of Muslim power and culture in India. Nevertheless 
Sultan Shams ai-Din Iltutmish (reigned 1211-36) made clear 
to what extent Islam and Shari'ah could determine the contour 
of politics and culture in the overwhelmingly non-M uslim 
Indian environment. Early in his reign, a party of theologians 
approached him with the plea that the infidel Hindus be 
forced, in accordance with Islamic law, to accept Islam or 
face death. On behalf of the sultan, his wazir (vizier) told the 
divines that th is was impractical, since the Muslims were as 
few as grains of salt in a dish of food. 

The Muslim sultans continued to rule through the following 
centuries, Mu~ammad ibn Tughluq bringing the south under 
direct control in the fourteenth century. By then a theory of 
Islamic power, different from the universal Islamic theory of 
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state, had al so begun to emerge. The Turk ish state was, in a 
formal sense, Islamic. The sultans could nOt allow open 
viola tion of Shari'ah. They appointed Muslim divines ('ula
ma') to profitable offices and granted revenue-free lands to 

many of them. But the policy of the state was based increas
ingly upon the opinion of the suhans and their advisers and not 
on any religious texts as interpreted by the 'll/ama', In view of 
practical needs and world ly considerations (jahalldari), the 
sultans supplemented Shari'ah by framing their own state laws 
(thawabit) , These regulations in cases of con flict overrode the 
universal Muslim law. 

By 1388, when Firuz Tugh luq died, the decline of the 
su ltanate was imminent; the ensuing struggle for the throne 
rapid ly diminished the amhority of Delh i and provided op
portunities for Muslim nobles and Hindu chiefs to enhance 
thei r amonomy. Rebell ions by Hindu chiefs saw (he formation 
of several Hindu states, most notably the Vijayanagar, and in 
1398 the invasion of Timur provoked the collapse of the 
dynasty and the rise of regional states, with no overall control. 

In the sixteenth century, Babur inaugurated the Mughal 
Empire (1526-1 76 1) in India. Mughal culture blended Perso
Islamic and regional Indian elemen ts into a distinctive but 
variegated whole. It flourished especially under Babur's grand
son, Akbar (ruled 1556-1605 ) and hi s successors, who pro
moted a tolerant regime. Under Akbar, Central Asians 
(Turani s), Iranians (lranis), Afghans, Indian Muslims of di
verse subgroups, and Rajputs were integrated into a single 
imperial service . The emperor saw to it that no single ethnic or 
religious group was large enough to challenge his supreme 
authority. To legitimize his non-secta rian policies, he issued in 
1579 a public edict (mahzar) decla ring his right to be the 
supreme arbiter in Muslim religious matters - above the body 
of Muslim religious scholars and jurists. With the accession of 
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Aurangzeb (ruled 1659-1707), a stricter communalism that 
imposed penal ties on protected non-Muslims and stressed the 
shah's role as leader of the Muslim community, by virtue of his 
enforcing the Shari'a h, emerged. 

By the beginning of the eighteenth century, however, the 
empire had begun to disintegrate. The decl ine of the ruling 
Muslim elite and the expansion of European interests culmi
nated in the absorption of the subcontinent within the British 
Empire. Direct administration by the British, which began in 
1858, effected a political and economic unification of the 
subcontinent. With the loss of polirical power during the 
period of Western colonia lism in the nineteenth and twentieth 
centuries, the concept of the Islamic community (ummah), 

instead of wea kening, became stronger. 
One of the most significant risings of Muslims came with the 

Indian Mutiny of 1857. The immediate cause of military 
disaffection was the deployment of the new breech-loading 
Enfield rifle, the cartridge of which was purportedly greased 
with pork and beef fat. Bengali troops refusing to use the 
ammunition were placed in irons, bur their comrades soon 
came to their rescue, shot the British officers and made for 
Delhi, where there were no Bri tish troops. The Ind ian garrison 
at Delhi joined them, and by the next nightfall they had 
secured the city and Mugha l fort, proclaiming the aged titular 
Mughal emperor, Bahadur Shah II, as their leader. There at a 
stroke was an army, a cause, and a national leader - the only 
Muslim who appealed to both Hindus and Muslims. The 
British retaliated, and on August 2 1858, less than a month 
after the Governor Lord Canning procla imed the victory of 
British arms, Parliament passed the Government of Ind ia Act, 
transferring British power over India from the East India 
Company, whose ineptitude was primarily blamed for the 
mutiny, to the crown. 
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In the years lead ing up to independence in 1947, Islamic 
nationalism increased, alongside other nationalist expression. 
Sir Sayyid Ahmad Khan (1817-98), India's greatest nine
teenth-century Muslim leader, had founded India's first 
centre of Islamic and Western higher education, the Anglo
Mohammedan Oriental College (now Aligarh Muslim Un i
versity), at Aligarh in 1875. In 1906, the first meeting of the 
Muslim League was held, at which the Aga Khan's deputation 
issued an expanded call "to protect and advance the politica l 
rights and interests of Mussalmans of India". In 1916 the 
Indian National Congress and the Muslim League, under 
Mohammad Ali Jinnah, agreed to a pact to progress a joint 
programme of independence. The Muslim quarter of Ind ia's 
population became increasingly wary of the Congress's pro
mises, however, Hindu-Muslim riots spread, and by 1930 
Indian Muslims had begun to think in terms of sepa rate 
statehood for their minority community. 

When Ja wa harlal Nehru refused to permit the League to 
form coalition ministries with the Congress majority after the 
1937 elections, the League hope fo r future joint government 
virtually disappeared. The years from 1937 to 1939, when the 
Congress actua ll y ran most of British India's provincial gov
ernments, became the seed period for the Muslim League's 
growth in populari ty and power within the entire Muslim 
community. After the Second World War, however, it proved 
impossible ro found a constitution based on shared powers, 
and Jinnah instead called upon the "Muslim Nation" to 
launch "di rect action". Ind ia's bloodiest year of civil wa r since 
the mutiny followed. 

The Indian Independence Act, ordering the demarcation of 
the dominions of India and Pakistan by midnight of August 
14-15 1947, was passed in July . Raci ng the dead line, two 
boundary commissions worked desperately to partition Pu n-
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jab and Bengal in such a way as to leave the maximum 
practical number of Muslims to the west of the former's 
new boundary and to the east of the latter's, bur, as soon 
as the new borders were known, roughly 15 million Hindus, 
Muslims, and Sikhs fled from their homes on one side of the 
newly demarcated borders to what they thought would be 
"shelter" on the other. As many as a million people were 
slaughtered in communal massacres in the process. 

Since independence, the legacy of pa rtition has been felt, not 
only in continuing conflict with Pakistan but also in sectarian 
disturbances within India itself. The territory of Jammu and 
Kashmir has been disputed between Pak istan and India, the 
two countries going to war over the territory three times. In 
India itself, in 1992 an army of Hindu protestors tore down 
the 464-yea r-old Babri Masjid Mosque, which Muslims con
sidered one of their oldest and most sacred places. Its destruc
tion ignited the country's worst inter-religious rioting since 
partition and set the stage for severe clashes between Hindu 
and Muslim extremists du ring the rest of the decade. In the 
early twenty-first century there was a resurgence of jihad 

terrorism. Terrorist attacks were staged in various parts of 
the country: in 2002 in Gujarat some 1,000 Muslims died in 
sectarian violence and in Mumbai, in July 2006, bomb attacks 
on suburban trains claimed nearly 200 lives and injured at 
least 800. While the BJP has tried to whip up nationalist 
sentiment among Hindu groups, the government has endea
voured, not always successfully, to prevent such incidents from 
igni ting a communal con flagration. 

In the Islamic Republic of Pakistan, almost all the people are 
Muslims. Following the exodus of Muslims from India after 
partition, a second major wave of Muslim immigra tion began 
when thousands of refugees started to flee Afghanistan, occu
pied by the Soviet Un ion in 1979, to live in camps and settle-
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ments along the Pakistani border. By the close of the 19805, as 
man y as 3.5 million Afghan refugees had arrived in the ccumry. 

Most Muslims belong to the Sunni sect, with a significant 
representation among the Shi' ite branch. There is also a very 
sma ll, though influential, sect called Ahmadiyah, or Qadianis, 
which does not regard the prophet Mu~ammad as the fina l 
prophet. A 1974 constitutional amendment declared the Ah
madi yah community to be non-Muslims. Since then the com

munity has experienced considerable persecution, particu larly 
during the administration o f Zia ul -Haq (1977-88 ), The 
majority of Pakistani Sunnis belong to the orthodox Hanafi 

school. ShI'ires are divided into numerous subsects; among 
them are Isma'ilis (the fo llowers of the Aga Khan ), as well as 
the Twelvers (Ithna 'Ashariyah) and Bohras, which are pro
minent communities in commerce and industry. The principal 
business communities among Sunnis are Gujarati Memons 

and Ch iniotis from Punjab. 
With the exception of some sects, such as Dawoodi Bohras, 

there is generally no orda ined priesthood among Pa kistan's 
Muslims. Anyone who leads prayers in mosques may be 
appointed imam. T hose who are trained in theology are given 
the title of mullah or maw/ana or, collectively, '/llama'. There 
are powerful heredi tary networks of "holy men" ca lled pirs, 
who receive grea t reverence, as well as gifts in cash or kind, 
from a mul titude of followers. An established pir may pass on 
his spiritua l powers and sanctified authority to one or more of 
his mllrids ("disciples"), who may then operate as pirs in their 
own right. There are also many self-appointed pirs who 
practise locally wi thout being properly inducted into one of 
the four Sufi orders. Pirs who occupy high positions in the pir 
hierarchy wield great power and play an influential role in 
public affairs. 

The amended 1972 constitution provides for a president as 
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head of state and a prime minister as head of government; both 
muSt be Muslims. The Nationa l Assembly has 237 seats. Of 
these, 217 are filled by direct popular election; 207 are for 
Muslim candidates and 10 for non-Muslims. The remaining 20 
seats are reserved for women who are chosen by the elected 
members. The role of Islam in the pol itical and cultura l uni
fication of Pakistan has, however, been con troversia l. The 
Pakistan People's Party (PPP) was formed in 1968 by Zulfikar 
Ali Bhutto, working with a number of socialists who wanted 
Pakistan to disregard the idiom of religion in politics in favour 
of a progra mme of rapid modernization of the country and the 
introduction of a socialist economy. In 1962 the Muslim League 
spl intered into twO partS, the Pakistan Muslim League and the 
Council Muslim League. In the elections of 1970 it almost 
disappeared as a political party, but it was resurrected in 1985 
and became the most important component of the Islamic 
Democratic All iance, which took over Punjab's administration 
in 1988. The Islamic Assembly, founded in 1941, commands a 
great deal of su pport among the urban lower-middle classes. 
Two other religious parties, the Assembly of Islamic Clergy and 
the Assembly of Pakistani Clergy, have strong centres of sup
port, the former in Karachi and the latter in the rural areas of 
the North-West Frontier Province. 

The constitution of 1956 declared Pakistan to be an Islamic 
republic, but Pakistani politics soon began to dissolve into 
factionalism, regionalism, and sectarianism. A period of mar
tiallaw and later civil war fo llowed, and in 1972 the establish
ment of Bangladesh. Bhu tto became the undisputed leader of 
former West Pakistan, declaring a policy of Islamic socia lism. 
General Mohammad Zia ul-Haq took over as ch ief adminis
trator of martial law on July 5 1977, and introduced a fu ll 
Islamic code of laws; on September 16 1978, he was pro
cla imed president of Pakistan. In response to the Afghanistan 
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war and the revolution in Iran, President Zia extended his 
Islamizarion programme. In addition to Islamic criminal laws, 
this included interest-free banking and other measures in 
keeping with traditional Islamic economic practice . In Decem
ber 1988, following elections after Zia's death, Benazir Bhuno 
became the first woman to lead a modern Islamic state. 

From the 19905, violence by Islamic extremist groups d i
rected against the nation 's small Ch ri stian community and the 

heterodox Ahmadiyah sect rose throughout the country. In the 
twenty-first centu ry, Pakista n's alleged supporr for Islamic 
insu rgents in the disputed Kashmir region frequentl y strained 
relations with India. Yet, in late 2001 President Pervez Mush
arraf's government cooperated with U.S. forces attempting to 
uproot Islamic extremists in Afghanistan, which led to acts of 
violence by Pakistani supporters of that country's ruling 
Taliban regime - a group Pakistan had theretofore su pported. 

The fighting in Afghanistan threatened to spill over into 
Pak istan, and Musharraf's regime was faced with the possi
bility that it might be toppled by extremists, who claimed 
numerous supporters in the government, military, and intell i
gence servIces . 

Musharraf's grip on power appeared to be diminished by 
Islamabad 's fa ilure to root out renascent al-Qaeda and Ta li

ban forces in the frontier area, and secta ria n conflict has been a 
con tinu ing problem in recent years. The suicide bombing of a 
Shi'i te procession south of Islamabad in 2006 ca used some 30 
deaths and scores of injuries and the killing of Shi'ite leader 
Allama Hassan Turabi precipitated riots in Karachi. In De
cember 2007 Pakistan's first reported woma n suicide bomber 
blew herself up at a military checkpoint in Peshawar, while 
another suicide bomber detonated a dev ice in a nearby mos
que, killing more than 50. Earl ier, in an audio recording, 
Osama bin Laden called rebellion against Musharraf an act 
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of faith. In spring 2007, religious mil itants seized control of the 
Lal Masjid mosque in Islamabad and ordered students from 
nearby religious schools to attack public and commercia l 
outlets. More than 100 died in the summer when Specia l 
Forces forcibly took control of the complex, prompting nu
merous suicide bombings in different parts of the country. At 
the end of the year, Benazir Bhutto, who had returned to 
Pakistan to campaign in the upcoming parliamentary elections 
scheduled for ea rly Janua ry 2008, was assassinated at a 
political rally in Rawalpindi. 

Islamic armies first entered the Afghan area in the seventh 
century, and the ninth and tenth centuries witnessed the rise of 
numerous local Islamic dynasties. In the eleventh century 
Mahmud of Ghazna carried Islam into India from Afghani
stan. Later came conquest by the Mongols and Timur, and 
then di vision between the Mughals of India and the Safavids of 
Persia. The modern boundaries of Afghanista n were estab
lished in the late nineteenth century in the context of a rivalry 
between im perial Brita in and tsarist Russia. Modern Afghani
stan became a pawn in struggles over political ideology and 
commercial in fluence. In the last quarter of the twentieth 
century, Afghanistan suffered the ru inous effects of civil 
war greatly exacerbated by a mil itary invasion and occupation 
by the Soviet Union (1979-89). In subsequent armed struggles, 
a surviving Afgha n communist regime held out against Islamic 
insurgents (1989-92), and, fo llowing a brief rule by mujahid
een groups, the Taliban rose up against the country's govern
ing parties and wa rlords and established a theocratic regime 
(1996-2001) that soon fell under the influence of a group of 
well-funded Isla mists led by Osama bin Laden (see Chapters 8 
and 9). The Tali ban regime collapsed in December 2001 in the 
wake of a sustained U.S.-dominated mil itary campaign aimed 
at the Taliban and fighters of bin Laden's al-Qaeda organiza-
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rion. Soon thereafter, anti-Taliban forces agreed to a period of 
transitional leadership and an administration that would lead 
to a new constitution and the establishment of a democrati
ca lly elected government. 

Virtually all the people of Afghanistan are Muslims, of 
whom some three-quarters are Sunnis of the Hanafi branch. 
The o thers, particularly the Hazara and Kizilbash, follow 
either !thna 'Ashariyah or Isma'i li Shi'ite Islam. Sufism is 

practised widely. The Nuristani arc descendants of a large 
ethnic group, the Kafir, who were forcibly converted to Islam 
in 1895; the name of their region was then cha nged from 
Kafiristan (" Land of the Infidels") to Nurestan (" Land of 
Light"). There are also a few thousand Hindus and Sikhs. 

Religion has long played a paramount role in the daily life 
and socia l customs of Afghanistan. Even under the mu;ahideen 
leaders, Afghanistan appeared to be on a course of Islamiza

tion: the sale of alcohol was banned, and women were pres
sured to cover their heads in public and adopt traditional 
Muslim dress. Bur far more stringent practices were imposed 
as the Tal iban enforced its Islamic code in areas under its 
control. These measures included banning television sets and 
most other forms of entertainmen t. Men who fai led to grow 
beards and leave them untrimmed were fined and jailed - full 

bearded ness being perceived by extremists as the mark of a 
Muslim - and little mercy was shown to convicted criminals. 

Authorities closed down girls' schools and forced women to 
give up employment in nearly all occupations. Strong penalties 
were applied against women who were nor fully covered in the 
streets or who were found in the company of males unrelated 
to them. 

Today, the ban enforced by the Taliban on most forms of 
entertainment has been lifted, and the socia l atmosphere has 
become more relaxed. Afghans are again enjoying activities 
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from kite flying to football, and photography IS no longer 
prohibited. Though facilities are minimal, schools have been 
reopened - including those for girls - and women are once 
again enrering the workforce. However, urban women have 
conrinued to wear the chador (or chadri, in Afghanistan), the 
full body covering mandated by the Taliban. Some men have 
shaved or trimmed their beards, but, aside from disregarding 
the style of turban associated with the Taliban, most have 
con tinued to dress traditionally. 

Africa 

The majority of Africa's peoples are indigenous; European 
colonial senlers constitute the largest majority of new peoples, 
with substanrial numbers in Kenya, South Africa, Zimbabwe, 
Zambia, Na mibia, and Mozambique. The vast majority ar
rived after the 1885 Berlin West Africa Conference and the 
resu lting "scramble for Africa", during which European lea
ders ca rved out spheres of influence. Much earlier, in severa l 
waves of migrations beginn ing in the seventh century, Arabs 
spread across northern Africa and, to a lesser extent, in to West 
Africa, bringing a new religion (Islam) and a new language 
(Arabic), along with some new cultural and poli tical institu
tions. They also spread Islam southward along the east coast, 
largely through trading and kinship relationships. 

Africa north of the Sahara is differentiated from the rest of the 
continent by its long history of political and cultural contacts 
with peoples oU[side of Africa. Among its inhabitants are the 
Berbers of Morocco, Algeria, and Tunisia. Northern Africa is 
predominantly Islam ic and southern Africa largely Christian, 
although their distributions are not discrete . For example, the 
Coptic church is found in Egypt and Ethiopia, and Islam is 
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common along the coast of eaStern Africa and is expanding 
southward in western Africa. Many of the Sudanic peoples -
such as the Malinke, Hausa, Sanghai, and Barnu - are Isla
mized, and the religion has a lso achieved substantial gains 
among such Guinea Coast people as the Yoruba of Nigeria 
and the Temne of Sierra Leone. Much conversion CO Ch ris
tianity also has occurred, most nmably in the coastal regions of 
sub-Saharan Africa. In most of the rest of sub-Sa haran Africa 

the people practise a variety of traditional religions. 
A distinctive North African facet of Islamic trad ition, stem

ming from Islamic folk practices and Sufi tcaching, is the 
important role played by marabollts. These saintly ind ividuals 
were widely held to possess special powers and were venerated 
loca lly as teachers, healers, and spiritua l leaders. Marabouts 
frequendy formed extensive brotherhoods and at va rious times 
would take up the sword in defence of thei r religion and 
counrry. In more peaceful times these local religious icons 
would practise a type of Islam that stressed local cusrom and 
direct spiritual insight as much as Qur'anic teachings. Their 
independence was often perceived as a threat to establ ished 
authority, and Islamic reformers and state bodies have hisrori
ca lly sought to restrict the growth of marabout influence. 

North Africa, comprising the modern countries of Morocco, 
Algeria, Tunisia, and Libya, began to be invaded by the Arabs 
after their conquest of Egypt in 642. They sta rred to raid rhe 
Berber (Amazigh) rerritory to its west, which they called Bilad 
al-Maghrib ("Lands of the West" ) or sim ply the Maghrib. In 
705 this region became a province of the Muslim empire then 
ruled from Damascus by the Umayyad caliphs (661-750). By 
the eleventh century the Berbers had become Islamized and in 
parr also Arabized. T he ru le of the caliphs was now replaced 
by fou r separate Muslim states dominated by dynasties that 
either nominally recognized ca liphal authority, as was the case 
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with the Aghlabids, or totally rejected it, as was the case with 
the three other States. 

The fragmentation of political life in the Maghrib, fo llowing 
both Arab invasion and a general decline in the authority of 
the Fatimids, was arrested by the Almoravids in the mid
eleventh century. By 1082 Almoravid rule extended as far 
east as Algiers; by 1110, the Almoravids had become masters 
of the whole of Musli m Spain. They were the founders of the 
first of two empires that unified the Maghrib under Berber 
Islamic rule. 

After the collapse of the Almoravids' successors, rhe Almo
hads, the Magh rib became divided into three Muslim states, 
each ruled by a Berber dynasty. The Maghribi rulers legit
imized their authority by cultivating relations of trust and 
cooperation with the leading religious scholars of the time. 
Their capital cities became, consequently, the foremos t centres 
of learning in their realms and were adorned not only with 
exquisite mosques but also with sumptuous madrasahs, resi
dential colleges bu ilt and financed by the rulers. 

Between 1471 and 1510 the line of confrontation between the 
Muslims of the Maghrib and the Christians of the Iberian 
Peninsu la sh ifted from Spain to the Maghrib itself. The Portu
guese occupied a nu mber of positions on the Moroccan coast 
between 1471 and 1505. The Spaniards conquered Granada, 
the last Muslim stronghold on the peninsula, in 1492, and 
between 1505 and 1510 they began establishing garrison posts 
along the Maghribi coast. The strong religious reaction in the 
Maghrib to Christian colonial intrusion enabled the Sa'di 
dynasty of sharffs to capture power in Morocco in 1549 and 
paved the way for Ottoman rule to be established. 

When Europe began its colonial expansion in the Maghrib
sta rting with the French occupation of Algiers in 1830 - the 
region was divided into four politica l entities. Morocco, ruled 
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by the 'Alawite dynasty, was a sovereign country. Algeria, 
Tun isia, and Libya were autonomous States that recogn ized 
the religious authority of the Ottoman su ltan. The Moroccan 
protectorate was established in 1912, and Libya was invaded 
by Ita ly in 1911. In both countries there was resistance by 
nationalists, but by 1939 the coloniza tion of Morocco, T uni
sia, and Libya by French and Italian settlers was well ad
vanced. 

The Second World War brought major changes to North 

Africa, promoting the cause of national independence. The 
Sanusi leader Sidi Muhammad Idris al-Mahdi al-Sa nusi was 

restored to power and became King Idris I of a united Libya in 
1951. The French conceded independence to Tunisia and 
Morocco in 1956 and a "savage war of peace" led [0 Algerian 
independence in 1962. T he Libyan monarchy was overthrown 
by a military coup in 1969 and replaced by the popular 

republican ism of Colonel Muammar al-Qaddafi. 
The new regime of Libya was passionately pa n-Arab, and 

maintained a strong imerventionist orientation on the Pales
tine issue and in support of o ther guerrilla and revolutionary 
organiza tions in Africa and the Middle East. In July-August 
1977 hostilities broke out between Libya and Egypt, and, in 
spite of expressed concern for Arab unity, the regime's rela

tions with most Arab countries were poor. On March 2 1977, 
the General People's Congress declared that Libya was [0 be 
known as the People's Socialist Libyan Arab Jamahi riyyah 
("government through the masses"). By 1981, however, a 
drop in the demand and price for oil was slowing Libya's 
economy, and there were signs of domestic d iscoment. Li byan 
opposition movemems launched sporadic attacks against 
Qaddafi and his military supporters but met with arrest and 
execution. In recent years, relationships with the West have 
been restored. 
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Almost all Libyans speak Arabic, the country's officia l 
language, and adhere to the Sunni branch of Islam. They 
cla im descent from the Bedouin Arab tri bes of the Bam) Hi la l 
and the Banti Sulaym, who invaded the Maghrib in the 
eleventh century . In the eastern region the influence of the 
Sanusiyah remains strong. By the twentieth century about 97 
per cent of Libya's inhabitants were Arabic-speaking Muslims 
of mixed Arab and Berber descent. Among other social groups 
are the sharifs (holy tribes), who came originally from the 
Fezzan; the marabouts (dervishes who are credited with su per
natura l powers), who infi ltrated from Saguia el Hamra in what 
is now Western Sahara; and the Koulouglis, who are des
cended from the Janissa ries (elite Turkish soldiers). The sharifs 
cla im direct descent from the Prophet Mu~ammad . Their 
alleged blood relationsh ip with the Prophet gives them a 
powerful standing in Muslim society, where they are looked 
upon as holy men with divine powers of foresight. Marabout 
tribes are descended from holy men who also claimed relation 
to Mu~ammad. They founded their religious devotions upon 
an ascetic life manifested in their existence as hermits. 

In Algeria the Algerian Wa r of Independence, which wou ld 
begin nearly a decade later, was set in motion by events in May 
1945, when a display of Algerian nationalist flags at Setif 
prompted French authorities to fire on demonstrators. An 
unorgan ized uprising ensued, in which 84 European settlers 
were massacred. The violence and suppression that followed 
resu lted in the death of about 8,000 M uslims (according to 
French sources) or as many as 45,000 (according to Algerian 
sources). The wa r began on October 311954. The movement, 
led by the newly formed National Liberation Front (Front de 
Liberation Nationale; FLN), stated that its aim was to restore a 
sovereign Algerian state . It advocated social democracy within 
an Islamic framework and equal citizenship for any resident in 
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Algeria. Two weapons would be used: guerrilla warfare at 
home and diplomatic activity abroad, particularly at the 
United Nations (UN). In 1962, after a referendum, France 
granted Algeria independence, and most Europeans left the 
country. 

Since independence the country has consistently sought to 

regain its Arab and Islamic heritage. Internal tensions have 
contin ued, and the revolution in Iran in 1979 and the war in 
Afghanistan spurred a rise in Islamic mili tancy and direct action. 
The breakdown of the social ist system contributed even further 
to the rise of Isla mists. The emergence of a myriad parties mainly 
benefited the Islamic Salvation Front (Front isiamiquc du Salm; 
FIS), which built on the population's resentment of the incom
petence and corruption of the regime and captured clear majo
rities in the provincial and municipal councils in 1990. Relations 
between the Islamists and the army remained strained and in 
1992 the army cancelled the elections as violence increased and 
the country moved towa rd civil wa r. In 1995 General Liamine 
Zeroual attempted to legitimize his position by holding presi
dential elections. From the mid-1990s several discussions were 
held between the government and other parties . 

In 2005, a referendum on a plan for national reconciliation 
received 97 per cent support from the 79 per cent of the 
electorate who voted. The legisla tion for reconcilation, which 
came into effect in 2006, provided for a six-month amnesty 
period for those not directly engaged in violence and a partia l 
amnesty for those dissidents who were involved. On the other 
hand, it gave a blanket immunity to the security forces, making 
it an offence to question this or other governmental decisions 
in this respect - a provision that caused considerable protest. 
The effect of the chaner was limited . 

Politica l violence has a lso increased, owing to youth rad i
ca liza tion and attacks by the Sa la fi st Group for Preaching and 
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Combar (GS PC), which cla imed to have joined al-Qaeda in 
September 2006. 

Mosr Algerians, borh Arab and Amazigh, are Sunni Mus
lims of the Maliki rite. While Algeria's post-independence 
governments have confi rmed the country's Islamic heritage, 
their policies have often encouraged secu lar developments. 
Islamic fundamental ism has been increasing in strength since 
the late 1970s in reaction to this. Muslim extremist groups 
periodically have dashed with both left-wing students and 
ema ncipated women's groups, while fundamenta list imams 
(prayer leaders) have gained influence in many of the country's 
major mosques. The daily life of the average Algerian is 
permeated with the atmosphere of Islam, which has become 
identified with the concept of an autonomous Algerian people 
and of resistance to what many Algerians perceive as a 
continued Western imperialism. 

Morocco is composed mainly of Arabs and Imazighen or an 
admixture of the rwo. Islam is the official state religion, and 
the vast majority of Moroccans are Sunni Muslims of the 
Maliki rite. The royal house, the 'Alawite dynasty, has ruled 
since the seventeenth century, basing its claim to legitimacy on 
descent from the Prophet MuJ:tammad. The royal family is 
revered by Moroccan Muslims because of its prophetic line
age. As in ma ny Islamic coun tries, Sufism claims adherents, 
and forms of popular religion - including the veneration of 
saints and the visitation of tombs - are widely practised. 

In theory, the Qur'an is still the source of law. It is, in effect, 
exercised by the qadfs (Muslim religious judges) and is limited 
to matters relating to the personal status of Muslims. The legal 
system, however, has nor been immune to pressures for re
form. Moroccan women, in particular, have sought reforms in 
the Mudawwanah, or code of personal status and family law, 
in an effort to change inequities in inheritance, divorce, and 
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other matters that have traditionally favoured men. In 2004 
parl iament issued a new, morc liberal, personal StatuS code. 

Following independence, political support has been divided 
between morc traditional elements, represented by Hizb a l
Istiq lal (Independence Party), the National Union of Popu lar 
Forces (Union Nationale des Forces Popuiai res, or UNFP), 
which favoured socia lism with republ ican leanings, and the 
Fron t for the Defence of Constitutional Institutions, wh ich 
supported the king. Elections have been widely regarded as 
fraud ulent and there have been periods of political repression 
to maintain royal control. By the early 1980s, several bad 
harvests, a sluggish economy, and the continued fi nancial 
dra in of the war in Western Sahara increased domestic strains, 
of which violent riots in Casablanca in June 1981 were 
symptomatic. 

The threat of an Algerian-style insurrection fuelled by a 
rad ical Islamic opposition worried (he political leadershi p 
throughour the 1990s and into the early twenty-first century. 
Amnesties fo r political prisoners long held in remote regions of 
the country signa lled a new attention to hu man rights, while 
much-publicized curbs on the power of the police and security 
forces suggested closer adherence to the rule of law. Govern
ment vigilance over threats to the political system was under
lined in September 2006 with the arrest of 56 people, incl uding 
five sold iers and twO policemen, all members of Jama'at a l
Ansar al-Mahdi, a clandestine pro-al-Qaeda group. 

The population of T unisia is essentially Arab Berber, though 
there have been Arab immigrants and Muslim refugees from 
Sicily and Spain over the centuries. Virtually the entire popu
lation is Muslim, and Islam, in its Maliki Sunni form, is the 
state religion. The president must be a Muslim. A prominent 
feature of social policy has been the effort to improve the status 
and lives of women. Compared with their counterparts in 
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other Ara b countries, women in Tun isia have enjoyed greater 
eq ual ity before the law. 

After independence was granted, the Neo-Destour Party 
ensured that Tunisia moved quickly wi th reforms, most no
tably in the areas of education, the li beration of women, and 
legal reforms. Economic development was slower, but the 
government paid considerable attention to the more im pover
ished parts of the country. In the early 1980s, an Islamist 
opposition developed around the Islamic Tendency Movement 
(Mouvement de la Tendance Islamique [MTI]) against the 
increasingly autocratic ru le of Bourguiba. In 1987, after his 
removal from office, some reforms occmed, but future gov
ernmen tS became increasingly authoritaria n. Following early 
loca l electoral victories by Algeria n Islamists in 1990 and 
Isla mist opposition to the Persian Gul f War (1990-91), the 
government began to crack down on Isla mist politica l activi ty. 
In 2007, the regime continued its repressive policies and 
targeted persons whom the government suspected of having 
sympathies for pol itical Islam as well as those who sought to 
create awareness of human rights abuses. 

The Sudan, in north-eastern Africa, has been an arena for 
interaction between the cultural traditions of Africa and those 
of the Mediterranean world si nce ancient times. A major 
cleavage exists between the northern and the southern parts 
of the country. The north is dominated by Muslims, most of 
whom speak Arabic and identify themselves as "Arabs", while 
the people of the south are "Africans" (i.e. blacks) who for the 
most part follow traditional African rel igions, though there are 
also some Christia ns among them. Those who identify them
selves as Arabs were estimated at 39 per cent of the total 
population in 1956. Besides Arabs, there are severa l Muslim 
but non-A rab groups in the nonh, the most notable of whom 
are the N ubians. The Humr Baqqarah and Fur peoples adhere 
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to Isla mic beliefs and practices, which came to them through 
Arab influence, and traditional local practices coexist with 
Isla mic beliefs. 

It is estimated that morc than half of the popu lation of The 
Sudan is Muslim. Ninery percent of M uslims live in the 
northern two-thirds of the coumry. The Muslims of The Sudan 
belong overwhelmingly to the Sunn i sect. Sunni Islam in The 
Sudan, as in much of the rest of Africa, has been characterized 

by the formation of (ariqas, o r Musl im religious brotherhoods. 
The oldest of these (arfqas is the Qadiriyah, which was 
introduced to the Sudan from the Middle East in the sixteenth 
century. Another major farrqa is the Khatmiyah, or Mirgha
niyah, which was founded by M utlammad 'Uthman al~Mir

ghani in the early nineteenth century. Perhaps the most 
powerfu l and best organized !ariqa is the Mahdiyah; its 
followers led a successful revolt against the Turco-Egyptian 

regime (1821-85 ) and establ ished a n independent state in the 
Sudan that lasted from 1884 to 1898. The Mahdiyah and 
Kha tmiyah !ariqas formed the basis for the politica l parties 
that emerged in the Sudan in the 1940s and have contin ued to 

playa dominant role in the nation's politics in the post
independence period. 

The country has had numerous regime changes, including 

military coups in 1985 and 1989, since independence in 1956. 
Successive regimes found it d ifficul t to win general acceptance 
from the country's diverse politica l constituencies. An early 
conflict arose between those northern leaders who hoped to 
impose un ity upon the nation through the vigorous extension 
o f Islamic law and cu lture to a ll parts of the cOllntry and those 
who opposed this policy. From independence until 1972 there 
prevailed a costly and divisive civ il war. The Addis Aba ba 
Agreement of 1972 ended the conflict on ly temporarily, and in 
1983 the civi l war resumed. A peace agreement was signed in 
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2005. The African Union maintains a peacekeeping force but 
conflict wi th rebel forces in Darfur continues. Relations be
tween northern and somhern Sudan remain divisive. On 
October 11 2007 the Sudan People's Liberation Movement, 
the ruling party in southern Sudan, suspended its participation 
in the Government of National Unity (GNU), claiming that its 
partner in the GNU (the Northern Sudan's National Congress 
Party) was failing to fulfi l the terms of the internationally 
supervised Comprehensive Peace Agreement of 2005. Little 
progress has been made towa rd defining the boundary bet
ween north and sourh . 

The Sudan's constitution calls for Sharl'ah to be the basis for 
the country's laws and regulations. Musl ims remain subject to 
Islamic law, as do constituents in northern states of the 
country regardless of their religious belief. Somhern states -
with a primarily animist-Christian population - are exempt 
from much, but not all, of Islamic law. 

Western Africa is divided between the western Sudan, where 
Islam has spread widely and between 60 and 70 per cent of the 
people are nominally Muslim, and the Guinea Coast, where 
Islam has been slow to penetrate. In the western Sudan 
wherever Islam is the dominan t faith, Musli m religious tea
chers have taken over the role of traditional diviners in 
determi ni ng the causes of troubles, and they provide remedies 
in conformity with Islamic patterns. The traditional ritual 
dances and masked performances are grad ually disappearing 
or have been greatly modified as a result of opposition from 
Muslim teachers. In the Guinea Coast region, sometimes 
traditional religions have been blended into complex new sects 
with Christian and M uslim elements, as in the Yoruba-centred 
Church of the Cherubim and Seraphim. 

In the fifteenth century central Africa opened direct relations 
both with the Medi terranean world of Islam and with the 
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Atlamic world of Christendom. Islamic contacts remained 
limited lIntil the nineteenth century, however. In Burundi 
Muslims constitute about one-tenth of the population. There 
is a growing number of Sunoi Muslims in the Cenrral African 
Republic. In the Republic of the Congo (Brazzavi lle), most of 
the sma ll Muslim community is made up of foreigners who 
reside in Brazzaville or Poime-Noire; there arc a lso small 
expatriate Muslim communities in the Democratic Republic 
of the Congo and Gabon. 

In southern Africa, populations are predominantly Chris
tian and orher religions. There a re small expatriate Muslim 
communities in Botswana, Lesotho, Zambia (among the 
Asians), and in South Africa, where Islam is practised among 
many Indians and Malays. A sizeable community of Muslims 
is also found in north-west Madagascar, where Afro-Arabs 
spread Islam in the sixteenth century. In Malawi Muslims 
constitute almost one-fifth of the popu lation. Islam spread into 
Malawi from the east coast. It was first introduced at Nkho
takora by the ruling Swahili-speaking slave traders, the Jumbe, 
in the 1860s. Traders returning from the coast in the 1870s 
and 1880s brought Islam to the Yao of the Sh ire Highlands. In 
Mozambique, fewer th an one-fifth are Muslims. Although 
Islamic communities are found in most of Mozambique's 
cities, Muslims constitute the majority in only the northern 
coastal region between the Lu rio and Rovuma rivers. 

Eastern Africa is divided between The Horn of Africa and 
East Africa, both of which have long been in contact with the 
Arabian Peninsula and south-western Asia. In the Horn of 
Africa, Islam and Christianity are of ancient standing. Both 
assimilate the many local cultures of the region, and in rum 
many elements from the local cultures find their way into the 
world view of the two major religions . On the Muslim side the 
cult of saints is well developed and the Islamic cosmology 
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coincides to a remarkable degree with tha t of the Amhara 
Christians. Thus, among the Somali, who posthumously can
onize their own lineage ancestors, saints are petitioned to 
remedy every distress and anxiety and are venerated as essen
tial mediators between man and the Prophet Mu~ammad and 
God. In the case of the Arusi Oromo, the Prophet himself and 
numerous other Muslim saints arc assimilated to traditiona l 
spirits and ultimately to Waqa. 

In East Africa by the late nineteenth century both Islam and 
Christianity were becoming widely known. But even before 
that time, most of the East African peoples took for gra nted a 
metaphysical model in which a supreme deity created and 
maintained the un iverse, and in which the spirits of dead 
ancestors watched over the prosperity and morals of each 
community and punished any offenders. 

The Muslim Diaspora: 
Communities in the West 

There are now signi ficant numbers of Musl ims in the West. By 
2000 substantial numbers of recent immigra nts had increased 
the Musl im presence in the United States to about four mill ion. 
Islam was brought to the United States by African Muslim 
slaves, and it retained a real if minuscule presence in the 
country throughout the nineteenth century. It re-emerged at 
the beginning of the twentieth century as a result of the efforts 
of the Ahmadiyah movement, an unorthodox sect founded in 
India by Mirza Gh ulam A~mad (c. 1839-1908), and of Shaikh 
Ahmed Faisal (1891- 1980), the Moroccan-born leader of an 
independent Black Muslim movement. 

In 1930, an Islamic movement arose among blacks in the 
United States; members called themsel ves the Nation of 
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Islam, but [hey were popularly known as Black Muslims. 
Although they adopted some Islamic social practices, the 
group was in large part a black sepa ratist and social protest 
movement. Their leader, Elijah Mu~ammad. who claimed to 
be an inspired prop het, interpreted the doctrine of Resurrec
tion in an unorthodox sense as the reviva l of oppressed 
("dead") peoples. The popu lar leader and spokesman Mal
colm X (el-Hajj Malik el-Shabazz) broke with Elijah Mu

~ammad and adopted more orthodox Islamic views. He was 
assassinated in 1965 . 

After the death of Elijah Mu~ammad in 1975, the group 
was renamed World Community of Islam in the West and 
officia lly abandoned its separatist aims. The name was again 
changed in the late 1970s, to American Muslim Mission. The 
changes culminated in 1985 with the resignation of Elijah's 
son Wallace as head of the American M uslim Mission and his 
dissolurion of the orga nization. The majori ty of former mem
bers fo llowed him into the larger Muslim community. The 
move toward orthodoxy was, however, rejected by some 
former members, and two new organiza tions, both called 
the Nation of Islam, were formed . 

Louis Farrakhan (originall y Louis Eugene Wolcott), the 
successor of Malcolm X as leader of the New York Temple 
and the Nation's most prominen t spokesman at the time of 
Elijah Mu~ammad's death, left to found a third Nation of 
Islam. Fartakh an began his organization with only a few 
thousand ad herents bur soon re-established a national move
ment. He published Elijah Mu~ammad's books, started a 
periodical, The Final Call, and eventually purchased Elijah 
Mu~ammad's former mosque in Chicago and refurbished it as 
the new headquarters of the Nation of Islam. He a lso ex
panded the movement internationally, open ing centres in 
England and Ghana. By the 1990s he had emerged as a 
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prominent African-American leader. An estimated 10,000 to 
50,000 people are members of the Nation of Islam. 

Since the 1950s, immigrants began to introduce a great 
variety of religious beliefs to the United Kingdom, and in the 
first decade of the twenty-first century there are large and 
growing communities that practise Islam. The largest number 
of Muslims came from Pakistan and Bangladesh, with sizeable 
groups from India, Cyprus, the Arab world, Ma laysia, and 
parts of Africa . Though Britain's 1.6 mill ion Muslims make up 
a smaller part of the national population th an their counter
parts in France, Germa ny, and the Benelux countries, they 
have captured and remained in the international spotlight 
owing to the Jul y 7 2005 suicide bombings in London. The 
perpetrators of the attacks were three British-born Muslims 
and a Jamaica n-born Muslim living in Aylesbury. The 2006 
Pew global attitudes survey found that a significant majority of 
British Muslims viewed Western populations as selfish, arro
gant, and immoral, and attitudes among British Muslims were 
more similar to public opinion in Islamic countries than else
where in Europe. 

Britain's Muslims have a number of distinctive features that 
place them apart from their west European counterparts. 
Though French Muslims come predominately from North 
Africa and German Muslims originate in south-eastern Europe 
and Turkey, most British arrivals come from tight-knit com
munities in northern Pakistan, with smaller percentages ori
ginating from Bangladesh and India. They maintain strong 
links with their former homelands, a factor that can have a 
radicalizing effect. After decades of conflict in Afghanistan, 
hundreds of young British Muslims joined al-Qaeda training 
camps before the fall of the Tallban regime there in 2001. 

Cohesive Muslim communi ties emerged in Britain in the 
1950s owing to labour shortages in many of its industrial 
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centres. State efforts to combat racism extended to an accep~ 

tance of immigrants' rights to preserve a distinctive identity, 
usually based around the practice of their religion. The rise of 
the fashionable doctrine of multicultura lism contributed to a 
more fragmented society in which separate communities de~ 
veloped. Familiarity with the national language was not yet a 
requirement for citizenship, and Musl ims huddled in closed 
communities. 

Some 70 per cent of British Muslims are under 40 years 
of age, and a significant mi nority are repelled by Britain's 
hedonism and wha t appears to them to be a lack of any 
spirirual dimension. Their idea lism and piety are frequently 
blocked by the parochial nature of British Islam. Imams 

may speak little or no English. Mosque committees are 
often dominated by factions pursuing sectarian rivalries that 
have South Asian origins. In the wider community, clans 
known as biraderi try to preserve a rural tribal oudook and 
prevent talented younger people from obtaining positions of 
responsibility. Not surprisingly, radical voices that insist 
that loyalty to a global Islamic faith takes precedence over 
allegiance to the British state enjoy growing appeal. They 
depict the Anglo-American confrontation with Iraq over its 
invasion of Kuwait in 1990 and the persecution of Muslims 
in Bosnia and Herzegovina as a Western assault on the 
Islamic world. 

In the spring and summer of 2001, young Muslims were 
prominently involved in some of the worst riots seen in Britain 
in many years. Government inquiries emphasized the econo
mic marginality of Muslim communities. The Blair govern
ment's handling of Muslim issues came under ca refu l scrutiny 
after the 2005 London bombings. In particular, there was deep 
concern about the policy of granting refuge to radica l Islamic 
clergymen and agitators from the Middle East, many of whom 
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in the 1980s had acquired a followi ng among young people 
attracted by their revolutiona ry message; some of the youths 
went to Afghanistan and Kashmir to ta ke up arms. Abu 
Hamza, the best known of the clerics extolling a violent jihad, 
was sentenced to seven years in prison in 2006 for inciting 
murder and racial hatred. 

There was also sharp criticism of the Foreign Office's court
ship of reactionary figures among Briti sh-based Muslims 
linked to the Muslim Brotherhood, which, though radical in 
its objectives, usuall y operates through pol itical means. These 
reactionaries were given funding, political honours, and offi
cia l platforms in the hope tha t they could prevent further acts 
of terrorism. In return, they demanded a range of privileges, 
includ ing a right of oversight of fo reign policy issues that were 
sensitive to British Muslims. Many were close to the dogmatic 
Wahhabi strand of Islam dominant in Saudi Arabia. Some 
feared that the South Asian forms of Islam prevalent in Britain 
might succumb to a form of Arabiza tion. Moderates repre
senting the contemplative Sufi tradition, who claim the ad
herence of a majority of British Muslims, complained about 
being overlooked by British officials who believed that it was 
only through cooperation with radicals that further violence 
could be prevented. 

Fearing fresh violence, the government is trying to reach out 
beyond clerical figures who have hitherto been the main 
beneficia ries of its patronage. Progress depends on the emer
gence of articula te leaders among young Muslims who care 
about bridging the wide generational and gender gaps in 
Muslim communi ties, as well as promoting economic and 
educational ach ievement in a minority where both have been 
conspicuously lacking. A struggle is afoot to ensure tha t an 
emerging British Islamic identity is not shaped around the 
separatist agenda of radica ls but has characteristics that 
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preserve religious integrity while allowing successful engage
ment with a secular society. 

Islam has a long history elsewhere in Europe. Islamic 
incursions into (he Iberian and Balkan peninsulas have been 
influential in the cultures of those regions. Musl im commu
nities sti ll exist in severa l parts of the Balkans, including 
European Turkey (see above), Albania, Bosnia and Herzego
vina, and north-eastern Bulgaria. Muslims are more numerous 

in European Russia, including the Kazan Tatars and Bashkirs 
in the Volga-Ura l region, and in the Caucasus region, includ
ing the Azerbaijani and other groups. 

Albania is Europe's only predominantly Muslim COlintry - a 
legacy of nearly five centuries of Ottoman ru le. At the end of 
the Second World War some 70 per cent of the population was 
Muslim. M ost of them were traditiona l Sunnis, but about one
quarter were members of the liberal, pantheistic Bektashi sect, 

which for a time had its headquarters in Tirane. The commu
nist government, during its 45 years of absolute rule, engaged 
in large-scale persecution of believers and in 1967 it officially 
proclaimed Albania an atheistic country, closing all churches 
and mosques, confiscating property, and banning religious 
observances. Since this policy was aba ndoned in 1990 and 
freedom o f worship guaranteed, churches a nd mosq ues have 

reopened all over the country. 
Bosnia and Herzegovina is home to numerous ethnic 

groups, the largest being the Bosniacs, Serbs, and Croa ts, 
who constitute about two-fifths, one-thi rd, and one-fifth, 
respectively, o f the population. Cultutally the maj or differ
ence between them is that of religious origin and affiliation. 
Serbs belong to the Serbian Orthodox tradition, Croa ts to 

the Roman Catholic, and Bosn iacs to the Islamic. The 
resulting tensions between the commun ities, who identified 
their nationalism with their religious identity, ultimately 
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resulted in the 1992-5 war in which nearl y 100,000 were 
killed. 

In the [ate fifteenth century Bosnia and Herzegovina fell to 
the Onoman Turks and Bosnia was rapidly absorbed into the 
Ottoman Empire, under whose rule it remained until 1878 
when Austria-Hungary took control. During the Ottoman 
period a large part of the native population converted to 
Islam. This was a gradua l development; it took more than a 
hundred years for Muslims to become an absolute majority. At 
the end of the First World War the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats 
and Slovenes was created. In 1946 the Social ist Repu blic of 
Bosnia and Herzegovina became one of the constituent repub
lics of the Federal People's Republ ic of Yugoslavia. 

Life in Bosnia underwent all the social, economic, and 
political changes that were imposed on the whole of Yugosla
via by its new communist government, but Bosnia was parti
cularly affected by the abolition of ma ny traditional Muslim 
institutions, such as Qur'anic primary schools, rich charitable 
foundations, and dervish religious orders. However, a change 
of official policy in the 1960s led to the acceptance of "Mus
[im" as a term denoting a national identity. By 1971 Mus[ims 
formed the largest single component of the Bosnian popula
tion. During the next 20 years the Serb and Croa t populations 
fe ll in absolute terms as many Serbs and Croats emigrated. In 
the 1991 census Mus[ims made up more than two-fifths of the 
Bosnian population, while Serbs made up sl ightly less than 
one-th ird and Croa ts one-sixth. From the mid-1990s, the term 
" Bosniac" had replaced Muslim as the name for this group. 
The demise of communism brought religious revival within all 
three populations, partly in response to the end of officia l 
disapproval and partly in assertion of national identity. 

In the 1980s the rapid decl ine of the Yugoslav economy led 
to widespread public dissatisfaction and this, together with the 
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manipulation of nationalist feel ings by politicians, destabilized 

Yugoslav pol itics. Independent political parties appeared in 

1988. A tripartite coalition government was formed in 1990, 
but growing tensions both inside and outside Bosnia made 
cooperation with the Serbian Democratic Parry, led by Rado

van Karadzic, increasingly difficult. 

In 1991 several self-sty led "Serb Autonomous Regions" 
were declared in areas of Bosnia with large Serb populations 

and a "Serb National Assembly" was set up. By then full-scale 

war had broken out in Croa tia, and the break-up of Yugosla

via was under way. The possibility of partitioning Bosnia had 

been discussed during talks benveen the Croatian president, 
Franjo Tudjman , and the Serbian presidem, Siobodan Mi lo

sevic, and two Croat "communities" in norrhern and south

western Bosnia were proclaimed in November 1991. When the 

European Commun ity (EC; now European Union) recogn ized 

the independence o f Croatia a nd Slovenia, it invited Bosnia to 

apply for recogni tion also. Following a referendum, indepen

dence was o fficia lly proclaimed on March 3 1992. 

When Bosnia's independence was recognized by the United 

States and the EC on Apri l 7, Serbian paramilitary forces 

immediatel y began firing on Sarajevo, and the bombardment 

of the city by heavy artillery began soon thereafter. Much of 

the violence in the ensu ing war had th e aim of creating ethnic 

purity in areas that once had a mixture of peoples. In 

addition to killing thousa nds, this "ethnic clea nsing" dis

placed more than one-third of the popu lation o f Bosnia and 

Herzegovina either with in its borders or abroad. Several 

peace proposals failed, largely because the Serbs refused to 

concede any territory (they comrolled about 70 per cent of 

land by 1994), 

U.S.-sponsored peace ta lks in Dayton , Ohio, in November 

1995 led (0 an agreement for a fede ralized Bosnia in which 5 1 
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per cent of the land would constitute a Croat-Bosniac federa
tion and 49 per cent a Serb republic. 

An election in September 1996 produced a tripartite nat
ional presidency chaired by lzetbegovic but including Croat 
and Serbian representatives. The two parts of the republic were 
largely autonomous, each having its own president and as
sembly. By the early twenty-first century, projects funded by 
the World Bank had succeeded in reconstructing much of the 
coun try's infrastructure, and some political and economic 
reforms were implemented. Nevertheless, ethnic tensions con
tinued to flare, and rhe long-term future of the Republic of 
Bosnia and Herzegovina was questionable, as a vast majority 
of Croats and Serbs believed their future lay in independence 
or with Croa tia and Serbia, respectively, rather than with the 
republic. 

Prior to the 19S0s there were few ethnic minorities in 
Germany; of the so-called "guest workers" (Gastarbeiter) 
and their families who immigrated to Germany beginning in 
the mid-19S0s, the largest group is of Turk ish ancestry. Dis
tinct both culturally and religiously, they are scattered 
throughout German cities. Muslims now account for some 
5 per cent of the total population. 

For centuries migrants travelling by way of the Mediterra
nean from the Middle East and Africa, and through Europe 
from Central Asia and the Nordic lands, settled permanently in 
France. France was, in rhe nineteenth and especially in the 
twentieth century, the prime recipient of foreign immigration 
into Europe, adding still other mixtures to the ethn ic melting 
pot. 

Reflecting the presence of immigrants from North Africa, 
Algeria, and Morocco, France has one of Eu rope's largest 
Muslim populations: more than 4,000,000 Muslims, a size
able percentage of them living in and around Marseille in the 
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somh-east, as well as in Paris and Lyon. In 2004 the govern
ment banned headsca rves (used by Muslims) and other rel i
gious symbols in state schools. 

In Spain, there a re now hundreds of thousands of adherents 
of Islam, whose numbers have grown rapid ly because of 
immigration . In 71 1 Muslim Arabs invaded Spain from North 
Africa and quickly conq uered a lmost the en tire peninsula , 
establi shing Muslim states in Spain that were to last until 
1492. In the 1980$ Spain's new position as a highly indus
tria lized and relatively prosperous country made it attractive 
to people from the developing world. For the fi rst time since 
the Middle Ages, Spa in received large numbers of immigrants. 
By the early twenty- first century there were several million 
legal foreign residents and illegal immigrants in Spain, the 
latter concentrated mainly in Anda lusia (Andalucial, in me
tropol itan Madrid and Barcelona , and in the Balearic and 
Canary islands. Many a rrived from Morocco and from sub
Saharan Africa; there a lso are significant num bers of Asians 
and Europeans from non-EU countries. In 2005 legislation 
legal ized the status of many immigrant workers and gave 
immigrants most of the same rights as Span ish ci tizens (except 
the right to vore) . 



GLOSSARY 

adab Islamic concept that became a literary genre distinguished by its 
broad humanitarian concerns; it developed during the brilliant height 
of 'Abbasid culture in the ninth century and continued through the 
Muslim Middle Ages. 

Allah The one and only God in the religion of Islam. Etymologically, the 
name Allah is probably a contraction of the Arabic al-Iliih, "the God", 
Allah is the pivot of the M uslim faith . The Muslim holy scripture, the 
Q ur'an, constantly preaches Allah's reality, his inaccessible mystery, 
his various names, and his actions on behalf of his creatures. 

amfr (emir) A military commander, governor of a province, or a high 
military official. 

fi tllall A heretical uprising, especially the first major internal struggle 
within the Muslim community (A I) 656-661), which resulted in both 
civil war and religious schism between the Sunnis and Shi' ites. 

ghazal A genre of lyric poem in Islamic literature, generally short and 
graceful in form and typica lly dealing with themes of love. 

f!adith Record of the traditions or sayings of the Prophet MuJ:tammad, 
revered and received as a major source of religious law and moral 
guidance, second only 10 the authority of the Q ur'i'in, or scripture of 
Islam. 

lJajj The pilgrimage 10 the holy city of Mecca in Saudi Arabia, which 
every adult M uslim of either sex must make at least once in his or her 
lifetime. 

iill/d'The universal and infallible agreement ("consensus") of the Mus
lim community, especially of Muslim scholars on any Islamic principle, 
aT any time. 
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imiim The head or " leader" of the Muslim community; the title is used in 
the Qur'an several times to refer to leaders and to Abra ham. 

ilttifddah In Arabic, literally, "shaking off". Has come to he synonymous 
with mass popular rebellion, typically by Palestinian Arabs in Israeli 
occupied areas such as the West Bank and the Gaza Strip. 

Isliim Major world religion belonging to the Semitic family; it was 
promulgated by the Prophet Mu~ammad in Arabia in the seventh 
century AD. The Arabic term is/am, liTerally "surrender", illuminates 
the fundamental religious idea of Islam - that the believer (called a 
Muslim, from the active particle of islam ) accepts "surrender to the 
will of Allah (God)". 

jihad "Struggle", or "hattie". Jihad is a religious duty imposed on 
Muslims to spread Islam by waging war; jihad has come TO denote 
any conflict waged for principle or belief and is often translated TO 
mean "holy war" . 

jizyah Head o r poll tax that early Islamic rulers demanded from their 
non-Muslim subjects. 

madrasah An institution of higher education in Muslim countries. 
The madrasah functioned unti l the twentieth century as a theo
logical seminary and law school, with a curriculum centred on the 
Qur'an. 

mahdf In Islamic eschatology a messianic deliverer ("divinely guided 
one") who will fill the Earth with justice and eq uity, reSTOre true 
religion, and usher in a short golden age lasting seven, eight, or nine 
years before the end of the world. Many orthodox Sunni theologians 
question Mahdist beliefs because the Qur\i n does not mention him nor 
does nearly any reliable hadith, bur these beliefs form an integral part 
of Shf'i doctrine. 

masjid (mosque) Any house or open area of prayer in Islam. The Arabic 
word masjid means "a place of prostration" to God. 

mihmb A prayer niche in the qiblah wall (facing Mecca ) of a mosque. 
mi'riij In Islamic legend, the ascension of the Prophet Mu~ammad inTO 

heaven. 
lIIu'adhdhill (muezzin ) The official who proclaims the ca ll to prayer 

(adhdfl ) on Friday fo r the public worship and the call TO the daily 
prayer (~/dt ) five times a da y. 

mu;ahideell "Those who engage in jihad". 
lIIujtahid In the early Muslim community every adequately qualified 

jurist had the right to exercise ijtihad, the independent or original 
interpretation of problems not precisely covered by the Qur'an, 
I:Jadith, and ijmii'. Those who did so were termed muitahids. This 
tradition now only persists within the minority Shi'ite bra nch of Islam. 

Muslim A follower of Islam, from the active participle of the Arabic 
isliim, meaning "surrender". 

qiidi A Muslim judge who renders decisions according TO the Shari' ah, 
the canon law of Islam. 
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qasidal, Poetic form developed in pre-Islamic Arabia and perpetuated 
throughout Islamic literary history into the present. It is a laudatory, 
elegiac, or satiric poem of 60 to 100 lines, maintaining a single end 
rhyme that runs through the entire pie<:e. 

qiblah The direction of the sacred shrine of the Ka'bah in Mecca, Saudi 
Arabia, towards which Muslims turn five times each day when 
performing the !i<1liit (daily ritual prayer) . 

qi(al, Poetic genre in which the first hemistich (half-line of verse) does 
not rhyme, and the effe<:t is as though the poem had been "cut out" of a 
longer one (hence its name). The qit'ah is a light-hearted literary form 
used to deal with aspects of everyday life; it served mainly for 
occasional poems, satire, jokes, word games, and chronograms. 

Q/I'rall The sacred scripTUre of Islam and, for all Muslims, the very word 
of God, revealed through the agency of the archangel Gabriel to the 
Prophet Mulpmmad. 

Shan-<ah The fun damental religious concept of Islam, namely its law, 
systematized during the second and third centuries of the Muslim era 
(eight-ninth centuries AD ). Total and unqualified submission to the 
will of Allah is the fundamental tenet of Islam: Islamic law is therefore 
the expression of Allah's command for Muslim society and, in appli
cation, constitutes a system of duties that are incumbent upon Muslims 
by virtue of their religious belief. 

sharif Arabic title of respect, restricted, after the advent of Islam, to 
members of Muhammad's dan of Hashim . 

Shr'ite (Shi'a) Member of the smaller of the two major branches of Islam, 
distinguished from the majority Sunnis. The Shi'ites believe that 
Muslim leadership belonged to Mubammad's son-in-law, 'Ali, and 
his descendants alone. 

stllmah The body of traditional social and legal custom and practice 
("habitual practice") of the Muslim community. 

Stlllllite (Sunni) Member of one of the {\VO major branches of Islam, the 
branch that consists of the majority of that religion'S adherents. Sunni 
Muslims regard their sect as the mainstream and traditionalist branch 
of Is1:im, as distinguished from the minority se<:t, the Shritcs . The 
Sunnites re<:ognize the first four caliphs as Muhammad's rightful 
successors. 

tariqah The Muslim spiritual path toward dire<:t knowledge (rna'rira" ) of 
. God or Reality (I?aqq ). 
' /lla llla ' The learned of Islam, those who possess the quality of 'illll or 

" learning", in its widest sense. 
' /lmroh The "minor pilgrimage" undertaken by Muslims whenever they 

enter Mecca. 
/llIIlIIah "Community" or "community of [Musliml believers". 
zakat An obligatory tax required of Muslims, one of the five Pillars of 

Islam. 
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Burj AI Arab Hotel 277 
Ilurj Dubai 276 
Bush, ~orge W. 212,213,219, 

220,221,222,223,228,229, 
230,231-2 

and al-Qaeda 229 
approach to foreign ;1ff;1irs 212, 

213 
Iraq 219,220,221,222,223, 

228 
"prisoners of war" 230,231-2 

Bllyids (Bliwayhids) 113-14 
BYlanrine 84,89, 110, 118,270 
Cairo (;1I-Qahirah) 110, 127, 255, 

256,266-7 
calendar (Muslim) 37,85,155 
calligraphy 284,286,287-8,289,299 
Camp David Accords 180 
c;1ravanserai 251,259,27 1 
c;1rpct weaving 294,298 
celibacy 58 
Central Africa 403-4 
Central Intelligence Agency 

(CIA) 190,23 1-2, 376 
ceramics 282-3,284,285,286,287, 

288,292 
chastity (ihsan) 59 
China 25,86,98-9, 148,212,289-90 
Christianity 20,25,50, 87, 90, 98, 

129,162, [83,236,356,394, 
404 

and AfriC;1 394, 404 
and [slam 20,25,98, 129,236 
al1d JeTl1salem 90 
and Lebanon 183-4,356 

CIA (Central Intelligence 
Agency) 190,231-2,376 

citadels (urban fortresses) 258-9 
cities, premodern 105-7 
Coalition Provisional Authority 

(CPA) 222,225 
Committee for the Defence of 

legitimate Rights (CDLR) 197 
compctiti"e regions, rise of 107-11 
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Constitution of Medina 15 
Council Muslim League 389 
Crusades 121-3,259 
cultural diversity 25-6,60-5 
Cumali, Nttati 343 
Cyprus 354 

Daglarca, Fazil Hlisnil 34 1-2 
Damascus 244-5,253,275-6 
Dandanqan, R1tTie of I] 7 
Dar ol-Fonun college 330 
Dara Shikoh 145 
Darwish, Mahmud 306,309 
decorative arts 

architcctural 90,253,254,256, 
261 -8,267-8,270-2,274- 5 

visual 280-99 
dervishes (turuq ) 64, 128, 155 
Detainee Treatment Act (2004) 

(US) 230 
dhimmf (unconverted protected 

groups) 90, 92, 93 
dietary laws 6S 
Ditch (a l-Khandaq), Battle of the 17 
divorce 58 
doctrinal views, sources of 26-33 
Dome of the Rock Uerusalem) 90, 

246-7,253,266 
domes 252,256,260,261,262,269, 

270 
Dowlatshah 326-7 
drama and plays 3 17-20 
dress codes 155, 194, 360, 377 

religious 62- 5,190 
women 351,364,370 

Druzes II I, 355, 356 
Dubailand 278 

Eastern Africa 404-5 
edue;ltion 55-8 
Egypt 57,107,110,123,139,154-

5,158, 171, 177 
war wi th Israet 176, 179-82 

Emirates I'aiaee Hotel 277 
Enderuni, Fazil 338 
Esfahan 272- 3 
Eshkol, levi 178 
Esbndri, P:Hvaneh 193 

European influences in the arts 150, 
275-9,298-9 

extremism 181, [93, 198-9,237, 
360,367,390,392 

and terrorism 182,197,201,203, 
206 

eYllan (vaulted h;lll) 259,260,261, 
262, 266, 268 

FJr;1bi, a[· 46-7, III 
Fatimah (d. of Mupammad) 8,9 
Faisal, Shaikh Ahmed 405 
{akhr ("boast ing") 305 
Fakhr ad·Din a[· R:tzT 50 
{a/safah 127, [34, 136, 143 
family 58-60 
Faraj, Alfred 319 
Farouhar, Dariyush 193 
Farr;lkhan, Louis (l ouis Eugene 

Wolcott) 406-7 
Farrokhzad, Forugh 331-2 
Farwardin, Bih'Mrid ibn 97 
Fatah (Palestine National liberation 

Movemem) 169,182,202,358 
Fawhpur Sikri 274 
Fathy, Hassan 278-9 
Fatimid dynasty 43,57, 110, 254-7, 

284-5,395 
Faysal I 159,160 
Ferdowsi 115,289,322,329 
Fertile Crescent 262 
Firqat.BJdr 226 
(itnahs 88-93,93-5, [01-4 
Five Pillars of Islam 34-6,90 
Fivers (Zaydis) 96 
France 177,220,355,356, 413- 14 
Front for the Popular Palestinian 

Struggle 183 
fundamenTalism 171,1 95-208,365, 

370 
{/lsha (literary Arabic) 155 
{II/lllvah ("young men") 114 

Garip ("Strange") poetry 
mo\'ement 34! 

Gaza Strip 168- 9,186,188,202, 
238 

Germany 214, 413 
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Ghaz;lli, ai- 48,49,52, 120, \32, 
m 

ghawllgazd (love poetry) 308,322, 
325, 326, 330, 334, 337 

Ghazan, Mahmud 126,268 
Ghazi al-Yawar 225 
Ghaznavid dynasty 114-17 
Gibbons, Gillian 238-9 
glassware 283, 285, 288, 289 
God ( AII~h ) 27-8, 80, 87 
Great Britain 158-62,163-5,166-

7,177,236,237 
Iraq War 218-28 

Great Mosque (al-Qayrawanl 
Kairouan) 246, 253 

Grear Mosque (Cordoba) 246,252 
Grear Mosque (Esfahan) 259-60 
Green Book (al -Qaddafi) 176 
Guantanamo Bay (Cuba ) 229,230, 

233 
Gul, Abdullah 237-8 
Gulf Co-operation Council 

{Gcq 276 
Gulf War see Persian Gulf War 

/labsiyah (prison poems) 323 
Hadid, Zaha 278 
Hadith 7,22,26,39,41,57,91, 

100,102,104, 150,310 
Hafez, Mohammad Shams od-

i)in 326 
H<lifa Congress 161 
ha;; ("pilgrimage") 20,35-6,64, 79, 

13 1, \32,258,312- 13 
hakawali (storyteller) 313, 317 
H<lkawati thearre troupe 320 
H<lkim,a[- III 
H<lkim, Tawfiq ai- 318 
Ha1imah 7, 8 
al -Hall:lj (mystic) 70, 113 
H<lmadhani, ai - 3 13 
H<lmas 186,188, 197, 200--2,238 
Hamdanid ! 11 
H<lnbal, Apmad ibn 102 
H<lrakat al -Muqawamah a[-

Isl;lmiyyah ("islamic Resistance 
Movement") see Hamas 

J'briri, ai - 31 3 

H;lnin ar-R;lshid 98, ]01 
hashishiyah (assassins) 119 
H:lshim ibn H:lkim (al -Muqann<l'1 

"Veiled One") 97-8 
Hasan al-Banna' 158,202 
!:"Iasan al -Basri, ai - 113 
I-Iassan ibn Thabit ("the Prophet's 

poet") 304 
Haykal, Muhammad Husayn 316 
He7.bollah (Hizb AII;lh) 193,197, 

199,203-5,358 
hija' (lampoon) 304,305,336 
Hijrah (emigration) 196 
hikma (wisdom) 49- 50 
Hikmct, Nazim 341 
Hilalian invasion 130 
Hindus 25,61, 145 
Hish:lm, 'Amr ibn (Abu Jahl ) II 
Home!<lnd Security Act (2002) 

(US) 2 13 
H(ileg(i 124 
Husayn I 143-4 
Husayn (so of 'Ali) 36, 63,69, 70, 

14Z 
Husayni, Amin ai 
Husr.ein , Saddam 

220,221 
Hydropo[is (hOlel ) 277 

162, 166 
187, 192, 219, 

hypostyle mosques 244, 245,249, 
252,255, 263,264,266, 
274 

Ibn al-Muqaffa' 312 
Ibn al -Rumi 305,337 
Ibn an-Nafis 127 
Ibn Ba.!liitah 135 
Ibn Khaldun 136-7,312 
Ibn Khallikan 127 
Ibn Sa'ud ('Abd al -'Aziz i) 157 
Ibn Tufay[ 134 
Ibn Tumart 132-3 
Ibn T<lymiyah 49, 127 
Ibrahim, Yah)'a ibn 131 
'rds (festivals ) 35 
Idris, Yusuf 314- 15, 3 19 
ihsan (chastity) 59 
ijma ("consensus") 26,27, 43,49 
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ii/ihM ("individuallhought"J 26, 
27, 100 

II -Khanid dynasty 268 
ilahi ("divine") poetry 333 
IIhan, Alti!.' 343 
illustrations, bookJrnanuscript 285, 

286,287,288,289,290,292, 
294-6 

imams (spirituaVtcmporal 
Icaders) 26,37,42,43,94,237, 
388,408 

Imami Shi'ites 113, 142 
iman (faithfulness) 80,85 
lmru' al-Qays 303,306 
India 53,61,65,66, 115,126,144, 

158,234,382-7 
Indian Independence Act 

(1947) 386-7 
Indian Mutiny (1857) 385 
Indian Ocean 139,1 47-8, 152 
Indonesia 25,61-2,214,236, 

373-8 
infrastructure 276-7 
imernationallaw and terrorism 229-

32 
Interna tional Security Assistance Force 

(ISM) 215-16,2]7,232 
inti(adah ("shaking off"l 

rebellion) 186, 188 
Iqbal, Muhammad 53- 5, 153--4 
Iran 36,98,103,1]5-6,149,154, 

199,360-2 
literature 69 
revolution (1978- 9) 176,189- 94, 

198,361 
Shrites 153,226, 353 

Iran-Iraq war 192 
Iraq 107, 159,200,359-60 

Baghdad 98,103,107, 124 
flourishing of 111-14 
architecture 251,252 
War (199 1- 2) 218- 22 
government and insurgency 222-

8,353 
Ir::Iq Study Group 227-8 
Iraq Survey Group 221 
Iraqi Accord Front 227 
' Iraqi, Fakhr-ud-Din 325 

[SAF (International Security Assistance 
Force) 215-16,217,232 

[skander Muda 148 
[slam 

definition 3-4,80,196,197 
early hiSTOry 24-6 
statistics 3,349 
and the West 235-9 

[siamic Assembly 389 
Islamic Conference, Organization of 

the 171 
Islamic Da'awah party 225 
[siamic Group (al-Jam,l'a ai

Isl~miyah) 181,182,199,206 
[sl~mic jihad (ai-Jihad al-

Islami) 18[, [82, 199,201, 
206 

[slJmic Liberation Front 199 
Islamic Salvation From 199 
Islamic Tetldency Movement 

(Mouvement de la Tendance 
IsIJmique (MTI)) 40 1 

Ismti il l 141-2 
[smililillsmailiyah Shrires (Sab 'iyahl 

Seveners) 43-4,47,97, 109, 
115, 119,170,255,351,388 

[srael, State of 167, 183-8, 200, 20 1, 
202, 204, 238, 363 

war with Arab States 176-82 
[thna 'Ashariyah (Twelver 

Shi'ires) 42,52,53,54,97,35 1, 
359, 360-1, 388 

' Izz ai-Din al-QasS3m Forces 201 

jiihiliyyah, ai- ("the age of 
ignorance") 20 

jahiz, al- 104,310-11 
al -Jamil'ah al-Islamiyah (Islamic 

Group) 181, 197 
jama'at al -Ansar al -Mahdi 400 
Jama'at al-Madrasah Hadithah {"New 

School Group"} 314 
Jama'at-j-lsIJmi (Isl~mic 

Society) 175 
jami 327,330 
japan 21 4 
Jawsaq al-Khaqani palace city 250 
jaysh al-Mahdi 226 
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Jemaah Isl~miyah 236,376,377 
Jerusalem 13, 36, 90, 121, 123, 177, 

178 
architecture 243,244,245,246-7 

Jews and Judaism 20,25,90,98, 
159-69,1 78,247 

Jiddah, Treaty of [57 
ii/lad ("holy war/struggle") 24-5, 

33,35,40, 151,176,181, 197, 
20 I, 352, 387 

against the West 153, 195,206 
iiz)'ah (religious taxes) 18, 25 
Jordan 158,167,168,178,183, 

362-3 
JOl'eyni, 'Ata Malek 125 
Jumblan, Kamal 357 
Justice and Development Party (Adalet 

ve Kalkinma l'arrisilAKP) 350 

Ka'bah 6, II, 18,19,21,34,35,36, 
79,82 

Kalam ("speech") 39 
Kamil, Mustafa 154 
Karacaoglan 332 
Karak~, Sezai 343 
Karay, Refik Halid 339--40 
Karbala' (Iraq) 36,63,70,223,227, 

359-360 
Karim Khan Zand 149 
Kanai, Hamid 215- 16,218,233, 

234,235 
Kaviani Press 331 
Kemal, Yashar 342-3 
Keykavus, 'Onsor ol-Ma'ali 327 
Khadijah bint al-Khuwaylid (w. of 

Mu/tammad) 8-9,10, 11-l2, 
80 

Kharijites 40,93,103,109 
Kh~warijites ("seceders") 88-9 
kbabar ("report") 310 
Khal, Yusuf al- 309 
Khalifah, Hamad ibn "[sa AI 371 - 2 
Khalili, Karim 233 
Khalilzad, ulmay 232 
Khamenei, Ayato llah 192,193 
khamriyya/ (wine poetry) 306 
Khan, Sir Sayyid Ahmad 386 
Khartoum Arab Summit 179 

Khatami, Mohammad 192-3, 194 
kha/ib (sermonlkhllibah gi,·er) 37 
kha}'a/ al-zill (shadow plays) 317 
Khayyam, Omar 323 
Khirbat al -M afjar pabce 249 
Khomeini, Ayatollah Ruhollah ]76, 

189,190-2,353 
Khwarizmi, al- 99 
Ki ndi, Ya'qub ibn [shaq as-Sa bah al-

45-6, 104 
Kizilbash (" Red Heads") 141 
KOral! see Qur'an 
Kiidik Kaynarca, Treaty of 

(1774) 150 
kurr (denial of God) 83 
klliJIJal1 (soothsayers) 310 
kiil/i)"e (bui lding cOinplexes) 270, 

271 
Kurds 2 [9,225,226,227,228,255, 

355 
Kuwait 369-70 

languages 99, [15, 139,300 
Arabic 60,90,127,130, 155,156 
New Persian 107, 116 

laybt al-Isra' wa'I -Mi'raj (Noctura l 
Ascent of M.) 12-13,21 ,37, 
90,244,246-7,281 

l aylat al-Qadr ("Night of 
Determination") 37 

League of Arab States (ArJb 
League) 165-6 

l ebanon 158,159,168,176,18 1, 
182,183--4,185,203-5,204, 
356-8 

UbYJ 176,396-7 
literature 67, 128, 155,300-45 
l ondon, July 7 2005 attacks 236, 

407,408 
love poetry 307,308,322,325,326, 

330,334,337 
lustre glazing 282-3,284,285,288 

MadJni, 'In ai-Din al- 320 
madh (panegyric poetry) 304,306, 

323,325 
madrasah (buildings) 248,258, 262, 

264 , 266,395 
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madrasah (religious schools) 56-7, 
119-20,140, 189,248,335, 
36. 

and extremists 189,207,234 
Madrid, March II 2004 attacks 236 
"'Ilgha:;i (accounts of M.) 310 
Mahdi, al- 99 
Mahdi Army 223, 227 
Mahfouz, Naguib (Najib 

Mahfuz) 317 
Majlisi, Mo]:lammad Baqir 144 
Makassar (Macassar) 148 
Mala'ikah, Nazik al- 303 
Malaysia 25, 148,378-82 
Malcolm X (el-Hajj Malik d-

Shabazz) 406 
Malik;, Nu.; Kamal al- 225 
Mamluks 265-7,288-9 
Ma'mun, al- [01-2 
Mansa Musa 135 
Mansur, Ustad (Nadir-nl-'AsT) 

("Wonder of The Time") 297 
maqamah (narrative) 3 13,3[5-16 
Maqamat 286, 289 
maqsurah (arched fa~ade) 246 
maraboliis (saintly individuals) 394, 

397 
marriage 58-9 
marsiychs (e legies) 69 
marthiyyah (elegies) 301,302 
martyrdom 64, ]90 
Marw~n id Maghrib 92-3 
Masjid al-Nabi (Mosquc of the 

Prophet) 14 
masjids (mosques) 36-7,63,85,90, 

237, 243-8,263-4,266,268, 
274 

masllavis/mesnevis (rhyming 
couplet) 323,324-5,333,334, 
338 

Masoud, A~mad Zia 233 
Mas'ud 1 116-17 
mausoleums 247-8,256,258,262, 

264,266,268,269,274 
Mawardi, ai- 117 
Mawdudi, Mawlana Abil'I-Alii' 158 
Mawlawiyah (WhirlinglDancing 

Dervishes) 64, 128, 155,337 

Mecca 8,19,21,35-6,62,78-9,81, 
103, 110, 176, 35 I 

Medina (Yathrib) 13-1 4, 19,21,22, 
24,36,62,78,80,81, 110,351 

Mehmed II 139 
Meshed (Iran) 36 
meta lwork 285-6,288,292,298, 

37. 
Meydan raca:ourse complex 277 
Meydan-e Shah 272-3 
,\;Iiddlc East 354-73 
mihrab {de<:orative niche} 245,246, 

253,256,262 
Military Commissions Act (2006) 

(US) 230-1 
Mina 35 
minarets 245,257,260,261,263, 

267,269 
miniature painters 287,292,293, 

295 
"Mirror for Princes" literary 

genre 327 
Misri, Abu'l Fa yd Dhu'n-Nun ai- 104 
modcrn art 298-9 
Mohammad Reza Sba h Pahlavi 154, 

189, 190 
Molla , K~ecizade Izzer 338 
Mijngke 124 
Mongols 123-30,268-70 
Moorish archite<:ture 263-5 
Morocco 139,146,399-400 
Mosque of the Prophet (Masjid ai-

Nabi) 14 
mosques (mas jids) 36-7,63,85,90, 

237,243-8,255,263-4,266, 
268,271,274 

Mostowfi, Hamdollah 328 
Mount Marwa 35 
MounT Zafa 35 
Mountain of Light Uabal al-Nilr) 9 
A/-MII'al/aqat ("long poems") 303 
Mu'iiwiyah 88 
m ubl1/aghal' (hyperbole) 67 
Mubarak, Hosni (Husni ) 181-2, 

365,366 
Mudi:jar de<:oraTive style 288 
muenin (pra)'er-time announcer) 37 
Mughals 139,144-6 
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architecture 273-5 
artS 294-8 

al-mrduliirtjll ("fellow 
emigrants") 15, 19,82, 133 

Muhammad 3-23, 79, 80-2,91,92, 
133, 281, 334 

Advelll of reveb tion 10-13 
and Islamic piety 21-3 
and mythology 68, 70 
ear ly life 6-9 
Mecca period 13-14 
Medinan period 15- 16 
names and titles 4-5 
physical description 8 
Quraysh [6-21 

Muhammad, Elijah 406 
Muhammad I Askia 147 
Muhammad ibn Sa'ud 15 1,156 
Muhammad ibn Tughluq 126,383 
Muhammad V 264 
Muharram 37 
Mu'in ai-Din Chisti 36 
mll;ahideell ("holy warriors") 176, 

207, 215,391,392 
mll;tahids (Shi'i te jurists) 42-3,142, 

143 
Mulaydah, Battle of al- 157 
Mllqaddimah (Ibn Kha[dun) 136-7 
mllqarnas (decoration) 252, 256, 

260,262,265,268,269 
mllqiitilah (fighters) 85-6 
al-mmabitml (Almoravidsl"the people 

of the retreat" ) 131,134,247 
Murad I 129 
Murad III 336 
Murad IV, Sultan 141 
Mus:) al -Kazim 96 
Musharraf, Pervez 390 
music 66-7 
Muslim BrOtherhood (AI-ikhwan AI

musl imun) 158,17 1,175,181, 
182,201,202-3,362,364-5, 
366, 409 

Muslim Code of Honour 237 
Muslim ibn al-Hajjaj 104 
Muslim League 386,389 
Muslim Lebanese National 

Movement 357 

Muslim Public Affairs Council 237 
Muslim World League 171 
muslims, definition 80-1, 197 
al-Mutanabbi ("He Who Claime<! to 

Be a Prophet") 111,304,305 
Mu'tasim 102 
Mutawwakil, Yahya Mahmud al -

367-8 42,52,54,55, 102 
Mu'tazilah (" those who stand 

apart") 41,42,52,54 ,55, 
102 

al-Muwahhidll11 (Almohads) 133--4 
myths and legends 67, 68-72 

N~bi 337 
Nader Shah (Nader Qoli Beg) 149 
Nadir-ul-Zaman, Abil ai-Hasan 

("Wonder of the Age") 297 
N:Jfi, 'Uqbah ibn (S idi 'Uqbah) 89 
N;i 'ili 332,335 
Nakheel ("The Palms") 277 
Nasrallah, Hassan 205 
Nasrin, Taslima 238 
Nasser, Gamal Abde! 177, 178-9, 

181,203,318 
Nation of Islam (American Muslim 

Mission) 170, 405--6 
National Commission on Terrorist 

Attacks Upon the United States 
(9111 Commission) 221-2 

National Security Agency (NSA) 
(US) 213 

National Security Strategy of the 
United States of America 
(2002) 213 

nationalism 152,154-9,3 16-17, 
385, 410 

NATO (North Atlantic Treaty 
Organization) 211,232,234-5 

Nawwab, Muzaffar al - 305 
Nedim, Ahme<! 337 
Nef'i 336 
Nesimi, Seyid lmadcddin 333 
New Order (Nizam-i Cedid) 150 
New Persian language 107, [16 
9fll Commission (National 

Commission on Terrorist Anacks 
Upon the United States) 221-2 
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Niyali Misri 333 
Nizam al-Mulk 118-20,327 
Nizamiyahs 119, 120 
Nizari Isma'i lis 119,122 
Nobel Prize for Literature 317,344 
Nocturnal Ascent (Laylat al-

lsre') 12-13,21,90,244,246-
7,281 

North Africa 66,89,135,264,393, 
394--6 

North Atlantic Treaty Organization 
(NATO) 211,232,234- 5 

Northern Alliance 214 
numbers, mystical value 71 
Nureddin {Nur ad-Din} 122-3 

'Obeyd-e Zakani 326 
Olmert, Ehud 238 
Oman 370-1 
Omar, Mullah Mobammad 207 
Orner, Asik 333 
Operation Desert Fox (1998) 219 
Operation Enduring Freedom 214-

IS 
Operation Iraqi FTC('dom 220-1 
Operation Mountain Thrust 234-5 
opium production 234 
Organization of American States 

211 
Organization of the Islamic 

Conference 171 
Oslo Accords 188 
Ottoman Empire 53, 128, 138, 139-

41 ,1 49- 50,352 
architecture 270-2 
arts and culture 281,29 1-2, 
334-41 

Orel, ismet 343-4 

Pakistan 61,158,176,195,207, 
208,218,234,238,382,387-
9 1,407 

Pakistan Muslim league 389 
Pakistan People's Parry (PPP) 389 
palace-cities 250,259,261,271 
Palestine 159--69,178- 9,200--2, 

212,238,357,358-9,363 
Palestine Arab Congress 162 

I'a lestine Liberation Organisation 
(PLO) 169,182-8,200,357, 
363 

Palestine National Council 
(PNCj 186 

I'alcstine NaTional Liberation 
Movemc!ll (FaTah) 169, 182, 
202 

Palestinian Authority (PA) 188, 
202 

Pamuk, Orhan 344-5 
Parvin E'tesami 331 
I'asa, Koca Ragib 337 
I'ashtuns 215-16,233 
Passfield White Paper 162, 163 
Peel Commission (1937) 164 
I'entagon (September 11 

attacks) 209,210 
People of the Book (A hl al-Kflab) 18, 

19,25,90 
I'eres, Shimon 188 
I'crsia 53,60,115,127,139, 289-

91 ,321-32 
Persian Gulf War (1990-1) 187, 

200,205,219,401 
petroleum industry 17 1, 182, 198, 

200,223 
I'FLI'-General Command (I'FLi'-

GC) 183 
philiosophy 44-55 
pishtaq (ga teway) 260 
I'LO (['alesTine Liberation 

Organization) 169, 182-8, 
200,357 

pluralism, religiOUS and the 
WeST 235-9 

poetry 53,67,69,128,301-9, 321-
32,341 -2 

['olitical Action Front 203 
I'opular FronT for The LiberaTion of 

Palestine (PFLP) 183 
pre-Mu~ammadan society 75-9 
premodern islamic society 105-7 
princely archi tecture 249-51 
"prisoners of war", treatment 

of 224,229-31 
prophets 4, 30-1 
purdah 62 
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Qaddafi, Muammar ai- 176,396 
Qadir, Haji Abdul 216 
Qadiriyah 120,402 
qadis (judges) 9 [, 136, 399 
al-Qalqashandi 117 
Qarmalians 109 
qasidah (liturgy) 303,304,306,307, 

322, 323 
Qatar 372-3 
qiblah 15,36,246 
qit'ah ("scgmcru "/pocm ) 302,303 
Qur'iin (Koran) 3--4, 10,22, 26, 27-

33,68,87, 197,301,399 
Qllraysh 6, II, 14, 16-21 , 79, 81 
Qllrayzah (jewish tribe) 17-18 
qllssas (storytellers) 68 
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